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CHAPTER X
COMMAND CONCERNS
PRISONERS OF WAR
BAGCKGROUND
(U) Throughout 1971 the North Vietnamese and Peoples' Revolutionary Government continued
to reject or ignore all Allied proposals aimed at alleviating the plight of the prisoners of wvar (PW);
likewise they steadfastly resisted attempts to separate the humanitarian question from the political
and railitary issues of the Indochina conflict.
(U) As of 31 Dec 71 ttere were 1,5$85 Americans officially listed as missing or captured in
Southeast Asia. Of this numnber 48Z were determined to be PW while 1, 105 wore listed as mi~saing
in action (MIA). Of those MXA, many were thought to be hold captive in Sokzih Viottnam, Laos,
anti Cambodia, however. virtually no information was provided on personnel missing or captured
in these countries. North Vietnam listed only i344 Americans au prisoners in their coviltry.
The enemy's consistent refusal to provide lists of prisoners and overall refusal to abide by the
Geneva Conventions cotnplicated the problems of accountAbdiliy of PW/MIA And planning for
their eventual return to friendly control. The enemy clainted th.0 US prisoners were war criminals and as such not evtitled to PW status. The Cummuniunlt claim had noi basis in intornational
law-, uniformed menibers of the US Armed 1-Foreci wort clearly eutitled, to PW status.
EEM Y IW

latertimeont of Enem

~PW by GVN

(C) Pursuant to an agreamout betu-een 'WMUMACV and the Chief of 309. iAVNAF, on ~7
Sep 6S, All oieoemy prisoners ot war captoredl by US Forava wore tl, be transterrved mnmediaawl)
2o h
vodit
i4Atrafttr tactical interrallation to ttIVNFfritrmn.I
&and was to

i4cretvacino

eot

ouni.fU

?ptrdP

ifteONsolfilo

U)Tho first MACV rteerd of repatri-itiois 6t rdlokst of #.nemy PIN by the GVN *-at in 19".
Since that date'small ounabtrs of NVA and VC PW were perdc ally ?released or rtjiattimd.
The w*terlyiag reason tor thoov actions was Llw hope tW tat
s
initlatavot would pe.,niMpt a
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one of 13 disappointed MIN war prisoners is taken ashore from USNS Upshur after
a day at sea waiting to be turned over to representatives of Hanoi.

UNCLASSIFIED

reciprocal release of US, GVN, or Free World Military Assistance Foce (I'WMAF) PW.
Although the enemy also periodically relea!ed small numbers o0 PW, none of these releases
appeared to be a matter of reciprocity. 4

Friendly Overtures on PW Repatriation During 1971
(C) In an attempt to break the PW deadlock, on 26 Jan 71 the GVN offered to repatriate or
transfer all sick and wounded PW to NVN. No reply was made to this offer by the North Vietnamese. On 29 Apr 71 the GVN requested that the Communists zonclude a bilateral agreement
on direct repatriation or internment in a neutral country of able-bodied PW who had undergone
a long period of captivity. This r(quest was also ignored.
(U) During May 1971 North Vietnam accepted a GVN offer to return 570 sick and disabled
NVA PW. In their acceptance was the stipulation that repatriation would be by transfer at sea
from civilian ship (s) near the 17th paral!.a at 1030 Hanoi time, 4 Jun 71. On 29 May 71 an
International Committee of the Red Cross (IORC) intervie~ved 660 sick and wounded NVN PW.
Only 13 of those interviewed were willing to return to NVN. On 3 June these 13 PW departed
Da Nang, IVN aboard the USNS Uhur accompanied by a civilian tug and barge. The civilian
craft were to be used for rendezvous with the NVN ships. While .t sea, the NVN, by radio
broadcast and through envoys at the Paris talks, can( rlled the repatriation agreement because
only 13 of the offered 570 PW were present at the repatriation site. The PW were returned to
the Da Nang PW camp on 4 Jun 71 and no Wuither s•',1stantive PW discussions took place during
the remainder of 1971. 5
(C) Prior tA. President Thieus reelection in October 1971, he and the GVN were intransigent
to US proposals to unilaterally release large numbers of long held, able-bodied enemy PW.
President Thieu asserted on numerous occasions that he could not justify to the soldiers of
South Vietnam, many of whom had been wourded or had lost comrades ln combat, the release
of able-bodied enemy prisoners. Consequently, until after the RVN presidential election, In
spite of high level US Government urging, releases of enemy PW were largeiy limited to sick
and wounded, Subsequent to the elections, in an abrupt ch-nge of policy, the GVN announced
plans to release approximately 3,000 PW who had petitioned for release and had pledged loyalty
to the CVN. In commemoration of Thieuýs inauguration on 31 Oct 71 approximately 2,300 of
these PW were transferred to Chieu Hol centers and 623 VC PW were released to their home
provinces. 6

Recap of Enemy P%% Released
(C) The cumulative total of PW released thrtugh I Mar 72 was 5, 960. Of these 1188 were
repatriated to NVN, 904 were roleatod In SVN, 1, 784 were reclaosified, and 3,084 were
released to the Chlelt HoL program. This total also includes 623 VC PW who were released on
.31 Oct 71 to commemorate President Thiou's inauguration.
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FRIENDLY PW
Releases Previous to 1971
(U) Since the beginning of the Vietnam conflict small numbers of US PW have been returned
to friendly control, beginning with the release of two US Army NCOr- near Da Nang on I May 62.
A total of 52 US Armed Forces personnel were released during the period I May 62 throtigh 1970.
Of those released, 41 were US Army personnel, seven US Air Force, two USMC, and two US
Navy.7
Release of US PW Dsuring 1971

I

(U) The only American PW released by the enemy di'ring 111 1 was S,:t John C. Seton Jr,
who was returned to friendly control on 8 Oct 71 in the vicinity of An Loc, Tay Ninh Province,

~

South Vietnam. Sexton was captured 12 Aug 69 when his unit was ambushed neaLr An Loc. Sgt

Sexton was report.dly carrying two documents when released; one was a safe conduct pass,
and the other an offer for a prisoner exchange. On 11I Oct 71 the US releaved an NVA lieutenant
into the same general area where Sexton had been released. A US Government spokesman
stated that the release was arranged
...in response to indications that the enemy Nvuald welconie such a
release. . . we have nuo assurance whatever at present that this reciprocal
gesture will lead to the release of additional American prisoners, how.
ever, that is the goal toward which we are working.
There were no reciprocal gestures forthcoming during 1971.i
(U) SOt Sexton was evacuated to FitzainionsArmy Hospital where he undetwent treatmnent
for the wrounds and ailments which he suffered as a result of the amibush and stibsequenit period
as a PW.

Treatment o! US PW
(U) Although North Vietnamn officially acceded to the Geneva Conventions, the Communists
continually refused to recognize application of the Geneva Convention to the Vietnam conflict.
Thoy rtfused to allow the delegates of the International Committee of the Red Cross (IC11C) to
enter NVN to overseea Communist handling of PW. fin SVN, XCIAC representatives wel-c present,
made regular inspections of PW campa and actively assisted the GVN in adrmlnkatrafl'ýa of theo
cam~ps in accordance with the Geneva Convention.
(U) Curtaiimernt of mail to and fromt American PW In NVN was a matter of deep concern to
the US Government and to the relatives of PW during 1971. Tito US Department of D~efense
iD0l)) charged that North Vietnam and its Allies had boon withholding mail written by prisoners
of war to their families Wi the Unitad States.
(U) D~uring the 135~th session of the Paritt PeAce Talks, 4 Nov 71, US Aivabmasador Wiiham
P~orter complained that only 170 letter* had boon received from US 13W held In North Vietnam
since last May. Between May anW OctO42r of Iq0, he said, sonic 1. 300 letter& were received
by American fam1ilies, or eight times6 this yearlit figure. He stated: "North Vietunamese officials
have siaid all prisoners may write monthly. by this atan%4ard thi-acknowledged 339 prisoners ist
North Viettarins hould rave sent over 2, 000 lotors In theso hAtf-year pariods."
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(IT) Defense Department figures show that 2, 646 letters were received during 1970, but in
1971 through 15 December, only 499 letters from 50 prisoners were received. When confronted
with th,-s(, allegations the NVN delegation at the Paris talks made evasive remarks and stated
the NVN policy on PW mail: "It is a humanitarian policy, all are authorized to correspond once
Smonth with their families and to receive a parcel weighing 3 kilos every 2 months and, exceptionally, at Christmas and New Year they can receive a parcel weighing 5 kilos.... ,,9

(U) A DOD spokesman announced in late December 1971 that NVN had refused to accept more
than ',00 gift packages for American PW. The spokesman called the action "inhumane and
uncivilized, " and said that NVN was violating their own established policy of permitting US
prisoners to receive one 6. 6 pound package every 2 months. The rejected packages were returned
to the US Postal Service through the medium of the Soviet Postal Administration and later
returned to the senders.
(U) An American minister arrived in New York from Paris on 21 Dec 71 carrying 1,001
letters. He said that the letters were from most of the acknowledged 339 PW in Vietnam. The
Reverend Richard Fernandez said the letters received from North Vietnam and Viet Cong
tepresentatives in Paris include6 the fi-st mail from American PW held in South Vietnam. 10
(U) Ax the US State r -artment, Frank A. Sieverts, who was in chargc of prisoner of war
affairs, said he felt the late delivery of the 1,001 letters came only in response to repeated
prot,:sts made by the United States.

Repatriation znd -PW Rights Efforts
(U) Workding throug,, the United Nations, international Rd Cross, and at the Paris talks,
the US Government throughout 1971 continued -Atttmptt to secure humane treatment and release
of American PW. On 4 Oct 71, the US House of Lepresentativea unanim.3usly passed, by a vo~e
of 369 to 0, a resolution regarding humane treatment anl eelease of PW. Regarding this resolution Ambassador Porter at the 131st Plenary Session at P=iis on 7 October said:
The resolution strongly protests tCie treatment of United States servicemen
hold prisoner by yoti and your Allies in Southeast A '.a. It calls on you to
conm.ly with the requirements of the Geneva Convention relative to the treatment of prisoners of war, it also expresses approval ane support of efforts
by the people and Government of .he United States, the United Nations. t0e
Intocn-atlonal Rea Crovs, and other ,aders and peoplec of tha worlt' to obtain
huzaana treatment for prisoners of war and immed.ate repatriation of the sit.,c
and wounded . . . i trust that you will give this unanimous resolulipn % the
House of Representatives your most careful consiouratilon .
ItU) Privatt organizations, mada up primarily of PW ilatives, worked vigorously for their
inen. The concerned organizations were spl't -an a i.odus operandi to aid their men. One group
.kowt as the Nntlonal League ot Families of Amertcan i'risoners and Missing in Southeast Asia
wa.n primarily coracetrned with efforts to hmlp their men to have a better life while being held
captive. Focusing attention on the plight of prisoners while they are 'eld captive, said the
le4g.1e, is a humatitarian, noncontroversial goal. Specifically, the league wanted NVN 'o observe
the Geneva Convention's requirement that PW camps be suoJect to inspection by an 'nipartial
internattional group. Taking a different approach was a group known as POWIMIA Families for
Immediate Release whose aim was to get the US to end the war immediatily and get the men
home. This group contended that the administratioa was primarily interested in backing the
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interests of the group beseeching Hanoi to follow the Geneva Convention.
position this way:

It explained its

Some of our nusbands and sons and brothers have been held captive in Indochina for as long as 8 years. It is appalling to us that at this late date the
Government would want to focus attention away from the real goal, which is
to end the war and bring the .- en home, and on to a goal that would at best
let American prisoners rot in comfort. 12

PW NEGOTIATION STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES

Objectives
(S) Since the beginning of the Paris Peace Talks numerous proposals on settlement of the
Vietnam conflict were offered to the Communists. The PW issue was a part of each proposal.
At the regular session of the Paris talks on 8 Oct 70 Ambassador Bruce read President Nixon's
peace initiative of 7 Oct 70. Included in this proposal was the stated objective that all PW,
without exception or condition, be released to the place of their choice, The President's proposal was reiterated at several succeeding meetings throughout 1970 and 1971. Intermediate
objectives to attain the overall goal were:
--

To obtain comprehensive lists of all PW and an accounting of all missing personnel.

--

Keeping the PW issue on center stage at the Paris Peace Talks until some agreement
was reached.

--

Attempt to secure a PW repatriation agreement as part of a negotiated agreement for
a ceasefire,

--

Insist on PW repatriation before completonof
of the agreement on mutual withdrawal.

major US/FWMAF withdrawals, as part

Strategy and Policy
(U)

In all negotiations on PW the following considerations guided US actions.
The US
Haibing

--

US was to assist the GVN in the release and repatriation of consenting PW.
view was that the Geneva Convention does not require forcible repatriation.
the issue of 'freedomn vf choice" would be avoided.

--

US would take the lead with respect to US PW repatriation.

--

If exchange of US for enemy PW was proposed, close coordination would be maintained
with GVN, as GVN controlled all enemy PW.

--

US was to urge that the GVN reduce number of PW in camps prior to settlement.
Reduction program was planned to be implemented onl low key.
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The Geneva Convention was the basic international agreement concerning PW.
Although the GVN was the detaining power, the US had a residual legal obligation for
PW captured by US forces. 1

Planning for Release /Repatriation of US 12W

i

I

(C) In the interest of facilitacing uniformity in the processing of returned US 12W and otherI
detained military personnel, the Deputy Secretary of Defense (DEPSECDFEF) issued on 18 Jan
69 a SECDEF policy memorandum prescribing policy to the Secretaries of the Military Departments and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. Subsequently, each of the departments, theaterI
commanders, and COMUSMACV developed or revised existing OPLANS and directives to conform
with this policy. The current MACV OPLAN 3190 on 12W processing was developed during May
and June 1971, approved by CINOPAC on 21 Aug 71. and distributed to all interested agencies on
4 Sep 71. This plan, short titled EGRESS RECAP, would be implemented at the appropriate

level of command under one of the following circumstances:
The return of
15 aggregate)
of returnees.
7th Air Force

large groups of US 12W (more than 10 from a single service or more than
or, regardless of number when there are indications of a continuing flow
Under these circumstances (large scale repatriation) the Commander,
was tasked to establish and operate a Central Processing Center at Cam

Ranh Bay. The other component commanders were tasked to provide admin~istrative and
-.

--

The return of small groups of US, RVN, or Free World Military Armed Forces, (I to
10 from a single service or fewer than 16 aggregate). Under these circumstances
(small scale repatriation), the Deputy CO, USARV, Commander, 7th Air Force, and
Commander US Naval Forces, Vietnam were tasked to establish and operate as necessary, returnee processing centers at Long Binh, Tan Sotn Nhut, Saigon, or Da Nang.
The return of USIRVN/third country civilians in conjunction with or separately from
military 12W, is the responsibility of the Deputy CG USARV in coordination with the
US Embassy.

on-goins Planing
(C) The continuing drawclown In personnel, retrograde of equipment, and closure of
installation facilities would degrade MACV capability to conduct large ficale returnee 'wocesaing
operations before the end of FY72. In anticipation of this situation, CINCPAC directed that
staff liaison visits be conducted in potential out-of-country locativus in the Pacific Command.
On 11 Dec 71, CINCPACý designated three out-of-country locations: Clark All, Philippinoq,
Camp Kue, Okinawa, and the US Naval Station, Gukam to assunwe co-equal reoponsibilitipq for
returnee processing effective I Foeb 72. MACV OPLAN .1190 was rewritten to reflect this
rovised guidance.

SUMMARY

(U) Release, repatriation, and tre~atment of PUI romainetl a major unignia during 3971.
The enemy remained intransigenit to all prop isala regarkling 12W treatment, release, or
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RA~CIAL INCIDENTS REFLECTED IN
SERIOUS INCIDENT REPORTS
(JAN-DEC 1971)
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by the US/GVN, requirin~g no reciprocalacton.Theenemy continued to ignore all principles set forth in the Geneva Convention of
194.
Te PrisPeace Talks made no progress on PW issues, as North Vietnam continued to
demnd s aprecondition for any PW agreement, a unilateral US commitment to withdraw all
US
ndAlledforces by a specific date. NVN's hard line on the PW issue was further accentuated
by
he earcessation of prisoner releases. During the period 1966 to 1969, the enemy released
PW;during 1970 through 1971 only two were released. As 1971 ended there were still
39 U
4ZAmericans officially listed as PW in Indochina, and 1, 103 listed as missing in action. The
PWisecontinued to b-e a key issue at the highest. levels of the US Government.
NVA
n 4Jun71, even though this waNaunlaSSrlIfforD

HUMAN RELATIONS

A

(U) In 1971 the racial situation in RVN continued to reflect the changing nature of society
in the United States. Many black soldiers in RVN, increasingly more articulate, better educated,
and more impatient than their predecessors, continued to view the military establishment as a
racist institution, within which little redress was possible. To mlany of them, the war in Vietnami was viewed, rightly or wrongly, as a white man's wvar in which they had no vested interest.
Outward manifestations of black pride - - afro haircuts, soul miusic, special handshakes and
salutes -- continued to indicate a newv black awareness amiong black soldiers in Vietnam. These
developments, in 1971 as before, continued to exacerbate black and white tensions in units
throughout Vietnam, tensions which contributed to the single most important racial problem of
the day - a breakdown in communications.

RlACIAL CUNMPLAINTS

(U) As in the past, the media continued to add to tensions aniong the races in IRVN by their
reports of a racial maelstromt thrvate~ning to boil over at any moment, I( when ill
actuality the situation was much less severe. Racial te~nsions k1XIsted, to be vure, and according
to many observers the canmm-unicat ion problem would exist for a long time to come in R VN as
elsewhere. But to suggest that a race war was immninent seemled at massive case of overstate.
ment. A MACK; study did revoal that racial incidntsttt continued to occur in 1971, as in previoua years, primarily in cotwentrated combat service oupport area*&, as depictied in FiueXI
Of 5, ZOO seriouis incident* analyned, however, only Z4 had racial implications, and as explained
in Figure X .2, only 3.1 could actually be dosignatod as racil&liy oriented. 1 7

exaggierated

-.

(U) The NIACIG 1.vestlgation also announce(d a gimilari'ty of viewpoint on the part of dit.enchanted black soldier* in AMN the newsitedia, and US public officialil.

Prevailing Themest of 10ale1cntented Black

Provailing Themes of News Meodia and US
PuAblic OfficiAlg

Soldiers in HVN

B3lack* arc, not getting their fair share of
promotions.

IBlacka have last chance for promotion tinaI
white#.

Blaeko are assilgned more hazardous dutv or
menil1 tooks.

Bllacks ar'e assigned menial tasks. Duty rotter* are rigged unfavorably for blarks.
Flranik W. Render 11, Former DASD for Equal
Opportunity. Pacific Stairs and Sttrlnes, 14
Aug 71.)
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Prevailing Themes of Malcontented Black
Soldiers in RVN

Prevailing Themes of News Media and US
Public Officials

Blacks are court martialed more than whites.

Military justice is "lily white" (Nathaniel
Jones, General Counsel, NAACP, The
Washington Post, 12 Nov 71).

Punishment for blacks is greater than for whites
for the same offense,

Frequency of punishment for black soldiers
is greater than for white soldiers (Robert J.
Brown, Special Assistant to President Nixon,
Christian Science Monitor, 17 Nov 71).

Blacks must unite.

Violence is inevitable. (Thaddeus Garrett
Jr, Assistant to Rep. Shirley Chisholm (DNY), Pacific Stars and Stripes, 19 Nov 71.)

ANALYSIS OF 5200 SERIOUS INCIDENT REPORTS (SIR)
(January - December 1971)

Number of Incidents by Size of Group

2

Munth

3 -9

10 - 25

Types of Incidents
Total
Size/Type

25 or
More

Racial

Non
Racial

Unknown

Jan

5

8

2

2

17

1

7

9

Fab

8

14

3

1

26

2

i4

10

Mar
Apr

4
5

13
6

3
1

3
2

23
14

5
2

12
6

6
6

May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

1
8
5
10
8
4
4
4

10
4
11
22
16
10
13
5

8

1

4

2
2
6
1
1

Z0
12
18
39
24
ZZ
18
10

1

11
5
8
13
12
9
5
5

5
7
10
17
14
11
13
4

132

29

248

29

107

Total 66

2
5
3
a

21

9
3
Z

112

RESULTS OF FIELD SURVEY
SIR
POSSIBLE

Slit
FIELD RESEARCH

Silk
FIELD RESEARCH

CONFIRMED

NOT

RACIAL

NOT POSSIBLE

POSSIBLE

RACIAL

RACIAL

248

77

171

Source- MACIG F'ield IAquiry
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Figure X
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(U) Concerning these views, a countrywide assessment indicated otherwise. Results of
IG visits, analysis of complaint statistics, and discussions with individuals throughout RVN
failed to substantiate these observations. In particular, a review of 100 cases of military justice administration revealed that, on the contrary, whites were receiving more severe punishment than blacks. It was determined as true however, that blacks were being punished more
often than whites in those instances where they were committing proportionally more offenses
19
than whites.

MACV DIRECTIVE 600-iZ

-

BASIC GUIDANCE

(U) Fully aware that there were no magic formulas to use in the fight for racial harmony
in RVN, HQ MACV nevertheless met the problem head-on. Since its inception in 1970, the
keystone of this effort continued to be MACV Directive 600-12, "Personnel - General Human
Relations. " To ameliorate racial conditions at all levels of command, this directive required
all component and subordinate commanders to:
..

Assure equal opportunity and treatment of all military and civilian personnel.

--

Insure that, second only to mission performance, the duty of every officer and noncommissioned officer was to improve the welfare of his subordinates.

--

Recognize that effective leadership achieves harmonious relations among unit personnel.
Maintain open channels of lateral and vertical communications to expedite the exchange
of information.

(U) In charging all commanders with responsibility for imbuing all members of the command with an awareness of personal sensitivities, +he directive sought to put to use the "preventive medicine" approach. Furthermore, all. anits were to appoint a Human Relations
Officer and establish a Human Relations Council, both to assist and advise the commander. If
"people-to-people" communications, a prime necessity for viable racial relations, were to be
effective, both of these important tools were essential. Finally, the regulation enjoined commanders at all levels to review critically those policies, devices, 2 and
practices by which
0
communications with the soldiers were established and kept open,

Efforts of the Services
(U) In compliance with the directive, each of the services followed the guidance mentioned
above for their human relations endeavors for 1971:
--

--

HQ NAVFORV. Human relations meetings were conducted twice monthly, and HQ
NAVFORV directed that all in-country human relations personnel attend at least one
session. Follow-through action for all registered complaints and grievances was
emphasized, with the Chief of Staff personally reviewing each case.
HQ USARV. To assess the human relations effort and climate, and to maintain continuity of periodically presenting human realtions workshops, DEPCGUSARV directed
the USARV Human Relations Branch to visit all major subordinate units on a regular
basis. In 1971, USARV continued to emphasize the chain of command and established
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7th A F Human Relations Council convenes at Tar Son Nhut AB.
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agencies, such as the Inspector General, as the most efficient and effective solution
to humnan relations problems. Human relations channels were to continue to be considered as an additional means for the redress of individual grievances.
--

HQ 7AF. Having received its first full-time Human Relations Officer in December
1971, HQ 7AF continued to work towards the goal of having a full-time Human Relations
Officer at all bases of over 2,000 population. Their duties involved monitoring such
vital areas as nonjudicial punishment, pretrial confinements, and promotions, to uncover any unusual developments. Along with their commanders and supervisors,
officers in human relations positions required mandatory comments on their efficiency
reports, reflective of their efforts towards support of the principles of equal opportun21
ity.

HUMAN RELATIONS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
(U) Two major aids to commanders to assist themi in solving human relations problems
during 1971 were included in the M.ACV directive. The first, the H~uman Relations Improvement
Program, listed typical problem areas with their causes or indicators, prescribed and suggested remedies, and the medium through which they could be accomplished. Thus- in the area
of racial polarization during off-duty hours, cununanders could respond by insuring through
customer surveys and minority group represt-atation. on exchange and Club advisory counlcils
that the particular desires of these groups were being satisfied. Throtigh effective use of thle
Armed Forces Radio and Television Service (AFRTS), the Wauwin Relation;- Councils would
publicize these accomplishments.

SmallU Unit Leader's Pamphle11t
(U) The second was the "Small Unit Leadorts Pamphlet." AdApted ., m
~atrila origin illy
prepared by the 2d Marine Division, the doeumenit served a4 u gxiide for 4i somall unit 041tr*
in MACV. In outlining the lower echelon leadvera
pistiils
the px'xiphlivt encouraged
meeotipg the racial situation -as esoentiially a leaderohip challenge, to be ieliý.l with, thrmogh
Inc~reased awartness and under standinu. 1H0 MACV oncetaraged tht rprbduction and disvdtnitw.
tion of thve document to the on-liro commna-itt.
(U) Bloth the Human Relations Imixrovement Program and the hinsil Unit 4oiderl* Pamphlet
*ought to eliminate two problemts that continued to beo oftioufltmeid at iffortnt niinvand lvl
in 1971, The irnprovemetnt programt souinht to remind aseifor officers ini thte coltoel and lilttU.Vnat
colonel grades that their responoibillttv* did tnot end Just through impi-4ata~tion of a directive.
It acknowledged that mony senior officer# do have somp difticulty relixting to the now kiretd Wf
soldier, aid atternpted to *how thoat that todayl problcm3 tanaot be rosolved through the
simple solutions ef yesterday. ktt the cast of juior uflcvro. the patrilhlet snn.ght to equip
them to deal better with perhaps the most complex leadershtp Problem at thot level eVe.r faiced
in the history ot the US ovilitary.Z
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Human Relations Council
(U) By far one of the most significant aspects of the MACV racial scene in 1971 were the
Human Relations Councils. Usually composed of a Human Relations Officer and members
from a cross-section of ranks and ethnic groups, more than 725 councils were meeting monthly
throughout the command by mid-October. Although these meetings sought to improve communications between divergent groups -- enlisted men versus NCOs and officers, for example -tihey invariably dealt with the racial question. Movies, such as the popular "Black and White
Uptight, " spiced many of these council meetings, but generally they revolved around unstructured
discussion sessions of varying topics. Subjects ranged from blacks complaining about discrimination ou promotion boards to white NCOs questioning the appropriateness of the Afro haircut.
As a staff officer of the Human Relations Branch, HQ USARV put it:
When a person is isolated fromn a group, he never understands that
group. He begins to rely on stereotypes. A white won't pay attention to another white guy wearing beads. But because of his stereo.
types, if he sees a black with a black arm band, he may assume the
black is a revolutionary. Disassociation breeds distrust.
(U) Regardless of the topics discussed during these meetings, it was the commander's
*sponsibilityto stimulate discussion and act upon legitimate complaints.

tlhuan Relations Workshops
(U) A coatinuiag problem throughiout the ctmmiandi was the instability of thhese couacilts
btwvvtzse of the l.arge turnover in persontnl acentmutred by the accelerated withdrawal of Awerith•n
troops. USARV snwuhz to anieliorate the situýtiton by sponoring Human Relations Worltshopa.
Vot~tt
thoarotu
rvtn40hdiw
Ornb
Byt
uneitol
1tnt~i(itd.
as
(U) A typical s•*Wn w•a held at He~dqnarters, Third R.gional Asistaocr Cn•n-aant
rsonnel attendod thr S-day affair,
More than o0 humlua relatiton•s
(TRAC) in .nid.-Novetiter.
6onmdriefing from Cti, TRAC. Attendeoe reveived instruction to
which begu with a
Movies, slides, tilmotrlp;, lite-raXercise0 an1d group votnforoenr dynaimics-i.
"t~l~4vin'
It%dealing with the coniiunratiens
made
availbhl.
w•a
matcrlal
biblicgraphac
"tur. Atid otlhr
problem, workshop It Adlrs at the TRAC' confor*-nce stressed the following-

rene
as n.As'
Connnunlcaion Is ol 011lY a two-way prkcess;t
of
oncsdl(f
perceptiton
Differeat
of
feelingu.
ahatlaor
of ifortfation and ac
and the. sltuAtioa, along with psychological and svnianticrl harriers, hind•r
onicato
ra,
process. To b•wonito motere •f•erlive
the comnt1•%Inmlcal
soldiers at a'd levels should stsrive We.r preci.son aad aiccuracv. 1w sesttIe
r.cogniae that there are two levels of interto the. feeliis of others. and
porcntal coensunicationA. 4
-

•

tiattationt Awatenaeso Teams
(U) USAUV also esb•tbllshd 1o Battalion Awarenes% Veants duiring 1971. Flrst employed
the Itkumwran
by Saigof Support ComanOd. the concept utillied two or three tlhist"d tmien to a•sist
lRltious Officer 0% nixailoriag progress atn! establishing discussion groups and workshops. Z$
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A Black Awareness Group
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(U) A significant development in race relations during 1 71 was the incorporation of the
Afro-American Cultural Association, a black-awareness organization based at Tan Son Nhut
Air Force Base. Sanctioned by MACV in January 1971, this Air Force association sought
through weekly meetings to stimulate awareness through collective, factual examination of the
problems of the black servicei-nan. Open to members of all races, it maintained a small
library, and through panel discussions, debates, festivals, classes, and use of the various
media, attempted to bridge the communications gap. The club did much to defuse a potential
race riot in August at the air kase, when a black airman was slashed across the face by a
-Honda-riding Vietnamese "couboy." 2 6

The Lessons of"Camp iPaxter

"(U) As 1971 ended, MACV continued to scrutinize reports of the few racially serious incidents that did occur during tht year for clues to their causes. Analysis revealed that some
of the conditions which led to th, racial disturbances at Camp Baxter were still contributing
to incidents elsewhere.
Accordingly, MACV continued to stress the lessons learned from
the Camp Baster encounter for the benefit of subordinate commandrs. Commanders were
urged to relate to the troops, anc to be responsive to complaints and problems. especially
those of black soldiers. If weak ind inexperie~teed junior offietrs and noncommissioned officers
were not supervised, counselled, and supporttid, a permissive attitude culst develop which
would enacerbAte tacial tensiona. Proper comma-nd attention to the morale and welfare of the
troopis had to be more th-an-adequa-te if racial confrkxtatio
werte to be av%.ided. Finally, if a
couni•ander wo.a to be s1cSes:sofudl ihi dealing with racial proldet-s, he must tako the time periodically to sit down with the troops atid explain policy to them. a'
Dnguc AND NARCOTIC ABUSE

I
bAC KG0ROUND

(U)

Tito use of har

,3iuga by Ame rican ser•vicen.e-

reached alarmtng numbers in I97)1.

wv tit drugs In HVN was a were continuation of fc-retto
that began before- their entry Inwo servie or arrival .in Vet•n•m.
or. P.ehrard S. Wilbur,
the Assistant SecretAry of Desone $Or Iltcldandth viramwnt, developed statistic. sho-ing
For manly sevcnatho

tht $0 percent of drug users detected in. Vietnatm had uteed soeno ftrio of drugs before arr; 'ng
in Vietnamal. 7-•o tnimited availability of illicit druget in RVN made conttnuatioflol drug usage
a tenomplin diversion.
.U)
Prior to early 1970 Amerrican drop abuse mainly involved the utse of a relatively tn*JW
drog -- rtnrljuana. At the ;ane this drug became the subject oa concerted Attack% by MACV
and UVN, there was a thitt to the more dartage.rou use of heroin. The shit to lse of hard drois
was made appartnt in the third quarter CYVQ wheu M9$narcotic offeider. were identified as
compared to S48 during the preceding 9 ••niths.
Increased command interest during 1971
brought about ain even more spectiCuNtr m•iae in identification of drug offtenders for possession
or usage of narCotics. DWotIng 1971 7,021i narcotic offenders Were identified, which Is morena
dis six tinmes the blal
oil , 146 (or 1970
This rams in use and possession of lhArd narcouic.

NX45
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and poR ession apprehensions.
was paralleled with a decreasing number of marijuana :
Detailed numbers of offenders in 1970 and 19"1 are shown below.

TABLE OF MILITARY DRUG OFFENDERS IDENTIFIED

1970

Quarter

Narcotics

Dangerous
Drugs

1

98
212
238
598

336
487
489
439

2
3
4

Marijuana

All
Drugs

Population

2,279
, 029
1,712

Z, 575
2,978
2,756
2,749

475,400
434,000
409,200
360,600

.

1,397

2,696

2z2
120
25

1,163
629
364

3,659
2,688
2,118

326,700
264,700
223,200
185,344

2, 14"

.971
1
2
3
4

1,084
2,274
1, 939
1,729

Source: MACV Provost Marshal
Drug Suppression S'mmary CY71

(Data are FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.)

HICH LEVEL CONCERN AND MACV ACTIONS

(IT) The large upsurge in drug abuse uas of great concern to the highest levels of the US
Government. This concern culminated on 18 Jun 71 in a memorandum sent by the Secretary
of Defenbe to the Secretaries of the Military Departments and Chairmr.n, Joint Chiefs of Staff.
In part the memorandum stated:
The Prebident has directed that the critical national problem ol drug abuse
in the country and in the Armed Forces be given urgent and immediate
attention. . . As part of the national program addressing this matter the
Secretaries of the military departments will immediately put into operation
plane designed to meet the problem of heroin use among members of the
armed forces in Vietnam. Such plans will insure the+: with'n ieven days
members departing Vietnam
identification is commenced of those v..e
who are using or are dependent on narcotics; service members so identified
shalt undergo a five to seven day detoxificp'inn treatment prior te their return to the United States; service membors who-e terms of s.rvice are
expiring who need aid desire treatment will be provided the opportunity for
a minimum of 30 days of treatment in military facilities in the United States
when Veterans Administration or civilian programs are not available; service members with time remaining in service will insofar as posrible be
treated in military programs in the United States and afforded the opportunity
, You will develop and implement at the earliest possible
for rehabilitation.
date plans to identify and treat a)" members in Southeast Asia at least 60
Due to the urgency of
days befcre the date of their return !rotm overseas. . ..
the problem I expect that you wilt closely and porsonally (otl,-w the progress. . .
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and I.
will want to have peridic written reports on the progress
Z9
ade by each of the services.

COMUSMACV Actions to Curb Drug Abuse

(U) The urgent attention directed by the President aided impetus to an on-going MACV program to curb drup, aouse in Vietnam. In August 1970 :t. MACV Drug Abuse Task Force had been
formed. As a re..lt of several months' study on all aspects of drug abuse in RVN, MACV
initiated a new drug abuse suppression program which provided for educatioii, investigation,
enfoi cement and rehabilitatorn,. Specifically, as established in MACV Directive 190-4, 10 Dec
70, MACV instigated a drug abuse education program directed at convincing the nonuser not to
experiment with drugs, -he etperimenter/casual user to discontinue its use, the addict to seek
professional assistance, Prd the supplier to discontinue involvement in drug abuse; drug abuse
suppression councils to aid each command in understanding the scope of the problem, methods
,•sl.d to determine drug al.use, legal aspects, and familiarization with the consequences of drug
abuse; a Joint Narcotics Investigation Detachment responsible for gathering intelligence information and prov-ding a coordinated investigative capability to eradicate large supply sources of
narcotics, dangerous drugs, and marijuana; a combined antinarcotics enforcement committee in
each of the four MRs to serve as a focal point for joint US and Vietnamese law enforcement
agencies to formally dliscuss drug problems and to formulate measures to combat then., a Joint
Customs Group to provide customs inspections of postal packages, household goods/unacc ,mpanied
baggage of military personnel arriving ano departing the RVN; ground and aerial marijuana
search and destroy operations; an amnesty and rehabilitation program lesigned to aid the individual who wanted to discontinue his drug dependence- the design and administration of a system to
survey the extent of illegal drug use; a drug abuse statistical reporting system; and more effective
law enforcement designed to encourage the drug user or possess,)r to seek amnesty and rehabilitation as an ,,lternative to a life of drug dependence and crime. 30
(U) Emphasis on command structure and leadershi2.
On _0 May 't1 at the monthly commanders conference, major subordinate comnmanders were directed to correct the drug abuse problem
through the existing command structure and application of strong leadership. Component commanders were directid to maintain sufficient resources to combat drug abuse during redeployment.
The suppression program was made a special subject for IG inspections. As a means of centralizing administrative control and direction of the entire lAACV Drug Abuse Control Program (DACP),
the MACV ACofS J 1, formed the J I Drugs and Discipline Division to coordinate the various
program elements, not only within MACV staff and subordinate comnmands, but also those of the
components, This division was initially formed with three branches: Plans and Programt,
Drug Education, and Discipline and Human Relatlons. The Plans and Programs branch was
responsible for coordinating and establishing the countrywide urinalysis program and for monitoring each component's trea'-ient, rehabilitation, and exemption programs. In addition, the
Statistical Section of the Branch served as a central file of all drug abuse data for the overall
MACV DAC? and provided the Command Croup with daily figures on the program's progress,
The Plans and Prograrns Branch was also responsible for compiling and publishing MACV
"Directive 600- 16, Drug Abuse Control Program.
(U) •Drueducation
Early In 1971 it was recognized that to combat drug abuise,
Erostram.
was needed. As an example, it was fount that many MA.2'V servicemen did not
understand what thsy were dealing with when they became involved with the narcotics available
in RVN. Ignorance about the following facts was common among servicemen.

"drugeducation

--

Heroin, commonly referred to es "skag" or "smack", sold in RVN was usually 94 to 9*t
percent pure# whereas heroin obtained in the US was usually only 6 to 18 percent pure.
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Because of high cost and low strength of heroin found in the US, most addicts there
must intravenously inject the heroin they were able to afford, to obtain the same effects
that they would obtain by smoking or sniffing the much stronger heroin available in RVN.
--

An individual could easily become physically addicted to heroin by only 3moking or sniffing the high potency heroin sold in RVN. This was true of the vast majority of those
who becarne addicted in RVN.

--

Cocaine, commonly referred to as "coke," was not known to be sold to servicemen in
RVN. Laboratory analysis in every case of what was bought as cocaine proved it to be
something else, usually high potency heroin. 31

(U) In order to wipe out ignorance of drugs and drug abuse, a comprehensive MACV education
program was put into effect during 1971. Component commanders were given the responsibility
of providing a continuous program on drug information and education directed to the supervisory
elements as well as to the potential user and the drug abuser. Specific tasks were to:
--

Conduct a unit drug information briefing for all incoming personnel within 3 days of their
arrival in-country.

--

Conduct a unit drug briefing within approximately 7 days after an individualb arrival at
his unit of assignment, or as consistent with service policy. Emphasis was to be placed
on local aspects of the problem.

--

Monitor the programs of subordinate units to insure the accuracy and relevance of all
material presented.

--

Provide medical, legal, and audio-visual support to subordinate unit educational programs.

--

Ensure that all staff personnel were educated in the ideals, attitudes, and purposes of
the exemption and rehabilitation programs.

Drug Education Field Teams
(U) On 7 Sep 71 a new and vital concept in drug education was introduced in RVN with the
fielding of the first Drug Education Field Team (DEFT). In October 1971 each DEFT was txpandod; they ultimately consisted of five highly motivated and trained Individuals -- one 0-03,
one E4-ES, one Vietnamese expert, and two civilian exaddicts from the National Council for
Prevention of Drug Abuse. In operation a team split into multiple units; the team chief and ont
civilian exaddict worked with officer and senior NCO groups, while the enlisted instructor and the
second exaddict held discussions with junior enlisted men. The Vietnamese instructor talked to
local natinals working at the US installation. Presentations lasted Z0 to 30 minutes; discussions
often extended 2 to 3 hours. This process was repeated three to four times each day b" each
DEFT, permittingucfoctive instruction and dialogue with 400 to 500 individuals per team per day.

t

(U) The DEFTs oresented a series of informal but factual briefings targeted specifically to
inform and motivate different audiences including incoming personnel, officers and NCOs, lower
grade EM, Vietnamee .A ),ervisors, and laborers. Instruction was taken to sni.wll groups at
their place of duty or biietz.. Little emphasis was placed .?n prepared lesson plans, narratives,
or charts, although instructors were well rehearsed and had clearly in mind specific points to
be covered Other during presentation or in follow-on discussion periods. During all DEFT sessions, emphasist was placed on rapport, informality, and effective communication. Since DEFTs
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first became operational in the field, many favorable comments were received on the concept
from young servicemen, NCOs, and officers including senior commanders. Attention level in
classes was found to be exceptionally high and discussions were active and lengthy. Servicemen
stated that they wanted more of this instruction and that the DEFT approach would alter the
current drug-permissive environment. Eighty -nine percent of the officers and NCOs who were
queried Atated that the education effort would improve their ability to influence drug abuse in
their units in a positive manner.

*•
'

(U) Favorable response to the DEFT program was indicated in the following excerpts from
an article by an enlisted (E-4) reporter for the MACV Observer newspaper:
They know how hard it is to kick and anything that helps them do it is 'the
faith.' They may sound like evangelists, but if these guys come to your
unit, rap with them because they've been there and came back clean -not for two weeks before they DEROSed, but for two or three years back
in the world with nothing to stop them from going back on but their pride.
As you know, there are a lot of addicts, but damn few real, hard core
"exaddicts who have never once, not even for one hit gone back. They're
worth listening to. Who are they and were are they coming from? They're
civilians and part of MACV J13's new Drug Education Field Team (DEFT).
These guys went out in the street and raised the money themselves to
"paytheir way over here, They get no salary but what they've raised themsclves. They're over here because they believe the drug problem in an
American problem not just an Army problem. They are professional
counselors and they give enough of a damn to come over to do something
about it ....
The reaction so far has been very favorable as witnessed
by this reporter and as evidenced by questionnaires filled by random
selection of each group addressed. 33
(U) Identification and detection of users. Coincident with President Nixon's directive that
the critical national problem of drug abuse be given urgent and immedi;.te attention, on 18 Jun
71 MACV initiated a massive drug-user identification program. Urina'iysis testing was to be
performed on all servicemen in Vietnam. The immediate objective was to identify, bring under
control, and provide treatment and care for all drug abusers. The longer- range objective was
to detect drug abusers early, before they became seriously involved, and upon detection to
carefully monitor the individual abuser. When users were identified by urinalysis test during
outprocossing for departure from Vietnam, they were escorted to a Drug Treatment Center for
medical treatment. If after medical observation it was determined that the individual was seriously
involved or needed additional medical treatment he was aeromedically evacuated to one of several
military hospitals or veteran facilitieq in the United States. There the soldier received rehabilitation treatment of the type and duration indicated by his particular condition and status.
Individuals identified as use-rs or drug experimenters, not yet addicted, were treated in the Drug
Treatment Center until their urinalysis no longer showed positive and medical authorities determined release was appropriate. Upon release the individual was allowed to continue normal
DEROS outprocessing. 34

.

(U) Effective 15 Aug 71 the urinalysis and treatment program was expanded to include all US
military personnel departing Vietnam on 14-day CONUS leave. Also Included were personnel doparting after 30 or more days TDY in RVN. On 15 Sep 71, this pz-)gram was further expanded to
include all personnel departing on R and R or 7-day leave. The latter program was subsequently
determined to be the least productive of all testing progranms since only a small percentage. were
found to be drug-involved, It appeared that drug users were not willing to leave their source of
supply or submit themselves voluntarily to a test, and probably wore unable to accumulate suffticient personal funds to permit the luxury of leavei
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(C) After several thousands of tests of R and R and leave personnel, it became apparent that
a change in testing procedures was needed. The deterrent of 100 percent'testing was well publicized and effective, however it utilized time and talent needed in more productive programs such
as unannounced unit testing. Consequently on 10 Jan 72 a new system of random unannounced
testing of groups of leave and R and R personnel was tried. This random sampling testing was
adequate to maintain an effective and credible deterrent to drug abusers. 35
(U) The unannounced unit testing program which had been initiated on 25 Aug 71 became quite
successful in early detecticn of drug users. Its ultimate objective was to test each unit in RVN
at an unannounced time once each quarter. Units which exceeded certain levels of confirmed drug
users received intense command attention, including a close look at living and working conditions,
personnel administration, military justice, and drug education programs. 36
(U) Detoxification and rehabilitation. The goals of the MACV drug abuse program were to
detect users early, to treat properly, and to offer the most complete rehabilitation assistance
possible within the environment of Vietnam. Detoxification and rehabilitation required a major
effort by all MACV personnel involved. Component commanders were responsible for ensuring
that all personnel with positive urinalysis results underwent detoxification; the MACV Command
Surgeon was responsible for staff supervision of the drug treatment program; the Provost
Marshal was involved in apprehension of users and suppliers; and the Staff Judge Advocate had
staff responsibility for advising on legal questions such as the legal basis for involuntary giving
of urine samples and questions raised by the Exemption Program.
(U) Detoxification occurred at drug treatment centers, rehabilitation centers, and confinement facilities as determined by each component command. Procedures were standardized to the
maximum extent possible, The purpose of this program was to maintain a drug-free environment,
eliminate drugs from the patient's body, treat withdrawal reactions, and provide preliminary
psychiatric reorientation. The guiding concept was that of medically supporting the patient through
the withdrawal period, while recognizing that further treatment and support would be needed later.
The detoxification process was an integral part of the overall drug abuse control program and a
critical step in the total rehabilitation of the drug user. The program included detoxification for
amphetamine, barbiturate, and other dangerous drugs as well as for heroin or opiates.
(U) It was MACV policy that every individual with confirmed positive urinalysis results be
detoxified as necessary. Individuals were to be held liable for any recalcitrance exhibited, and
anyone apprehended for possession of or using drugs while undergoing detoxification was transferred to a drug treatment center to complete treatment. During treatment, each individual was required to submit to a daily urine test. Detoxification normally lasted approximately 5 to 7 days;
the exact duration in each case was a medical decision as to when complications of withdrawal
were over and no medical hazard existed.
(U) Rehabilitation policies and procedures, which continued the policies of the detoxification
process, were designed to assist in restoring to effective military service the drug user who had
demonstrated a sincere desire to reform. Long-term Institutionalized rehabilitation programs
were not considered possible in RVN. The following guideline3 dictated the RVN in-country rehabilitation effort--

A carefully structured program of scheduled activities would be utilized.

--

Daily urine tests would be performed on all patients.

--

Psychiatric and other therapy services would be furnished if available.
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--

Physicians would release patients when no medical hazards existed which would preclude
planned disposition.

--

The key to success in rehabilitation efforts was follow-up in all cases.

--

Each unit would have an individual to serve as a point of contact and provide follow-up
and information for all personnel undergoing rehabilitation.

" .

"-.

esupport

"While establishment of a strict time period--fcr in-patient rehabilitation was not feasible,
experience showed that normally less than 2 weeks was not sufficient.

--

Recalcitrant individuals/would be handled per service directives.

--

The rehabilitation program was not intended for habitual offenders, individuals attempting to shirk
responsibilities or evade disciplinary action, or those who become recalcitrant after admittance
into the program. Rehabilitation consideration was given to all of the circumstances involved
such as the number and nature of the oifenses, and type of drug abuse involved; the extent to which
drug abuse had affected performance of his military duties or the health, welfare, or safety of
other persons; and the diagnosed rehabilitative potential of the individual.*

•

..-...

(U) Exemption Program. The objective of the Examption Program was to encourage voluntary self-disclosure of prior drug use. Exemption meant protection from punitive action under
the UGMJ, or from administrative action leading to a discharge under other than honorable conditions for drug use, solely because of volunteering for treatment under the DOD Drug Identification and Treatment Program. This policy did not exempt members from disciplinary or other
legal consequences resulting from violations of other applicable lawu and regulations relating to
the sale of drugs of the possession of significant quantities of drugs for sale to others.

"(U) Examption did not preclude commanders from taking appropriate administrative actions
including, but not limited to the following:
--

Suspension of access to classified or sensitive information,

--

Reclassification or withdrawal of military occupational specialties.

--

Suspension or revocation of flight status or hazardous duties.

*'

--

Administrative discharge if appropriate.

S.

--

Adverse line of duty determination due to drug use.

/

(U) Exemption applied only to self- disclosures which were voluntary 4 nd which were made
prior to the time a member was apprehended for the drug use in question or was officialy warned
by military authorities that he was suspected of that offense. The exemption program reuired
.

that the individual seeking exemption be sincere in his request for assistance. It was explained
to him that failure to cooperate or demonstrated insincerity would be cause for appropriate admin37
istrative or disciplinary action.

•Actions on Drugs by the American Embasay
:

(U)

To deal more effectively with the greatly increased volume of intelligence reporting on

narcotics trafficking and drug abuse In Southeast Asia, in August 1971 the US Ambassador iostab*

a Narcotics Working Group (NWG) in Saigon.

,. ,, •lished

"'""

°

The NWG. which reports directly to the
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Deputy A mbassador, was chaired by the senior repres entativt! o the Biureau of Narcotij:i and
Dangerous Drugs.,
whho was r es ponsibl e for t h N\VGs overall direciciin an(d for maintaining
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elenments.
T:h
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permianent memberf; were
epresentative ann arIi prc. e;t.nt lye ()I MACV.
Supportinll.

personnel included military intelligence analysts, linguists, and clerks.
(U) The NWG was to encourage the maximunm collcction )l c-urrenl drug intelligence; to
ensure timely evaluation and full exploitation of tactical intelligence; to disseminate intelligence
to appropriate action agencies: and to mininuzo duplication of effort by the various narcotics
investigative agencies. Military agencies such as the 5Z5th Military Intelligence Group submitted
reports to M.ACV JZ, the program manager for the MACV special collection program called Tan
Turtle. Upon receipt of these reports, the Tan Turtle program manager immediately sent a
copy to the NWG.
(U) Major areas of interest to the NWG were the identity of narcotics smugglers and distributors, their methods of distribution, and the points of distribution; the points of entry of drugs
into Vietnam; the location of opium and heroin refineries; and trends in the drug traffic. In
order to develop useful intelligence on these subjects, the NWG analyzed the intelligence input
from both military and nonmilitary agencies and collated it with existing data. The NWG then
determined the most effective method and agency for action. Normally the evaluated intelligence
was passed tothe proper Vietnamese agency for action. These included the Military Security
Service, the National Police Command, the National Police Narcotics Bureau, and the Fraud
Repression Service of the Customs Directorate. Any information concerning the involvement of
individuals within the US military establishment was passed to the office of the MACV Provost
Marshal.

(U) The need for continued monitoring of narcotics traffic and effectivness of control measures in Southeast Asia was evident. The NWG was a key agency in assisting the US mission in
38
Vietnam to perform more effectively its role in helping to suppress illegal drug trafficking.
(S) During December 1971 the NWG coordinated with CINCPPiC, the Anmerican Consul, Hong
Kong, the American Embassy, Bangkok, and other agencies to provide surveillance of possible
narcotics-carrying vessels from Thailand. The results of one such intelligence effort were as
stated in the following excerpts of a message from the American Consul, Hong Kong, to Headquarte
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD), Washington. DC:
On December 4, 1971, officers of the Royal Hong Kong police narcotics
bureau seized 2, 790 lbs of opium and 418 of morphine base. . . . It is
believed that the USG effort with respect to Thai fishing trawlers had a
direct effect in this seizure. Intelligenceinformation concerning departure of trawlers from Bangkok and subsequent sightings by the 7th
Fleet have been furnished in each case to the Hong Kong authorities
by BNDD. Through this intelligence, HK authorities have been able
to plot the movement of these trawlers as well as establish their ETA ...
It should be noted that for year 1970. when no USO effort was directed
towards the Thai fishing trawler situation 14K authorities seized only
9Q Ibs of opium during the year. To date for 1q71, HK authorities'
cuuittlalive seizuires of opium now stands at 12, 200 repeat 12, 200 lbs
an all time record for HK. It is believed that this significant accomplishnitnt is due in no small part to the continuing efforts of those involved
in furnishini timely intelligence on'the movement of the.ThaLlishing
' , ."
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GVN ACTIONS TO CONTROL DRUG TRAFFICKING

(S) On 3 May 71, Ambassador Bunker and COMUSMACV had a detailed talk with President
Thieu regarding trafficking in narcotics and the related problems of smuggling and customs control. The seriousness of the US Government's view on the drug problem was discussed in detail.
In response to US urgings, President Thieu moved quickly to setup the machinery lo deal with the
problem. On 12 May 71, Thieu held the first of several meetings on this subject with his top
military and civilian officials. He outlined his plans, ordered the officials to give highest priority
to the suppression of smuggling and drugs, and directed them to cooperate fully with US officials
engaged in the same effort. Among the first steps taken were: replacement of the Director
General of Customs and some of the most corrupt customs service officials, including the Prime
Minister's brother; tightening customs and security measures at Tan Son Nhut airport; replace-.
ment of all police, customs and military security service personnel at the airport; rearrangement of the airport costoms area to facilitate better control and deny access to unauthorized
persons; designation of a team of jive experienced intelligence and police officials, headed by
LG Dang Van Quang to develop and carry out an effective program of action; creation of interministerial drug suppression committees at national and provincial level to enlist widespread
participation in the effort; replacement of the chief of the narcotics bureau of the National
Police and reorganizing and expanding the bureau from 26 to 52 personnel; appointment of a
capable new assistant police commissioner to direct police efforts in the drug campaign; and
organization of an undercover team to rrmonitor enforcement activities.

Ft

"(S) The success of these efforts is indicated by intelligence reports that narcotics smugglers
in Iaos and elsewhere have been forced to find other points of entry into Vietnam. Because of
the increased irterest and effort by GVN, in 1971 for the first time, Vietnamese police enforcement of narcotics laws reached the point where it had national coherence and interfaced with US
civil and military drug suppression efforts. 40
DRUG STATISTICS

(U) Throughout Southeast Asia, 1971 was a year of high drug usage and a year of concentrated
counterattacks by US and GVN governmental agencies. It was also a time when alarmists, sensationalists, and others who lacked factual Information created grossly Incorrect pictures of the
drug scene in Southeast Asia. For example, one news reporter who was zllogedly escorted
through the Newport dock facilities (near Saigon) during July 1971, stated in an article that onethird of the US Army personnel at Newport were using heroin. Urinalysis test results for the
departeas. The reported usage rate was more than ten times the proven rate. 41

5

4p

(U) In another case, US Representative Robert 1. Steele returnod from R\'N in April 1971
saying that 15 to 20 percent of US troops were addicted to heroin. 1eo said that the 5 to h percent
figure, those found a4z•icted so far, did not disprove his charge. "These guys know when the
urinalysis is over there, it's part of their out- processing," Steele said".
they know they can
got through the test it they Qan just give up the drug for Z4 to 72 hours."42
(U) On Z1 Oct 71 a House subcommittee reported that heroin use among American soldiers
i" Vietnam was probably at least twice as high as the Army admitted. The subeommittee report
was prepared after chairman Paul R~ogers, and Representatives David E. Satterfield 11, Peter
N. Kyros, and Richardson Pryer, rpent 17 days touring Thailand, South Vietnarn, Hong Kong,
and Japan. The report sairt the much publicized figure of 5 percent heroin addiction was not accurate. "Tite (srbcotommittao) tnembers do not quarrel with estimates that drug addiction by
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enlisted men in many units ranges from 15 to 40 percent and believe the estimates that 10 percent
of enlisted stationed in Vietnam are addicted to heroin to be cautious. " The report said there was
no way to determine exactly what percentage used drugs because the Army refused to supply any
information. The report said, "Despite repeated requests, members of the subcommittee were
not given statistical information which would indicate the extent of the use of heroin in Vietnam
by US servicemen. Officials at Mfilitary Assistance Commnand, Vietnam, stated that the instructions to withhold information came from the White House. ,,43
(U) Contrary to the cited allegations and numerous other unfounded assertions, the drug
abuse situation, although serious, was quite precisely that which had been reported by HQ MACV.
The factual picture of the US Army drug abuse situation in RVN during 1971 can be drawn from the
following figures. (Data are FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.)

US ARMY URINALYSIS TEST RESULTS:

PERCENT POSITIVE
1972

1971
Type
Test

Jun

DEROS

2.38

Jul
4.69

Sep

Oct

5.18

5.03

4.57

3.90

3.21

2.83

5.34

5.14

5.13

4.67

5.27

.99

.95

.54

.74

1.31

Unannounced
Unit sweeps
Leaves, R and R

.81

Nov

Dec

Jan

Aug

INSPECTOR GENERAL ACTIVITIES

ORGANIZ7ATION AND FUNCTIONING OF MACV IG STAFF

Geniera!

*

(U) The lnspector General (IG), a personal staff officer to COMUSMACV, was responsible
for inquiring into and reporting on matters relating to the performance of mission, state of
discipline. officiency, and economy of the comiand, by conducting inspections, investigations,
surveys, visits, and studios and by receiving, investigating, and reporting on allegations, cornplaints, and grievances of individuals and agencies. He wais the principal US advisor to the iG.
It VNA F.
(U) A percapita increase in the onumber of incidents, complaints, and requests for assistance
at MACV level continued throughout 1971. While US Forceas underwent a
dr.awdown of approximately 54 percent, the number of complaints and requests for Assistance
reached a levelt slightly higher than the 1970 total.
There were 752 cases received in 1970 as
compared to 763 in 1971. Investigative actious mome tmea doubled from a total of 87 in 1970 to
184 in 1971.

"requiring resoiution
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The upward per capita trend was due to a variety of factors:
Increased public interest in corruption and illicit activities in the military.

--

--

ýI.

The very low level of combat with attendant idleness and boredom leading to troop
misbehavior.
Desire for redress of grievances, real or fabricated, by former members of the command or by news media personnel in attempts to create newsworthy copy during periods
of relative combat inactivity.

Reorganization
(U) During the first and third quarters of CY71, the MACV Office of the Inspector General
(MACIG) was reorganized to consolidate investigative activities and to meet increased advisory
responsibilities. The additional advisory effort was necessary to provide personnel to participate
in
combined US/RVNAF IG inspections to oversee the US funded RVNAF Ration Supplement
Program and to provide the requisite number of advisory personnel to support the reorganization
of the RVNAF/JGS IG Directorate approved by the Vietnamese Minister of Defense on 5 Jun 71.
The major increase in the advisory effort occurred during the third quarter when the MACIG
Advisory Division was expanded by the addition of two branches, the General Inspections Advisory
Branch and the Technical Inspections Advisory Branch. This then provided a counterpart organization to the three inspection divisions (Territorial Forces, General, and Technical) of the
"RVNAF/JGSIG Directorate. The authorized strength of the Advisory Division was established
at 22 officer and eight enlisted spaces.

INSPECTIONS

Inspections and Audits
(U)

During 1971 the Inspections Division, Military Assistance Command Inspector General
special inspections and audits throughout the command in accordance with
MACV Directive 20-1. These inspections were made to provide the command with an impartial
appraisal of the accomplishment of mission and the state of discipline, efficiency, and economy
of subordinate commands, installations and activities. Special inspections and audits were conducted in accordance with a carefully planned schedule with sufficient advance notice to the inspected unit to facilitate preparation: 35 special inspections of advisory teams and 30 inspections/
audits of open messes and special funds were conducted. The general scope of these inspections
included personnel management; welfare and discipline; unit administrative procedures; operation and efficiency of postA.l services; sanitation; intelligence training; operational readiness;
and logistical matters to include maintenance, adequacy of support, management of resources,
and economy of operation. In addition to these general areas of interest, special subjects were
inquired into as directed by COMUSMACV. These special subjects included management and
control of nonappropriated fund activities; land-use concurrence and lease agreements between
"Vietnamese and US agencies; proper submission of combat operations after-action reports;
operations of mobile advisory teamws. and administration of the piaster conversion program.
The scope of the inspections/audits of open mess and special funds included inquiry into the
supervision, adminiatration, operatiun, internal controls, and validation of the financial statement of funds.

"(M.ACIG) conducted
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Inspector General Visits
(U) On 26 May 71 COMUSMACV, in a memorandum for the Inspector General, directed that
the MACIG establish a program of Inspector General visits to selected elements of the command
to assess the effectiveness of the functioning of command. These functioning of command assessmeats supplemented the routinely scheduled special inspections. Unlike the special inspections,
little advance notice was given to the inspected unit and preparation was neither required nor
desired. The short-notice principle enabled the inspectors to evaluate the unit in an environment
which more closely reflected the normal, day-to-day operations. This provided the command
with useful and relevant, on-the-spot observations concerning the true picture of the situation
and trends. Following each visit a fact sheet containing significant observations was prepared
and forwarded to COMUSMACV for approval and subsequent dispatch through command channels
for appropriate action. Visits covered organizations from all three services. There were five
groups, 30 battalions and eight advisory teams or similar-size units visited. In addition, 70
other units were observed for which no separate reports were submitted. During the course of
these visits which began in June 1971, 4,913 men, ranging in rank from private to colonel, were
interviewed and observed as they carried out daily tasks.

Situation and General Command Trends
(C) It was determined that, generally within the installations and activities inspected and
visited, commanders were competent, and accomplishing assigned tasks and missions in spite
of the many new factors encountered during the year. Morale and esprit varied from good to
excellent. Although MACIG inspections and visits revealed significant shortcomings infunctioning
of command at selected units, the general trend was that problems identified were within manageable proportions. Analysis of pertinent command functions evaluated over the year follows.
(C) Commanid. During the course of 43 visits, ZI colonels, 55 lieutenant colonels and
majors and 96 captains and lieutenants commanding units at all levels were observed. These
officers were highly motivitated and mission-oriented. In only one instance was there a battalion
commander considered less than fully effective (because he was not providing adequate supervision
to his rear elements). Overall, MACIG visits and inspections verified that there was effective
functioning of command in US units throughout RVN.
(C) Mission. All major units were accomplishing assigned missions. However, there
was some degree of mission impairment in two combat service support units due to high drug
usage. An indication of this was that assignment of certain jobs to drug users was restricted
because they could not be depended upon.
(C) Staff functioning. Observations of staff positions revealed that, in general, staff
officers were not getting out to subordinate units. This limited their understanding and knowledge
of field conditions, which in turn, reduced their own effectiveness in advising the commander
and assisting the subordinate elements.

Per sonnol and Administration
(C) Of the functional staff aroas, personnel and administration was the weakest. It accounted
for the largest number of deficiencies noted. This category is subdivided into three major areas
for examination: personnel accountability, availability, and utilization. The lack of adequate
personnel accountability was a frequent deficiency. Attachnent orders delineating responsibilities,
were either not available or wore not properly executed in a number of instances. Physical accountability within units was generally good. The problem was one of not accurately reflecting
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gains and losses on morning reports. The largest single factor contributing to this problem was
poor supervision by unit administrative personnel.
(C) Personnel were available and performing their duties. However, in one instance, one
combat battalion had only 50 percent of its strength available for field duty because of granting
an excessive number of authorized absences. In one combat service support battalion, it was
found that only 50 percent of personnel reported as present for duty were actually available.

S

(C) Personnel utilization in combat units was good. However, improper utilization was
detected in some combat support units due to mismanagement, overstrength, malassignment,
or overstaffing by grade. This was substantiated by the trend in IG complaints and requests for
assistance received by MACV and USARV; ZO percent to 25 percent of these concerned transfer,
reassignments, assignment, and utilization.

Pay
(C) Conversion to the new joint uniform military pay system caused some problems or late
pay and allotment discrepancies. However, since this was a new system, errors were expected
in data transmission, due to problems associated with interfacing equipment.

Operations and Logistics
(C) In the operational area, a challenging problem faced by commanders in 1971 was maintaining an adequate degree of unit and individual alertness in the face of the low level of enemy
activity, stand down and redeployment, all of which coistributed to a false sense of security.
Most units had good operational plans and SOPs; however, there were indications that the lack
of enemy-initiated action over a long period made it difficult to maintain a high degree of alertness. Examples oi the types of deficiencies noted were: complacency, commanders and staffs
not familiar with their own defense plans, lack of supervision of security troops, sentries not
familiar with rules of engagement, claymore mines improperly positioned, sensor devices improperly used, communications and lighting poor, and inadequate bunker maintenance. In general,
the fundamentals of defense were not being stressed sufficiently.
(C) In the area of logistics, supply accountability was generally good; however, many units
had accumulated excess property which required turn-in to proper supply channels.

Discipline, Law and Order
(C) Personnel observed were healthy and in good physical condition. In general, they met
acceptable standards of appearance, considering type of duty, location, and availability of facilities. The prevailing discrepancies were failure to wear headgear and hair longer than authorized.
(C) Drug abuse was present in most units, but was within manageable proportions. Many
personnel interviewed expressed dissatisfaction with the drug exemption program. One reason
given was the fear of adverse comments on medical records and possible admitnistrative action
at a later date. Anothar was the fact that nonusers had to perform more than their share of the
work load. As one indication of this, a unit posted a guard roster detailing inure guard.
"thanrequired to compensate for drug users who were unable to perform guard duty.
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(C) There were few problems noted in discipline or military justice that were not being
dealt with. A notable exception was observed in grades E5 and below, primarily with regard to
acceptable standards of military courtesy and saluting and the few on-the-spot corrections by
officers and NCOs.
(C) Few units visited had problems with military justice. Article 15 actions were being processed in 3 to 5 days at company level and field grade Article 15 actions took 7 to 15 days.
There were occasional accusations of racial inequities in military justice, but these were found
to be unsubstantiated. There was no evidence of inequality in military justice.
(C) As part of the MACIG overall effort to confirm or deny certain allegations concerning
race relations being echoed by the news media, racial relations was made a subject of special
interest for all MACIG inspections and visits conducted in 1971. During the course of these inspections and visits 4,913 individuals of all ranks, blacks and whites, were intervievwed on the
suoject. In general, personnel interviewed were frank and expressed themselves freely and
cogently. MACIG inspectors found that the racial climate in Vietnam was good. There was no
tangible evidence of inequities in promotions, job assignment and in the handling of military
justice insofar is blacks wore concerned. (For additional informauion, see Human Relations
section, this chapter.)

Base Turnover Programn

*
*

*J

(U) As redeployment of US forces continued at an accelerated pace during 1971, base turnover became an ever -increasing matter of concern. The success of the progi um, initiated in
1968, was evident by the small amount of misapproprlated materials and equipmient of 177 bases
transferred to RVNAF. In spite of this, the program failed to attain favorable public opinion in
the United States or Vietnam, due to unfavorable press coverage. Much criticism was misdirected and resulted front misinformation or lack of information. With coatinuitg withdrawal of US
forces and consequent reduced capabilities, it became necessary to fix responsibilities and provide more positive control of actions taken to insure that final disposition of property was made
in accordance with basic cowatry-to-cowitry agreements. in MACV C/S Action Memo 71 -. k,
were fixed to establish US control of the base turnover program.
4 Sep 71, responsibiltiet,
MACIC was directed to coordinate with RVNAF/JGS IG to form combined teams to monitor and
spot-check the program. Three inspections were conducted on seolcted bases. The first inspection (preturnover), 30 to 60 days prior to transfer, was to establish the initial condition of the
facility and to verify that planning for the turnover was in accordance with instruction,. At this
time site plans were verified and photogjaphs taken. The second inspection (turnover) was mnade
just prior to and durting the actual transfer, Emphasis was given to compliance with the term# *A
the transfer agreement. verifications of buildings and facilities, and coordination between units.
Again, the site plan was verified and photographs taken. The last Inspection (post -turhover) was
conducted 30 to 90 days after the turnover inspection to verify thatt Vietnamrese use of the facility
was in accordance with the transfer agreement and the building maintenance program was effective. The. site map was again verified and photography repeated. In addition, checks wore monde
to determine If thetc had been unauthorized mtripping. vandalism, ur abuse of mirchantcai equipment which had been transferred. Site maps. photographs, and results of these ifspections were
submitted by the MACV/•iS inspection L.am to their respective Chiefs of Staff. Additionally,
copies of these combined inspection reports were provided to appropriate agencies stuch as
MACDC. Prom I Sep to 31 Doc 71, combined inspection teams inspected Z4 baWso throughout
UAVN. The inspections were designed to for-csec and minimise Problemsi within the hase turnover
program and assure both goveraments that dismantled facilities were put to appropriate agreed.
upon use.
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REPRESENTATIVE MACV INVESTIGATIONS
.

(U)

The MACIG

Investigations Division handled 184 investigations/inquiries and staff actions

during 1971. Representative reports of investigations (ROl) are summarized below.
number identifies the MACIG investigation control number.

The 1" MIV"

Disaccreditation and Debarment of NBC Newsman (MIV-1-71)
•-

(U) On 27 Dec 70, the XXIV Corps Chief of Staff, in a message to the MACV Chief of Stafi
requested immediate action be initiated to cause the disaccreditation and debarment of an NBC
newsman for using abusive and threatening language towards the XXIV Corps Information Officer
(10). The MACV Acting Chief of Staff on I Jan 71 directed that the allegation be investigated.
During early stages it was determuine.! that the investigation would also include an investigation
into the overall operation of the Da Nang Press Club, The investigation substantiated the allegation. The investigation further determined that the operation of tlhe Da Nang Press Center by
XXIV Corps had resulted in the unnecessary expenditures of government funds and resources in
violation of MACV Directive 360-1 and that a press center operation and facility on the order
and magnitude of the Da Nang Press Center was not necessary to support the news media in
Military Region 1. As a result of the Investigation the Press Center was closed. Corrective
action, with respect to the correspondent, was referred to NBC. (For additional information,
see lAformation and the Press section, this chapter.)

?•

Racial IncidUent at Campl Baxter (MIV-2-71)
(U) This inquiry was prompted by racial incidents oc•,urring on 17-15 December 1970 at
Camp Baxter. baqse camp of the 5th Trans Comd, US Army SUPCOM, Da Nang. Tile incident
begam ot 17 December with a fist fight in the 329th Trans Co but quickly deteriorated into a
racial gang fight. This fight ignited furt5,er incidents. A group of black soldiers claimr.ing discrimination in the administration of moittary Ju0stike, the promotio sy.ystem. and the asignment
sw-tem demanded and obtained the release of a black .oldier fromn pretrial confintm.envt. On 15
MDecembr, there was an tteniptted murder by "fragging" and indiscriminate firing of at M-16
rifle. A letter from a member of %he 264th Trrans Co to General Abrams alleging that ra,ial
teninisn and drug abuse were prevelant to such a degree that it was not sate for personnel living
at Camp baxter w.as forwarded to MACJG for apwropriAte action. A visit to Camp Blaxt.r mn
.24-25 January revealed that the 17-18 December locidente were not isolated incidentsý, bv, a
culmination 0i a long series of incidents and a deterittrating state of discipline over a ',-mtnth
period. Ou 9 Feb, the. Chief of Staff. *MACV approved aind sigued A Directive for I',41 tiry. A
total of os witnesses were intoerviwewad. Of these4 13 presented the view of the $t. Trans Co
Commander and #taff and the USASUIkOM. I I presented the vitew fromi the cunttvany conmmand
level, S3 presented the View from the level of the troops who witneessed or pAr•isipated ini tho
events, and seven presented the view from outtide the command. The inqulr's addressed utch
minatters as4 coommand failure, discipline, astignment and promotion system i unfair to black
soldiers, latness of regulations concerning standards of appearance, possession of unauthorired
.weapos, lack of recreational facilities and programs, and untair pinishment systems,.
I addition
to recommendIng corrective actions to be taken to solve thw specific problems at Camtp iBaxter.
At was further determifned, that the racial situation followed a clearly predictable cootrso of
events encroaching oan authority which couli have beenu prevenlted by timely, appropriate commandtt
action, It addition to the inquiry a special paper wan prepared titled "Lessons LearnedlRaciall? Oriented Incidents" which received conttrand.ide dittributionk.
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Military Privileges and L]ogistical Sapport for Nonmilitary Personnel and Agencies (MIV-(,-71)
(U) This investigation resulted from a MACJA recommendation that MACIG conduct an indepth review and investigation of the military privileges and logistical support provided nonmilitary
personnel and agencies due to the changing nature of US military involvement in RVN. The types
of logistical support/privileges provided nonmilitary personnel and agencies in RVN were exchange,
postal, commissary/field ration mess, military banking, communications, transportation, billeting, recreation and welfare, open mess, and medical/dental care. Authority to furnish this
support was vested in COMUSMACV by DOD Directive 4000. 6 and AR 700-32.
(U) The scope of the investigation included visits to 62 agencies, analysis of 80 regulations/
directives, and examination of approximately 21, 500 documents. The investigation concluded
that MACV, subordinate component commands and agencies ,ere not exercising adequate control
over requisitioning and distribution of the MACV identification/privilege cards and ration cards
used to control the privileges authorized. The MACV directives which prescribe the policies,
procedumes, and responsibilities for the granting of logistical support and privileges to nonmilitary personnel and agencies were found to be inadequate and conflicting. Furthermore,
adequate supervision of the implementation of these MACV directives was not being exercised
by MACV, subordinate commands or agencies.
(11) MACIG made 58 specific recommendations for improvement of the directives and system
for providing logistical support/privileges to nonmilitary personnel and agencies. These recomalled
mendations, which were approved for implementation under overall supervision of NMACJ4,
for:
--

Classification of c'tegories of personnel authorized to use MPC, and a uniform definition
of categories of personnel authorized support.

--

A new directive be published to prescribe MACV policy, procedures, and responsibilities
for logistical support, coupled with a revision of the other MACV directives governing
the implementation of this support.

--

Directive revision and procedural changes for the issuance and control of MACV privilege
cards and ration cards, with a concurrent revalidation of requirements for sup.)ort by
nonmilitary personnel and agencies.

--

A new series of privilege and ration cards be issued.

--

Correction of other errors not requiring directive change.

Forced Labor Cleaiing Cbau Doc Minefields (MIV-ll-71)
(U) As a result ofa mes3age receiveed from DP. on 12 Jan 71, the CIS, MA(CV, dhrocted
M1ACIG tu inquire into allegations that inhabitants of lha Chau village were t.)perlencing hravy
caeualties as a result of being forced to clear minefields, and that repretsentation through than.
nels by local US military personnel had been Alocked at provence level to prevent senior US prsonnel from becoming aware of those abuses. The inquiry deternimcd that there, %•vreno friendly
Vietnamese civilians forced to clear any minefields in the Chau Dot- Frovince and many casuNlties
were not sustained as alleged. It was further detcrmined that in fact this proj::ct wai itittiatoti
to secure the village and reclaim crop land, a vegetation clearing project swggosted by the village
inhabitants. I his project had been approved by both US and GVN officials front military rogion
down to village level. The inhabitants of iz3 Chau village did participate in the community p;, cifivo.
tion project of clearing of vegetation for security, ar.d reclamatiou of land. The allegations were
not substantiated.
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Allegationls made by LTG Anthony B. Herbert (MIV-19-71)
(C) This Report of Inquiry concerned certain allegations made by LTC Anlthony B. Herbert,
who was assigned to the 173d Abn Bde during the period 3 Sep 68 through 4 Apr 69. He served
as an Acting Inspector General from 3 Sep b8 to 5 Feb 69, and from 6 Feb to 4 Apr 69 as a battalion commander. On 4 Apr 69, he was relieved from command for cause. Approx i'mately one
and one-half years later, he made a series of highly publicized allegations against the 173d Abn
Bde and his two immediate superiors, COL Joseph R. Franklin, Deputy Brigade Commander,
and BG Johni W. Barnes, Brigade Commander.
(C) LTC Herbert made a total of 21 allegations. All of these allegations. except three,
were related to alleged war atrocities, failure to report, and failure to investigate, which were
criminal matters that wE re referred to the CID for investigation. The remaining three allegations
were considered to be Inspector General matters and were referred to the MACIG for investigation.
These allegations were: (1) the general state of discipline in the 173d Abn Bde was disgraceful
and the origade was a substandard military organization that could not be considered a fighting
unit; (2) in September 1968, Company A, 4th Bn, 503d Inf war overrun and sustained heavy
casualties as a result of widespread use of marijuana and the 173d Abn Bde subsequently covered
up the incident by publishing in its unit newspaper and releasing to the news media a false account
of this incident; (3) during August 1968, the Zd Bn, 503d lnf, 173d Abn Bde had been ordered
to level the hamlets surrounding LZ English in the vicinity of .'ong Son, RVN.
(C) The MACIG inquiry established that: (.1) evidence did not support the contention that
discipline was disgraceful in the brigade nor that the brigade was a substandard organization;
(2) ar, attack by sapper s on~ Fire Base Lance on 7 Sep 68 was not covered up but was factually
reported by both the brigade newspaper and the news media. Further there was no evidence
that the use of marijuana contributed to the enemny penetration; ?13) in the August 1968 incident
there was at misunder standing of orders wvhich resulted in five or six houses being destroyed,
but these acts were stopped by the brigade coromander wvith immediate and positive action. The
MACIG inquiry concluded that none of the three allegationa were substantieted.
(U) Concurrent!, , a preliminary inquiry into the charges against Vie Dep Mde Cdx', Colonel
Frandkhn. wvas conducted by the CC. DRAG under provisions of paragraph 32b, Manual for Courtsmirtial. The inquiry recommended the charges against Colonel F~ranklin he dismissed and this
recommerndatitin was approved by CG. DRAG on 15 Jul 71. An equivalent pretrial investigation
was conductvd at the direction of the Commanding General, Militury District of Washington, with
respect to tha charges against BG Barites. Chargefs against HC Barites were dismissed on 15S Oct
71,

Friendly Helicopter Firing on Long Thanh Orphanagp(MM1V- 9-7l)

*

(U) The Orphanage Management Council of the Long Thanh orphanage, Moin Hoa. alleged
that on 30 Jan 7.1 at 200Ž0 hours. a US Arnty helicopter fired at Ote Long Thanh orphanage village
while 2. 700 orphans wore sitting in the open air listening to instruction, and that hundredi of
persons "witnessod the trajeetories aimed at tie houses4 of the orphans, " Tite orphanage manageinent council further alleped that At 21 30 two helicoptera illuminated the houtses of the. orphans

thereby terrifying them. On 8 Feb 71. the MACV W/S directed 1AACIG to conduct All inquiry
which revealed that two gunships and one helicoptier light-ship wort- employed againot two enemy
Machine gun positions in the area of the Long Thatih orphanage at approxintatly 190o 0Jn
71. The employment of the gunships and Lightship waii in response to a report that a hioptr
approaching to land At Camp IMartin Cox (Deareat) had been fired at from tho orphanage are%.
Subsequently, one guntship was fired osi front two ground locatimns approximately 500 to 2, 000
motors north of the orphaniago. Tito gunchip imninediatoly returned suppressive fire oil the
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position furthest from the orphanage. The inquiry further revealed that the lightship illuminated
the area so that the pilots could see the target area, and that clearance to fire was obtained from
the Vietnamese representative from Long Thanh District who was riding in the helicopter lightship. The gunships made one gun run on the target, firing only the mini-gun which impacted
400 to 500 meters from the ncarest orphanage building. The helicopter gunships and lightship
were again in the area of the orphanage at approximately 2200 hours and the lightship did use its
searchlight to illuminate the area. The inquiry concluded that the employment of the helicopter
was justified and the gunships did not fire at the orphanage as alleged.

Advisory Team 67 Rations (MIV-38-71)
(U) On 18 Feb 71, the wife of a member of MACV Advisory Team 67, Phuoc Long Province,
wrote letters to President Nixon, a state governor, and seven congressmen. She complained
that her husband and members of Advisory Team 67 were drawing "rations nonavailable" but
could not obtain decent food; further, that after 4 Mar 71 there would be no source of American
food in Phuoc Long Province, because the US fireba:ses were pulling out. She alleged that her
husband and members of his team had to trade what "hard liquor they could buy in Saigon for
food, meat, fruit, etc" and that her attempts to send various canned and packaged meats to her
husband were "risky" because mail service was poor. The C/S MACV directed MACIG to conduct an inquiry after DA had referred this to USARV, who then contacted MACV J4. The inquiry
determined that members of MACV Advisory Team 67 were obtaining adequate US subsistence
from the Class I supply 'point at Long Binh, and mail service in Phuoc Long Province was adequate. The soldier, upon being interviewed, voiced no complaints about the supply of food or
about the delivery of mail, nor could he cite examples of poor service. On 26 Feb 71, he wrote
a letter to the Team 67 Administrative NCO stating that he had no problems with respect to his
wife's allegations.

Supply Ir regularities at Stagefields in the Delta LMIV-40-71)
(U) On 11 Feb 71, Ambassador Samuel D. Berger sent a letter to CG, USA Headquarters
Area Command (USAHAC) concerning gas diversion in Kien Giang Province. The letter was
referred Zo MAGIC for appropriate action. When it was determined on 5 Mar 71 that JGS IG
already had the matter under investigation, MAGIC offered to assist them in any matter involving
US personnel. On 11 March JGS IG requested MAGIC assistance in interrogating US personnel
and obtaining data fromn US units. The 164 Combat Aviation Group (CAG) was visited at Can Tho
on 14 and 15 March; and Rach Soi stagofield, Eien Giang Province, Delta logistical support
activity and Binh Thuy AB during 23.26 Mar 71.
(U) MAGIC investigation noted that significant amounts of petroleum and ammunition were
being lost or diverted at Delta stagefields, with at least 2.4 million gallons of JP-4 fuel stolen
between I Dec 70 through 28 Feb 71. Additionally, quantities of 2. 75-inch rockets were lost
within 164th GAG; total amounts could not be determined due to inadequate procedures for accounting for and controlling rockets. Th'L investigation determined that the losses wore attributed to improper command and staff supervision. In addition to inadequate training, the poor
procedures used for receipting for and control of the POL and ammunition were significantly
-f.sponsible for the diversions and theft, MAGIG recommended that command and control be
firmly exercised at all levels. and then made specific recommandations for correcting procedures.

*1
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Allegations Made Through News Media by a US Officer (MIV-67-71)
(C) A case was initiated in 1971 as a result of a colonel alleging, through the news media,
that senior officers had received awards which were not deserved, submitted false after-action
reports, falsified enemy body count due to excess emphasis, and committed acts of negligence
during combat in Vietnam. He was critical of US policy concerning Vietnam and specifically
criticized a general officer for his conduct while commanding a brigade of the 9th Inf Div. MACIG
initially conducted an investigation to determine whether the allegations were true and to see if
the individual making the allegations had violated any MACV directive concerning release of
information to the public. The officer himself was interviewed during the period 29 Jun through
2 Jul 71. Since he had no evidence to substantiate his allegations and was scheduled to return to
CONUS for retirement, he was allowed to depart the command for CONUS. The investigation was
continued with 75 witnesses interviewed in RVN and CONUS and a total of 115 documents examined.
As a result of the overall investigation, the original allegations were found to be unsubstantiated.
However, during interviews of various witnesses with respect to his original allegations, evidence was revealed which was prejudicial to the colonel; as a result, the investigation was
broadened. It was determined that the officer was directly involved in illegal money manipulations
which included shipment of US currency into RVN, its conver.3ion at blackmarket rates, and subsequent transfer back to CONUS and other countries as money orders, travelers checks, and
checks for currency. The sum involved may have been as large as $150, 000. He used his command influence over his subordinates in these matters and was also derelict in the performance
of his duties by participating in or condoning such activities as use of marijuana, gambling for
high stakes, dispensing false awards, prostitution, living with a woman not his wife, and operating unauthorized money-making enterprises within his unit.
(U) The ROI forwarded to COMUSMACV on 16 Aug 71, was approved and forwarded to USARV
for appropriate action. A criminal investigation was continued and this matter was ultimately
referred to the Department of the Army, where it was resolved.

Sapper Attack on FSB Mary Ann (MIV-60-71)
(C) On 28 Mar 71, FSB Mary Ann was attacked by mortars and sappers causing extensive
damage and resulting in 30 US KIA and 82 US WIA. Enemy known losses were 15 KIA. Following
the attack the CG, 23d Inf Div directed his IG to investigate the circumstances surrounding the
attack. This investigation was subsequently forwarded by CG, 23d Inf Div through channels and
given to the MACIG for review on 24 May 71.
As a result of a complete analysis it was determined that the circumstances should be reinvestigated. The second investigation was conducted from 6 Jun to 5 Jul 71. The MACIG investigation concluded that this enemy attack was
successful because of a combination of conditions ;nd attitudes of personnel involved; failure
to follow established doctrine for defense; and lac)., of effective functioning of command within
the brigade. The battalion commander, specificalli, was found to be derelict in the performance
of his duty. It was also determined that there had been errors, failures, and weaknesses on the
part of certain other officers and noncommissioned officers of the division. The approved report was referred to DCC, USARV for appropriate action.

Analysis of Investigation of Rocket Attack on Fire Support Base C -z 'MIV-72-71)
(C) On 24 May 71, at approximately 1730 hours, FSB C-2 received I I rounds of 122ran.
rocket fire. All rockets landed within the base perimeter with one round scoring a direct hit
on a personnel bunker. Using a delayed action fuse the rocket penetrated the ov"rhead cover
and detonated inside the bunker resulting in 29 EIA and 35 WIA, all US. The USARV IG conducted
an investigation from 26 May through 9 Jun 71. The report, which was forwarded to MACIG for
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comprehensive review, concluded that the destroyed bunker was built in accordance with approved
construction standards and the success of the enemy attack was not a result of inadequate bunker
construction. It was attributed to highly accurate 122mm rocket fire, use of a long delay fuse
option, and a false sense of security which had developed during previous unsuccessful rocket
attacks. The troops failed to maintain adequate dispersion and unfortunately congregated in one
bunker. Allegations made by two lieutenants, that the bunker did not provide adequate cover and
that there was gross negligence on the part of the commander, were not substantiated. Inconjunction with the review of this investigation, an analysis of the available information on the enemy's
past tactics and techniques was also made; it was determined that the enemy had changed his
technique in two ways: (1) he had increased his accuracy and ability to deliver the rockets on a
small target, and (2) he had used the long delay fuse option with his rockets. These two factors
would increase the vulnerability of all fire support bases. MACIG recommended that appropriate
commanders be alerted to increased accuracy of 12Zmm rocket fire and possible increased use
of delayed action fuses.

COMBINED INVESTIGATIONS
(U) Another important part of the MACIG Inspections Division's effort during 1971 was participating in the Combined Investigations Committee. In a directive dated 18 Feb 71, the RVN
Minister of Defense announced the desire of President Thieu to organize a Combined Investigation
Committee consisting of the representatives of Allied forces, the RVNAF IG Directorate, JGS
J3, Central POLWAR Command, Military Police, JA, and the Military Security Department.
The committee was to take immediate action to investigate instances concerning the actions of
Allied forces and RVNAF military personnel in rapes, assassinations, air strikes on friendly
forces, corruption, and any other matters which might bring discredit or unfavorable publicity.
The interest shown in combined investigations at the VN national level was another milestone in
the development of the RVNAF. The following summarizes a representative report of a combined investigation.

Combined Investigation of Vietnamese Naval Logistics Systems (MIV-63-71)
(U) On Z8 May 71, Admiral Elmo W. Zumwalt, Jr. , CNO, advised General Abrams of
serious logistics deficiencies within the Vietnamese Navy. On that date General Abrams directod
MACIG to prepare a directive for a combined JGS/MACV investigation of the VNN logistics
system. During the course of the Investigation seven logistic support bases, six intermediate
support bases and three operating bases were visited. In addition, over 50 boats and craft were
inspected. A combined team began the investigation on 3 June and concluded its first phase at the
Vietnamese Naval Supply Center (VNNSC) on 20 Jun 71. Because of the unsatisfactory condition
at the VNNSC it was decided toconduct six separate interrelated investigations, with the following
results.
-- Phase Two, The Vietnamese Naval Shipyard Supply and Fiscal Matters: it was concluded
that the shipyard supply department was incapable of providing adequate spare part support for
overhaul of ships. It was further determined that there were no budgetary restrictions required
of the fiscal department and therefore no appreciation of monetary control was in evidence.
-Phase Three, The Support Bases and Their Ability to Support the Brown Water Navy:
it was determ iZdthat support bases do not riceive adequate support from tile VNNSC, supply
operation was unsatisfactory, and the bases received little support from ARVN for repair of
Material Handling Equipment (MIlE).
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- Phase Four, VNN Personnel Problems: it was determined that the onboard strength of
the VNN, approximately 40,000, caused a severe shortage of middle managers. This was particularly true in the Logistics Support Command where less than 50 percent of their authorized
middle management officers and petty officers were aboard. This situation aggravated the overall VNN logistics problem.
-- Phase Five, VNN Transportation Problems: it was determined that the VNN Logistics
Command had relatively little responsibility for transportation with the exception of delivery of
supplies by a leased trucking firm to the inland LSBs and ISBs. All water transportation of supplies was made by ships under the operational control of the Central Logistics Command.

"--Phase Six, TheAbility of the VNN Shipyard to Support the Fleet Command by Scheduled
Overhauls and Emergency Repairs of Ships of the Blue Water Fleet: it was determined that the
shipyard had a serious problem in lack of both numbers and qualifications of the employees. In
addition, there was a lack of sufficient spare parts support from the supply center to permit
timely overhauls.
-Phase Seven, Base Maintenance Support for the Brcwn Water Fleet, and Planned Maintenance System: major problems uncovered at the bases were the lack of maintenance of ARVN
common equipment, material handling equipment (MHE), and motor vehicles; and inefficient

management and lack of effective VNN production planning. It was further determined 'chat although at present there was no preventive maintenance system, the US advisors were in the
process of installing a system for the majority of the fleet which from all appearances was progressing satisfactorily. The investigation was completed on 1 Sep 71, with the recommendation
that all deficiencies noted be corrected, and that follow-up inspections be scheduled.

IG COMPLAINTS

"(U) The MACIG Complaints Division assumed an expanded mission during 1971, which included special actions, projects, and studies assigned by MAC10. In addition, the division continued its basic mission of correcting injustices affecting individuals and eliminating conditions
determined to be detrimental to the efficiency and reputation of MACV and the US military forces.
Special actions and projects assigned during 1971 included such matters as:
--

Analysfis ol Serious Incidents Reports (SIR) anti periodic brivfinuiA.

=--

Review of R and R procedures.

--

Study of mail delivery procedures throughout RVN.

.

Study on piaster conversion facilities.

--

Preparation of an I1 training course.

--

Review of currency control procedures.

-

--

4--

-

Study of al/eged racially oriented incident#.
Review of drug abuse prograim.
Study on military justice jurisdictional problemvs caused by frequeot shifting of unit
locations in RVIN.
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(U) Certin of these special actions, notably the study on availability of piaster conversion
facilities and the review of R and R procedures, resulted in a revision of applicable command
policies and procedures or more strict observance. The study of mail delivery procedures
throughout Vietnam surfaced many requests for assistance. The majority of comp'laints centered on late delivery of mail and the fact that the mail came at convulsive interv- 's, in bunches,
indicating that the mail was allowed to pile up at various points awaiting transport,.ition and
delivery. MACGI
inspectors determined that lack of transportation and qualified mail handlers
were the primary sources of poor mail delivery service. As a result of these r:.,its and inquiries
greater command interest wvas generated, alleviating some of the mail deficiencies.
(U) The MACIC "Complaints and Requests For Assistance System and Procedures" received
major revisions in August as a result of the new standardized worldwide DA OTIC Coinplaint
Categories System. The 26 defined complaint categories were provided to al! IG throughout
RVN along with monthly reporting requirements. Within the entire spectru--. of 11IG Complaints
and Requests for Assistance" received, the majority were contained in the two major groupings
of personnel administration and unit administration. Specific categories of complaints concerned
transfer, reassignment, assignment and utilization, all caused by the inci,-uidual personnel adjustments during the troop phasedown.

ADVISORY ACTIVITIES

General Development of the RVNAF Inspector General System
(U) During 1971 a major objective with respect to the develcginent of the RVNAF Inspector
General system was achieved. After the RVNA FIG system was c stablithed in 1967, there continued to exist duplicating and overlapping inspection elements wi~thin the various directorates
and commnandsi of the JGS. This became an obstacle to estabi~ishing the RVNAF 10 System that
had been envisioned. One of the MACV/JGS IQ objectives estihý.1ished in 1967 was elimination
of these fragmented inspectional elements and establishment aý JGS leviel and throughout RVNAF
of a single uniform IQ system. A precondition for this was acceptazve by the other directorates
*and
commi-ands of the fact that such a system) would coni~nue io suppozrt themn to the same degree
which they were currently supported by their own inspecting: alement. Fromn 1967 through 1970
gradual changes were made towards achieving this obfrct've; howvev r. not until June 1971 was
the objective attained.
(U) On 6 juni 71 the Minister of Defense (MOD) 'is sod a lirtective for an flVNA F IG rtorganization that accomplishod the object ivk- of establishiag the single uniform inC system within R*V.NA F,

and all other inspection activities within JOS be eithor -iiminatiW or ijicorporatod into 0hV HVNAF'I
JGS Inspector Goneral Directorate. Agencies an-t conmanels Pffected by this action were CTC,
POLWAR, CLC. and the technical services and oý.-urtmnwos,'
(U) Thio RVINAF IG reor gait at ,)i also provided for e
nIcof
corps/M~l 10 officv#
from apprwimAANlY 10 personnel tzý 4~0 to 80 fdepending on the nium , mr of sectortt and AIIVN forcm;
agsigned. The personnel came fro-i. the old 11FIFF in,4pec.,ion tearms and the techiclal inspiection
teanii of the ALO's. The division~ --G fflcvt werv increasked to seven o~ffiers and two mecn by polling
fin the pfarsonnerl previously authocized at regimental level. Sector IG offices of three officers
and two men wart also etamblishe-1.
(11) F.ollowing receipt of th - JGS implvementing directive on 5 July, the, lVNA F/JCS 1c,
Direttorate begant the reorganization. The sauthorized strength was increased froin 103 to 314
includling 177 officers to staff 30 inspection %-.ýavns On J November the Technical Inspection
Division was formned; by year 'a end there vere fivo inspection team* operating. Two additiional
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Army inspection teams were added to the four existing teams of the General Inspection Division
on 1 Jan 72. On 3 August an Inspection and Investigation SOP was published which defined inspections and investigations, compiled pertinent JGS regulations relating to 10 operations and
assigned responsibilities for the scheduling, corduct, and reporting of inspections, and for
investigations, to the JGS Directorate and to corps/MR, division, and sector 10 offices and
sections. Following some 5.months of field use, this was amended on 26 December, to add special
subjects for inspection. The first two selected were the Ration Supplement Program and unit
in-place training, as prescribed by JGS Directive 300-24.

F

(U) In April the RVNAF/JGS 10 initiated a program of monthly internal seminars. Attendance
included the RVNAF 10, Deputy 10, 10 Directorate, division chiefs, and the US Deputy Senior
Advisor and advisor branch chiefs. The purpose of the seminars was to review thc past month's
achievements, study problem areas, and discuss activities scheduled for the next month. In addition to the month~ly internal seminars, semiannual RVNAF 10 seminars were scheduled. Attendees were all corps/MR, division and sector I~s and their advisors. The first RVNAF IG
seminar was held during 6 - 8 July. The primary subject of discussion was the reorganization
of the RVNAF 10 System, which had been directed by MOD on 5 June.
f(U) During the year two IG orie.atation courses were conducted. The first class from 7 to
27 October graduated 50 officers. and the second from 2 to 23 December trained an additional 59
officers. Advisor participation was limited to the presentations of 4 hours of instruction on the
US 10 system.

fS

Advisor Support to the RVNAF/JGS 10 Directorate
(U) Throughout the year, MACIG provided continuing advice and assistance to the RVNAF/
JGS IQ Directorate. Prior to the reorganization of the RVNAF/JGS 10 Directorate this effort
was accomplished primiarily through the Office of the Deputy Senior Advisor and advisors assigned
-to the Territorial Forces Inspections Advisory Branch who advised and assisted the IG Directorate
Territorial Forces Inspectioný. Division in inspecting RF and EF units throughout HVN.
As Lthe
ARVN personnel of the Territorial Forces Inspection Branch had pr-eviously been assigned to the
RF/PF In spection Department and were only integrated in the 10 Directorate in Novembeýr 1970,
and because the Territorial Forces numbered over 500, 000 personnel or about 50 percent of the

ARVN, inspection of these forces was a major uindertaking. Conenitrated advisory effort was
made to insure that the, in~spection of these units was thoroughly and efficiently conducted in
accordance with prescribed 10 standards, and that the resulting reports accurately reflected the
status of instpected units..
(U) From February to June 1971 there were ZO IIVNAF/JGS 10 Territorial Forces inspectiontt
conducttd which were advisor-accom-panied. On 13 July, ain analysis of theso inspections, togethor
w ithi recommendations for improvement in the inspectivo program, wag iouhmnittod to the NVNA F1
JOSI10 by the Ovputy Senior Advisor. These recommendations included a proposed change in the
nianner in which inspoctiont were to be condtirted and An overall ehangie in the time 4chedvilvd
*for. inspection trips (from 10 to 6 days), which would reosult in the savinp of two four -man in sPection teams and approximiately 2. NDO n i-day# of TOY per diem annuially. After iconsideration
by his ttaff the RVNAF/JGS 10 directed the now inspection schedule be adopted on I Sep 71,
. .. .hi..atio
.
rjolte i amore offective utilization of persoomw1 and better utilixaaion o h
tkvailable inspaction tin-we by the inspection teamns.

V1

(U) Subseqluent to the rporg~nxaktion of the IAVNA F10 Directorate, tht, MACIG Advitkory
Division was expanded to provide for in advittor to each of the orgiaiavd intspect ion tramil of the
O"i~ra.1 and Technical Intspections Divisions through the formation of the Go neral Inspections
Advisory b~ranceh and the Technical Inspections Adv.isory Brcanch. The basic n ission of the IQ
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advisor continued to be threefold: (1) to advise the IC inspection team in the proper techniques
for inspection and to evaluate their effectiveness during the conduct of inspections of RVNAF
units; (2) to evaluate the mission performance of the inspected RVNAF unit and; (3) to evaluate
the effectiveness of the US advisors assigned to the inspected units. In executing this mission,
the advisor rendered reports to MACIG on the results of his observations during inspection trips
and, as appropriate, made recommendations through US and/or RVN channels to improve the efto the inspected units.
fectiveness of the inspection team, the units inspected, and the US advisors
(U) Copies of all RVNAF/JGS IG inspection reports were received, translated, and typed
in English by assigned Vietnamese civilian personnel and ARVN interpreters. These reports
were analyzed by the advisory personnel and forwarded to appropriate MACV staff agencies and
MACV subordinate commands, to bring to the attention of the US personnel concerned, the
strengths and weaknesses existing in RVNAF units. Through this concerted effort, US advisory
personnel at all echelons have been provided factual information concerning the status of the inspected RVNAF units, which in turn constituted the basis for presenting recommendations to
counterparts to correct existing deficiencies.
(U) During the second half of the year a major project accomplished was the review and
processing in US channels of the revised rOE for the RVNAF IG Directorate reflecting the
personnel authorized and equipment required -to support the new organization. As of the end
of the year, the TOE had been completely coordinated with all technical servicea concerned and
was awaiting review by the MACV TOE Watch Committee.

RVNAF/JGS IG Inspections
Inspections Division. The RVNAF/JGS IG General Inspections Division
(U) General
(GID) began the year with four authorized and operational Army inspection teams and one each
authorized Air Force and Navy inspection team, which were not manned. The approved reorganination of the IG Directorate increased the authorized Army inspection teams by four to a total
of eight, and on I Jan 72 an additional two Army teams began scheduled inspections. The GID
which has the responsibility for inspection of units of the RVN regular forces completed 101
inspection trips and inspected 288 units throughout the year. MACIG advisory personnel accompanied the CID inspection teams during the Inspection of 127 units. Evaluation of CID inspection reports revealed the existence of the following significant deficiencies in units inspected:
-All units lacked school trained specialist perskonnel. The desertion rates in combat units
were higher than the JOS acceptable rate. Combat service support and technical units were. in
most cases, operating under outdated and/or inadequate TOEs.
--

Units in built-up areas showed complacency toward compound socurity.

Mosit tteten#iv

positions were in need of iniprovement.
Most
l
units. in ,partieular technical units., were not complying with JOS Dire ctive 300-24
asi pertains to the conduct of io-place training.
Generally, shortages were
-- In many unit# the accountability •or QM clothing wai poor.
iound to exist ki M-1 equipment, barracks, storage space, electrical power and dependent hous.

ing.
--

Most units were sho-t school trained personnel and authorized POLWAR equipment.
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(U) Territorial Forces Inspections Division. The RVNAF/JGS 10 Territorial Forces
Inspections Division (TFID) functioned throughout the year with eight authorized and operational
inspection teams. Seven werp~ utilized for the conduct of regularly scheduled inspections of
Territorial Forces units, while the remainin~g team was utilized as a special inspection team to
make inquiries into all allegations made against military personnel assigned to sectors. The
TFID completed 137 inspection trips and inspected 566 units during the year. MACIC advisory
personnel accompanied the TFID inspection teams during the inspection of 444 units. Evaluation
of TF~ID inspection reports revealed the following major recurring deficiencies throughout the
units inspected:

*

-Unit strengths were generally below JOS authorized manning levels. Desertion rates
in most units exceeded JOS acceptable rates. Throughout most sectors, personnel strengths
of HF and PF units were not properly balanced. S-1 and S-4 officers of HF battalions and subsector headquarters were not school trained nor experienced officers.

-Defensive measures at units and installations were inadequate in the majority of units.
Defense plans, including provisions for artillery fire support were incomplete and in some instances nonexistent. Defensive positions and barriers, particularly barbed wire, required improvement and upgrading.

R eports of operations conducted were generally exaggerated because units did not adhere
to the criteria prescribed in JOS Memorandum 310-21. Most RFunits were not employing the Starlight scope. In-place training was not being conducted in accordance with JOS Directive 300-24.
-- Ammunition
and weapons storage and maintenance was tunsatisfactory in many units.
Vehicle deadline rates were excessive in many units due to the lackc of spare parts.

*

(U) TechnicalInspections Division. The RVNAF/JGS IG Technical Inspections Division
(TID) which was authorized as a now inspection division under the approved IG Dirvetorate reorganization was organized etffctive I Nov 71; however, inspection., were continued under the
old CLC schedule, This division wits assigned responsibility to evaluate mission accomplishment of RYNAF combat Nervice support units. Formal 10 technical inspections were scheduled
to commence in January 1972. Ten visits were made to 22 units, all accompanied by 10 advisory
personnel, by the encl.1971. Sufficient data to comment on the status of RVNAF combat service.

support units was not available at the end of the period.
Inspetloh of P~ VNA F Ration Supp1 mont. Pro-gratu
(U) An increasro In US adviaory effort was requiried tn imonitor and inspect the new HVNAF'
Aatiizm Supploment Progzram (RSP). This US-fundod prograni provid(ed food stuppleiments Vf
oeat. fish, poultry, and kcooking oil to the I , 100,000 members of PYNA F.X Receipt. sAtorage,
and distribution of the sttpplonmento were to be. cloavly monitored to make certain that therv were
nto abuvejo in dis~tribution and that the commodities did not appear on the blackiuarket. thndor
this program RVNAF was to Iisue 13.000, 000 rations annually to 1. 100.000 people at a first
year cost of USS4Z. 7 m~illion. The bLachniarket potential for an operation of this size was gelf.
ovident.
AV.And the CIS. 305, directe-d the fivrotation of four e-pecal combined
tfoeld grade offirors from IMAMI
and the MVNAF/JGS IG to aidvisv, assist.
Monitor, and Inspect the program at all levels. One of thesei toatms operated in each military
regitmi. Couniirywlida aspocts of the progratm were ovonitored by the. team reoponsible (or hilt 3.
T'eams were to observe the loading, unloading. and handling procrdtires, the arcuracy of stock
roecord cards miaintaitned. and any indicatituis of diversion or pilforage of food Items. Plartiiaular
(U) The C/S.

10 toams, composed of

4
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attention was given to the -issue and control of the coupons used in the program as well as questioning of program administrators and individual RVNAF servicemen regarding their receipt of
coupons and rations. In addition to regularly scheduled inspections by the special combined
teams, the administration of the RVNAF Ration Supplement Program was a special subject for
RVNAF/JGS IG inspection teams conducting inspections of RVNAF units.
(U) Inspections conducted during 1971 dis~1osed many problems in the program rela3ted to
late arrival of foodstuffs in-country and transportation difficulties for distribution of supplies
within country. These transportation problems were particularly acute in the movement by
water of supplies from Saigon to Can Tho, slated for distribution -within the southern part of MR 4,
and within MR 3 after III Corps truck companies had been diverted to Cambodia to support crossborder operations. There was no evidence of diversion of food stuffs, nor of other corrupt practices with regard to the RSP, although some pilferage of stocks during shipment had been noted.

JGS Investigations and Complaints
(U) On 18 Feb 71 the Minister of Defense~ eent a letv'-:r to the JGS dir', ctizig the establishment
zpe with the increasco
of a combined investigation committee of RVNA -7 znd F-WMAF p, V130P'ael
ing number of incidents involving FWMAF and Vietnamese personnel, both military and civilian.
The RVNAF IG was assigned responsibility for this action. In July following an extended period
of combined US/RVN IG effqrt, a bilingual "Standing Operating Procedures for Combined Investigations" was published and distributed through both US and RVIN chaannds. Tl:.is SOP provi'de 3
guidance for the initiation, organization, and conduct oi. combined investiagatzions by IT' and RVN
Inspector Generals, and it represents a significant advance in the, field of in-vestigations.
(U)
shown,

During 1971 the RVNAFIJGS IG Directorate made 978 investigations, with restilts as

Not
Sitbftanliated

Cacgr ~substantiated
191
249
91
69
500

Cor ruption
Violation of Individual rights
Conflicts boetwvvn military personnel
complaints by civilian*
Total

175
263
19
as4
423

Could not be
dete rmined
14
5
5

(U) The 1RVN vomplaints oystom closely parolle4i thr US 10 complaints system. The pro
cedure for handling complaints within. 14 VNA~Fis contained in JOS Metn~ordndui 337 dated 20
Mar 07. During 4l1 inspections the troops are afforded the opportunity to register complainto
and all inspectors are required to make specifte inquiry into loavts, PAY, promnotion. And)
*01iinmelas (tile ikubject of most complaints In tho past). St~istically the nomber 61 complAints
is not largo (or a torce ot 1, 100,000. One of the reasong is that complaint.- received during
irispoctionts which are tolved in the unit prior to die inspection team's departure are not recorded

P".4
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(U) During 1971, 655 complaints and requests for assistance were processed and recorded
by the JGS IG Directorate. A breakdown of subjects and findings showed:

Justified

Not
Justified

Transfer/DischargeiDe mobilization

59

75

134

Punishment /De motion

42

53

95

Promotion

20

38

58

Pay

65

32

97

Appeals from penalties, Miscellaneous

68

89

157

Requests for assistance

61

53

114

315

340

655

Total

Total

Summation of Results for the Year

"(U) In September 1970, LTC Lu Lan, former 11 Corps Commander, was assigned as the
RVNAF Inspector General. He brought to the IG Directorate, Wnaddition to the necessary rank
and prestige, the equally important interest and organizational/wanagr-rial abilities. His announced goal was to establish the credibi".1v of .hv RVNAF Inmpector General by se.uring and
training sufficient qualified officers to fill tbh authorized 0G1positions dr'm- to division aud sector level, and by proving to the individual soldiers that the IG eWlsts, not as a tool of the con%mander, but rather to serve him by eliminating corruption mnd injustice within the RVNA F.
During 1971 considerable improvement was noted in the depth, scope, .nd validity of rVNAF/
JOS 10 inspections. Continued advisor assistance was stlll required to effect Rtandixrdlaation
of inspection techniquas and preparation of inspoetion reports. These were advisor goals for
1972. By I Jan 72, 19 of the 30 authorixed intpeetion teaw s were operational. There wsl a
need tor continued advisor assistance in getting the emainintg teams, particularly the Air
Force and Navy teams., formed and operational. During 1972, with the coatinued drawtda%.n of
field advisors, the pretence of IG advisors with the I1VNAF IC 1ns pect••o
7eann4 would servv not
only to upgrade the performance of thooe teams, but w.'*id alto provide a valuable US #Ourc if
inforiqatin
concerning the problem areas within RVNAY and the combat eff.ittivenevs of hiVNAF
*4

j -!•:units.
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MACV ACCREDITED CORRESPONDENTS
(monthy average)

1968-1970

600

600

550

550

500

500
/*'

4,50

1•

*

450

450.",

400

400

350

350

300

/iXi

,.300

"
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INFORMATION AND THE PRESE

THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION

Mission

*

(U) The principal responsibilities of the MACV Office of Information (MACODl were to
provide maximum informzotion to the public concerning the activities and operations of the US
forces in Vietnam consistent., ith security requirements, and to provide a vigorous and substantive command information program of news and feature material for the uniformed servicemen. As a member of COMU'SMAGV personal staff, the Chief of Information was the principal
advisor to the commander on all public and command information matters.
(U) Throughout 1971 the mlssion of MACOI remained unchanged. In spite of the accelerate I
decline in US assets and resources in RVN and the diminishing US combat role, the pressing
demands of news correspondonts remained reasonably high a~nd, in fact, increased substantially
in the latter part of the year when the GVN held its national election and presidential inauguration.
and President Nixon announced substantial and significant redeployment of US troops.
(U) In fulfilling iUs responsibility of providing information, MAGQI dealt with ani average
of 367 accredited correspondents daily during 1971.45 (See Figure X.- 34. The average number
had decreased from 474 in 1968 and 1969, and from 445 the previous year. These correspondents repre~senited both US and international news gathering organ izations- in all media including
printed matter, still picture, radio, television, and motion Dicture. In addition to providing
newus, the office wos also eharged with the general support of corresapovidents pertaining to accreditationi, transportation, nwssinK, and billeting fur newsmen in the field,

Organiration
(U) As of I Jan 71 tho iMACV Office of Iinformatiton Was orgunised along functional 1ine1VI
with live otipport teivi'vw. 46Tle live divioi~nos and their rosponsibilifivi; werc:
Th~e 1hkhlk biforcoatioo Division 11411) wwas Oiurged with all extornal information in'Clthtftg tubl~ic. 1-010-40 Of infOrtntl~i4M tO C4~rV#pondf9nts ad dAilV doalingst With -ibv
3rvis vorps6.
--

--

The Comimandl Informttlton Vivioion W10I) Was charited with on itorior All internal information prog~rams of tho varitm# -UP~OA00 -c00Maind-%, Md pUblction~t~ Of tho NMA(;V
wevitly no-papor. Tile absen-or.

The Plaits! and Pic

~form~ation

*

coatact (or Co
--

viin(PP01 was chsrgvd with long-range devolopment of in-

policy and iaifornmAtion <,ontingoncy planning, and wAs the principal point of

bation aotiotns with othter headquArtors staff elmenits.

The Inifortiaticin Advisory Divittimi (1AI)) Woo chirgod With croittintz the progratm to
adkiso RVtN tnmntdscrs andi unit# on iufortv mtlw snautcr wnd the cw. tbet 0i public

The SpLedal Prooectt Division (S1110) wa4 charged with providing. ts'iptxrt tot tho pross
vorps bi all ark-as other than the disocemitution af news. This incluilet k~ccredluAtio",

*traflsportatlon,

nwasing "nd bil~leting. and the. ttnduct of special pr-ess tours, and air-
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lifts for specific events.
(U) The American Forces Vietnam Network (AFVN) operated as a divis.on of MACOI.
The Chief of Information supervised the activities of the radio and television networks and was
charged with the broadcast of radio and television news and entertain nent of US military perscn.nel in RVN.

Phasedown of Advisory Billets
(U) Early in 1971 MACOI was authorized 29 Information Officer (10) billcts specifically to
advise RVNAF on public information matters at major headquarters. The JTD provided for 18
Army 10 advisors at RVN corps and division level, eight Air Force, and three Navy 10 advisors.
Some difficulty was experienced in filling these billets with qualified officers.
(U) The shortage of 10 advisors called for a readjustment of allocations.
IAD recommended in his end-of-tour report (14 Aug 71):

As the chief of

The elimination of 10 advisurs.
.
has resulted in undesirable shortages at the division level, particularly in MR 1. An acceptable alternative in the absence )f division advisors is to authorize two US 10
advisors at corps level. As the personnel squeeze begins to be felt
more strongly, it is believed US 10 advisors should be eliminated first
from divisions and from military regiments, in turn, from south to
north, in recognition of the fact that the majority of military activity
and interest remains in MR 1. If possible, division information advisors should be retained through June of 1972 and at the corps ievel
through the end of 1972.47
(U) By the end of 1971, 10 advisor billets were reduced .o 14: eight Army, five Air Force,
and one Navy. They were retained only at corps or higher levels with advisors often performing
dual functions of advisor to RVNAF and 10 for the US advisory agency. Further elimination of
10 advisory billets was anticipated in 1972 as the drawdown of US forces continued.
(U) Throughout 1971 extensive plans for consolidation and redeployment wore developed.
On 31 Dec 71, IAD and SPD merged to form a new division, the Information Advisory and Accreditation Division (IAAD). 48 Justification for the combined division was predicated on reduction of transportat~i•c
services to the press corps plus an increased proficiency in the field
by ARVN and US Inforriation Officer advisors, reducing the necessity and frequency for field
liaison visits by IAAD advisors. All division-level billets were Q:ither already eliminated or
scheduled to be in the near future.

Termination of the Sound-on-Film Motion Picture Program
(U) From 1965 to 1971, MACOI operated five motion picture teams .pecifi,:ally to produce
sound-on-film news material for the US telc.vision networks. Toe program was ternti'ated.
and the teams returned to their parent servicc-i on 30 Jun 71.
(U) The concept of the motion picture teams was originally rocommended by Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Plublic Affairs) Arthur Sylvester to the Deputy Secretary of Defunse
Cyrus Vannae on 26 OcL 65. Secretary Vaince approved the recommendation on 12 Nov b5, and
five teams (two from the Army and one each from the Air Force, Navy. and Marine Corps)
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became operational under MACV in June 1966.49 The stated purpose of the teams was to
provide sound-on-motion picture coverage of the activities of US and Allied forces in Vietnam,
to include civic action and nation building. The objective was to provide maximum visual/
sound information on the everyday activities of these forces as opposed to the "hard news"
and major events which were being covered by the film crews of the national television networks.
(U) The order to terminate the sound-on-film program was contained in a message in March
1971 from Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) Daniel Z. Henkin to COMUSMACV
as follows:
Effective June 30, 1971, the MACV V-series sound-on-film program
will be terminated and those component manpower and equipment resources dedicated to MACV in support of the program will be returned
to the components. The decision to end this program is based on
budget reductions and the continuing reduction of the US military role
in SEA. Please extend my personal thanks
all concerned for a
job well done. 50

Armed Forces Vietnam Network Stations
(U) Plans for the termination or consolidation of some of the radio and television operations of AFVN were developed in the latter hall of 1971. The basic policy was to maintain
stations where troop populations and physical security were adequate. The objective was to
maintain broadcast service to all locations which had at least 100 men.51 In early September
1971 the television station at Quang Tri was collocated with the GVN facility at Hue, and the
television and FM radio facilities at Nha Trang were moved to Cam Ranh Bay.
(U) As 1971 ended, AFVN operated the network center at Saigon with broadcast outlets at
Can Tho, Cat Lo, Phan Rang, Cam Ranh Bay, Tuy Hoe, Qui Nhon, Da Nang, Hue, and Pleiku.
The first consolidation planned for 1972 was conversion of the radio station at Tuy Hoa into a
transmitter and rebroadcast operation.

MA'1V News Publications
(U) The rutho!ized MACV newspaper, 'i he Observer, continued to be published throughout
1971 by the MACeI staff. In addition. 23 other periodicals, primarily newspapers, were
printed and edited for subordinate un~tt io support of thle Command Information Program. S2
(See Figure X- 4,) At end-71 as US forces continued to deploy, eight had been discontinued
and the number was expectud to decrease further.

MILITARY PUBLICATIONS PRINTEDLBY MACOI
I,1971)
Name of
Publication

Unit

Term of
Publication

Printing
Frequency

Arm•y ReporterD
The Oboorver*
7th AF News*
Screaming Eagle
Tropic Lightning News

USARV
MACV
7th AF
101st Abe Div (Asnbl)
25th Wi Div

Aug 69 - Current
Jul 69 - Current
Oct 71 -Current
Aug 69 - Current
Aug 69 - Mar 71

Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Biweekly
Weekly
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MILITARY PUBLICATIONS PRINTED BY MACOI (Contd)
(1971)
Name of
Publication

Unit

Term of
Publication

Printing
Frequency

Southern Cross
Cavalair
Firebase 173
Blackhorse
Red Devil Brigade
Castle Courier
Communicator
Narrative Summary
Northern Log
Round Up
III Corps Advisor
Delta Dragon
Artillery Review
Hi-Lite
4th Dimension
Charger
Gary Owen
Bay Window
TRAC

23d Inf Div
I st Cav Div (Ambl)
1 73d Abn Bde
11th ACR
I st Bde, 5th Wnf Div (Mech)
USARENGRCOMDV
I st Sig Bde
USAMEDCOMV
USASUPCOM-DN
18th MP Bde
USAAG, III Corps (RVN)
DRAC
IFFV Arty
USASUPCOM-S
4th Trans Comd
196th Inf Bde (Sep)
3d Bde, Ist Cav Div (Ambl)
USASUPCOM-CRB
TRAC

Aug 69 - Nov 71
Aug 69 - Apr 71
Aug 69 - Jul 71
Aug 69 - Current
Dec 69 - Jun 71
Aug 69 - Current
Jan 70 - Current
Jan 70 - Current
Dec 69 - Current
Aug 69 - Current
Jan 70 - Apr 71
Jan 70 - Current
Jan 71 - Aug 71
Jan 70 - Current
Apr 71 - Current
Dec 71 - Current
May 71 - Current
Oct 71 - Current
Sep 71 - Nov 71

Weekly
Weekly
Biweekly
Monthly
Biweekly
Biweekly
Biweekly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Biweekly
Biweekly
Monthly
Monthly

* A 12-page publication.

All others were 8-page publications.

Source:

MACOI

Figure X - 4

SPECIAL INFORMATION ACTIVITIES

Operation DEWEY CANYON II/LAM SON 719
(U) Operation DFWIEY CANYON II (Phase I of LAM SON 719) was initiated on 30 Jan 71, at
which time HQ, XXIV (US) Corps relocated to a forward command post at Quang Tri. On 29
Jan 71, COMUSMACV declared an embargo on news coverage of the entire operation. The 10,
XXIV Corps was charged with insuring that all correspondents in the area were informed of the
embargo. 53 The Da Nang Press Center was in the process of closing, and the Information
Office, 1st Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech) was not adequately staffed or equipped to handle the large
inflx of civilian and military correspondents arriving to cover these operations. The XXIV
Corps 10 established a press camp at the Quang Tri airfield on 31 Jan 71 to provide mess and
billeting accommodations, to arrange transportation, and to extend administrative and comintoications assistance to MACV-accredited correspondents.
(U) After much close-hold operational planning, the press was briefed simultaneously at
Da Nang by the XXIV Corps 10 and at HQ, MACV by MACOI. At these briefings the press was
informed that all military operations in MR I were under an embargo immediately, except for
operations contained in the MACV daily news .eleaso.
The press was further briefed at 1830
local time at HQ, MACV on 30 Jan 71, at which time military operations and press coverage
were explained in detail and transportation arrangements were made. The embargo announcement itself was not for publication, and press cooperation was solicited.
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(U) The 30 January briefing touched only on the US side of the operation,DEWEY CANYON
II. By this time there was speculation in foreign capitals that an "invasion" of Laos from RVN
was underway or pending. This speculation probably stemmed from the fact that the NVA had
anticipated at least part of the RVN operation. Hanoi made loud public pronouncements in
all areas where they thought public indignation was beneficial. Speculation was difficult to
separate from actual breach of the embargo.
(U) There were two practical difficulties in holding the embargo. First, there was no
positive way to get all the Saigon press corps together, therefore MACOI could not be sure
that everyone was informed. Second, the press was not taken entirely into the confidence of
the command for reasons of policy and security. Briefings under an embargo did not cover
sensitive areas which were the most newsworthy parts of the operation, i. e. , the fact that it
was going to be going on in Laos. Most of the press corps guessed that this was going on,
which added to the frustrations and animosity between 10s and the press. The embargo was
lifted at 0830Z 4 Feb 71 (1630 Saigon time). The press corps was notified that the embargo
had served its purpose, that our casualties had been at an absolute minimum, and routine
coverage could be resumed. 54
(U) It was announced to the press on 9 Feb 71 that the term DEWEY CANYON II was being
discontinued, and that future US operations in the area would be reported by action or engagement. Air and artillery support provided by RVN during operation LAM SON 719, Phase II,
which began on 8 Feb 71, would be identified with that operation. 55
(U) At 1700 on 12 February an ARVN spokesman briefed the press on the RVN operation
into Laos. Effective that date, joint US/RVN briefings were conducted at the Quang Tri press
camp each evening beginning at 1730 hours. During 66 days of operation, the Quang Tri press
camp offered assistance to Z34 correspondents from 68 agencies representing virtually every
Free World nation. 56

Drug Information Programs
(U) Early in 1971 the drug abuse incidents in Vietnam shifted dramatically from the use
of marijuana to the use of heroin (see "Drug and Narcotic Abuse, " this chapter). Following
the publication of MACV Directive 190-4, "Drug Suppression Program" (December 1970),
MACOI concentrated on expanding the drug information and education programs to emphasize
the dangers of use of hard drugs. The MACV newspaper, The Observer, published 304 drug
articles between 1 Jan and 30 Nov 71, In addition, an entire 12-page issue devoted to the drug
problem was published in September 1971. Newspapers and periodicals of subordinate commands
further publicized the harmful effects of drug abuse throughout 1971.
(U) MACOI published and distributed to the field a pamphlet entitled "66Didn't Make It -The Story of Drugs in the Republlc" (March 1971) and an information booklet in a comic book
format on the heroin abuse problem in Vietnam (September 1971).57 The Command Information
Quarterly Guidance (May, 1971) and MACOI Fact Sheets (October 1971) further disseminated drug
information to the field. 58
(U) Several thousand copies of the Stars and Stripes article, "Cold Turkey, " and the
American Red Cross pamphlet, "Drugs and Their Abuse, " were distributed to the field as support material for the campaign against drugs. AFVN also responded to the drug problem.
From 1 Jan to 1 Jun 71 AFVN4 averaged approximately 35 radio spots per week.
Some TV
feature material from AFRTS was used on a regular basis; the TV spots produced by AFRTS,
however, were not applicable to the Vietnam situation and local TV spots were written by
AFVN addressing the particular problem in Vietnam. When efforts were accelerated in June
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1971 to conduct a saturation campaign against heroin, radio spots on AM radio increased to
133 per week. Since AM radio had particular appeal to the 18 to 25-year old audience, more
spots were broadcast there than on FM radio. Later and throughout the remainder of 1971
AFVN put equal emphasis on AM and FM radio to publicize the problems of drug abuse. Following is a copy of a typical radio spot: 59
I've been to the other world and back again. I've tried a little of
everything. I've tried to get to know myself. I've tried to get
away from myself. But the images I saw reflected were distorted,
and I ran out of things to hide behind. I feel my body being torn
from my riind, and I cry out, "Is there no one left to hear me?".
Find a friend. The Saigon area drug rehabilitation center is in
building 613 at the MACV Annex. Their phone is 923-3597.

PRESS RELATIONS

Logistic Support to Newsmen
(U) Throughout fhe course of US involvement in RVN, MACOI provided numerous support
and logistic privileges to the members of the accredited press corps. Some of the services
such as transportation, messing and billeting facilities, and vehicle support for newsmen covering operations with forces in the field were considered necessary for the press to properly
perform its responsibility of reporting the war. Other support services, such as military
exchanges, officer clubs, and postal privileges were not necessary for the press to do its job,
but were considered minimal personal convenience services that could be provided without
taxing the militar\y support system.
(U) During the first half of 1971 the number of correspondents in RVN averaged 350. By
mid-1971, however, diminishing US troop strength and the associated decline of the logistic
support base resulted in a program to eliminate logistic support privileges authorized for a
number of civilian grouips, including the press corps. A study completed in November 1971 led
to the withdrawal of support privileges consistent with troop withdrawals. 6 0 The new standards
for privileges is further discussed in the "Investigations and Inspections" section of this chapter.

Morning Releases and Sunday Briefings Ended
(U) At the beginning of 1971 a MACV news release was distributed to correspondents each
morning and afternoon (including Sundays) at the National Press Center in Saigon. A MACOI
news briefer met with the press corps at 1615 hours daily and discussed or clarified information.
As US participation in ground operations decreased, the number of correspondents attending the
briefings also decreased which led to the MACOI announcement on 25 Jul 71 that the morning
news releases would be discontinued the following day. 6 1 The afternoon news releases would
continue as long as interest warranted. Special events would be briefed or released both
mornings and afternoons.
(U) On 1 Sep 71 the Chief of Information announced that MACOI news briefers would no
longer present formal briefings on Sundays at the press center. This action was taken because
fewer news correspondents were attending the Sunday briefings, and was in keeping with the
general drawdown of US forces in RVN. The printed news releases continued daiv and briefings continued daily except Sundays into 1972.
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Da Nang and Can Tho Press Centers Closed
(U) Consistent with the command's overall 1971 objectives of conserving assets and reducing personnel and expenditures, MACOI announced on 31 Mar 71 the closing of MACV press
centers at Da Nang (MR 1) and Can Tho (MR 4). MACOI continued to use the GVN-operated
National Press Center in Saigon for news releases and daily briefings. 62 The MACV centers
originally were established to provide support services to members of the press corps operating
from the two field locations. The Da Nang and Can Tho press centers were staffed with uniformed information personnel who provided transportation, movement of news material, and
film processing support. They also maintained billeting, messing and club facilities for visiting
correspondents.

Actions Against News Correspondents
(U) Three news correspondents were cited in 1971 for unprofessional conduct in RVN.
Under the provisions of MACV Staff Memorandum 360-8, 21 Apr 70, COMUSMACV appointed
a board of officers to investigate each allegation of misconduct and to make appropriate recommendations. This board consisted of an officer from MACOI, MACJA, and JUSPAO.
(U) Mr. Bert W. Okuley, correspondent for United Press International, was debarred on
13 May 71 for violations of GVN customs and exchange laws, because he had made an illegal
currency transaction: by debarment he was denied all military support privileges and declared
ineligible for employment in RVN under US Government financed contracts. Debarment was
automatic ground for disaccreditation, so Mr. Okuley was permanently disaccredited on 11 Jun
71 and excluded from military facilities for the purpose of news reporting. 63
(U) Mr. James P. Bennett oi the National Broadcasting Company was determined by the
board to have to have exhibited unprofessional conduct in that he used "loud, boisterous,
abusive, vulgar, and threatening language" to the XXIV Corps 10. The recommendation of the
board approved by COMUSMACV was that Mr. Bennett be suspended from all accreditation
rights and privileges for 30 days beginning 21 Apr 71.64 This incident initiated a concurrent
investigation by MACIG (further discussed ip Investigations and Inspections section, this
Chapter) which ultimately resulted in the closing of the Da Nang Press Center on 31 Mai 71.
(11) Mr. Henry A. Colgate, freelance correspondent representing the National Broadcasting C(ompany and Overseas Weekly, was determined by the MACV board to have used "loud,
abusive, and threatening language" to the NCOIC of the 196th Inf Bde enlisted mess. Mr. Colgate was suspended from all accreditation rights and privileges for 30 days beginning 12 Aug
71.65

ký',

"

(U) These three actions in 1971 raised the total to 76 correspondents who either had beWn
debarred from US military facilities, or had received temporary or permanent susponsions of
accreditation between early 1967 to January 1972, (All relevant MAC01 records prior to 1967
were destroyed by fire,) The reasons for withdrawals were unprofessional conduct, dealings
on the black market, falsified documents, misrepresentations, failures to meet just financial
obligations, subversive activities, money Manipulations, and violations of the MACO! ground
rules governing release of information.

Correspondents Casualties in SEA
(U) The press corps suffered 49 known casualties in SEA from 19S4 to 1971. Since news
correspondents had considerable independence in covering combat operations, records of
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casualties in some cases were inaccurate or nonexistent. Casualties confirmed by their employers are marked with an asterisk. The following is an unofficial list of correspondent
casualties in SEA in chronological order. 6 6
--

CAPA, Robert, American, Life Magazine, 1954; killed by Viet Minh.

--

THIEL, Peter Ronald Van, naturalized American of Dutch extraction, May 1965,
Mekong Delta, RVN; died of wounds.

--

ROSE, Jerry, American freelance writer, September 1965, near Quang Ngai; killed
in a commercial plane crash.
*KOLENBERG, Bernard, American photographer, Associated Press, 2 Oct 65, near
An Khe; killed in USAF plane crash.

--

*MY, Huynh Thanh, South Vietnamese staff photographer, Associated Press, 13 Oct
65, Mekong Delta; killed in a commercial plane crash.

--

CHAPELLE, Dickie, American war correspondent and photographer, 4 Nov 65, south
of Da Nang; killed by booby trap.

--

HiGGINS, Margaret, American, Newsday, 3 Jan b6, Walter Reed Hospital;
suspected hepatitis.

--

CHELLAPPAH, Charlie, Singaporean freelance photographer, 14 Feb 66, near Cu Chi;
killed during combat action.

--

CASTAN, Sam, American, Look Magazine, Z1 May 66, Central Highlands;
mortar fire.
FALL, Bernard B.,
pected booby trap.

killed by

French author on Vietnam, 21 Feb 67, near Hue; killed by sus-

GALLAGHER, Ronald D., American free lance photographer,
Delta; killed by artillery fire.
--

died of

II Mar 07, in Mekong

SCHUYLER, Felipa, American correspondent and concert pianist, 9 May 67, near Da
Nang; killed in helicopter crash.
*DAVIS. Nell. American reporter. Vintuwt.
wounded by hostile fire.

19 May 0T, Mekong Delta;

ELLISON, Robert J., American freelance photographer.
killed in plane downed by hostile fire.

slightly

S Mar 68. nkar Khe Santh;

*-'PIGOTT, Bruce, Australian Assistant Bureau Chief, Reuters, 5 May b6% Saigon;
killed by hostile fire.
--

*LARAMY. Ronald B.,
by hostile fire.

British correspondent for Reuters. 5 May hS, Saigona; killed

CANTWELL, John L., Australian correspondent. Time Life. 5 May 68. Saikon; killed
by hostile fire.
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*BIRCH, Micheal Y., Australian reporter, Associated Press, 5 May 68, Saigon;
killed by hostile fire.

t

*EGGLESTON, Charles, American photographer, United Press International, 6 May
68, Saigon; killed by hostile fire.
*MINE, Hiromichi, Japanese photographer, United Press International,
near Da Nang; died of wounds suffered on 5 May 68.

*

7 May 68,

LZURRA, Ignacio, Brazilian correspondent, La Nacion, 8 May 69, Saigon; missing
since 1968 TET offensive, presumed dead.

--

SAKAI, Tasuo, Japanese correspondent, Nihon Keizai Shirnbun, Aug 68, Saigon;
killed during rocket attack.

--

*SAVANUCK, Paul, SP5, US military reporter, Stars and Stripes, Apr 69, near Cam
Lo; killed by hostile fire while with C Trp, 3d Sqdn, 5th Gay.

--

*- NOONAN, Oliver E., American photographer, Associated Press, 19 Aug 69, Quang
Tin Province; killed in helicopter crash.
-*SAINT PAUL, Alain, French correspondent, Agence France Press, Dec 69, near
Dac Lo; killed by hostile fire.
*BELL, Steve, American correspondent, American Broadcasting Company, April
1970, Cambodia; captured for 12 hours.

--

-**KHOO,

Terrence, Singaporean cameraman. American Broadcasting Company, April

1970, Cambodia; captured for 12 hour i.
SENZAEI, Youki, Japanese TV soundmnan, American Broadcasting Company. April
1970, Cambodia; captured for 12 hours.

--

F, Dicter,
~BELLENDOR
*

German cor re spondent, National Broadcasting Company,
8 May 70, Cambodia; missing in action,

--

--

--

MIL~LER. Gormld, An'wrican corresponflent. Columbia Broadcasting System, 11 May
70. 60 mniles tiouth of Phnom Penh. "killed by hostilu Lire.
SYVERT81EN, George, American correspondenit, Columbia Broadcasting Cor~lpany,
31 May 70, Camtbodia: killed by hostile, fire.
LEKNI.I flamaitik, Indian correspondent, Columbia B~roadcasting Company. 31 May 70,
Cambodia; captured.
*14c'ANGEN, Welles, American corresponident, National Broadcasting Company. 31 May
70, Camtbodia; mismaing.

-*

V4

COLNE, Roger, 1Freneh correspondent, NatiotWa B~roadcasting Compaxty, 31 May 70,
Camnbodia; milssing.

-*YOSHINIHUO, Waku, Japanese correspondent, National Blroadcasting Company, 31 May
70, Cambodia; misaingi.
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--

*BARRON, Xavier, French correspondent, Agence France Press, 8 Jul 70, Cambodia;
captured (released 25 Aug 70).
PUISSESSEU, Rene, French correspondent, ORTF Television, 11 Jul 70, Cambodia;
killed by hostile fire.
*FROSCH, Frank, American correspondent, Bureau Chief, United Press International
(Cambodia), 28 Oct 70, Phnom Penh, Cambodia; killed by hostile fire.

--

*SAWADA, Iyoichi, Japanese photographer, United Press International (Cambodia),
28 Oct 70, Phnom Penh, Cambodia; killed by hostile fire.
*BURROWS, Larry, British photographer,
killed in helicopter crash.

Life Magazine,

II Feb 71,

Laos; presumed

--

*HUET, Henri, French photographer, Associated Press, 11 Feb 71, Laos, presumed
killed in helicopter crash.

--

*POTTER, Kent, American photographer, United Press International, 11 Feb 71,
Laos; presumed killed in helicopter crash.

--

SHIMAMOTO, t(eisaburo, Japanese photographer, Jij and Pana Press, 11 Feb 71,
Laos; presumed killed in helicopter crash.

--

BAILLY, Francois, French freelance writer, United Press International, 21 Feb 71,
Suong, Cambodia; found dead.

--

SULLEY, Francois, French correspondent, Newsweek, 23 Feb 71; killed in helicopter
midair explosion.

--

*YOSEP, Lee, American correspondent, Visnews, 28 Mar 71, Cambodia;
hostile fire, also captured Nov 71 and released Doc 71.

--

*WEBB, Kate, New Zealander correspondent, United Press International, 7 Apr 71,
Cambodia;

wounded by

captured (releosod I May 71).

--

SO, Kim, Vietnamese cameraman,
by hostile fire.

Visnews, 5 Jun 71, Pleiku, RVN; wounded slightly

--

*QUAN, Le Thanh, Vietnamese cameraman, Visnews, 26 Oct 71,
RVN; presumed captured.

Dinh Quan

Distri.ct,

RVNAF Public Information Ground Rules
(U) On 31 Dec 71 the RVN General Political and Warfare Department (GPWD) published
ground rules for the release of information to news correspondents covering the combat activ.
ities of RVNAF. 6 7 The ground rules were first published by JGS/RVNAF in January 1971 as a
standing operating procedure which governed preus releases of all military units until the final
ground rules were published. RVNAF ground rules closely paralleled the MACV ground rules
for US forces and military advisors, and the procedures for accreditation and discipline of

newsmen were generally the same.
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DATA MANAGEMENT AGENCY

(

MISSION

(U) The Data Management Agency (DMA), MACV was responsible for providing automatic
data processing (ADP) services to all MACV staff elements except the Assistant Chief of Staff,
Intelligence, JZ. The mission of DMA encompassed three essential ADP functions.
--

--

..

First, DMA provided data processing support to MACV staff agencies and to other
organizations in and around the Saigon area.
Second, as a member of the World-Wide Military Command and Control System
(WWMCCS) for US Forces, DMA was responsible for development and promulgation of
joint ADP policies, procedures, and organizational guidance to subordinate commanders.
Third, as the senior advisor to COMUSMACV on ADP matters, DMA had an advisory
role to the JGS in development and promulgation of applicable RVNAF policies, organization, and procedures.

Organizational Changes
(U) During 1971 agency managers made a significant organizational change which improved
the flow of work within DMA and facilitated more effective use of available personnel resources.
The Systems Maintenance Office (SMO) which was responsible for design and maintenance of
the DMA systems was functionally placed under the Chief, Data Processing Division, the primary user of the DMA operating system. Prior to 1971 the SMO reported directly to the
Chief, DMA.

DMA Mission Planning
(U) A MACV ADP study group met on 14 Oct 71 to determine the future of the DMA and
overall ADP support for the future MACV organization, The study group consisted of representatives from MACV, HQ 7AF, HQ USARV, and HQ NAVFORV, The study group concluded
that there was a validated requirement for a multiprogramming ADP system to support an
expected production levei of 450 system hours per month on MACV mission-essential requirements through March 1973. It was therefore recommended and approved by the MACV Chief
of Staff on 15 Dec 71, that DMA continue operations in its present configuration through FY73.

DMA SERVICES EXPANSION

*

(U) There was a continuing expansion of ADP usage during 1971. In addition to the daily
support given to the MACV Headquarters complex, DMA extended its services to the 7th Finance
Section, USARV, the US Army Procurement Agency, Vietnam (USAPAV),and US Navy Forces.
Vietnam (NAVFORV).
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(U) The large number of local nationals paid by the 7th Finance Section made the manual
pay system cumbersome and difficult to administer. Recognizing the potential for reducing
time-consuming manual tasks through the use of ADP techniques, DMA modified a USAID ADP
system to provide time and attendance cards, compute pay, and provide leave and earning
statements for the local nationals paid by this section.
(U) In September 1971 USAPAV requested that ADP support provided by the Data Sexvice
Center at Long Binh be transferred to the MACV DMA to save travel time between Long Binh
at USAPAV Headquarters in Saigon. DMA approved the request and designed a data system to
accomplish the requirements which included a master listing of all active, inactive, and retired
contracts administered by USAPAV;a report on US invited contractors; a master source listing
of all contractors doing business with USAPAV; a retired contract summary; and a listing
of contracts being administered by each contracting officer.
(U) During the period 1 Dec 71 through January 1972 NAVFORV underwent a loss of ADP
capability due to personnel redeployment. To offset this decrease in capability, on 1 Jan 72
DMA assumed a large portion of NAVFORV's ADP requirements. DMA supported NAVFORV
in the following programs:
--

Maintained information concerning the training of RVNAF personnel in US DOD-operated
and/or sponsored service schools and universities in the United States.

--

Assisted in management of US Navy materiel due to be retrograded to the US or turned
over to the RVN Navy.

--

Assisted in the management and maintenance of USN aviation assets.

--

Assisted in the effective management of the status of assets funded by the Military
Assistance Service Fund (MASF).

--

Provided computer data on all US Navy MASF requisitions, both outstanding and com.
pleted.

ADP Contract Changes
(U) Significant management improvement in 1971 resultecd in an estimated annual savings
of $80,000 in equipment rental. The MACV Chief of Staff approved a DMA recomnmendation
which authorized the agency to enter into a 12-month lease plan for selected automatic data
processing equipment in FY72. This fixed term contract resulted in an 8 percent savings on
the basic rental and reduced the use (overtime) charges for installed equipment.

NEW PROGRAM CONCEPTS

(U) During 1971 DMA technicians successfully designed and programmed utility programs
and subroutines to permit proper sorting, reading, and printing of data in the Vlietnameme lan.
guage. To expedite this development, while awaiting receipt of a Vieteamese print train from
the IBM Corporation, USAID agreed to loan DMA their print train for testing. On 22 Sep 71,
17 Vietnamese card punch operators began practice in punching the special characters that were
to be used to represent the Vietnamese alphabet and diacritics. Successful use of this added
capability enabled DMA to produce completely intelligible plain-text Vietnamese products.
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(U) Another new concept developed during 1971 was the use of ADP equipment to digitize
map and chart information and create a magnetic tape of the resultant data. With this added
capability, DMA then had the ability to produce digital representation of a desired object such
as a map or chart. One application of this capability would be the conversion of a map of
Vietnam to digital representation for processing with other geographical data.

ADP Training for Vietnamese
(U) Planning for the continuation of uninterrupted data processing in the face of reduced
force levels was 'nitiated during 1971. On 1 Jul 71, 17 Vietnamese p rogram-me r/analyst
trainees were ad mitted to a local training course in programming on the IBM 360 Electronic
Data Processing System. These trainees adapted well to ADP concepts anJ responded quickly
to the programming course. They were expected to play an important role in future applications
as Vietnamnization accele rated.

5

Extent of ADP Support
(U) DM.A was supporting 35 agencies with 64 operational systems as 1971 ended. In addition
31 systems were under development. Following are representative of the ADP systems which
were being managed by DMA during 1971. force requirement and deployment monitoring, comhamlet evaltiation
munication -electronics mianage ment, prisoner of war statistical accounta bilitv.
6
system, weekly intelligence estimate update, and military pay voucher data. 8

CON4PTflOLLER ACTIVITIES

General
(U) The Comptroller (MIACCO) was the principal staff assistant to COMUSMACV on
financial matters. His scope of rasponnibility fell into three functional areas rtprosented by
the Financial Affairm Division, the Advisory Division, and the M4&nagenwnt Office.

ZMANAGEM1ENT ACTWIVIEiS
(U) The MACCO Management Office was responsible for condu~ct of manAgement stuidios

of MACV organization and functions, administration of tho reports control program, tuid per*
*

iFý;

orn~a*nee of audit liaioon. 6

~~(U) During 1971 the MACCO Managemient Office began to jlieta15Government
program to improve federal reporting atd reduce related -'apt-wwerk. At the beginning of FY2
MACV roqktirud approxinmately 250 reports costing an estimated US$4. 3 mtillion annually to proBy I Jan 72, 60 of diode roports were oliwminated at an astitinated annual savingst of
due.

US$600 thousand.
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FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

(U) The MACCO Financial Affairs Division had responsibility for establishment and
execution of MACV policies and procedures £01 financial affairs including budgeting, accounting
for appropriated and assistance -in -kind (AIK) funds, currency control, piaster expenditure
reports, financial support to Free World Military Assistanc-1 Forces, monitoring of military
banking facilities, and conduct of cost analyses.

OMN Support of HQ MACV
(U) In March 1971 the FY72 budget apportionment for support of HQ, MACV was finalized
and forwarded to CINCPAC for submission to the Chief of Naval Operations. The request was
for $7. 925 million; however, only $7.016 million was approved, a decrease from the FY71
budget of $909: 000. The decrease was realized through a reduction in the amount of funds required for travel and a significant reduction in procurement of supplies and equipment.

OMA Fund Support for MACV Advisors
(U) The FY U Command Operating Budget of $7, 688, 400 for support of MACV advisor s
was completed and forwarded to USA1RV on 15 Fob 71. This represented an increase of nearly
US$1. 5 million iver the FY71 advisor budget in spite of the drawdown in advisor strengths.
The increase wat.: mainly due to the transfer of funding costs o~f payrolls for local national civilliana previous ly funded by ausistanco-in-kind funding.

OMA Funds for Rural Development Cadre Program
(U) On 15 FeL 71, the recommended FY72 Command Oporating I-sudgtct for Hural Developrenet Cadre (RDC) was completed and forwarded to USARV, Of the S35. 4 million bukdgeted.
$29, 480, 000 was approved under the annual funding program. Dur~ng Novembler [y7l thv 4%ACV
Budget Execution Reviow determined that the approved amount was an oxcess of nttedp;. arnd roturned $864, 000 to USARV tor r aprogrammiaag.

A aalstance-in-lHind F~unading
(U) During CY71 the V`Yretor Goneral for Finance karl Audit. IIVNAF, aile1C't~ad SVIN4,137
goe&xvs dirouglout NVIN tor
billiont for AIR~ funds. Thio was in toarn uubiallovated t* ihand
aaieraedpurha~s o mods and servitei wltiA woro not ava!eO thrnogh US or -ther wilit
(ir ttuch peurposoooi pay
support activitics to met"0t ckkrvonk roqiairenivws, AIR~ iunds were u
and allowances for indigendw%ortplcovteost leao-os/ront-s, aotioc~ild utilities~. tual; Wenahc. and
conatractual tervices. As of 31 Doe 71 obligations aginst the prograt-4 lt~d re.ývhvd SVANI. T76
u te tunds allocated.
blliaon or 91 piaeen'of

AD)ViSRY ACTIVMIE~S
(U) The MACCO Advisory Division conacerned itsvlf priniarily with readeriog advice and
assistance to Owe RVNAY through the Director 0oneral for Pinance and Audit (DF.M.

1971 Advisor'y Diviaiion persomail aladd tnontlaly visits tto RVNAF firnceeoffi4c9 iiý
44 provqn.:os ofIRV~.%
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(U) Throughout the year, the Advisory Division engaged in numerous projects designed to
increase the efficiency, capability, and professionalism of the DGFA and its agencies. Some
of the projects undertaken were monitoring of the Ration Supplement Program; review of
DGFA audit procedures; liaison visits to RVNAF finxunce office facilities; and review of equipment shortages, personnel deficiencies, and training.
CY71 GVN Defense Budget

a

(U) A major effort of the Advisory DivisioAi concerned the formulation of the GVN. annual
defense budget. On 20 Jan 71, President Thieu signed into law the CY71 GVN National Budget
of VN$235 billion. lacluded in the amount was the defense budget of VN$1 29.4 billion. This was
VN$35. 9 billion less than the VN$165. 3 billion contained within the US Mission Council CY71
GVN Defense Budget Guidance. Analysis of the GVN-approved defense budget indicated that the
major areas which suffered considerable reductions were RVNAF pay and allowvances, engineer
supply, quartermaster, construction and maintenance, real estate, death gratuity allowance,
and ordnance. The DGFA informed the MACCO Advisory Division that a CY71 supplemental
budget estimated at VN$24. 6 billion was being prepared to fill the gap between the approved CY71
defense budget and the requirements of the Ministry of Defense (MOND).
(U) MACCO Budget Screening Board (BSB) convened on 17 Feb 71 to review, analyze, and
develop a BSB position on the GYN-approved CY71 Defense Budget. Primarily. the board was
concerned with the redistribution of the US joint support funds. The I3SB proposed to contribute
VN$I 3.4 billion. BSB further recommended that VN$6. 6 billion in joint support funds be set

aside as a resc-rve to be used as leverage for negotiation of a supplem~ental defense appropriation,
(U) MACV noticed the DGP'A by letter on 23 Apr 71 regarding the distribution of VN$13, 4
bill-ion joint support funds within the approved budget, and that VN$6. 6 billioll had been set up
as a reserve by MIACV. Tht, reserve would be released providvd the GVN agreed to add VNS3
billion of its own funds to support minimumi essential requiremnents identified by M1,ACV as
critically underfundted. Such action would require a defensiv budget supplemental of VNS9. 6
billion.
(U) Ont V May, USAID transmittod ,Aletttr to Virector General for Budget ond Foreign Aid
flDGHWA) which stated that MACV had modified ito po.sition ýsiuve the DGFA letter of ZI Apr 71.
In essence, MACV was willing to provido additional loint suipport funds to support the- ihortfall,
leaving an tuifutided balancoe of only VNSI .6 billion which (WIN would 6e reqoired to proxvide
from its own reo"%rcesi. Chn 7 Jun 71, L)GF.A resiponded to the USAIID leter Indicatin~g that it
.had okubmitted a suplemnental requost to the GVN Logisl1atuiro for VIN524 billioo, Wtth th~i
dupplomointal. the total diefense tmtdget of VN$l 53. 5 hillion4 repro'sented 57.6 pervont (if the
ntiun~al bud~get, caustug An advervie reaction from the GVN Logitilature. 0011FA !urthor roquested thAt MACV inereAse joint sukpport funds from VNISl 1. 4 to Zt1 billion. It pointed out that
Once the new budget of VNISI $1. 5 b~liffnm was* approved, MO3ND had the atithorlity to roprogram
funds to meoet defense roquire"Airnt. pruvided3 that the ovorall budget ceiling rematined utwhanged.
MOND \vouldl coaoidtr MACV reco uslndatiors concerning the repe .!ramtnifig of joint supptirt
AflIds whcn thw budget became effective.
(U) In a ourico of negotiations inolbving WAACV. USAID. A.%d LIGBrA, all budgot Chapters
wore reviewed and revse to sukpport itritically unfunded areas while awaiting final reskolution
of the budget iirqatse.

N

*

(U.) On 3 May 71, Prettident I'hiu had signod and transmitt-ed to the Notiso of ihepjsenta=
tives a supploniental request for the CV7I National uudg~et. rstisiNg the ceiling by VN$3Z billion.

V
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No action was tol-en on it until 2Z Dec 71, when the Lower House approved a budget supplement
of VN$37, 069, 8i8, 000. This supplement included VN$24. I billion for previous MOND s'.urtfalls.

CY72 Defense Budget
(U) During September-October 1971 the MACV BSB completed its recommendations on the
CY72 GVN defense budget. COMUSMACV approved the recommendations and on 27 Oct 71 the
MAGV position was approved by the US Mission. On 28 Oct 71 the Mission-approved defense
budget guidance for CY7Z was furnished to MOND. 70

DISCIPLINE,

LAW AND ORDER

(U) Reduction in troop strength during 1971 did not rzduce the types of 'serious disciplinary
There were still deserters who fled military discipline. Some soldiers used their
exchange privileges for profit in the blackmarket. Others smuggled drugs or contraband to the
US. Improvement in recreational activities helped morale on remaining bases, but there were
inevitably soldiers who presented disciplinary problems, no matter what the conditions of combat or garrison duty. With the reduction in troops, numbers of offenses were reduced, and in
the case of deserters, even the rate had dropped slightly by year's end.

"problems.

MILITARY ABSENTEES AND DESERTERS

(U) At the end of 1970 the MACV Adjutant General (MACAG) estimated there were 2,500
military deserters in RVN, compared to 1,416 at the end of CY71. The MACAG records indicated there were 357 AWOL US military personrnel in RVN at the end of 1971,71
(U) While the exact number is unknown, it is believed many US deserters have remained
in Vietnam. The primary reasons for personnel going AWOL have not materially changed over
the years: they are money manipulation, women, and dissatisfaction with the regimented life
of the military. Individuals who deserted were noemally -oable to fbtain legitimate employment and thus were attracted to the criminal underworld of large urban areas, They often usetl
'heir American identity to deal in currency and commodity blackmarket operations, This was
particularly true in the Saigon area with its large concentration of US !roops. A -eduction in
the number of US military personnel in RVN, more stringent law enforcement procedures,
reduction in the nurnber of military exchanges, identification check by mnilitary police in selected
post exchanges, combined US-GVN police operations, and placing areas off-limits, all as;istud
the military police in identifying, apprehending, and returning these personnel to military
control. 72
CURRENCY MANIPULATION
(U) Starting in 1965, wartime inflation i:i the RVN reduced the purchasing power of tile
Vietnamese piaster ($VN). As the piaster declined n value on the international rnarket, the
difference between the fixed legal rate and the actual value encouraged monetary speculation.
This resulted in a currency blackrnarket whereby persons holding large sums of Vietnamese
"currencywould pay far more than the legal rate '.:,exchange in order to get stable currency.
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such as US dollars. Both parties to the illegal conversion would benefit financially: the Vietnamese by converting to a stable form of currency, and the American who sold him $US would
receive $VN at more than the legal rate rf exchange, which was $VN 118 to $USl.
(U) in October 1970 the GVN approved a changa in the exchange rate for US personnel which
more nearly reflected the true buying power of the piaster. The new "personal accommodation
rate" was $VN275 to $USI. However, as the value of the piaster continued to decline on the
international market, the blackmarket exchange rate remained higher than the personal accommodation rate. Currency blackmarketing therefore remained a lucrative enterprise. 73
(U) In November 1971 the GVN approved a new personal accommodation rate of $VN410 to
$USI, although the official exchange rate for transactions between the US and GVN remained at
$VNi18 to $US1. Consequently the purchasing power of the US citizen who bought piasters at
the accommodation rate was considerably higher than the local Vietnamese who was paid at the
legal rate. Enterprising money manipulators who illegally accumulated Military Payment
Certificates (MPC) often would induce US personnel to exchange MPC for local carrency at the
increased accommodation rate, offering a portion of the profit to the individual making the
exchange. 74
(U) In an effort to control the currency blackmarket, MACV developed an automated computer program to monitor currency transactions of US personnel. The Currency and Black
Market Control System (CABOTS) initiated in 1968 monitored such transactions as bank deposits,
purchases of money oiders, travelers' checks, bank drafts, and the conversion of MPC to
Federal Reserve notes. The system was intended to provide timely information on the quantity
of negotiable dollar instruments purchased by authorized holders of MPC. Information on certain types of monetary transactions, considered "controlled" transactions, was provided as
input to the CABOTS system. Persons who exceeded the acceptable criteria for monetary
transactions were reported to MACV Provost Marshal (MACPM) in the form of a weekly machine
record printout. Individuals exceediný;, estAblished parameters were considered suspected
violators, and ap, opriate action was taken to determine the nature of their transactions.
Starting in duty 1? .9 US Mission personnel were issued a currency control plate to use in
recording monetary transactions snd establishing personal identification.
(U) In September 1969 Lhe CABOTS system was programcd to produce a machine record
printout reflecting the top 400 suspected violators each month. This list was distributed to the
component commands for appropriate comn',nd inqMi±'y. A query capability was established in
'he CABOTS system by which a commanider or criminal investigator could obtain a complete
mnonetary history of the controlled transactions of suspect ind'viduwls.
(U)
--

Improvements in the CA~iOTS system In 1971 included:
Eliminatlng from vipdlate reports those individuals who were already under investigation
as a result of i previous CABOTS report, thus eliminating possible duplication of
investigative effort.

°-- Dtscontin-aing the "top 400" violator listing as
--

impractical.

Reporting monthly the monetary transactions on currency control plates belonging to
tpertons reported as having departed Vietnam, since use thereafter showed illegal use
of the currency cortrol platt.
1cording
Re-tiose MACV Lurrency control plates reported as lost, stolen, or missing.
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(U) Refinements planned at the end of 1971 were expected to increase the amount of data
available on an individual, as well as narrow the criteria which would cause an individual to
become suspect. With more experience in evaluating the data, a more accurate system of
referring suspected monetar 1 transactions for investigation by agencies using the CABOTS
system had been developed.A
BLACKMARKET IN COMMODITIES
(U) The illegal introduction of duty free goods onto the Vietnamese economy had long been
a significant problem for both the GVN and US military authorities. Many articles which were
virtually unobtainable by the Vietnamese, or could be purchased only at an exhorbitant price,
were brought in customs free in large quantities by US and Allied Forces, to support their
forces. Through theft or by purchase from US and FWMAF personnel, Vietnamese vendors
could obtain items for resale at a substantial profit on the local market, but at prices which
undersold legitimate merchants who legally imported similar items and paid the required GVN
customs duties. Items which US and FWMAF personnel were privileged to purchase duty free
at low cost in the exchange, had a ready market on the Vietnamese economy. Both the individual
and the black marketeer profited in these transactions.
(U) The commodities which were most frequently introduced into the blackmarket were
electronic equipment, cameras, and photographic accessories, watches, and jewelry. Also in
great demand were liquor, beer, soda, cigarettes, and food stuffs, found being resold in many
local bars and restaurants. Street vendors did a thriving business in all types of products
ranging from soap powder and toothpaste to mechanic's tools.
(U) There appeared to be two principal sources for blackmarket items: theft or pilferage,
or resale of exchange purchases. Large-scale thefts of exchange goods usually occurred intransit, resulting in losses at the depot level. Considerable pilferage from exchange retail
outlets contributed on a smaller scale to the commodity blackmarket. 76
(U) Measures to increase security were continually being reviewed so as to minimize
exchange losses at all levels. In April 1971 the security of depots was improved by constructing
perimeter barriers and improving the guard systems. Perimeter and roving guard posts were
established and gate guard procedures were improved, including techniques for conducting
inventory spot checks and searches upon departure of cargo and personnel. Shipping security
was improved through the use of armed guards, MP escorts, improved logging procedures for
in-transit accountability, having the cargo met by the consignee, and the use of sealed, locked,
or closed vans. Improved storage procedures were also recommended to include door-to-door
storage of CONEX containers to prevent depot pilferage,
(U) To prevent pilferage and unauthorized sales at exchange retail outlets, Military Police
were assigned to check customers in all exchange stores conducting over $100,000 business
each month. Security personnel assigned to the Vietnam Regional Exchange (VRE) conducted
unannounced security visits to retail outlets showing high inventory shortages, and performed
selected surveillance on post exchanges and suspected blackmarket drop-off points and sales
stands In Vietnam.
(U) During CY71, VRE losses from pilferage and larceny amounted to $278,000, much of
which Is believed to have found its way into the blackmarket. Although the dollar amount
appeared high, the percentage of loss of VRE merchandise compared favorably with similar
civilian retail outlets in the US, indicating that the VRE, operating In an extremely vulnerable
environment, was reasonably successful in its security measures.
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(U) Therewere numerous economic, social, and moral problems associated with the blackmarket. A major problem was loss of revenue to the GVN; goods sold on the blackmarket
denied the Government a principal source of revenue i. e., taxes levied on imports. Corruption
of legitimate business activities created by the unfair competition of vendors of blackmarket
commodities further aggravated an already unstable and inflationary wartime economy. Profits
realized from blackmarket activities were funneled back into the blackmarket or into currency
manipulation which further upset the economic balance, devalued the local currency, and caused
additional economic hardship for the average Vietnamese citizen. Although the blackmarket in
commodities continued to flourish, the scope of such operations diminished substantiaily during
CY71, due in part to increased US security measures.

JOINT CUSTOMS GROUP
(U) Contraband brought into the United States by US military personnel became an increasingly grave problem for the US Bureau of Customs (BOC) during 1969 and 1970. Since each
service had been conducting its own customs inspections, no overall customs control was
exercised by any one headquarters. It became apparent in 1970 that the increasing amounts of
narcotics and government property were being illegally shipped, mailed, or carried into the
United States by military personnel called for corrective action.
(U) To centralize the customs program, MACV designated USARV as the executive agent
to administer a specialized customs unit on a joint service basis. The Joint Customs Group
(JCG) was formed on I Dec 70, under the operational control of the 8th MP Group (CI). The JCG
had members of the various component services attached, based on the component's proportional
strength in RVN, 78
(U) Initially there were 188 personnel assigned to the JCG. The Army provided 10 officers
and 142 enlisted men, the Air Force 27 en1i2t,, men, and the Navy nine enlisted men. Starting
in May 1971, the JCG used marihuana-detector dogs to assist in processing passengers and in
postal and hold-baggage inspections. Later one dog, OS-15 (Prince), was succes .ully trained
to detect heroin, one of the first anywhere.79
(U) The JCG program was developed in coordination with the BOC. In March 1
thBOO advisory section of USAID assigned a customs officer as an advisor to the JUG; on L-Jl.ly
this assignment became permanent. In September, two customs officers were assigned full
time to the JOG. Training of the military customs inspectors was a continuous process, and
the rotation of experienced inspectors was not a significant operational problem. The liaison
with BOO provided feed-back from US ports of entry on seizures made by the BOG, thus providing
the JCG with operational intelligence. The BOG advisors also gave technical advice concerning
the design of passenger processing facilities and various methods of operation. 80
(U) By April 1971, the JCG had established detachments at Tan Son Nhut, Da Nang, Cam
Ranh Bay, and Long Binh/Bien Hoa and had assumed customs operations from the 90th and 2Z2d
Replacement Battalions at Long Binh and Cam Ranh Bay, respectively. The R & R processing
centers at Camp Alpha (Tan Son Nhut) and Freedom Hill (Da Nang) were also manned by JOG
personnel, and the USMO customs personnel and facility at Freedom Hill were placed under the
operational control of the JCG. Each detachment was responsible for inspection of mail, household goods, and unaccompanied baggage, and to conduct DEROS and R & R passenger inspections
on MAC contract flights. Customs inspection at Can Tho and Pleiku also came under the control
of the JCOG detachments.
(U) In April 1971, the BOC announced that parcel mail originating in Southeast Asia would
be opened and inspected after it reached the United States. The Bureau was anxious to share
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A marijuana- sniffing dog is used by a member of the Joint Customns G roup to check
baggage of military personnel leaving the R & R center of Long B~inh.
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this job with the military services, and by late 1971 the JCG was opening for inspection 85
percent of all parcel mail from Army APOs, which aniounted to 55 percent of all parcel mail
leaving RVN. Spot checks by the BOG in the United States showed that these inspections were
unusually thorough.
(U) In CY71 the JCG opened over 63,000 parcels for inspection, checked over a million incoming and out-going passengers and their baggage, and almost 130,000 household goods shipments. In 1971 the JCG operating in RVN seized the following quantities of narcotics from all
customs activities:
608
926
19, 864
504
35, 774

Heroin
Opium
Marihuana
Hashish
Dangerous drugs

grams
grams
grams
grams
dosage units

Because of the increasing coverage exercised by the JCG over all phases of customs activity in
RVN, the number of contraband seizures gradually decreased. The strict customs control program decidedly deterred possible smugglars. Although the main reason for the JCG mission
was to stop the flow of drugs to the United States, the mission was extended to prevent exportation of government property, firearms, ordnance, and other items of contraband. Nearly
$700,000 worth of government equipment was recovered during 1971.81
(U) Based on an inquiry from CINCPAC, a study was made in July 1971 to determine the
feasibility of JUG's performing inspections at all points where personnel or material left RVN.
It was determined that the JCG could make these inspections if the number of personnel was
increased to 416. However, with the greater drawdown of military personnel in RVN, the JCG
strength was about 300 officers and enlisted personnel at year's end, with personnel at the aerial
in
ports at Cam Ranh Bay, Bien Hoa, Da Nang, Tan Son Nhut, the deepwater port at Newport
8 2
Saigon, at all 11 household/hold baggage packing facilities, and at Z8 Army APOs.
(U) A significant decline in narcotics seizures in RVN was noted after April 1971, as a
result of the JCG program. The BOC also reported a concurrent decline in seizures of narcotics
from baggage, mail, and personnel returning from Vietnam through the US west coatst ports.
The JCG was a strong asset in the continuing battle against narcotics trafficking among returning
Vietnam veterans. 83
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STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE

(U) The Staff Judge Advocate was the principal legal advisor to COMUSMACV, MACV
staff elements, and oher agencies of the US Mission in Vietnam. His duties fell into three
distinct areas, represented by the Civil Law and Military Affairs, Advisory, and International
Law and Military Justice Divisions.

CIVIL LAW AND MILITARY AFFAIRS

(U) The MACJA Civil Law and Military Affairs Division advised and assisted the MACV
staff and other agencies on the following matters: currency control, illicit exchange practices
and black market operations; administrative jurisdiction and controls; real property disposal,
land use concurrences, and' lease disputes; legal interpretations and advice as to Vietnamese
litigation procedures; purchasing and procurement directives; practices affecting the US
Mission and its interests; policies and procedures of the Vietnam Regional Exchange; foreign
claims inquiries; attempts by the GVN courts to exercise jurisdiction over USG agencies, and
securing waivers of jurisdiction by the GVN over Class I and II US civilians; and GVN attempts
to tax, inspect, regulate, or adversely affect the activities of US-invited contractors, including
the imports of property and equipment in support of the US Mission.
(U) During a first quarter CY71 MACIG investigation concerning MACV-sponsored privileges, MACJA undertook a comprehensive analysis and evaluation of the MACV-sponsored
military privileges which were afforded to various civilian organizations, groups, and their
employees. This study was designed to formulate and implement standardized definitions and
categories of employers and employees who were entitled MPC privileges, and to make the
granting of MACV military privileges to such groups and employees contingent upon authorization to acquire, possess and/or use MPC as specified in MACV Directive 37-6 and AR 37-103.
A typical example which involved granting of MACV-sponsored privileges to newsmen is covered
in detail in the Information and the Press section of this chapter.
(U) Documentation and assistance was provided to the Department of the Army, the Judge
Advocate General and US Attorney In the continuing case of Asher @t al. v. Laird et at. filed
on 13 Mar 71 In the US District Court. Washington, DC. In this case II employees of Pacific
Architects and Engineers were seeking injun-tive relief to bar MACV from withdrawing MACV.
sponsored privileges under MACV Directive 190-13. By the end of 1971 the court had denied
two motions for injunctive relief and the case was still pending linal action.
(U) In coordination with United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and
the US Department of Agriculture# MACJA was instrumental in revising a potential claim in
favor of MACV and the US Government In the amount of US $1.26 million for excessive. Stevedoring and off-loading charges paid by MACV during a crash effort to decongest the Saigon
harbor in 1968.
ADVISORY ACTIVITIES

(U) Throughout 1971 the MACJA Advisory Division assisted the IkVNAF Directorate of
Military Justice in its efforts zo attain self-sufficiency, in keeping with the US policy of Vietnamnittion. A major effort was made by advisory personnel in a voluntary teaching program
at the University of Saigon Faculty of Law.
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(U) Advisory personnel made numerous inspection visits throughout the year to RVN
military prisons in Da Nang, Nha Trang, Can Tho, and Saigon. Advice and recommendations
on administration and security of the prisons was rendered on a continuing basis. Advisory
personnel were actively involved in securing supplies and materials needed to improve and
expand prison facilities. Beginning in the fourth quarter 1971, the Advisory Division began a
series of inspection trips to the prisoner of war camps operated by GVN. The visits were
useful in determining that US legal responsibilities were being met in regard to care and handling of prisoners.

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND MILITARY JUSTICE ACTIVITIES

r

S~and

(U) The MACJA International Law and Military Justice Division rendered advice and research assistance on various international law questions, including such matters as the applicability of the Geneva Conventions to MACV forces and the GVN; the status of military personnel and of civilians accompanying the military under the Pentalateral Agreement; and
questions relating to PW and international agreements and war crimes. In late December 1971
the division handled a legal action concerning the abandonment of two Army barges BC 6302
and 6318 to Lotus Co. Ltd., the salvager. There was a possibility that about 20 US Army
barges were sunk along the Vietnam coast which Lotus planned to eventually raise. One facet
of the problem concerned possible conflict of DOD disposal regulations with a US-GVN agreement concerning disposal of US military property in RVN, which agreement provided for the
GVN to have the first opportunity to purchase the property. The action was passed to the
American Embassy, who provided legal counsel that the agreement did not cover disposal of
the barges. On 20 Jan 72 letters of abandonment were approved by the MACV Chief of Staff
dispatched to the Lotus Company.
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LEAVE, REST AND RECUPERATION

(U) The Leave, Rest and Recuperation (R & R) program for US military forces RVN was
developed early in 196Z to provide US servicemen a period of time out-of-country away from
the tension and strain present in a combat zone. Although in-country R & R facilities were
available, they served no more than as rest areas where combat troops could have a brief
respite from their austere and dangerous existence. These in-country facilities supplemented
but were in no way a substitute for the change of environment afforded by an out-of -country
visit. The out-of-country R & R program was a key factor in maintaining the overall high
morale of the US personnel in the RVN. 85

Background
(U) In February 1962 the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) requested that CINCPAC develop an
R & R program for personnel stationed in South Vietnam. The following recommendations were
submitted by CINCPAC:
--

--

--

Three-day visits to resorts in RVN on a pass basis with frequenczy determined by
COMUSM.ACV and his subordinate commanders.
One 7 to 10 day out-of-country trip per year to Bangkok, the Philippines, or Hong Kong
on a space available basis. Dependents could travel without being accompanied by the
sponsor provided suitable lodging and financing for the entire trip had been arranged.
Further details would be the responsibility of COMUSMACV.

(U) The JCS approved thle plan except for the provision that dependznts could not take part
unless accompanied by the sponsor; travel of dependeats of all ages was authorized if accomipanied by the sponsor. 86
(U) In Septembeor 1964 COMUSMACV requested that an exception be miade to leave policies
so that military personnel serving in RVN could participate in the out-of-country R & R programi
withoug charging the absence against an individualls accrued leave. Upon CINCPAC recomtmendation, the JCS approved the request on 10 Nov 64 with the stipulation that R & R be subject
to the needs of the service and considered a privilege rather than a right. 87
(U) Initially the R & R programi was supported by threte C-5i4s trantiporting. approximatoly
900 personnel to Hong 1hong and B~angkok cachi month. The airlift bi~camoe inadequate in August
1965, therefore MACV requosted additional airlift capabilities to allow 6. 00O p-riono por

month to go on It & 11, starting in September. Bly the end of Doeem'wer 1965, to accornmodatt'
the increased troop strongth. request was made for a total of 13, 500 l9 & R~ spacev per month.
Peak Proura41t
(U) Bly Decemiber 1966 there were nine It & Ri viteo available: B~angkok. Hong K~ong, Tokyo,
Taipei, Manila. Singapore, Ponang, Kual~a Lumpur. and Hawaii. flegiikning I Jan 07, Guiam
was also designated a6 a limited Rt & Rt site for orviconion of Oviamanian origin. The 10 sites
operating in 1967 had a cotMined capacity of 40, 800 pertionnel. 1),,r monith. TI e utilisation for
September 1967 was 30,903 pdraonnel. The projected requirement for 1968 wao 36, 000 per
monith utiliaatioll. III the sprinig of 1968 an additiotial It &*11 site was opened at Sydney. Australia. In 19 49 there wert, 426, 901 porswonel who wont on It &111, a monmti-ly average of
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In 1970 the utilization had decreased to 358,466 or an average of 29, 872 per month.

(U) The R & R program was under continuous review and study, and changes were recommended and approved when warranted. Singapore was closed in February 1969. Penang and
Kuala Lumpur were closed in May 1969. The Manila R & R site was closed in June 1970, and
Tokyo was closed in September 1970.
(U) At the beginning of 1971 there were five out-of-country R & R sites which US military
forces and Free World Military Assistance Forces (FWMAF) personnel could visit: Hong Kong,
Bangkok, Sydney, Taipei, and Hawaii. During 1971, 188, 341 US military/civilian personnel
and FWMAF personnel took advantage of the R & R program and visited the R & R and leave
sites.

Leave to CONUS

:

(U) Early in 1971 COMUSMACV was directed by CINCPAC to make a feasibility study of
combining leave and R & R so that personnel could return to the United States. 8 The study
was completed by MACV and it was determined that effective I Oct 71 the MACV Leave, Rest
and Recuperation Program would be modified to permit one of the two authorized 7 days
ordinary leave to be taken in conjunction with 7 days R & R to Hawaii. During this combined
14-day period personnel would be authorized to visit the continental United States. R & R
transportation would bp provided at government expense round trip between the Republic of
Vietnam and Hawaii.
(U) The special category R & R and 7 days leave ("7 & 7") program authorized personnel
to visit the continental United States, paying their own expense from Hawaii to their leave site
and return. The travel to Hawaii and return to RVN would be provided by the government on a
747 aircraft operated daily by a commercial air line. Those departing on "7 & 7" were required
to show evidence of a confirmed reservation from the west coast to Hawaii or have sufficient
funds to purchase a ticket to Hawaii. Personnel were required to check into the Hawaii R & R
center at 2300 on the 13th da (2 hours prior to flight departure). The flight arrived in RVN on
the morning of the 1 5th day. 90 The "7 & 7" program significantly reduced the cost of such a
trip to the individual. The round trip military standby fares between Hawaii and major cities
on the west coast was about $125. 00; to the central states about $220. 00; and to the eastern
part of the mainland, about $255.00. As a result, more personnel availed themselves of the
91
opportunity to visit home while serving in Vietnam.

Reduction in R & R Sites
(U) Due to tho reduced space requirements MACV reccmnwended to CINCPAC that hong
Kong be closed as an R & R1 site in October 19711.
The Hong Hong 11 & R site was authorined
to close on 1 Oct I1 or as soon as possible thereafter, and was officially closed on (' Oct 71.
:The 11 & I flights scheduled for flong Kong during October, November, and lecember wore
diverted to Taipei, but Hong Kong remained an authorized leave site. 93
During the pt-riod
iHong Kong had h•wen designated an R & It site approximately Z40, 000 US serviceman and FWAIAF
personmel visited the colony, It was ostimated that the visitors produced about US$1 70 million
for Hong Kong businesses.
•%:..Australia

(U)

With the continued reduction of personnel in the HVN, MACV recommended that Sydny,
be 0ooed about 3 months after the closing of Hong Kong, CINCPAC concurred and
reconumenltud tu the JCS that the Sydney R & R1aite be closod at the wnd of GY71. Plans wvere
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firmed and Sydney was closed as an R & R site 1 Jan 72.
site. 95

It remained an authorized leave

(U) The R & R sites available for personnel in-country on 31 Dec 71 were Taipei, Bangkok, and Hawaii. With the continued reduction of personnel in-country, plans were being made
to close Taipei about the end of March 1972.
(U) The MACV Leave and R & R Program, especially the "7 & 7," continues as one of the
strongest and unprecedented morale boosters of US service personnel serving under the pressure and restrictions of duty in the Republic of Vietnam.

AWARDS AND DECORATIONS

(U) HQ MACV processed 155 unit awards during 1971 as compared to 252 in 1970. DA
general order 38, 20 Jul 71 and DA general order 4Z, 9 Aug 71, authorized the award of the
Presidential Unit Citation to the following units:
4th Bn, 31st Inf, 196th Bde, 23d Inf Div
Hq & Hq Co, Ist Bde, 4th Inf Div
I at Bn, 8th Inf
3d Bn, 8th Inf
3d Bn, 12th Inf
TpC, ZdSqdn, 1stACR
Go B, Ist Bn, 69th ACR
Btry C, 6th Bn, 14th Arty
Btry B, 5th Bn, 16th Arty
Btry C, 5th Bn, 16th Arty
Btry D, 5th Bn, 16th Arty
6th Bn, Z9th Arty
Btry A, 4th Bn, 42d Arty
Zd Plt, Btry B, 4th Bn, 60th Arty
Btry B, 1st Bn, 92d Arty
52d Avn Bn
Co A, 4th Engr Bn
Co D, 704th Maint Bn
Ist Plt, 4th MP Co
Go B, 4th Med Bn
1st Plt, Co 11. 1Zth Sig Bn
Dot 1, 374th Rdo Rach Co
Tm 1, 4th MI Det

f

(Ist Oak Leaf Cluster)

(1st Oak Leaf Cluster)
(3d Oak Leaf Cluster)

(U) The total number of individual awards approved by MACV and USARV during 1971 was
450,130 as compared to 707, 879 during 1970. Awards ranged fromn 10,917 awards of the
Purple Heart, for wounds received through enemy action, to 32 awards of the Distinguished
Service Cross for heroism in combat. Duriig 1971 the following awards were made by MACV
and USARV. 9 6
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RECOMMENDATIONS FORWARDED TO OTHER HEADQUARTERS

MH
Army
Navy
Air Force
Marines
RVNAF
Third Country
Total

DSC**

20
2
0
2
0
0
24

5
0
0
0
1
0
6

NC

DSM

SS

LM

0
1
0
0
0
0

15
4
2
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
3
-

4
15
39
17
3
7

0
8
2
3
3
0

85

16

T

-l

DFC

AMM

BSM

0
0
1
0
0
0

1
131
343
64
1
1

T

MSM

AM

COM*

1
4
1
1
0
0

4
102
312
53
3
0

3
0
0
0
0
0
-3

-7
Y41 474-

* Includes Army, Navy and Air Force Commendation Medals
** Includes Distinguished Service and Air Force Crosses

AWARDS BY MACV TO ALLIED FORCES
AWARD
SS
LM
DFC
SM
BSM "V"
BSM
AM "V"
ARCOM "V"
ARCOM

VN

ROOE

THAI

CHINE3F

PHILIPPINES

SPANISH

8
2
3
1
b69
82
35
1,192
835

0
0
0
0
0
Z9
3
0
835

i
0
0
0
23
10
0
57
1,397

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
4

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
b

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CASUALTIES

US Military
(C) Deaths due to hostile action. During 1971 there were 1,380 US Armed Forces deaths
due to hostile action in Southeast Asia (SEA). Of these 1, 29ti were killed in action (FIA) in South
Vietnam, and the strall remainder in Laos and North Vietnam. Combat deaths were approximately
31 percent of the 1970 total when 4. 225 such deaths were reported. (See Figure X .
(C) Deaths from other causes. Deaths of US Armed Forces personnel in SEA from
other causes totaled 1,014 in 1971. which is approximately 53 percent of the 1970 total (4, ZZS).
(C)

WVounded, nonfatal.

wounded in SEA during 1971,

There were 8, 997 US Armed Forces personnel nunfatally

as compared with 30, 644 in 1970.

Approximately 54 perc0nt of

those wounded required hospitalization.
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Free World Military Assistance Forces
(C) Free World Military Assistance Force- deaths from enemy action in 1971 totaled 526,
of which 448 were Korean, 47 Thai, and 31 Australian. This is approximately 75 percent of the
1970 total of 704 deaths.

RVNAF

(C) There were 22, 738 reported RVNAF deaths from hostile action during 1971 as compared
to 23,219 in 1970. Nonfatal wounded in the RVNAF totaled 60,939 as compared to 71, 386 in 1970.

Summary
(C) The 1971 combined total of Allied armed forces deaths in SEA attributable to hostile
action was 24, 644. This compares with 98, 094 VC/NVA deaths reported, creating a ratio of
enemy to friendly deaths of 3. 98 to 1.97

US chaplain holds field services.
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CHAPLAIN ACTIVITIES

(U) Consistent with its expanded advisory mission, the Field Advisory Element (FAE) of the
Command Chaplain's staff grew rapidly during 1971, resulting in the largest chaplain personnel
strength in the history of MACV. Initially 18 chaplains, the FAE increased to 32 in a concentrated
effort to provide ministries for US and FWMAF personnel. The area coverage mission of the
Command Chaplain also expanded as US and FWMAF units deployed. The residual elements of
the redeployed forces were, for the most part, left without chaplaincy services and, in keeping
with their mission, MACV chaplains assumed this responsibility. In many instances, the composition of the FAE chaplains' parish was non-MACV, i.e., residual USARV, Navy, Air Force,
and FWMAF. Geographical dispersion, weather, reduced security in outlying areas, and diminishing transportation resources further made mission accomplishment more difficult. Nevertheless, the chaplains' mission was carried out, and successfully. 98
(U) To ensure cogent and contemporary ministry, the Command Chaplain (MACCH) revamped
in-country training. MACV chaplains attended 2-day quarterly training conferences at HQ MACV
at which they were addressed by such persons as COMUSMACV, Ambassador Bunker, the ACofS
Jl, and the Right Reverend Henri Forest, S. J. Subjects of command interest and chaplaincy concern were further brought before the conferees by such groups as the MACV Drug Education Field
Teams, the Piorneer House staff, medical and psychiatric teams from the 3d Field Hospital, and
the MACV staff. Thus the conferees discussed and gained insight on subjects of immediately
practical concern as:
Communications with the young-adult.
--

Utilization of contemporary media in ministry.

--

Community relations.

--

Drug update.

--

Human (race) relations.

The FAE chaplaincies enthusiastically received this educational program, which proved to be an
immeasurable asset to accomplishing in-country ministry. 99
(U) The MACCH advisory mission in 1971 focused primarily on assisting the Vietnamese
lhaplaincies to achieve the status of self-sufficiont organizations. The following goals were
omphasized: 100
Removal of the three Vietnamese Chaplain Directorates (Buddhist, Catholic, and Protestant) from the General Department of Political Warfare.
Establishment of each Vietnamese Chaplain Directorate as separate General Departments
responsible to the Chief, JGS, through the Chief of Staff.
--

Obtaining ample expendable supplies for the three Directorates to support their mission
for CY73 and CY74.

--

Ensuring that, as US chapels became available, they were transferred to the Directorates
in keeping with their requirements to provide religious services to the RVNAF.

(U) The Table of Organization and Equipment of each Directorate was increased both in
Sperso.nel and equipment. The Buddhist and Catholic each increased from 135 chaplains to 191,
and the Protestant Directorate !rom 19 to 44 chaplains. Equipment was augmented to correspond
with the lncr.tasod personnel level. In the field, MACV FAE chaplains developed intimate working

VNCLASSIFIED
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relationships with the RVNAF chaplains, sharing in interfaith ministries, participating in transcultural activities, and joining forces in the accomplishment of charitable and social welfare
projects.
(U) During 1971, the media ministry of the MACCH office was expanded to include a weekly
television program telecast throughout the four Military Regions by American Forces Vietnam
Television (AFVN-TV). This program (Religion in the News), was favorably received by US
forces serving in-country and was a significant asset to the MACCH mission accomplishment.
Through the efforts of the MACCH, Sunday worship services were transmitted directly from the
International Church of Saigon on AFVN radio.
(U) In addition to providing religious services during the Holy Season, MACCH was responsible or the distribution of 70, 000 Christmas greetings from concerned citizens to US forces in
RVN.
Numerous Christmas packages were received and distributed through the regional
staff chaplains, particularly to US forces in hospitals. Private donations from the United States
and from designated chapel offerings in-country were distributed by MACCH to Vietnamese
charities and social action projects.
(U) MACCH initiated a program of monitoring the religious life in the GVN prisoner of war
camps in 1971, to ensure the provisions of the Geneva Convention regarding religion were
honored. 102 This program developed both spiritual, logistical, and monetary support of an
expanding effort of Buddhist, Catholic, and Protestant ministry to the prisoners of war. MACCH
working in concert with the RVNAF chaplains insured that chapels were constructed, introduced
religious literature, and made available the services of tridenominational clerics in the PW camps.
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1.

Rpt, MACV J5-2 (S), 16 Dec 71, Subj: Historical Briefs of J5 Functions, Incl 10, p 1,
Gp-Not stated; Commanders Digest (U), DOD, Wash, D.C., 14 Oct 71, pp 4-5.

2.

DA Pamphlet Z7-1 (U), Treaties Governing Land Warfare, 7 Dec 56, p 72; MACV Command History, 1970, Vol II (S/NF), p X-4, Gp-1.

3.

Weekly Rpt, MACPM (U),

4.

Rpt (S), MACV J5-2, 16 Dec 71, Subj: Historical Briefs of J5 Functions, Incl 10, p 1,
Gp-Not stated.

5.

Same as # 4; Pacific Stars and Stripes.

6.

Same as # 4, Incl 8.

7.

Same as # 4, Incl 8,

8.

New York Times, 12 Oct 71,

9.

Msg (U), US Del, Paris to SECSTATE, 02Z355Z Dec 71, Subj: Paris Meetings on
Vietnam.

Weekly PW Count, I Jan 72.

10 Dec 71, p 6.

Tab A.
pp 1-2.

10.

Pacific Stars and Stripes, 24 Dec 71, pp 1, 24.

11.

Msg (U), US Del, Paris to SECSTATE, 071205Z Oct 71, Subj: Paris Meetings on
Vietnam.

12.

Washington Post, 5 Dec " 1, p h1F.

13.

Same as # 4, Incl 7.

14.

Same as # 4, Inct 7.

15.

Same as # 4, Incl 9.

16.

Jack McWerthy, "GI Race Tensions Worsen", San Francisco Examiner,

17.

Rpt (U). 31 Jan 72, Subj: Result of MACIG Field Inquiry into Alleged Racial Incidents (U),
Incls 1 - 2, Annex G. This is a FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY source.

18.

Same as # 17.

19.

Same as # 17.

20.

MACV Directive 600-12 (U),

21.

Fact Sheet (U), MACJI3,

22.

Same as #I 17.

23 Feb 70, Subj:

14 Dec 71, Subj:

Perso-inel

General Human Relations (U).

Human Relations Briefing (U).
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23.

Ernie Williamson (SP/4, USA), "Btack and White Uptight; and One Way to Combat it",
Stars and Stripes, Vol 27, #Z87 (15 Oct 71), p 9.

24.

Personal experience, Major Cash, MACJ031.

25.

Same as # 21.

26.

Interview Major Cash, MACJ031 with TSGT Motley, Chairman, Afro-American Cultural
Association, Hq 7thAF, 201515-1600 Mar 72 (U).

27.

Fact'Sheet (U), MACJ13,

14 Dec 71, Subj: Human Relations Briefing (U).

28.

Briefing (U), Subj: Ji Drub Abuse Briefing to JGS, 28 Jan 72,pp 1-2.

29.

Msg (U), SECDEF to Unified and Specified Commands, 181425Z Jun 71, Subj: Public
Affairs Activities in Relation to Drug Abuse.

30.

MACV Directive 190-4 (U), 14 Jan 72, Subj: Military Police Drug Abuse Suppression
Programs, pp 1-4.

31.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CDR, 7th AF, 080613Z Jan 71, Subj: Drug Abuse Information.

32.

Same as # 30, Annex F; Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 28110ZZ Oct 71, Subj:
Drug Education Field Teams (DEFTs) Concept.

33.

MACV Observer,

34.

Same as # 28, pp 4 - 6; USAHAC Fact Sheet (U), 23 Jun 71, Subj: Drug Detection
Program, Sect II.

35.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to All Commands, 260348Z Sep 71, Subj: Urinalysis Testing
Program; Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 170338Z Oct 71, Subj: Urinalysis
Testing Program, Vietnam (U),

36.

Same as # 28, pp 4-5.

37.

MACV Dir 600-16 (U), 3 Jan 71, Subj: Drug Abuse Control Program, Annexes B - F.

38.

Memo (C), Amernb to Members of Mission Council, 6 Dec 71,
Group (U), Gp-Not stated.

39.

Msg (S), AmConsul, Hong Kong to BNDD, Hq Wash, D.C., 8175/090615Z Dec 71,
Thai Fishing Trawlers (U), Gp-3.

40.

Memo (S), Amemb to USAID et al., 15 Jul 71, Subj: Chronology of Significant Events
and Activities in Vietnamese Efforts to Suppress Drug T raffic (U), Gp-Not stated.

41.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC,
Newport.

12 Nov 71, pp 6 - 7.

Subj: Narcotics Working

Subj:

231108Z Aug 71, Subj: Alleged Drug Abuse at
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42.

Louisville Courier Journal,

16 October 1971, p 21.

43.

Pacific Stars and Stripes, 23 Oct 71, p 5.

44. Rpt (C), MACIG (Quarterly), Subj: History Ist through 4th quarters CY7I, (U), Cp-4.
45.

Fact Sheet (U), MACOI, 17 Mar 72, Subj: News Correspondents Accreditation Data (U),
pp 1-4.

46.

Directive (U), HQ MACV Directive 10-21, 18 Jan 72, Subj: Organization and Functions (U),
Appendix 23 to Annex A.

t47.

MFR (U), Ch IAD, MACOI, 14 Aug 71, Subj: Tour End Report (U), pp 1-3.
48.

DF (U),

MACJ302 to MACOI, 20 Sep 71, Subj: Redesignation of MACOI Positions (U), p 1.

49. Memo (U), DEP SECDEF to SECDEF, 26 Oct 65, Subj: Not stated, pp 1-4.
50.

Memo (U), SECDEF to DEP SECDEF, 12 Nov 65, Subj:

51.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to 221st Sig Co, et al.,
Combat Motion Picture Team (U), pp 1-2.

52.

Fact Sheet (U), MACO1, 20 Mar 72, Subj: List of Official US Military Publications Composed
by MACOI during 1971 (U), p 1.

Not stated, p 1.

140746Z Mar 71, Subj: Armed Forces

53. Rpt (U), HQ XXIV Corps, 23 Apr 71, Subj: After Action Report, Operation LAM SON 719 (U),
pp 1-8.
54.

Same as #9,

55.

Same as #9, p 3.

56.

Same as #9,

57.

Pamphlet (U), Command Information Pamphlet 1-71,
It (U), pp 1-4.

58.

Ltr (U), MACOI-C to et al.,
FY72 (U), p 1.

59.

Fact Sheet (U), MACOI, 20 Mar 72, Subj: Drug Spot (U),

60

DF (U),
pp
1-2.

61.

Memo (U), MACOI to News Correspondents,

*•

S.

p 2.

p 7.
17 Mar 71,

Subj: Sixty-six Didn't Make

21 May 71, Subj: Command Information Guidance for Ist Qtr,

p 1.

MACOI to ACS, Logistics, 23 Aug 71, Subj: Request for Exception to Policy (U),

25 Jul 71, Subj: Morning News Releases (U),

p 1.
62. Memo (U), MACOI to News Correspondents,

28 Feb 71, Subj: Closing of Press Centers (U),
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63.

Ltr (U), MACAG to Mr. Bert W. Okuley, 18 Mar 71, Subj: Suspension of Eligibility (U),
pp 1-2.

64.

Ltr (U), MACOI to Mr. Jack Klein, NBC,
p 1.

65.

Ltr (U), MACOI to Mr. Henry A. Colgate,
p1.

II Mar 71, Subj: Suspension of Mr. Bennett (U),

12 Aug 71, Subj.

Suspension of Accreditation (U),

66. Directive (U), JGS/RVNAF, 1 Dec 71, Subj: RVNAF Ground Rules Governing Public Release
of Military Information (U), pp 1-5.
67. Fact Sheet (U), MACOI, 20 Mar 72, Subj: Correspondents Casualties in SEA (U), pp 1-5.
I Feb 72, Subj: Historical Brief; Rpt (U), DMA,

68.

Rpt (U), DMA,
Summary.

69.

Directive (U), HQ MACV, 8 Sep 71, Directive #10-21,
Appendix 12, Annex A, p 1.

1 Jan 7?. Subj.

System

Subj: Organization and Functions (U),

1st through 4th Qtr, CY71.

70. Rpt (U), MACCO (quarterly), Subj: .History,
71.

Directive (U), MACV Directive 680-2 (U), 3 May 70, Subj: AWOL and Deserters Standard
Report; Rpt (U), MACAG, Jan - Dec 71, Subj: AWOL Statistical Report Worksheet; MACV
Command History 1970 (U), Vol II (S/NF), p XII.2, Gp-l.

72.

DF (U), MACPM, 5 Feb 71, Subj: AWOLs/Deserters

73.

MACV Command History 1970 (U),

74. Pacific Stars and Stripcs,

Vol II (S/NF), p XII-7, Gp-1.

18 Nov 71, p 6.
4 Apr 72, Subj:

75.

Fact Sheet (U), MACPMSI,
ONLY" source.

76.

Same as #75.

77.

DF (U), MACJIZ, 7 Jan 72, Subj:

78.

MRF (U),

Blackmarket.

This is a "FOR OFFICIAL USE

Pilferage of VRE Cargo, Enclosure 2, p 2.

13 Jan 72, Subj: Customs Control in Vietnam - End of rour Report.

79. Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 020348Z Sep 71, Subj: Customs Inspections within DOD
(U), Gp-4.
80. Same as #78.
81.

Brief (U), MACPM, 27 Mar 7Z, Subj:
Vietnam.

Brief on Activities of the Military Joint Customs Group

82. Same as #78.
83.

Bklt (U), US Customs Bureau, Winter 1972, Subj: Customs Today, pp 10-11.
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84.

Rpt (U), MACJA (Quarterly), Subj: History 1st through 4th quarter CY71.

85.

10 Mar 71, Subj: Welfare, Recreation and
Directive (U), MACV Directive 28-2, MACiJ,
Morale, R & R Activities Out-of-Country, p Z.

86.

Rpt (S), MACJI2,
pp 3-19, Gp-4.

31 Mar 72, Subj: HQ USMACV R & R Program Study, SectionI (

),

87. Same as #85, p 2.
88. Msg (S), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV, 040528Z Feb 71, Subj: MACV Leave Policy (U), Gp-4.
89.

Memo (C), MACJI2 to Amemb, PVN, 8 Jun 71, Subj: Modification of MACV R & R Program
(U), Gp-4.

90.

Msg (U), MACV to DCG, USARV, etc.,
and Seven Day Leave (7 + 7) Program.

91.

Same as #86, Section I,

291146Z Sep 71, Subj: Special Category R & R

p 76(.

92. Msg (C), CINCPAC to JCS,28Z318Z Aug 71, Subj:
93.

Msg (U), MACV to CINCPAC,

R & R Program (U),

Gp-4.

181201Z Aug 71, Subj: Closure of Hong Kong R & R Site.

94. Chicago Tribune, 20 Sep 71, p 14.
R & R Program (Not stated), Gp-4.

95.

Msg (C), CINCPAC to JCS 140340Z,Sep 71, Subj:

96.

Rpt (U), MACAG-PD, Subj:

97.

Rpt (C), 15 Mar 74, Subj.

98.

Directivw (U), MACV Directive 10-Z1 (U), MACCO, 18 Sep 71, Subj: Organization awd
Functions Headquarters, United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, Appendix 14.

99.

Regulation (U), US Army Regulation 165420, 18 May t,6, Subj:
Commanders' Responsibilities (U), See II, para 5. a. (7).

Workload Data, Jan - Feb 71.
DOD Comparative Casualties-Southeast Asia, p 1, Gp-Not stated.

Duties of Chaplains and

100.

Memo (U), 6 Dec 71, Subj: Reorganization of Vietnanmose Chaplaincies.

101.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to VMAC, 041233Z Dec 71, Subj: Operation GI. Christmas Card.

102.

Directive (U), MACV Directive 190-3,
of War (PW), p 6.

12 May 70, Subj: Military Police Lnemy Prisoners
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ANNEX A
COMMANDERS AND
PRINCIPAL STAFF OFFICERS

HEADQUARTERS USMACV

COMUSMACV
Creighton W. Abrams

GEN

USA

Frederick C. Weyand

GEN

USA

DEPCOMUSMACV for Air Ops/
Cdr 7AF
Lucius D. Clay, Jr
John D. Lavelle

GEN
GEN

USAF
USAF

Aug 71

DEPCOMUSMACV for CORDS
William E. Colby
#George D. Jacobson
Frederick C. Woyand

AMB
GS 18
GEN

Civ
Civ
USA

Jun 71
Oct 71

Chief of Staff
Welborn G. Dolvin
Donald H. Cowles

IVMG
MG

USA
USA

Jw' 71

Deputy Chief of Staff
James M. Vande Hey
Albert J. Bowley

BG
m.1

USAF
USAF

Feb 71

DEPCOMUSMACV

Note: First named incumbent occupied the position on 1 Jan 71.
#Acting

UNCLASSIFIED
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Date of successor is indicated.
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Deputy Chief of Staff for
Economic Affairs
William W. Watkin, Jr
John A. Wickham

BG
BU

USA
USA

Oct 71

Secretary Joint Staff
John G. Jones
Edward P. Crockett

COL
COL

USA
USA

Aug 71

ACof S for Personnel, Jl
Lawrence V. Greene
William S. Hathaway
James B. Adamson

BG
COL
MG

USA
USA
USA

May 71
Jun 71

ACof S Intelligence, J2
William E. Potts

MG

USA

ACof S for Operations, J3
Donald H. Cowles
Frederick J. Kroesen
Rolland V. Heiser
John T. Carley

MG
MG
BG
MG

USA
USA
USA
USA

ACofS for Logistics, J4
Herron N. Maples

MG

USA

MG
MG
CAPT

USAF
USA["
FAug
USN

71
Dec 71

BG
Col.
BG

USA F
USA
USAF'

jun 71
Jun 71

CS 18

Civ

1
UG

USA
USA

Aug 71

BG
BG
CAPT

USA
USA
USN

Mnar 71
Oct 71

ACofS for Plans, J5
RexfordH. Dettre,
Jimmy J. Jumper
Raul B. Perez

Jr

Jtn 71
Jul 71
Aug 71

ACof S for Comm-Elect, Ji
Geoffrey Cheadle
Daniel L. Miller
Floyd H. Trogdon
ACofS for CORDS
George D. Jacobson

Deputy ACofS for CORDS
1X
Eugene 1P. Iorre•tor
James A. Herbert
ACofS for Military Assistance
(MACMA was disbanded and functions
inorgtd ýito other ,•taff agenatea
I Nov 71.)
Thomas J. Camp. Jr
Thomas W. Brown
Homnwr R. Bivin

UNCLASSIFIED
A-Z

UNCLASSIFIED

Comptroller
Joseph Brigandi
John W. Currier

COL
COL

USA
USA

Inspector General
Robert M. Cook

COL

USA

Chief of Information
Robert W. Leonard
Phillip H. Stevens
L. Gordon Hill

COL
COL
BG

USA
USA
USA

Jul 71
Jul 71

Staff Judge Advocate
Robert K. Weaver
James S. Haught
Lawrence P. Hansen
William A. Crawford, Jr
James F. Senechal

COL
COL
COL
COL
COL

USA
USAF
USA
USAF
USA

Jun
Jun
Sep
Nov

Science Advisor
John E. lirk
Georges Duval

GS 1
GS 17

Civ
Civ

Jun 71

Adjutant General
Walton A. Rutledgv

COL

USA

Chlapldin
John W.

COM.

USA

CQI.

USA

Svp 71

COt,
COL
COL

USA
USA
USA

MX-y 71
Sep 71

G-v n~nand Surgeon
f"obiert Be rn~stein

JAG

USA

Director, Construction Directorate
Rlobert P. Young

MG

USA

Betrold

William V. Uqcan.or

Apr 71

71
71
71
71

Vioadquiart¢ers Conmmandant
Howard W. Groor
Roy" A•. May. Jr
Willianm F. Wadsworth, Jr

.Diroctor, Training Directorate
John Q. Hi"-ir
Su~a L. M -. Zella•
Chlif. Free Worle Military
Assistan2e Ofirfk!
Willard W. Hawke

1G

.

COL

"NCLASSIFIED
A-3

USA
USA

USA

Jun 71

UNCLASSIFIED

Chief, Data Management Agency
James F. Reidy
Gunther A. Brumme

COL
COL

USA
USA

Jun 71

Provost Marshal
Thornton E. Ireland
Peter Slusar
Byron H. Russell, Jr

COL
LTC
COL

USA
USA
USA

Apr 71
Jni 71

Chief, Studies and Observations Group
John F. Sadler

COL

USA

Chief, Naval Advisory Group/
COMNA V FORV
Je. omv H. King, Jr
Ruber. S. Salzer

VADM
RADlvl

USN
USN

Apr 71

Chijf,. AF Advisory Group
IKcdall S. Young
jamnr H. Watkins

BG
Bc

USA V
USAF

Feb 71

Senior Advisor MR 1/
Co. XXIV Corps
Jamo* W. SutherIhnd
Wolborn G. Dolvin

LTW
LTC

USA
USA

Jun 71

TG
MG
VSt4 I
BCSA
BG

USA
USA
civ7,1

Jk" "II
- 71

USA

Nov (1

LTG

USA
USA
USA

MAv 71
Lk¢ 71

MACV ADVISORY UNITS

Sonior Advlor NIE
RI
CU, I F'Wl1CIV/Dir SRAG.
Arthttr S, Coiltoo. Jr
Chari'o P. Brown
John P. Vann't
Uf~Wvtt C.

Aromditi'n•U

e

George E. W•'ireO

ýXsa V 71

Senfor Advioor I.iR It
CG, 11 .FP9VfTAtAC0*4*
Michael S. Dlvitgon
Jachk . WaoUktMf.0
ei F. Holliworth

MC

0 1 .FORCLV *ai redesignated SpnndllIcti•ial Ariat-taticp Comtvnitnd ISRACI on 30 Apt 71.
Mr.Johio P. Vann hbcan-w Director SAAC in Mtay. Unit wais redesiinaetd Second Regional
Assistanee Group (SRAG) on 14€ May.
Oe CG ISARMY
D elp/Mtliry
Olepiiy
S.AG nider Directot SRAG.
U gORCEV was radesiguated Third Reigioal
11

Assistance Com•and (TIIAG) on 30 Apr 71.

UNCLASSIFIED
A-4

UNCLASSIFIED

CG, Delta Military Assistance
G ominand/DRAC*
Hal D. McCown
John H. Cushman

MG
MG

USA
USA

May 71

SERVICE COMPONENT AND SUBORDINATE
COMMANDS
Air Force

Cdr ?AF/DEPCOMUSMACV
for Air Ops

Lucius D. Clay, Jr
John, D. Lavelle

GEN
GEN

USAF
USA F

.

MG
MG

USAF
USA F

S tp 71

MG
GUSAF

USA F

DIpcG, vsAov
William J. MeCaffrey

LTG

UISA

CG. I t C( Dkv rAmbl)
(Unit rodePIOVd Mar TI)
Georgst W.putu.,
,
Je

MG

USA

CO, 23d tof Div
f LAnit _vdrfilvryd Nov 71)
Janmwt
'rdrikJ. L. Biddwio
Vroo #enMG

MO

UNA
'USA

Vice C~m'.;nrr 7A1'
K.nvae C. Hardin, Jr
,into, W. Marsalal
Commander, 834tUb Air Dlivision
{Wnit i Activated Doc 71)
John H. Horriag, Jr
John H. Germnoraad

":
:

ig

71

Jun 71

Jull I I

•G. 1.01 st Abn D)iv (Amhbl)
(unit redeploved Dec 71)
.".hn J. tfrnnts404Y

M.G

USA

M-. Tarpey

USA
JVI
Dl
MWL* Military Ats;.tawc Cmndfnd W•NAC|) weas reO1tDa
U Ijnna. A$&t.cn
M.aud (LAC) on 30 Apt 71. The CG DIZAC
i* the Sokmior Advisor ul NIA 4.

tVUNCLASSIFIED
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CoQ-i
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CG, lst Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech)
(Unit redeployed Aug 71)
John G. Hill, Jr
Harold H. Dunwoody

BG
BG

USA
USA

May 71

CC, 173dAbn Bde
(Unit redeployed Aug 71)
Elmer R. Ochs
Jack MacFarlane

BG
BG

USA
USA

Jan 71

MG
MG

USA
USA

Aug 71

BG
BG

USA
USA

Aug 71

MG
3C

USA
USA

May 71

CO, 5th Special Forces Group (Abtli
(Unit redeployed Mar 71)
Michael D. Hualy

COL

USA

GO. USA Hq Area Coiw.mand
Michael J. L, Greent,
Wiliard W. Scott, Jr

G
BG

USA
USA

Ma. 71

COMNAVFOR V/CHNAVA D VRP MACV
Jerone Ii. King, Jr
Robert S. Salaor

VA DM
RADM

USN
USN

Apr 71

DEPGOMNAV rX)tV/Dap Comdr
for Ops
Horbert S. Matthew.4, Jr
Arthur W. Prlce, Jr

RAD0M
RADOM

USN
USN

MAy 71

Hit Dm

USN"

RAWuM

USN

De c TI

IADMIUSN.
RAADM

ITSN

Mar 71

CG,

USA Engr Comrrand
Charles%C. Noble
Robert P. Young

CC, lst Avn Bde
Jack W. Hemingway
Robert N. MacKinnon
CG,

1st Signal Bde
Bugh F. Foster, Jr
Wilburn C. Weaver

COMNAVSUPPACT ,0 tgon/SA VNNSCI1

DEICOMNAV F01RV (LteA)
Philip S. 16'I lthtus
J210

BB.Willion

Dtp Vir. PACNAV1FACSf.A/O1CC
Albert 1A. M64rchall
F'CrmteIr M, Lal,)r, Jr

UNCLASSIFIE~D
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Marine Corps
0G, III Mar Amphibious Force*
Donn J. Robertson

LTG

USMO

CG, 3d Mar Amphibious Brigade
(Unit redeployed Aug 71)
Alan J. Armstrong

MG

135MG

GG, 1st Mar Division
(Unit redeployed Apr 71)
Charles F. Widdecke

MG

135MG

GG, 1st Mar Air Wing
(Unit redeployed Apr 71)
Alan J. Armstrong

MG

SMG

CG, j.i'rce Log Comimand
(Unit redeployed Apr 71)
James 'R. Jones

BOG

USMO

COMMANDERS OF MAJOR FREE WORLD MILITA-kY ASSISTANCE FORGES

Australian Forces Vietnam
C. A. E. Fraser
D. U. lDwnstal

IMC,
4MG

Nta

71

New `Qealupd Vietn'am FQ-rce
1(.T

V. BI. Browni
R~epublic of K'oreai Iorcos, Vitatw;
Yi sk-ho

LTG

Vietnam
Sormv Na-Nakorn
Tawit 1Bwiyawat

Royal Thai F'orvs,
V

On~ 14 Apr 71 Iii MAIF rodep1oyod

LTG
MUJul

ni-

71

the AdMarina Aniphiblous'llrigado was activatel in

its Pl~e-v.

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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ANNEX C
THE ENEMY OUTSIDE RYN
NORTH VIETNAM

NVN LEADERSHIP AND GOALS IN 1971
Bac ksround

(S) In 197 1, as it had in the past, Communist strategy for the war emanated from Hanoi.
Military operations continued to be directed by the High Command of the North Vietnamese
Armed Forces either directly or through major tactical headquarters in Laos and the northern
portion of the RVN. Military control of Communist forces committed outside North Vietnam
(NVN) continued to be divided oit a geographical basis. Laos was still divided into northern and
southern areas, while northern RVN continued to be divided into the Military Region Tri-ThionHue (MRTTH), the B-5 Front, Military Region (MR) 5, and the B-3 Front. The Central Office
for South Vietnam (COSVN) retained tactical command over the remainder of the RVN and all of
the Khmer Republic throvigh its military arm,4 the so-called South Vietnam Liberation Army
Headquarters. 'Hanoi's overall goal remained simplistic;, complete domination of the RVN and
establishiment of a sphere of influence throughout Indochina. The drive to conquer SVN was
6till dictated by both the desire to expand its area of political control and by the need to secure
the rich agricultural areas of the south. Enemy activitiea in Laos and the Khmer Republic
stemmed from the need to control vital base areas andi linea of Communication (LOG) and fromt
the desire of Hanoi leaderohip to seek political powor.
(S) In 1971. then, the leaders of NVN continued to implement their policy of protracted war.
a policy they had doveloped the year following TET 45. There was little change in tile organization supporting the overall NVN effort. Fiures C- 1 and C-Z provide an overview of the
orgtanirational structure. For a complete and detailed diticuosion of the leadership, strategy,
and organization of the appAratus in NVN which controlled the enemy effort, a** Annex 1). "The
Role of North Vietnam,tACV Conm'and history, 1970, which applied to the 1971 time framd
At well.

(C) During April 1971 NVN votorsi went to the pollis io the Peopie's Council electiono. While
*there wa~i virtually no intorniation available concerning nutmtes of candidates And mothodsi of
choosing them, there w~ik little tioubt that results were pro-ordained by the Party. People's
Couincill were the Government halt. at the local level, of the dual Party /Governfl"ent ruling
system operated1 throughout NVN.

People's Council memlier# frequently held positions at

were charged by the Constitution with liftiring "obiiarvane andi execution" of mtatw laws and
managing economic tictivities within their Jurisd~ction.~ In a mere gentral sense, they executed
pArty puilley 4see Figres C-I and C-a). Propaganda conceerning People's Council elections
waks slrnilar to that for National Assembly bailloting and suggoated that electioas would help*
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DRV GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL CHANGES

Nalionai Auseftly

Nc*WMa Defense Cowurt:1
OLD

Lao Dong Party

Chaftmon'
No Chi Minlh

Centrai Cmwwnttee

I

Lao Dong Party
ilitay cow

NEW
Chairman
Ton Due Thong

Vime Chair nan
phawn Van Dung
WNguyen Glop

I

Vice Chalmmt
Pham 'Am Dong
Le Duan

Van Tien Dung
Nguyen Duy TrInli
lio Quoc Noun
Nguyen Van Tron
Chu Van Ton
song 1400

-

Troung Chinh
Van Tien Dung
Tman Quoc Noon
Chu van Tan
Song Hao

Nguyen Con
TWan Huu Duo
Vb Nguyen Glop
Counci ofMider
I

OLD

NEW

Pan Am Dong
Vice Preow.
W Nguyen Glop
a~XtTool
Nguyen Ouy T"~n

Phorn vm Dog
Viae prsrenle
pawn tmg
VaNguy"eftGphap
Pawn Ke Toal
Nguen Duy Untr~
Le Than Nghl
Nwuyn (IN"
Stoimang

Le ftrha

Nghi

mawe -con

Udkw~dAnaft
i

tte
au~the

mobilize the people in support of the regime. More particularly, Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) media implied that the elections would be used to improve the efficiency of local
government. As spelled out by the Constitution, one of the first acts of a new Council was to
appoint an Administrative Committee, the real governing entity at the local level. North Vietnamese public statements suggested that the voting would be used to upgrade the performance of
these bodies. The Party newspaper Nhan Dan noted on 24 April that "by consolidating the People's
Councils at various levels, we can consolidate the administrative committees at various echelons
and improve their quality....
(C) During the late May 1971 First Session of the Fourth National Assembly in North Vietnam, several personality changes were announced in some North Vietnamese governmental
organizations, notably in the National Defense Council (NDC) (see Figure C-3). President Ton
Duc Thang assumed the NDC chairmanship left vacant by Ho Chi Minh's death. Of the two Vice
Chairmen of the NDC, Pham Van Dong and Vo Nguyen Giap, only Dong was reappointed, with
Giap redesignated as a regular member. Le Duan and Truong Chinh were added to the council
membership. Foreign Minister Nguyen Duy Trinh and Secretariat member Nguyen Van Tran
were dropped. Finally, Pham Hung was omitted from the list of Vice Premiers. Two factors
militated against over-emphasizing the importance of these shifts and looking for sudden policy
changes.
First, all the shifts came in governmental organizations and not in the Lao Dung
Party, which remained the locus of power. Second, the changes were not the result of a vote
in the Fourth National Assembly, but rather reflected decisions most likely made at the time of
the 19th Lao Dong Party Congress, in January and February, 1971.

I

(C) The appointment of Ton Due Thang as Chairman was probably a formality fulfilling a
stipulation of the Constitution rather than an indication of any influence he wielded within the
regime. The shift in Vice Chairmen in the NDC appeared on the surface to be a de facto
demotion for Giap relative to Pham Van Dong, Le Duan, and Truong Chinh. This "demotion'
was possibly due to the addition of Le Duan and Truong Chinh to the council, both of v, i'om outranked Giap on the Lao Dung Party Central Committee. This shift might have Indicated a
lessening of Glap's influence, but it seemed unlikely to some observers that a regime so
determined to preserve its image of unity would publicly announce such a visible demotion of a
popular leader. In spite of the recent "demotion, " Giap continued to appear at official functions
and as far as was known retained his position as Politburo member, Minister of Defense, and
head of the Party military committee.
(C) Pham Van Dong's retention of the Vice-Chairmanship was probably because protocol
ret.•,-)red that he, as Premier, rank first in any governmental organi•ation. It may have
indicated that he hIad a power base independent of direct control by Duan or Chinh. Le Duan's
addition to the council may have indicated an increasingly Important role for the NDC in the
Sfuture. This was his only government office and was believed to be the first that he actively
sought. Truong Chiah probably Joined to balaace Duan and preserve the image of government
unity. The removal of Foreign Minister Trinh and Party S-.cretary Tran appeared to be to
allow them to concentrate on other duties. Their removal could be considered as demotions,
but both apparently retained their Party positions and participated in important state functions

Jt

in 1971.
(C)

k

*1

The NDC thus contained four of the top five men in the Party and more closely reflected

the power hierarchy *f the Politburo.

It indicated growing NDC Importance and could h-ave been

in line with announced policy to increase the control of the Party over the military. Oily four
of the 11 NDC members were military, whereas before the shift it was four of nine. The shift
to the NDC could have been a move to circumvent the influence of the Party Military Council,
which had all military members.
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(C) The only other important shift was the omission of Fham Hung, the head of COSVN,
from the list of Vice Premiers. This formalized his relinquishment of duties as Vice Premier
since his last reported public app~arance in North Vietnam in 1967. Hung could have been
slated for a position in the PRG.
Goals
(S) Le Duan's primacy in the Party was established early when the enunciated the principles
behind the DRV's two-track policy of economic improvement and defeat of the US, but Party
leadership had been united since Ho's death in 1969. Whatever may liave been the individual
positions taken on issues of economic rehabilitation and de telopment, it was evident that the
leadership as a whole coalesced behind modest goals which emphasized the revitalization of
DRV's human resources; goals which were in consonance with the realities of the situation
which the regime faced. These included a very weak economic base and shortages of competent
personnel. Both of these problems were compounded by the heavy burdens imposed by the war.
Moreover, there was little popular elan, and the regime was under no illusion that problems
would ease as the war went on.
RELATIONS WITH THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Propaganda and- Visits
(S) North Vietnam contioued to maintain close relationships with the Peoples Republic of
China (PRC) during 1971, a fact evidenced by several significant happenstances. The year
began with a scathing attack by the PR.C Foreign Ministry on the US for adopting "a series of
grave steps to further expand its war of aggression in Indochina" and vaguely warned that the
PRC and its people were closely watching alleged US plans to launch new military ventures.
Poking pledged anew its "firm and unshakable support" for the Indochinese people and China's
powerful backing until the US was driven from the three countries, it wvas believed by US
officials that Forei~gn Ministry statements dramiatizing PRC solidarity wvith the Indochinese
Communists wore designed to deter the US front stepping up irilitary action in the area, such as
bombing NYN.
(C) The tirade exemplified above was a surface indication of PRtC aupport of the DRV (as
well an Communist organizations in other Iawkwhlnetse cottntrles), providod for ruhlle fconsu.mption. More definitive evidence was readily available in the form of exchianges of visits of
high-ranking government officials of both Commuwiipt regimnes. The first visit, perhaps thle
most significant during the year, was Chou En-lal's March trip to Hanoi. It wAs the most
dramatic move Peking had made to demonstrate support for NVN and to help discourage the
expansion of Allied activity. Accompanied Uy a People's Liberation Army (PLA) deputy chief
of staff who was director %frear services, the trip su.ggested thkt logistical support to the DRV
was a topic, of discussion.
Thto text of speeches by Chou En-lat and Phanm Van Dong gave
further clues to the nature of the visit. Chou noted that in hio tAlks with Vietnamese tifficials a
coMplete identity of views had beeni reached In discubtisone of the situation in Indochina And thle
question of further strengthening of friondly cooperation and mutual support and assistance.
Ltaei- Chou mentioned that China woult) not flinch "even from the greatest national vacrifices"
in taking all necessary measures to render all-out support. Ph4&m Van Doztg characterized the
extent of PRC azaistance already promised for 1971 as "huge. "' Thei second vistit occurred its
M.Ay of 1971A when DRV's Le Duan arrived by special aircraft in Poking. The atmosphere of
scheduled talks was described by the Cormiluitists as one which fully demonstrate4 tile fraternal
unity and militant friendship between the two parties. Chou and Le Duan reiterated in their
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banquet speeches the usual platitudes about harmonious Sn-itaee
relations. 8 The third
trip, ante
n oPeking, was made by NVN's Prermier Pham Van Dong during the period
20 - 27 November. A joint communique issued on 26 November reflected the restoration of
PRG/DRV relations - - at least on the putlic level -- back to the high mark reached wvhen Chou
En- lai visited Hanoi. 9The Premier was ostensibly pleased with the result of his trip, which
was deemed to be. in line with the generally harmonious bilateral relations which had prevailed
since the end of August (prior to August, Hanoi was 'engaged in antl-Peking pole-mics). Although
the DRY was anxious to avoid friction with the PRC, Hanoi probably remained deeply suspicicus
of Peking's intentions over the short-term. From the NVN point of view the visit did net mark
any major change in relations with mainland China, but Hanoi had previously made it clear that
it was willing to maintain good relations with Peking provided they were not at the expense of
North Vietnam's objectives. Despite the warmth of the propaganda on both sides during the
visit, the North Vietnamese, believing that in the beat of tinies. Moscow and Peking helped
Hanoi only to serve their own parochial ends, were unlikely to regain complete Confidence in the
Chinese, at least until the results of scheduled visit by President Nixon to the PRC were known.
The DRY leadership remembered that when Chao En-lai visited Hanoi he stated he would not
flinch from the greatest national sacrifice. Certainly, US/PRC relations wore an implicit, if
not acknowvledged. purpose of the last important visit of 1971.
Economic Assistance
(C:) Economic and military assistance to the DRV also gave testimiony to continued satisfactory relationships with the PRC. In February an eco onxic delegation fromn the D)RV visited

the PRC, probably to lay the groundwork

for future aid.

11n

September a Chinese deleg~ation

arrived in Hanoi: this delegation was to sign the basic aid Agroement for 1974. Tho ronlarks
of DRY Vies' Premier L~e Thanh Nghi at the welcominig hanquet auggeltted that Hanoi intended to
pursue a miiddle-of-the-road course between its principal allies. Nghi vowed that "the l)RV

government and the entirp Viotnamnese people" were determinedl "to make

an all-out effort, for

the further consolidation of theo friendship and4t mtilitA~t slikilo.rity of th10 Vietnamjese aind Chine';c
peoples. " Nghi floo thanked the Chinefse for their titmely astsistance An overcoming the "aftermath of floods.
On 27 September the 1972 agee
kts(r;Aitd word' rigaod, at tho Presidenttial
House, after which hoth sides ethsatia*
proposget' toa-sto to tho new tdevaloprm Pnt of t1he
great friemndship and militant solidarity between Otht pooples* of Viotnawk and China,
DIA
estlmatoei in late 1971 that the amoutnt to be eiven toi Hanoi In I'971 wtoll A-p r oimte $00
Million. 4See Figture C-4 for a crnpilation of aid provideA the DRV b) the RCfor the year*
1969, 1970, Wit 1971.
"

ASSOCIATION WITH USSR
.(U) As were relationit with Red Ch3ina, flanoi's Association with the USSR itt 1171 took thd
forin of receipt of fRussian progagandA impport and economit avolotanee, Typical, an4 ti ggetive of the continued Ruosian interest in the overall Indochina situationtv,Aq
wAt st tw#nent made
A-by the Rusoian Cloverntneat concerining the US air attweV* on, the QDtV which tooU plare dlot ug
tho last few days of IDeierber. Thttie response was one of colndoinnation. At the mo~st
authoritative level. the Soviet pre** carried ax*tatoment which called the AttAcks "'new US
critiinal acts" andl which cited USSR concerti over tho lldangerous zituatison with all tr4iesnoao."
The ittstement was flanked by brief Taos annotincementis that as a result of itgtaiisin
Moscow "having important significance. " the Soviet Uniott 1 tt8 concluded Agreements with tie
I3RV providing for suppl~nemtal gra=i
-~tary
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(S/NF) The economic assistance scheduled for the DRV in 1972 was believed to be similar
in kind and in value to that of previous years. During the fall, when the economic agreements
were conclutded between Moscow and Hanoi, it was estimated that Russia would provide approxirnately $415 million to NVN during 1972, This estimate was based on an average of aid provided
over the previous 3-year period. (In 1971 Russia provided $90 million worth of military aid and
$330 million worth of economic aid (see Figure C-4]). As in the past, the military aid took the
form of provision of heavy military items, ground equipment, aircraft, air defense weapons.
ammunition, and POL. I For the period 1964 to June 1971 it was estimated that USSR had
provided a total of $2, 560 million worth of military aid and a total of $2, 570 million worth of
economic assistance.

VALUE OF USSR AND PP.C AID TO DRV
(Millions o( dollars)

1262
USSR:

PRG:

7

1971

70

90

Military

150

Ecor-omic

250

36013

Total

400

430

Military

130

85

t0

90

95

tz0

180

200

Economic
Totalt20

420

Figu~re C -4

Source:. DA
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BACKGROUND

(S/NF) CGortmnilst forcet controlled '••ter than hall o Laor, in 1971, witth their dumhtath
tOAIIIII'y *lotg th6 Violatnamese border to Include all tu;gged !hotXQMA*
eomean. Tho Patht
l1o
.
tPlA
'receive
ll log
iti•a4l0 upjort frwo Cotinneviet -oort•h v-•
prim"rily htsnI
.NN,
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.
.1I training, wn tacticol
l
t
the M do well
as to cuoodutrt operattionsi of thewir own. It was blieved that Ha110i renmtr(Akd A-l divrtedo0 the

.*Ktefldifl the length uf the

militry ta poltiAl acti4vitiesk of tho P1. by meAns A-4 the NVA 4dviaort, is%V1. unteit or thrt.-tgh
tlit high rnicing, ilwmbor; of th.4 N4y Lito. flAk XM/Lso Patriotic Front iIH.wMw wart a4so

"".t.mba

of the LaOutna Party.

Th

Ptr

was beli.ved to he near the tvvwt of

I
a possible
Sato Neuta. ThiofeuEaae of iooin* neutralist waso flalotained to give cte Cklomufits
The
Avtords.
the
042GwiŽnvta
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The NLHX was the main front of the Communist Party, and the largest and most active of the
three groups. It was a legal and supposedly nationalist organization whose platform included
ostensible support for the Monarch and Buddhism. Consequently. it contained many nonCommunist members, although these individuals did not hold significant positions. The NLHX
was granted official representation in the coalition government by the Geneva Accords of 1962.
Representation included two Ministers with portfolio and several lesser Secretaries of State,
however, the NLHX informally withdrew from the government in April 1963. The individuals
who filled these positions in 1971 and who belonged to the NLHX were listed as "Acting Minister
or Secretary." Souvanna Phouma. Prime Minister, repeatedly asked the NLHX to return and
participate in the Government, but the offer was habitually refused.

"*

(S/NF) The PPL was a clandestine Communist organization with the mission of guiding and
directing the NLHX and its military arm, the Pathet Lao (PL). Though its actual size was
unknown, the PPL was significantly smaller than the NLHX, It maintained complete control
over the front organization. as leaders of the PPL held similar positions in the NLHX.
(S/NF) The most important group within the Laotian Communist structure was the 1,DD.
a small core of Communists within the PPL who held the hig.hest positions in both the PPL, and
NLHX. They were also members of the North Viettnmese Communist Party and as such were
the connecting link between policy decisions in Hanoi and their implementation in Laos.
(S/NF) Nouhak Pheumsavan, a member of the Central Committee, was probably the real
director of the PL, with Committeo Chairmon Prince Souphanouvotng who served av, a 'frv.nt
man About third in the chain of commxiand. The military command was probably 4dtministerod
through regular army cuntrol Anti regional commandors.
(S/NF) The Pathet L-4o organization wazs based on akregional or gone comm•and systole.
Available information precluded detail. but indication woere that the country &A.4 divided into
three to vix regions with boundaries fixed by exittng historical or political lines, ethntc hackgrttuuns, or surface configurations. Regions appeiared to be sLubdiidkde into zonos wheniever
neco*vtary. a!d a•peared to tbe baW d on tactical eonsidei ations (s•-e•eltures C-5 and &-tW.
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(5) True to forecasts, the enemy launched his 1971 dry season campaign earlier than the
previous year: his objective was to reestablish control of the Plain of Jars, while continuing
to exert pressure on the RLG for a total bombing halt throughout Laos. With NVN personn~el
replacements, supplies, equipment, and regalar NVA units, the enemy expanded and improved
forces in the Plain of jars to the point where by the end of 1971 enemy forces included element~s
of eight regiments. In southern Laos the enemy endeavored to replenish his BAs and protect
his LOG running from the passes of the DRY through the Laotian panhandle to Cambodia and the
COSVN area of the RVN. He began to make a major effort along primary LOG to substantially
increase the level of throughput to the RVN over that of 1970 - 1971. In addition, he began to
consolidate his control over the Bolovens Plateau and develop LOG in central Laos. 1
(S) By November 1971, it was possible to forecast for 1972 the probable enemy courses of
action in terms of the Laotian situation. In southern Laos it was believed that the enemy's main
effort wuuld be directed toward rebuilding, developing, operating, and protecting his vital LOG.
He would also be expected to secure LOG against Laotian forces in the western Bolvens area.
For northern, Laos, there would be continuation of pressure, both military and political, treffect c-sbation of US bo~n'Ang in the Laotian Panhandle, but there would be na attempt to overthrow the Vientiane Government. 2

SIGNIFICANT EVENTIS
Declaration of a State of Emergency in Laos
(C) On 12 Feb 71 the Royal Laotian Government declared a state of emergency throughout
the kingdom, stating that recent military developments were the reason (or its imposition.
Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma charged the commander of the RLG forces with assuring the
security of the country as long as required by the general situation. The actual decision to
impose the state of emergency was taken at a cabinet meeting at which a strong RLG condemnation of the illegal presence of NVA troops in Laos was made. 2

Peace Negotiations
(3) E~fforts to negotiate a peace between the RLG and the enemy during 1971 were less than
successful. I'c yer' efforts began on 21 January when a 16 January letter written by Prince
Souphanouvong was delivered to Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma. (Souphaniouvong, halfbrother of the Prime Minister, was chairman of the Central Committee of the Communiat-front
NLH-X and Deputy Primen Minister of the RLO In absentia.) Typically, the letter described US
defeats, the impending US retreat frvm Indochina, and the US expan-sion of the war into Cambodia and Laos. The US wait accused of enouraging the extrarme rightlits lit Luas to v.fect a
coup,and the NI-AiX standard peace propositions were presented as the only way to peacefuily
solve the Laotian situation. Souphanouvong cited these propositions As representative of a eo-.0
cession on the part of the NLHX. The Primte Mmnister repliedI have receivtud your miessage number 128 of 16 January. and I strongly
regret that the NLHX is retrenched in the same Intransigent attitude. .
This intran~sigent und negative attitude of the NLUfX is the origin of all the
difficulties in the peaceful settlement of the Laos problem. . . ., To put an
end to all the difficutties which could go on Indefinitely, on one part or the
other, I propose to you the city of Luang Pratbong att the medting place of
~our plenipotentiary representatives. . . . I hope that. the NLH1X will seriously
exurnine ray proposition an~d consider it favorable. I hope you fin~d this agrq0eable.
*

I
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I(C) Again on 13 February in a strongly worded telegram, Prime Minister Souvanna pointed
out to PL leader Prince Souphanouvong that Hanoi and those who follow in the so-cadled Indochinese common front were bent on imposing new political systems on the three Indochinese
nations through force of arms. The Prime Minister warned the Pathet Lao of dangers to the
Kingdom of Laos stemming from actions by the Indochinese front, and stressed that the front
should not be surprised by defensive measures provoked by its aggressive actions.
23
Souvanna added that he realized the PL depended on Hanoi and had little freedom of action.'
A new message was received by the Prime Minister on 23 March from the PL leader Souphanouvong which again posed conditions for talks which were unacceptable to the RLG. These speiýfic
conditions at the time included cessation of bombing and withdrawal of GVN and Thai troops.
(C)

Other exchanges occurred during the ensuing months and on 18 August Souvanna Phouma

replied to earlier peace proposals. This reply was ridiculed by clandestine Radio Pathet Lao
as being "old and ambiguous" in its rejection of PL peace proposals
and was treated lightly
by Souphanouvong. The peace proposals rejected by the Prime Minister on 18 August had
actually been solidified by clandestine Radio Pathet Lao in the following 22 June proposition:
1. To achieve at once a ceasefire throughout the territory of Laos, including
the cessation of the US bombing raids, and a ceasefire-in-place by the armed
forces in Laos with cessation of all hostile military activities on the ground
and in the air, and all acts of violation or nibbling operations against the zone
under the cr.itrol of the other side.
2. The Lao parties concerned to meet right after the cease-fire in the whole
territory of Laos and to discuss all questions of common concern with a view
to achieving peace and national concore in Laos. The meeting place-will be in
turr, the Plain of'J, rs and Vientiane.
(C) Not until N-vember were ctAer exchanges made between the two le 4 ders, this when the
Prime Min..iter received a letter from Souphanouvong dated ?.O November. It was deemed as
"the single most vituoeritive piece of LPF [Lao Patriotic Front] propaganda" of the year's
Souvannn-Souphanouvong exr~hanges. It began: "The situation in our country is increasingly
deteriorating because of thi dark intrigues of the Nixon administration." At a later point the
lctter called Pres'dent Nixon "the r-ost barbarous assassin of our time" and condemned Souvanna
for having allegedly conspir,'d with President Nixon during Souvanna's Washington visit to step
up US bombing and increase T7 ii volunteer force levels in Laos. It castigated S-3uvanna for
ha•ing "squght by all means to reject :asonab.e LPF proposals" and warned that "LAo people
will never pardon you if you do not return rapidly to the path you followed in 196!-6.o " rhe
letter concluded with the standard formulatka of the Lao Patriotic Front position that the "US
nmuvt end aggressive war in ýaos, and Immediatety and unconditionally cease bombing the totality
of Lao territory to create conjitions permitting the Lao to eret and nettle thei. own affairs,
without fV)rign intervention."
(S) Another Souphanou.,ung letter %, - received by Sovunna Phourna in Decembe.i'
Deted
the 16th, and ending the 1971 exchanges and peace probes, it so irritated the Prin e Minister
that hc decided not to reply. Among Qther" hings it warned that "the bombing m.uý stop or.Vo,

k

will st~ffer the consequences. t' This particular Iteni, coupled with depression o -u the Path~t
*

Lao invasion of tle Pl•in of Jars waý believed to be the reason for the decision not to reply.

Lao Peoplev Liberation Arnw, Defections
(S) Beginning in Mtrch, large numbers of "'7thetLao tror,',s rallied to the RLG side: nearly
100 in March. 18 in April. and ý5 in May. includlng office ra, some ranking ab high as lieutenant
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colonel, the troops presumably rallied because of friction between PL and NVA troops caused by
poor treatment of the Laotian civilian population by the North Vietnamese. It was reported that
armed clashes actually took place between NVA and PL troops who 9were intent on rallying.
Allied propaganda efforts also assisted in creating the defections.

*

RLG Request for ICC Intervention
(U) On 19 May Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma requested the International Control Commission to take appropriate measures to stop further acts of aggression by DRV troops against
Laos and to have those troops removed from Lao territory without delay. This letter, which
cited the finding of bodies of NVA troops on the battlefield, charged that the DRV was continuing
to violate Lao territory and to commit acts of aggression against the RoyqLaotian Army and to
violate its own word and signature affixed at the Geneva Accords of 1962.

RED CHINESE ROAD CONSTRUCTION IN NORTHERN LAOS

(S) Chinese road construction in northwest Laos during the 1970-71 dry season proceeded
at a steady pace. Motorable roads were constructed from Muong Houn southeast to Ban Nammao
(Rte 46) and from Muong La to Muong Khoua (Rte 452/45/451/19) (see Figure C-7). Most of the
Chinese effort consisted of maintenance of newly constructed roads and roads completed during
the 1969-70 dry season. Several new road upgrading projects anticipated in the 1970-71 dry
season were not started. The route between Batene and Nam Tha remained a trail in poor
condition. The route between Muong Xai and Nam Bac was in limited motorable condition. No
construction effort was started on the Route 321/32/3Z2 complex and Route 191 between Phong
Saly and Muong Khoua; it remained in nonmotorable condition.
(S) In the 1971-72 dry season the Chinese would probably continue Route 46 through Pak
Beng and then on to the Thai border. Other lesser construction was planned to take place as
well.
(S) Road construction activity in Laos evolved into a definite pattern characterized by four
phases:
-- an existing track or trail was selected and a single motorable lane was cleared,
primarily to facilitate construction activity;

*:

-- prior to the initiation of actual construction work in an area, the Chinese prepositioned supply depots, air defense positions, and construction related facilities;
-- the roadbed was constructedt
and bridges and culverts were added-,

road alignment, gradients, and surfaces were improved,

p

r-oad maintenance was performed.
W

(S) Estimates of Chinese presenme in Laos ranged from 15,000 to ZO,000 pereonnel, of
which th-t majority were construction workers and the remainder were antlairc rait and road
security cadre. Roads were built by a combled civil/Imilitary labor force; military engineers
and technical cadre directed the work of a large coolie force. Reports iWdjcatO• that the construction fo e consisted of Chinese Communist*, North Vietnamese, PL, and Local Indigenouo
conscripts.
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(S) During the 1971 rainy season the Chinese continued their construction efforts,
relatively little actual mileage.

ut

Maintenance of existing nets appeared to have priority.

THE KHMER REPUBLIC

BACKGROUND

(S/NF) The first few months after the March 1970 coup were a critical period for the Khmer
Republic. Government ground forces numbered only 36, 000 men compared to 60, 000-plus men
for Communits forces. During this period, Communist forces moved toward the interior of
Cambodia, overrunning outposts and inflicting heavy losses on unprepared and ill-equipped
Forces Armies Nationale Khmer (FANK) forces. This initial phase enabled Communist forces
to acquire large segments of Cambodian territory, particularly in the northcentral and northeastern areas. During the summer months the situation slowly stabilized -- at least in terms
of controlled territory. FANK forces began to organize into brigades, regiments, battalions,
and territorial forces. This rapid mobilization and reorganization was supplemented by arms,
equipment, and other material received from various countries. Toward the end of the summer,
VC/NVA forces were halted long enough to permit distinction between euemy-held and friendlyheld territory. Beginning in September 1970 and continuing to end-1971 Government forces
began their counteroffensive phase which, although limited in scope, was supported by their own
and Allied air power.
(S/NF1 The national military objectives of the new Government Khmer Republic (GKR) fell
into two phases, (1) stablize and halt further Communist advances, and (2) eliminate Communist
presence' In Cambodia. The short-term objective of stabilizing the military situation required
that FANK maintain control over the vital land routes, particularly Route 5 (from Phnom Penh
to the Thailand border), Route 4 (from Phnom Penh to Kompong Som), and Route I (from Phnom
Penh to the South Vietnam border), and control the Mekong River and important tributaries (see
Figure C-9). Control over these vital lines of commuications would enable FANK to reinforce
outposts along Its perimeter and provide, if necessary, a means of transporting materiel and
personnel into Cambodia should an emergency arise, Secondly, the stabilization phase required
that GKR forces hold, at all costs, Phnom Penh and other strategic population centers vital to
the existence of their defensive line. Likewise, they had to prevent isolation of major cities.
For achievement of the objective it was necessary for FANK to in-prove overall combat effective.
noes of its ground forces. An attempt would also have to be made to win support of the people
In the countryside, thus preventing Communist torces from attaining a vital source of support.
Another objective which had to be carried out simultaneously was that FANK had to consolidate
its holdings, a phase which had to be completed prior to ihe long-term objective of eliminating
Communist forces present in Cambodia.
(S/NFI The long-term objective, by far the most difficult, called for the removal of VC/
NVA forces from Cambodia. To achieve this objective, FANK would have to retake major lines
of communications now under Commoonit control, I. e., Routes 6 and 13. It would also require
reoccupation of territory now held by the VCI/NVA, particulary in northeentral and northeastern
Cambodia. At the same tinme, the Governmont would have to utilize pacification programs similar
to those of the RVN to win the support of the 'opulace and con.bat the enemy infrastructure.
Cambodian forces also had to be combat.superior to the VC/NVA in tactics, ability, and nutmerical strength. Due to a tnumbs of factors, it was doubtful it the objective could be achieved
withiti the initmediate tuturo.
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NVN Goals

"*

(S) Hanoi's objectives in Cambodia were varied but were all tied to the ultimate intent of
dominating the Republic of Vietnam. The primary objective was to have a government in Phnom
Penh which would accept VC/NVA use of Cambodia. It was doubtful whether NVN wanted to
overthrow the Government directly, as in the past difficulties were encountered in population
control. They were probably reluctant to assume the problems of governing Cambodia themselves, and they did not consider the Khmer Communist movement to be strong or reliable
enough to govern.
(S) For the short-run, the VC/NVA concentrated on disruption of Cambodia to try to
They sought to accomplish

prevent Allied forces from moving against the Mekong corridor.
their objertives in three ways.

This infrastructure was to
-- First, organize a Khmer infrastructure in rural areas.
be used to siphon off Cambodian economic resources, including manpower, to supplement the
depleted base of the VC/NVA. Its major purpose, however, was to serve the political objective
of organizing a shadow government to improve population control and to aid the Khmer Communists
in their insurgent effort.
-- Second, spread the war to western Cambodia and attempt. to keep the expanding
FANK Army out of the strategic Mekong corridor by attacking towns and major LOC, thus tying
Government forces into static positions. It was also possible that the enemy had long-range plans
to develop a logistical base in western Cambodia to support his forces both in Cambodia and in
Vietnam. The Tonle Sap basin and Battambang Province, which produced large quantities of fish
and rice, would provide him such a base and would have furnished food for personnel in the rice
deficit areas of southern Laos and northeast Cambodia.
-- Finally, the NVA attempted to weaken and disrupt the GKR by undermining its economic base and political influence. They attacked the economic base by inhibiting marketing of
crops on both the domestic and internatiunal scene and by interdicting movement of commodities
to and from Phnom Penh. The political influence of the Cambodian Government was attacked by
propaganda, by isolating rural areas from government communications, And by acts of terrorismn.
An important part of this program was harassment and attempted isolation cf population centers,
particularly Phnom Penh. Most of the highways leading to the capital were interdicted for periods
ranging from several days to several months. Friendly shipping on the Mekong was fired upon.
The interdiction of LOC could also have been intended to isolate FANK forces sent to keep routes
open, thuo increasing their vulnerability to defeat. Cambodia's determination to oppose the
Communists, and ARVN's aggressive operations in support of FANK, disrupted enemy plans.
Uarge numbers of enemy troops were held in a defensive posture east of the Mekong, while only
a relatively small force was engaged in offensive operations west of the river. Allied op ations
had degraded the enemy position, further reducing his capabilities and available options.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

a

(U) Two events require mention as being noteworthy fur 1971,
related: Lou Noi Hlliness and the beglnning of rule by decroe.

both of which were politically
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Lon Nol's Illness
(C) On 8 February, Marshal Lon Nol suffered a mild stroke: he left Cambodia on 13
February for Hawaii for treatment and a period of recuperation. Apparently the decision to
leave was a difficult one for Lon Nol to make, and he did so only at the urging of his doctors
and close collaborators, and with full cabinet approval. Despite possible political repercussions
outside of the country, the Government decided that Honolulu provided the facilities and distance
required for a quiet recovery. Early local reaction was muted, but it was anticipated that a
quiet period of adjustment in command channels and the decision-making process would occur,
dependent upon the pace and degree of Lon Nol's recovery. 35 The Prime Minister ultimately
pursued a course of prescribed therapy coupled with great will power and dedication in the
conviction that he would recover, which he did. By year's end he was as active in the government as ever. 36

Rule by Decree
(C) On 20 October Prime Minister Lon Nol announced that he was dismissing the National
Assembly and would henceforth rule the country of Cambodia by decree. It was not a military
coup, but a reassertion by the Government (Lon Nol backed by Sirik Matak) of an authority
which it possessed since March 1970 and which it wished to retain without serious challenge.
The military was behind the move, and there was believed to be significant civilian support as
well. Noteworthy was the fact that the actual decision to abandon the legislative assembly came
from Lon Not, not the military. There was, to b W 1 ure, civilian opposition, but in the Assembly
itself only a minority challenged the Government.
The principal reaction to the Government's
action was the effort of several Buddhist monks to arouse support among their colleagues for a
show of concern at the direction which events were taking. In retrospect, it was determined
that the reason behind the action was that Lon Not became concerned that opposition, in the form
of a number of former Democratic Party members, waf 8 reaching the point where it posed a
potential threat to the authority of the Prime Minister.

1971 In Review

"iS/NF) In summary, as 1971 drew to a close, the Khmer Republic found itself in approxi•rnately the same position as that from which it began the year. While It could be argued that
there were improvements in several areas. and there were, it could also be argued that there
was bWcksliding In other areas. The net effect v as that the Republic improved its position ever
so slightly economically and militarily, and its political stability deteriorated to a degree which
was not entirely clear. There were ups and downs In all areas, but from the uncertatnty
surrounding Cambodian Prime Minister Lon Noe's liness early in the year, through what was
probably the high point of Prime Minister Delegate Sisowath Sirik Matak's visit to the US, Into
the aftermath of the CHENLA II reverses (in the fall of 1971 GKR forces were defeated by a1e
enemy In a series of engagements along Route 6, an LOC, vital to the Communists' effort), the
Khmer Republic found Itself about where it was a year ago. Cracks in the Lon Nol/Sirik Matak
governmental foundation began to appear,and it was unlikely that the political solidarity betwetn
them -_ not to be confused with their personal atnity -- would ever be quite the same again. ... j
(S) For 1972 the enemy was expected to continue essentially the same style of operations
which he conducted in 1971. Specifically, his main effort would be toward the operation, deveiopement, and protection of logisticaland base area systems, especially along the Mekang River
where they would be less vulnerable to crous-border operations. Hanoi would attempt
to extend control in the northwestern reaches of Cambodia and attempt development of food production in the area. It was expected that there wc.uld be no direct attempt to overthrow the GKR.
for reasons diwoussed earlier, but that vaforts would be made to discredit it to the fullest extent
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possible. Continued efforts would be made to isolate the strategically located Phnom Penh. As
for the fledgling infrastructure, the Communists would continue their efforts to develop it to the
greatest extent possible. 40
STATISTICS/ACTIVITIES

SSummary

(SINF) During 1971 enemy forces increased in numerical strength, mainly due to increased
Khmer Communist forces. But the enemy had problems too. Enemy logistical arrangements
were more complicated than those of FANK and he did not appear to be able to maintain himself
in battle over an extended period of time. Hence enemy actions tended to be cyclical, unable to
maintain pressure on FANK for very long. There wete indications, however, that the enemy
could maintain himself somewhat longer in late 1971 than in the summer of 1970, and it was
likely that this capability would increase. Despite friendly airpower, the enemy held his own
against FANK. He had to worry about ARVN incursions into base areas east of the Mekong, and
thus could not devote full attention to FANK. The threat of ARVN was an important factor in the
Cambodian war, and it was likely that, occasional Cambodian Goverri-nent statements to the
contrary, ARVN's role in Cambodia would be required during 1972. While this fpct continued
to cause some political problems for the Cambodian Government, it was unlikely that the
Cambodians would make any serious efforts to eliminate ARVN military action on Cambodian
soil. 41
Statistics
(C) Figure C-8 provides data concerning enemy activity in Can~odia ior 1970 (May through
December only) and 1971, the only 2. years that such was available.
(S/NF) Data available for estimated enemy strength in Cambodia for 1971 was derived from
jointly heid MACV/CINCPAC figures. Current as of 30 Sep 71, 4he total enemy strength in
Cambodia was 78,585. This figure consisted of VC/NVA coasidered a threat to RVN (452,
285),
VC/NVA not considered a threat to RVN (11, 300), and Khmer Communists (15,000).
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Activities
January

*

r.

(S/N-F) During the first week in January enemy harassment activity remained at the high
level of December 1970 in Kornpong (KG) Chain, JKG Speu, KG Soila, the Pursat Subxllvisions.
(Figure C-9) and the Phnom Penh Special Military Region (PPSMR). The enemy attacked a
POL barge in the Mekong River1 and a bridge on Route (RT) 5, near G Tapong, wa.i damaged
and possibly destroyed. For the week beginning 7 January the only significant activcity continued
to be in the KG Charn/RT 7 area and the RT 4 area, Ninety Khmer Cornmunii'ts ,eollied to the
Government side, at Svay Rieng. There were sporadic and minor enemy tcontucts throughout tho
country, and large enem-y sightings were reported in KG Thomn on 12 January. U~ntil 21 Jantlary
cnomy hara~srnent continued to be at a low level throughout the country with the w~ception kii the
Pich Nil Pass area where ARVN clearing operations wvere undorway. On i,* January vinidentitlied
enemy sapper and artillery elements combined to attack and do large scale d-..stge to the Phnomn
Penh Airport. By 23 January enemy act~vity had increased In KQ Chart Sutdi~etrict (60), firvy
Veng SD, and Svay Riong SD. Contacts were reported irs the PPSMR alor# the Mokong Itivor
and about )0 k.- north of Phnom Penh. ARVN continued to make progress in thle YPich Nil P4Ns
AO. From 24 through 2$ January enemy initiated activity was sporadie, however. three terrorist.
Incidents were reported in Phnoom Peah when one government and otht r buildinget werle damnaged
by explosive devices. One of the Incidents oceurrev a t the Vletnameioe Embhassy when a you-ng
boy threw an explosive device into the lobby. Other thant in the souwhweat$ where several Cotttact# were reported along WRe 4 and 5, enerty activity ro.nazined at a low level for ther r'¶mukider'
of the month. One of the coxnacts along RT 4 wgs the ezseniy arnbush of a 71-tro~k convoy 21 km
north of Veal Renh.
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February
(S/NF) For the first week in February enemy activity was generally at a low level. The
most significant activity took place in KG Chain SD in response to an ARVN initiated operation
into the Chup rubber plantation area, a normal habitat for sizeable enemy forces; it was this
operation which contributed to the overall countrywide decrease in activity. This trend of
activity continued into the week ending 18 February as ARVN forces were successful in invading
key enemy logistical bases. There were a number of contacts in KG Spieu and Siemn Reap SD of
PPSMR, but their significance was marginal. Since a successful reopening of RT 4 by ARVN
forces there was little enemy action in that area. Enemy capability to attack Phnom Penh by
fire was again demonstrated with a three-round rocket attack on the night of 13-14 February.
For the period beginning on 18 February higher levels oj enemy activity in the Chop area continued; significant activity was reported in the PPSMR area, and an increase in activity was
reported around Prey Veng where the enemy appeared to be concentrating on interdiction of RT
1, an action which would block traffic from RVN to Phnom Per~h. A bridge was ultimately
destroyed along the route near Neak Luong.

March
WSNil On the morning of March the enemy lakunched an attack on the Kompong Som oil
refinery where four large storage tanks and their ccntents were destroyel by explosion$ anti
fire -- it was later determined thtat the Attack hati been primarily the result of standoff fire.
Other activity during the first week wasi sporadic, consisting mostly of attacks-by-fire. Resistance to ARVN incursions in the Chuap areca contintied, as did harasimient of RT 1. For the period
ending 17 March enenty activity was light in zill areas of the country with two exceptions, however.
these were rel,4teil to Allied opcratione. The two operations in question were the on..going Chup
area AI&VN sweep, where cotatacl was made with a battalion si~v voomy force on ltC-17 March,
and in the PPSMR where FANK operationo &*re geared to clearintg rtispected envmy forces frurn
area* 4rountd the -,apital. Front 17 MaUrch to the end of the mionth enamy activity remainod at
low to moderitte levteia thraulgholit the country. with mostl action occurring in the wvotern portion
of lthe Riepublic. Interdiction of L~OC and defense of B~As werv of primv Importance to the voomy.
lketwwwed fighting along itT 4 offerttl clear evidence that the Initiative 4f te koAr in Coti-bodia
<continued to res. with the C iitls.They
were able to expand very littit- offort tin routing

troops, poiatit)4 up wvakrwe~set wbich continued to Plague tho Camtbodlian Army.

iSINl
V) uring thr first waech ia April. retivwct vaor-ýw pressurv against NO~ ChAim constitototi
the roost vti gknitc
Coimum;nAt action. A two-battalion attack, in whitih a village near KCG Chant
was oiverrun, Igave eviv nrk of new tiareats to til Atea whi6ch Watt 4110 VeAsterUn-mst bOUndary of
a cku~l 4Vem"toitn Coontro andi which served as a jun~ipitg-oft plae for Allied operationm Into the
Chup aroa. Aniother friondiv offort Wast beguit to roopen IV1 4. Elsewhere. onetny activitV wat
light. F'or the week coit)ng.14 April, onemy activity was gentrally confined to teaction* againstt
Atted effort* in two areaw, UtT 7 (an ARIUN effort), and the on-.going VANN offort to reopen ItT
4hpak- Pich Nit Pa~c As the next wtek beg-ait thet picture Wa. eNe11rally the *&M-0 as enemly

forcoo cantinwed to harast) two FANK batutaion. In theIN

Cith
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coluino.

along RA' 4. The voemy Wtas contesit to keeop this road vlosied to fritodly logiotical Activity anti to
-1heep Atlist forcots ptnued dovn in the arida. ihero were several sharp clashoai 601won enemooy
Werek AndI ARYIo nluto Io the Chup area related to Operation TOANT11ANCGO1jtI. tly &Aprilthr
RT
4 -leAring operation huad begun to mnake pt'ortseu int the faces of tontinuatl enemiy resistalce.
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MaW
(S/NF) The first week in May was characterized by increasingly heavy enemy activity in
the PPSMR, where small scale attacks and harassment appeared to be the predominant theme there was no threat to the capital, huwever. In other significant developments, enemy movements
were noted in the KG Thom and KG Chang areas. Allies made progress in the Pich Nil area, and
heavy contact with enemy forces was made in the vicinity of KG Chain. Finally on 7 May a convoy
of 41 trucks moved from KG Som to Phnom Penh without enemy initiated incident, the first time
since March that this had been possible. Enemy activity throughout the country remained light
for the next 2 weeks. In one action on 13 May PANK succeeded in retaking Chong Kal in MR 4
(Oddar Meanchey Province) and were counterattacked 2 days later -- the counterattack was
successfully repulsed. During the period beginning 18 May enemy activity began to increý%se with
harassments being reported in KG Chain and the PPSMR. A Mekong River convoy was attacked
ou 19 May with two vessels being slightly damaged, and there were heavy enemy attacks in Oddar
Meanchey Province. Near the Thai border on RT 68, also in Oddar Meanchey Province, two
former FANK outposts remained under enemy conrcol despite Allied bombing. The last week of
the month wae. characterized by sporadic enemy activity and enemy preoccupation with movement to prepare for the coming wet season. In the north, the enemy continued to apply pressure
to the RT 68 area in that it was believed that he was intere:sted in extending control over the
associated supply route. Late month reports indicated thaW the enemy was attempting to reassert
pressure in the Route 6/7 area west of KG Chain.
Jun...e

(S/NF) The enemy reusunwd comit initittive during the first week in June, with maia iarct
441"g. the "00, reTish River, end
from KG Chain and striking F'ANK tmit.s an
reintnreeeents
)moving
along the Mekong River itself. There were tseveral lZ2mm roclet attacls iii the Vicinity ±4
Phnom Peuh, which In two cases struck the outskirts of the c.ity. Most of the activity was: itt 11tv
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July
(S/NF) During ihe first week of thr month enemy initiated activity was characterized as
relatively low level. Centered around zi-. area of KG Chain, RT 7, and the Mekong River areas
of MR 1 there appeared to be an enemy build-up of forces. On 6 July FANK reported engaging
the enemy in heavy action just north of the Mekong River. After 2 hours of fighting, contact
was broken with the assistance of TACAIR. Other major activity in-country was the result of
Allied operations. Sporadic activity continued to be reported in the Tonle Toch and the KG Chami
areas. These two areas continued to be the center of enemy activity through 14 July, with little
activity elsewhere. During the period of 22-28 July enemy activity increased slightly throughout
the country, attributed in part to several sweep and clear operations launched by Cambodian
forces. The most significant Communist action during the period consisted of a gradual upsurge
in pressure against Phnom Penh's western environs, while KG Cham and the Tonle Toch areas
continued to receive some attention with a total of 17 and 14 reported incidents, respectively.
Action west of the capital consibted of harassment of government forces north of RT 4 in terms
of attacks-by-fire and ground attacks.

August
(S/NF) The first fev d- .--- of August were characterized by a low level of enemy initiated
activity throughout Carnbou=., with most occurring in the continuing ARVN TOAN THANG 01/71
operation. In the Tonlr moch area, along RTs 4 and 7, and in the vicinity of KG Thorn, the
enemy appeared to be i..;,.nt upon keeping FANK forces confused by occupying as many different
parts of the country as possible, while at the same time employing economy of force tactics.
From the period I .sinning 4 August and ending on 25 August the level of combat activity was
lower than for se .eral months. There was an increase in combat activity north of Tang Kouk as
a result of FANK activitic3 in Operation CHENLA II, a GKR operation designed to deny RT 6 to
the enemy. After heavy fighting, FANK-elements succeeded in taking a village at the junction of
RTs 6 and Z on 31 August: the towns of Rumlong and Baray had been captured by FANK on 24
and Z8 nugust, respectively.

Septernber
(S/NF) The relative lull in enemy activity which had characterized the previous few weeks
was temporarily interrupted on 10-11 September when eremy forces launched an attack in the
Operation CHENLA II-AO, along RT 5, and in KG Speu. Likewise, during the period ending 2Z
September the tempo of military activity increased agair throughout most of the country, possibly
in response to continued government successes in Operation CHENLA II. A reduction in activity
was noted in the RT 7 area of KG Cham Province as weil as the Tonle Toch AO. In the PPSMR,
on 19-20 September, an enemy rocket attack against Phnom Penh's largest POL storage facility
destroyed an estimated 50 percent of the installation, the most spectacular enemy aztion to
occur In the capital area since the January attack on the airport. Elsewhere In the capital area
several attacks-by-fire were noted in the city's oufer defensive belt. Generally, military action
was centered around the villages of Ru-nJong and KG Tbmar with signi~lcant ekirmishes occurring
north of the latter. Attacks in MR 2 were against small outposts along RT 2. Near Siem Reap
City increased contacts and harassing actions were noted, with the city airfield being subjected
to mortar and RR rifle fire on 16 September, the third attack within a weak. As September
drew to a close, enemy activity decreased. Action was stili focused on the PPSMR and in the
Operation CHENLA II AO. Governuent forces had succeeded in reopening RT tto KG Thom
for the first time since June 1970.
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October
(SINF) Compared to the last weeks in September, the level of activity in October decreased
throughout much of the country, with most of the action yet being focused in the PPSMR. Northeast of Phnom P-nh a Cambodia:- naval gun barge was sunk on 2 October after a plastic explosivre
device was detonated on its hull. Another sabotage incident occurred on 3 October when an
attempt was made tz; destroy . FANK artillery position near the city. South of the city increasing
harassment was noted near Srang, suggestive of enemy intentions to keep supply lines open to
the CHENLA II AO. RT 6 continued to remain open. The period 6-13 October also saw a low
level of combat activity with the total number of incidents lower than any of the previous three
wveek neriods. Enemy forcer. con.•inued to harass FANK positions along RT 7 and near KG Chain
City. Little contact was reported in the CHENLA II area; the one significant action was a
friendly engagement of enemy forces believed to be units of a VC regiment. Enemy activity
continued to remain at a very low level during the third week in the month, with most action
resulting Irom enemy attacks-by-fire, some of which occurred in Phnom Penhs northern and
western environs. For the week ending 27 October, however, activity increased by about 50
nercent. Major attention was once again focused on the CHENLA II area, as well as RT 4
between KG Speau and Pich Nil Pass, and along RT 5 northeast of KG Chang. Combat activity
subsided in eastern KG Cham Province and in the capital's peripherial areas. In the CHENLA
II area itself, enemy forces attacked several villages along RT 6; heavy fighting was reported
in the vicinity of Rumlong and Prakham on 27 October. The enemy also destroyed a bridge
south of Skoun, isolating a CHENLA II column north of that village. During the final days of the
month, activity continued to be centered in the CHENLA II area. Enemy forces continued to
launch artillery and ground attacks on several FANK outposts along RT 6. Heavy fighting took
place near Rumlorg, and the sector of RT 6 between Rumlong and Tanf" Kouk remained in enemy
hands preventing reinfocfements from moving north. The inability to repair the previously
destroyed bridge south of Skoun also hampered friendly operations. Enemy resistance was
believed to be in the form of four brigades, necessitating FANK reinforcements from Phnom
Penh. Elsewhere in the country activity was sporadic, characterized by harassing attacks, the
2.45
most significant of which took place near Takt~o City in MR

November
(S/NF) The tempo of combat activity increased significantly throughout much of the country
diAring the month of November. These increases were noted primarily in MRs 3 and 4 and in
the PPSMR, while in MR 2 itwas at its lowest inat least 4 months, During the month, enemy
forces continued pressure on government positions in the CHENLA II area while at the same
time inltiating a new round of attacks near Phnom Penh and along RT 5. Following nearly 3
weeks of heavy ightlng friendly forces renewed efforts to regain control over RT 6.
CHENLA II forces were then instructed to reorganize and consolidate their positions to the north
and south of Rumlong in an effort to stave oif further enemy gains in the area. However,
elements of the enemy's 9th Division continued pressure on FANK positions along RT 6 north of
Rumlore. The focus of attention changed in early November from CHENLA II to Phnom Penh
and RT 6where enemy harassment increased following the relocation of the 1st NVA division.
On 10 November enemy forces launched a rocket and mortar attack againat Phnom Penh's airfield, followed by similar attacks against communications sites and an ammvunition depot, and the
destruction of an RT 5 lrldge north of Phnom Penh. To counter the enemy threat, Operation
TUOL LEAP was launched In the city's western environs. Additionally some Z0 FANK battalions
were relocated from CHENLA II to help bolster the city's defenses. Despite nurnerous small
clearing operations, the enemy continued to shell the airport and 1h4rass government positions
throughout most of Phnom Penh's westtrrn periphery. As of the end bf the mont.-i, government
(orces had made little progress .in pushing major elements of the lot NVA Division from
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positions near the capital. In the northwest, increased enemy activity between Muong and KG
Chhang and the destruction of two bridges on RT 5 caused the government to reduce the number
of rice convoys from Battambang to Phnom Penh. The rail line west of Muong was also destroyed
and five rail cars derailed. Military activity also increased in MR i. In mid-November several
enemy attacks southwest of KG Cham City resulted in 3 KIA, 36 WIA, 117 MIA, 134 weapons
and three radios lo3t while armed villagers in the area suffered 100 MIA and 99 weapons lost.
In eastern KG Chain Province, South Vietnamese forces began a new dry season offensive against
major enemy BAs north of RT 7 on 22 November. As of the end of the month, ARVN task forces
had encountered little enemy resistence. Elsewhere in MR 1, a heavy artillery attack on Prey
Veng City, a 122mm rocket attack on Neak Luong village, and indirect fire on two riverine
convoys signaled a possible increase in pressure along the Mekong River corridor. To the
southeast, government positions around Svay Rieng City received sporadic harassing attacks as
did Kampot City in MR 2. No significant losses were reported, however enemy forces succeeded
in closing RT 4 after destroying one span of a bridge, placing further restriction on the Government's capability of resupplying Phnom Penh. November was a difficult and sobering month of
main force war fought against the largest force and the most sophisticated collection of weapons
the FANK had faced. This greatly increased effort saw deployed against FANK some 16, 000
enemy MF combat troops and raised the question whether the enemy might not have switched to
a "Cambodian strategy" wherein he would concentrate on dealing a decisive blow to FANK in the
hope that this might launch a chain of events calculated to break the stalemate in South Vietnam. 46

December
(S/NF) The high level of combat activity that prevailed during November continued throughout most of December, declining slightly toward the end of the month. A generally even distribution of combat actions was reported in each of the MRs with the highest incident rate noted in
the PPSMR and MR 1, with MRs 4, 2 and 3 following. The focus of attention during the month
centered on RT 6, Phnom Penh and Khmer LOC. In the northeast enemy forces continued to
harass FANK positions at the southern and northern end of the former CHENLA II column:
the offensive itself terminated on 4 December. The enemy's presence in strength raised the
spectre of another psychological and military setback. The loss of Tang Kouk would have been
a severe blow. Responding to the threat, FANK initiated Operation CIVA, involving a threebrigade force froai Phnom Penh, and against little resistance managed to relieve beleaguered
forces at Pral-ham and regain a firm hold over Route b between Skoun and Tang Kouk, Although
government forces were subjected to daily harassment towards the end of December, the threat
of a major enemy assault lessened. Farther north along Route 6, early enemy pressure around
KG Thom was reduced to minor harassing attacks with no major losses. Government efforts
concentrated on maintaining the security of KG Thom and RT 6 between KG Thom and Phnom
Santvc Mountain, The expansion of the airstrip southeast of the town to accommodate larger
aircraft was planned to help ease resupply problems for the 45,000 military and civilian
personnel in the area. In the PPSMR, Operation TUOL LEAP forces made little headway in
routing 1st NVA Division elements from their month and a half old positions in Phnom P•enli's
S
western environs. Despite numerous clearing operations to the south and west, the <nenIy
continued to avoid contact, electing instead to initiate actions that were to his advantage, including
three rochet attacks on the Phn.rm Penh airport, FANK maneuvering in the area did, however,
preempt probable enemy intentions to carry the war closer to the capital, During mid-December,
a major portion of the 1st NVA Division redeployed to BAs in the southwest, presumably having
accomplished its objectives, By Z5 December, FANK units had successfully reoccupied all
territory which had previously been undcr enemy control. Ai increase in harassment along the
Totnli A'ch River Indicated renewed enemy interest In that area. FANK had gained control of
this region in June and effectively denied the enomy a major logistic corridor to the south.
GConsist6 ;- ... hnormal dry season activity, the enemy demonstratud continued interest in
economic ,l*•,ikcn of Phnom Penh by paralyzing strategic LOC. On UIl)ecember a 28-meter
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span of a bridge east of KG Som was destroyed, interdicting RT 4. The enemy also succeeded
in irterdicting RT 1 by deitroying a key bridge east of Neak Luong on 19 December, which was
subsequently reopened utilizing ferry services. Despite small scale harassing attacks along
RT 5, rice convoys continued to pass without interference. In MR 1, several small scale
actions occurred near KG Chain City which were probably provoked by the return of the 9th
Division elements from the CHENLA II area. The most significant incident was an enemy attack
against an armed village in which 28 villagers were captured and 55 individual weapons confiscated.
Similar situations were reported near Svay Rieng, KG Thom and Takeo urban centers which
resulted in some 120 civilians killed and many more wounded or missing. In eastern KG Chain
Province South Vietnamese forces began the dry season offensive into the enemy base areas.
After encountering heavy fighting near Dambe, ARVN forces moved into the Chup rubber plantation, later withdrawing to defensive positions east along RT 7, a move which was probably
prompted by reports of heavy enemy build-up north of the plantation. As of the end of December,
only 9, 000 of the original task force of some 12, 000 men remained in the TOAN THANG 01/71 AO.
Elsewhere in MR 1, sporadic harassing attacks occurred around Svay Rieng and Prey Veng
cities. Combat activity in MR 2 continued at a low level with most activity occurring along RTs
2 and 3 near Takeo City, in the vicinity of Kampot, and along the southern portion of RT 4. In
MR 3, enemy forces conducted a series of ground attacks against friendly positions located east
of KG Chhang. The sudden surge of activity in this area suggested enemy intentions to
reactivate the northern supply corridor from RT 6 to the southwestern part of the country.47

N

IV

Results of air strikes on Ban Karai Pass, a key Wiltration route.
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THE ENEMY OUTSIDE RVN - AnnexGC

1.Manuscript (S),
1

2.

MACJ3082, 10 Nov 71, Subj: Command Briefing (U), Gp-Not stated.

Msg (C), Saigon to SECSTATE,
Gp-Not stated.

13 May 71, Subj: DRV People's Council Elections (U),

3, Fact Sheet (C), MACJZ33, Z3 Jun 71, Subj: North Vietnamese Governmental Personality
Changes (U), Gp-Not stated; Meg (C), Saigon to SECSTATE, 10051/250707Z Jun 71, Subj:
DRV Government Reorganization (U), Gp-Not stated.
4. Msg (S), SECSTATE to Vientiane et al. , 0933/101407Z Feb 71, Subj: North Vietnam;
Internal Situation Since Ho's Death (U), Gp-Not stated.
S. Msg (S), Amconsul, Hong Kong to SECSTATE, 2079/260725Z Jan 71, Subj:
Minis try Charges (U), Gp-Not stated.

*10.

112330Z Mar 7 1, Subj: Watch Report (U),

The

PRC Foreign

6.

Msg (TS), DIA to A1G925,

7.

Msg (C), Amernb, Hong Kong, 0998/100935Z Mar 71, Subj: Further on Chou En-lal's Visit
to Hanoi (Not stated), Gp-Not stated.

8.

Msg (C), Amconsul, Hong Kong to SECSTATE,1147/12045OZ May 71, Subj: Le Duan in
Peking (U), Gp-Not stated.

9.

Meg (C), Amceonsul, Hong Kong to SECSTATE, 2275/29090OZ Nov 71, Subj.
china (U), Gp-Not stated.
Msg (C), Aerneb, Saigon to SECSTATE,
(U), Op-Not stated.

11. Bklt (U), JUSPAO,
1? 1.

Gp- 1.

Peking and Indo-

18747/301015Z Nov 71, Subj: DRV/PRC Relations

16 Feb 71, Subj: Principal Reports fromn Communist Radio Sources.

1Z, Meg (C), Amemb, Saigon to SECSTATE, 15479/271125Z Sep 71, Subj: DRy/Chinese
Relations (U),Gp-Not stated.
13, Uklt (U), JUSPAO, 29 Sep 7 1. Subj: Prikicipal Reports irtim Communist Radio Sources,
p1.
.14. Bulletin (SINF), DIA, I Nov 71, Subj: DIA In~telligence Btalletin (U), p 4, Op-I.
15. Mog (U), Amexnb, Moscow to SECSTATE, Z500/31141OZ Doec 71, Subj: Soviet Government
Statements of US Attacks on~ DRV (U), Op-Not atated.
16. Same as 014. p4.
17. Meg (S/NF), DIA to COMUSMACV.
to North Vietnam (U), Gp-3.

182OS6Z Aug 71, Subj: Value of Communist Asakistance

18. Rpt (S!NF), DCSINT, USARPAC, May 1971, Subj: Order of Battle, Laos

.
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(U), pp 61, 62,
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Annex C

19.

Manuscript (S), MACJ2, 10 Dec 71, Subj: Assessment: RVN, Cambodia, and Laos (U),
pp 6,7, Gp-Not stated: Rpt (S), MACJ03, Jan-Dec 71, Subj: Mission Council Meeting (U),
Gp-4.

20.

Talking'Paper (S), MACJZ, undated, Subj: Enemy Strategy and Intentions in SEA During
1972 (U, extracted from MACV Talking Paper Portfolio for SECDEF Briefing, 4 Nov 71,
Gp-4.

21.

Mag (U), Amemb Vientiane to USINrO et al., 12111 Z Feb 71, Subj: Not stated; Msg (C),
Amemb Vientiane to SECSTATE, 1259/130633Z Feb 71, Subj: Declaration of State of
Em..crgcncy

%'j

%lpNu

stated.

22.

Msg (S), DOD/PRO to CINCPAC 301450Z Jan 71, Subj:
Souvanna Phouma and Souvanna's Response (U), Gp-l.

23.

Msg (U),

24.

Msg (C), Amemb Vientiane to SECSTATE, 2661/261123Z Mar 71, Subj: New Letter from
Pathet Lao to Souvanna (U), Gp-Not stated; Msg (C), Amemb Moscow to SECSTATE et al.,
3008/301437Z Mar 71, Subj: Laos: Souphanouvong Interview and Soviet Press View of
Situation (U), Gp-Not stated.

25.

Msg (C), Amemb Vientiane to SECSTATE et al., 1337/131116Z May 71, Subj: Local
Comment on Souphanouvong Letter and NVN Incident (U), Gp-Not stated; Msg (U), FBIS
Bangkok to COMUSMACV, 311127Z Aug 71, Subj: Not stated; Msg (U), Amemb Vientiane
to SECSTATr, 2802/Z40740Z Aug 71, Subj: Lao Internal Talks (U), Gp-Not stated.

26.

Msg (U),

27.

Msg (C), Amemb Vientiane to SECSTATE, 2127/260912Z Nov 71, Subj:
Talks: New Souphanouvong Letter (U), Gp-Not stated.
Rpt (S)

Amemb Vientiane to USINFO,

et al.,

FBIS Bangkok to COMUSMACV,

27 Dec 71,
-p-Not
Subj:

Souphanouvong's 16 Jan Letter to

1291/131251Z Feb 71, Subj:

260726Z Jun 71,

Subj:

Souvanna's Decision (U),

Not stated.

Not stated.
Lao Internal

stated.

Z9.

Mag (C), Amemb Vientiane to SECSTATE, 261210Z Apr 71, Subj: Paksane April 24 LPLA
Defectors (U), Gp-Not stated; Msg (S), DOD/PRO to CINCPAC et al., 100849Z May 71,
Subj: Rallying to FAR (U), Gp-1; Msg (U), Amemb Vientiane to USINFO, 100449Z May
71, Subj: Not stated.

30.

Msg (U),

31.

Rpt (S/NF), DCSINT,

Amemb Vientiane to USINFO, 201032Z May 71, Subh:
USARPAC, May 71,

Subj: Order of Battle,

132. ;Rpt (S), DOD/PRO, Z4 Apr, 26 Sep, 1 Dec 71, Subj:h
Status of Chinese Communist Road Construction in No
to AIG 925, 132307Z May 71, Subj: Watch Report (U),
33.

Rpt (S/NF), HQ USARPAC,
pp 13, 14, Gp-1.
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Sep 71, Subj:

Not stated.
Laos (U),
."

Laos (U), Gp-1;
Gp-I.

Gp-1.
'.7
Rpt (TS)ýlA

Ground Order of Battle, Cambodia (U). Sep 71,
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34.

Manuscript (S), MACJ2, I Mar 71, Subj:
Not stated; Same as #33, p 5.

35.

Mug (C), Amemb Phnom Penh to SECSTATE,
February 15, 1971 (U), Gp-Not stated.

36.

Msg (C), SECSTATE to Amemb, Saigon 1939/24184OZ Apr 71, Subj:

37.

Msg (C), Amemb Phnom Penh to SECSTATE,
opments in Cambodia (U), Gp-Not stated.

38.

Msg (C), Amemb Phnom Penh to SECSTATE, 250453Z Oct 71,
Scene: A Tentative Look Ahead (U), Gp-Not stated.

39.

Rpt (S/NF)
Rings in thee

40.

Manuscript (S), MACJZ. 10 Dec 71, Subj: Assessment:
p 7, Gp-Not stated. Same as #20, p 3.

41.

Same as 439.

42.

Rpt (S), MACJ231, Jan-Dec 1971, Subj: USMACV Perintrep (U), Gp- 3 ; and Charts (C),
"MACJZ--I, 1966-71, Subj: Yearly Composite Statistics (U), Op-Not stated.

43.

Msg (S/NF), CINCPAC to JCS/DIA et al., Z30440Z Oct 71, Subj: CINCPAC Estimates of
Enemy Strength in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) and Cambodia (GRF) Area (U), Gp-4.

44.

Rpt (S/NF), USDAO Phnom Penh, Jan through Sep 71, Subj: Cambodian DAMSREP (U),
Gp-3; Rpt (S/NF), 7th AF, Jan through I Sep 71, Subj: Weekly Air Intelligence Summary
(U), Gp- 1.

45.

Rpt (S/NF), USDAO Phnom Penh, Oct 71,
Military Situation (U), Gp- 3 .

46.

Msg (S/NF), USDAO Phnom Penh to DIA, 050750Z Dec 71, Subj:
Military Situation in Cambodia, Nov 71 (U), Gp-Not stated.

Monthly Assessment of

47.

Msg (S/NF), USDAO Phnom Penh to DIA, 051530Z Jan 72, Subj:
Military Situation in Cambodia, Dec 71 (U), Gp-Not stated.

Monthly Assessment of

Communist Strategy in Indochina (U),

686/15012OZ Feb 71,

Subj: Khmer Report-

Health of Lon Not (U),

Gp-Not stated.

5350/211140Z Oct 71,

:¾!-:4 Jan

72, Subj: Situation Appraisal:
gain (U), Gp-Not stated.

pp 6-7, Gp-

Subj: Political Devel-

Subj:

The Khmer Political

Cambodia Rings Out the Old and

RVN,

Cambodii, and Laos (U),

Subj: Cambodian Weekly Assessment of the
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ANNEX D
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

REVISION OF RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

(C) It has always been an essential goal in the conduct of combat operations in Vietnam to
employ firepower for its maximium effectiveness. Concurrently, prudent military planners have
always recognized the need for exercising this power very carefully to avoid civilian casualties,
minimize destruction of private property, and avoid unwarranted destruction of resources.
Thus, as directed by higher headquarters, MACV anid JGS have established rules of engagement
(ROE) which impose positive controls upon the use of firepower by military forces in the battle
area. With a civilian population that was experiencing an increasingly secure environment in
1971, and hence becoming more inclined to ignore curfews and restricted areas the ROE assumed
even greater %nmportance. IFurthermore, the shift to small unit operations, the continued improvement of target detection and weapons delivery systems, along wvith the impact of Vietnamization and redeployment, dictated an even more judicious application of the ROE in all aspects
of the conduct of the war. Accordingly in late 1970 MACV directed a miajor revision of the
existing ROE directive, MACV Directive 525-13. In the face of five published changes and continuing sugget-tions from field commanders rcncerning major points requiring clarification, this
effort seemed warranted. Userts felt that many definitions; were too imprecise and vague, that
clearance procedures wvere too complicated, and that confusion would often ensue in the application of tk-e ROE at certain levels of commnand.
IMACV Directive 525-13
(C) Tite ntow document, published In~ M\ay 1971, 3 tiuught to Pimplify the ROE for all users.
Theo basic rules tor the appliceation of fire to it target would still apply. the target mustit be clearly
identified as hostile, and appropriate military and political clvarance to fire was essential.
However, thit new direetive was reworded to focum attention on tile 01canging nature of combat
operations at~d the Importance of eontrolling firepower. The vagueness as to what constituted a
village oi lhanilet wao elimintated by changing the definition to the more Inclusive tierm '"inhahited
area." While the earlier regulation referred to "Appropriate" GVN and US/)FWhAF/ltVNAF
clearance At thorities, the new document spec ified the level, of responsibility of those who would
have clearwxce authority.

(C) A mnajor simplification ini the new regulation was that it includdd fi~ve annexes geared to
types o' wo4.ponu systems, so that an individtial needed only to read Lthe basic document and the
annex p Iraining to film particular area of concern. This was a major improvemonit ovor the
previous locurnent which contained one annex fe)r all surface operationii and one for all air
oporations.

The now annexos covered surface weapons (oxcluding naval Suafire), rotary Wing
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air operations, air defense, fixed wing air operations (discussed in Chapter VI), and naval gunfire (discussed in Chapter V). ROE pertaining to cross-border operations are discussed in
Annex E.
*

SPECIFIC GUIDANCE

*

Surface Operations
(C) Furnished for guidance in the conduct of both offensive and defensive operations, the
ROE annex for surface operations included the control of organic and supporting surface weapons
as well as riverine gunfire. This annex emphasized the need for the exercise of sound judgment
in the originating of fire requests, in gunnery procedures, and in the use of observed fire at all
times except in the most urgent circumstances. Even within a Special Strike Zone (SSZ), unobserved fire would not b~e conducted unless cleared by the appropriate military and political
author ity.
(C) Concerning the conduct of fire in uninhabited areas outside of a SSZ, clearance instructions were precise:
--

-.

--

In uninhabited areas, fire may be directed against VC/NVA forces in contact without
obtaining approval of the province chief, district chief, sector commander, or subsector commander and US/FWMA F/flVNAF battalion or higher commander.
Observed fire 'may be directed against targets of opportunity which are clearly identified
as hostile wvithout obtaining approval of the province chief, district chief, sector commander, or subsector commander,
Unobserved fires may be directed at targets ar4 target areas clearly identified as hosiie.
other than VC/NVA forces lin contact, only after approval has been granted by the province
chief, district chief, sector comm-ander, or subsector commaader and US/FWMAF/
RVNA F battalion or higher comimander,

(C) In view of the enemny's goal of drawing support from the people. voluntary or otherwise,
ROE standards concerning fire support in occupied areas were even more explicit. There were.
to bi three categories of populated zones--

Inhabited areas from which hostile itre is received.
commanders of units engaged in operations involving the maneuver of
surface forces in or through inhabited. areas may respond wich direct fire without
prior warning and without prior clearance it. lit the Judgment of the company or
higher commande~r, his rniastion or troops would be jeopardized by such warn~ing or
delay. However. the response should be designed for self-protection and directed
only at the source of hostile fire after the source had been positi-ely identified.

-Surface

*

-

*

-Inhabited

Indirect fire misitions will be controlled by an obsiervor and m~ay be executed only
after approval of the province chief or districL chief, and the aittac~ing battalion or
~higher commander. The only exception to this would be a situation in Which the
hostile fire presents an imixediate threat to friendly forces despito the emnploymen~t
of direct fire.
areas containing observed or suspected VC/NVA targets but from which hostile
fire~

~~

~

tontreov

commanders may initiate direct fire against positively identified enemy
targets only after securing approval of the province or district chief and the
attacking battalion or higher commander.

-Surface

fire missions will be controlled by an observer and will be executed only
after approval by the province or district chief and attacking battalion or higher
commander. Civilians will be given prior warning by leaflets, loudspeakers, or
other appropriate means and given sufficient time to evacuate the area.

-Indirect

--

Inhabited areas not immediately associated with the maneuver of surface forces will not
be fired upon without prior warning by leaflets, loudspeakers, or other appropriate
means, even though fire is received therefrom. Should friendly troops be placed in
jeopardy, they will be free to protect themselves with return fire.
-

(C) The use of firepower in urban areas w~as controlled as stringently as possible because
of the special care needed to preclude unnecessary destruction of property and loss of life.
Accordingly--

--

--

The decision to conduct indirect fire missions in urban areas is retained by the senior
tactical commander and requires his approval and that of the ARVN corps commander.
The exception to this policy is the buiilt-up areas of Saigon/Cholon/Gia Dinh City. CG
TRAC is authorized to delegate authority to Commanding Officer, CMAT, for the employment of indirect fire in these areas. No further delegation is authorized.
All indirect fire missions will be controlled by an observer.
Direct fire, flat trajectory weapons are authorized in a direct fire role in urban areas8
at the discretion of the battalion or higher commander without prior approval of the
senior tactical commander, or in the case of Salgon/Cholon/Gia Dinh City, the Commanding Officer of CMAT. Direct fire weapons will be used to the maximum in the
vlimination of enemy strong points or fortified structures in urban areais. All types
okf munitions, except incendiary ýwhite phosphorus), may be used in direct fire weapons
including flachette (beehive), HEAT, and canister rounds.
Maximum use will be mu&de of holicoptiers to manouver trooph and heavy wea~ponis to
roofst of key buildings and other locations to expedite cordoning.

--

Prior to firing~ in urbai' are~as. leaflets, loud speaikcero, or other appropriate means will
be utilized to warn and secure tihe cooperation ani support of tim civilian populace even
though fire io received front these areas,

(C) Thus. while the ground war continued to slacken in 1971, MACV sought to insure. that
ground commander* could stil) achieve the goal of rvaximuni effectiveness in combat opi~rationas
wbiiie applying the moat prudent control possible ian the use of firepower.
Control of GunshpFire
(C) With the incorpcratbon u" now R~OE guidance for the employment of helicopters, #op4arted fromf~ixed wing operations, it was believed that fieldtl on-mantiers would vacount~r fewor
problems to the ua~e of this formidable firepower asset, The rcinement of policy with regurd to
helicopter gunihips would be oven more Important thtan ibeotre. foreshiv4owing the "1dynatnlc
defense" Isetics of the c~ misnttent of U$IFWtA F helicopter assets late-r In the summer. Atready scheduled for ttto Waest possiblI@W@ oat4ePOaCt. 5asQlthelicopter 4ompastie were to la~y

1)-S

a major role in providing the essential firepower for RVA4AF forces during the crucial period
when qualitative RVNAF improvements were expected to offset the degradation created by
diminishing US assets.
(C) As in the past, gunships would have to be tnder the positive control of and in direct
radio contact with the controlling headquarters during combat operations, while visual identification of the target and friendly and civilian positions had to be ascertained. In urban areas, the
instructions were even more precise than for ground weapons. Only point targets could be engaged, and the approval of the ARVN corps commander and the senior tactical commander on
the ground would be necessary. And even if the aircraft were attacked first, the inhabitants
must be warned by leaflets, loudspeakers, or some other appropriate means prior to the attack.
Additionally, the inhabitants had to be given sufficient time to evacuate the area.

Air Defense
(C) Though Allied forces had enjoyed air superiority throughout the war, the enemy did
possess a tactical air capability, especially in the northern portion of RVN. Accordingly, all
directives then in effect were incorporated into a new annex dealing with the interception and
identification of unknown aircraft in RVN. This portion of the ROE emphasized close coordination
between VNAF and USAF Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) personnel, and clearly defined
hostile acts. 4

Problems of Interpretation
(C) In spite of the revised guidance concerning ROE provided in the new directive, subordinate commanders still required guidance on application. In August 1971 USARV queried
MACV regarding a strict interpretation of the ROE, wherein perimeter guards, having positively
identified individuals as hostile, were required to seek further permigsion from superiors to
fire, thereby possibly jeopardizing their lives and military property. In reply, MACV emphasized that the ROY should not be construed as precluding any commander from exercising the
inherent right and responsibility for the self-defense of his forces. Instead, commanders were
to use the ROE as a guide, along with existing directives regarding physical security, in establishing specific guidelines tailored for local base camp circumstAnces. MACV directed that a
perimeter guard could conceivably fire without order on an intruder if he hnd been challenged,
had pero'rated a subsantiai physical barrier, posed an imminent threat to life o,- mission essential equipment, or endangered the guard if he were first to inform his superior of the situation
before opening fire. 6
(C) In still another example of clarification of ROE interpretation, MACV replied to it query
raised in October by the Commanding Officer. 23d Arty Gp. Keeping in mind the basic ROE for all
targets, MACV commented on the following examplesPossible Target

MAC Vts Interpretation

Personnel in blue-grey and green uniforms.

iosttidty would be established if posi.
tively identified as VC/NVA forces.

Khaki packs on bicycles.

Personnel operating vehicles must be
identified as hostile.

Heavily loaded LambrettAs.

Same as above.
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Possible Target (contd)

MACV's Interpretation (contd)

Personnel who take cover and/or run to a village

No indication of hostility; a normal

when they determine they are being observed.

reaction in many areas of SEA.

Bunkers, trenches, and fortifications.

If confirmed to be occupied by VC/NVA
and/or hostile Lire is received from
these iocations,it would indicate a
valid target.

Garden plots and rice paddies.

The determination of hostility by air
observation is very difficult for this type
target. Most cases would require RVNAF
ground forces.7

*
*

US5 in Support Role
(C) The new directive notwithstanding, another problem encountered concerning application
of the ROE began to appear towards the close of 1971. The impact of Vietnamization on the war
effort as weill as redeployment of US/FWMAF units began to affect ROE imvplementation even
more than MACV planners had anticipated. Although the MACV directive did not directly apply
to the RVNAF, US advisors were encouraged, as in previous ROE, to promote RVNAF compliance,
and could suspend US fire support if it were not being employed within established ROE guidelines.
Furthermiore, MACV had encouraged the RVNAF to publish a ROE directive which was almost an
exact copy of the MAGV document. 8 Nevertheless, by November, certain ineonsistencies began
to appear between the two documents which suggested the MACV directive might not adequately
provide the shift in ground operations to predominantly RVNAF efforts with US forces in a supporting role. For example, during a ground engagement on I November, a US regimental
advisor technically violated the MACV regulation when he authorized the employment of armed
helicopters against enemy forces without the required province chief approval, an authority
which MACV specified could not be delegated. Placed in a difficult situation because of the
tactical urgency of the affair, he had complied with his counterpart's request for fire becauste
the latter had received delegated clearance authority. 9tius And similar oixampler. showed the
need fur a now directive whi'li woultl reflect more appropriately the 41iti i-hing US role in the
war. Accordingly, MACV pablished on 30 Dec 71 a new POE directive tL Improve the suidainve
of the previous directive, wh-ich it supersedod..

Decembder 1271 Revision
(C) The tiew~directive, which to reproduced In its entirety asAppandix 1. dem~onstratead
MACV desire to be as precise and accuratc as possible. The regulation dofined three basic roquirements for target eugagomttnt, hostility, political find military clearance, These definitiun#
placed the political authority with the province chief or his authorized reprooentutive. Tile ARYN
corps cprnmaader and the US senior. advittor rotalned military cletaranco authority. Hoth of theso
gnagement
officers could de'logate the responaibility as appropriate for a particular type of tarpe
situation. Ae,, ordipgl*, the incideeo of I Novembewr, discussed earlier. could not have occurred
under the new .r*Ul&ti~a.

~C)eliopte
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Also souight to Pave intrarprotition problemi4.

The May 1971 varsion, even~ though soparatt. Owilt theliixed Wing atutex. nevertholess had inc.>vporatad.the &a.~tical airvirliko eoaceptuAl approacti 4or gunottip operations. The first revision
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to the May directive attempted to correct this annex without success. The December 1971 version
was rewritten to apply to the unique characteristics of the helicopter weapons system and its
technique of employment.
(C) As stated in the May 1971 directive, the rules for engaging hostile watercraft were
also confusing and required clarification. The new regulation provided this clarity by defining
territorial, inland, and international waters. Furthermore, each annex now included a paragraph on ROE for watercraft. 10
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APPENDIX I
(An exact reproduction)

*I4AOI Dir 525-13
HERADQUARTEFRS
UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND, VIETNAM
APO San Francisco 96222
DIRECTIVE
NUMBER 525-13

30 December 1971
(MACn3)

MILITARY OPERATICR4S
RULES OF L AIGAEENT FOR THlE E24POYMENT OF. FIREPOWER
IN THl. REUBLIC OFVIL7NaM CU
1. (U)
SE This directive provides specific rules of engagement
(ROS) for the conduct of the tr eW surface operations within the
Republic of Vietnam (W~l).
2. (U) API'LICABILITY. This directive k- applicable to alli MACV
salff ngerncies mid subordinate commandis.

3. (U)osEaMt.
aL.The ehang1ng z-ature of operations in the MVII haa necessaitatwi
a now approach to the ROE% for the' employment of' firepower. The
uldft-to preduninantly Repubic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RYN'AP
operations suppirted anid advised by 'US forceas, coupled with a
civilian popudace that to loss iwf lined to observe curfews atnd
restricted 4reae, nalcoa it imperative to ensure against the
indiierimitnate. use of' firepower. While the goal Iiltl~ w
offctinrnosIn ýonbat oplerutions. evory Wffrt nutat he wmde
~
~to
avoid c~iviliwicsalis minimitto the itostrtvstior. of'
private p-riaprty, Wand
coserv dlmnisihIng rt.now'cec. Acn
p1 -Ihmsit of those ebje;tivezi roquirac that the HOE W s4herod to
by, &11 frionily arnod forces.

I

b.

Thin litractive viii not hec modified bwytutbrdianto eooenvlofri
nor viii dir*%otAven
yin or Interpreting nubotntanUve
rdsIn i-his dire-,-ivo bo p*lishod by dulvivrdinato ecormando.
Intruct~tion to iutOrs,
Jue
Vhit kto=,mirz two authorfite to iss
provl.4tawlh
sit itrwotions do hot rirneutvent the dubstativo
ftmo-tiv# v-111 aorvo ns the banis for standiing poatt
pr~gkiwotfw. thok Sowlturt of' all fires to inntkde artillry.
zortat', tank, riverineO ttrike hircral't, m44e hallicoptlars,
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MACV Dir 525-13
d.4fense of his forces. Cominanders at all echelons
nust establish a balance between the force and waapons
necessary to accomplish their mission yet ensure safety
of noncombatants who are in the area.

4. (U) RESPONSIBILITY.

5.

a.

Adviscrs will take all necessary advisory action to encourage
RVNAF compliance with these ROE.

b.

Senior tactical commanders and senior advisors will:
(1)

In coordination with their RVNAF counterparts, where
applicable, insure that all units conduct operations
in accordance with this directive, and develop positive,
practical, and understandable target clearance procedures to preclude error or misunderstanding.

(2)

Insure that all personnel engaged in fire support
activities are fully cognizant of the contents of this
directive, with specific emphasis on procedures pertaining to clearance for fires and air strikes.
Periodic testing of personnel on their knowledge of
ROE is encouraged.

(3)

Require advisory personnel to insure that US fire support resources provided in support of RVWAF operations are employed in accordance with this directive.
If the request of a RVNAF unit falls outside the provisions of this directive, the advisor will take action
to suspend the US fire support which is in violation
of the ROE,

(J)DEFINITIONS.
a.

Air Strike. An attack on specific objectives by fighter,
bomber, or attack aircraft on an offensive mission. ARC
LIGHT strikes will be governed by MACV Dire~tivf 95-14(S).

b.

Armed Helicopters. For the purposes of this directive, all
helicopters having an attached ordnance delivery system including door guns are considered vxnrid heliccpters.

c.

Close Air Support. Air attacks against hostile targets
which are in close proximity to friendly forces tund which
require detailed integration of each air mission 'jiuh the

fire and movement of those forces.
d.

Curfew, Inland W~ters. The Ariy, ~opZice of Vietnam (ARVl)
military region (MR)/corps commanders In ooordinatiox, with
local authorities may designate curfews on inland waters.
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MACV Dir 525-13
Such curfews will be reported through channels to the
Joint General Staff and Headquarters, MvACV.
e.

Hostile Fire. Fire directed from a hostile source toward
It may be delivered by either direct or
friendly forces.
It does not include devices such as
indirect fire weapons.
mechanical ambushes, booby traps, and mines unless command
detonated.

f.

Hostile Watercraft. A watercraft or vessel (surface or subsurface) which is engaged in one of the following acts:
(1)

Attacking or acting in a manner which indicates within
reasonable certainty an intent to attack US or friendly
forces or installations, including the unauthorized
landing of troops or material on friendly territory.

(2)

Laying mines within friendly territorial seas or inland
waters without permission of the Government of Vietnam
(GV).

(3)

Direct support of attacks against friendly forces.

g.

Inhabited Area.
Includes any dwelling or group of awellings
as well as established hamlets and villages that do not
qualify as an urban area.

h.

Military Clearance Authority. The US military clearance
authorities are the senior tactical commanders, senior
The RVII military
advisors or their authorized representativea.
clearance authorities are the ARVIN corps commanders or their
authorized representatives.

i.

The RVII province chiefs, or
Political Clearance Authority.
their authorized representatives are the political clearance

ýuhrA'
r their rcapozti~a2 jrovinveo.

3.

Senior Taetlcai

Comranders an4 Senior Adviaors,

CO, XXIV Corps/SA, I Corps and M 1,

DIR/PA,

Includes

SRAG/USAIRMYF

MR 12; DSA/C1,U3A*AtYF M 2; CO, ThAC/UA, ITI Corps mid Kit 3;
mid ME 1 ; COAVFOBV/CIIIAVADVGP mid
CO, D0AC/GA. IV orp- and
Cdr, 7Tth AFiSA, Vietnuamee Air Vbree (VUAF),
k.

Specified Strike Zonce (SSZ).

An

rea desigated for a

specific period of time by an ARVIN corps commvmder in which
there amrIto friendly fbreea or mopulaee and in which targets

my b. attacked on the initiative of US, Fr*e World Military
Auaittaee Forcreo (WAMF),

or RVYAF eommm4eri.

SSZ will not

be referred to an %"trefire znone." Purtheutor-e, tho tens
~"tfive tire tione" will not be uged under tany circuastonceti.

S

1.

atrike Aircraft.

Fixed wing aircraft of the fighter, boaber,
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MACV Dir 525-13
and attack classification capable of conducting an air
strike.
m. Troops In Contact (TIC). A unit is considered in contact
when it is engaged with an enemy force, being fired upon, and
returning fire. The supported unit commander is responsible
for making the "in contact" determination.

6.

n.

Urban Area. Those areas depicted as built...up areas on
an Army Map Service 1:50,000 scale map.

o.

Waters.
(1)

Territorial. The belt of sea adjacent to the RVN
coast three milas wide measured from the low water mark.

(2)

Inland.

(3)

International.

Waters to landward of the territorial sea.
Waters to seaward of the territorial sea.

(c) GENERAL RULES.
a.

All possible means will be employed to limit the risk to
the lives and property of friendly forces and civilians.
In this respect, a target must be clearly identified as
hostile prior to making a decision to place fire on it.

b.

Precautionary measures will be taken to avoid the violation
of operational and national boundaries.

c.

Tile enemy is known to take advantage of areas normally
considered tuq non-mllitary targets. 'i)ypical examples of
non-militawy, targets are places of religious or historical
value and public or private buildings and dwellings. When
the enemy hias sheltered himself or installed lqfenslive
paonltiona iiisuch places, Mhe responeible brigade or higher
commnander must positively `:d.entify the preparation for, or
execution of, hoatile enezqw acts before ordering an attack,
During the attack, weapons and forces used will be those
which will insure prompt defeat of enemy forces with minimua
damage to atructures in the area.

Id.

The exception to the above policy is the palace compounid in
flue Citadel. For this specific area, commandera will em;1loy

riot control agonts a&nd take all other posuible actions to
avoid damage to tile compound.
e.

Tile use of incendiary awnitiono in inhabited or urban areas
iiill bt' avoidedI unless Ifriendly survival in at atake or it
is necessary flor the accom~plishment of the coamanderla miusion.

WStic Arm~y By D~AN~ Pcr
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f.

Riot control agents (RCA) will be used to the maximum
extent possible. RCA can be effectively employed in inhabited
and urban area operations to flush enemy personnel from buildings and fortified positions, while reducing the unnecessary

danger to civilians and the likelihood of destruction of
civilian property.
g.

The ARVN corps commander in each MR has the authority to
designate, modify, suspend temporarily, or cancel a SSZ.
Notification of SSZ designation, modification, temporary suspension, or cancellation will be disseminated by the ARVN
corps commander to all commands operating in the MR with a minimum of 72 hours notification prior to the change becoming
Notification of US and FWMAF will be through US
effective.
Requests for SSZ changes will be submitted
command channels.
to the ARVN corps commander via appropriate command channels.

h.

Specific ROE for the employment of weapons and weapon systems
in the RVN are outlined at Annexes A through D.
This directive requires no report.

7.

(U) REPORTS.

8.

(U) REFERENCES.

a.

MACV Directive 95-4(C).

b.

MACV Directive 95-14(S).

c.

MACV Directive 335-12(U).

d. MACV Directive 525-3(U).
e.

MACV Directive 525-9.

f.

MACV Directive 525-1(C).

g.

MACV Directive 525-11(C).

h.

'ACV Directive 525-226(C).

i. 7th AF OPORD 71-7(TS).
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FOR TE COMMANIDER:

DONALD H-.COWLES

SOFFICIAL

Major General, USA
Chief of Staff
W. A. RUTLEDGE
Colonel, USA
Adjutant General
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

-

SURFACE WEAPONS

*
*

1. (U) PUBI4OSE. This annex provides guidance for the control of organic weapons and the artilJ.ery, mortar, tank, naval, and riverine
gunfire provided to the surface commander by US, FWMAF, and RVNAF.

*

2.

(a)

GENERAI.

a. These rules of engagement apply to the conduct of surface
operations to include the employment of artillery, mortar,

tank, naval, and riverine gunfire by US, FWMAF, and RYNAF
in both offensive and defensive situations within the RVN.
These rules also apply to the employment of US, FWMAF, and
RVNAF fire support resources in cross service support missions
for all forces.

*

3.

b.

Artillery, mortar, tank, naval, and riverine gunfire requires
that care and attention be exercised in the formulation of
fire requests and the application of all gunnery techniques.
The exercise of sound judgment on the part of all personnel
involved in originating requests for fire, solving the gunnery
problem, and exercising precise gunnery procedures will pro-.
vide the best assurance against endangering friendly forces and
noncombatants or destroying civilian property.

c.

Procedures applicable to the conduct and control of naval gunfire are contained in the effective CTG 70.8 Operation Order
320. Market Time units will comply with the provisions of
COMCOSURVFOR Operation Order 201.

(C) CONDUCT OF FIRE.
a. Every effort will be made to observe fires regardless of the
target location. Unobserved fires will be employed only where
absolutely necessary for mission accomplishment and will be In
accordance with the criteria outlined herein.
b.

S.
Unobserved t'lre..mey be dIrected against all targets end
target areas boated within a SS after obtaining military
clearance.

c.

Utdnhabitod Areas Outside a SSE.

Mhox A

(1)

In uninhahited areas, fire my he directed against Viet
Cong (VC)Aiortti Vietnamese Army (UVA) fOeQS in contact
without obtaining aibitary or pob4tleal clearance.

()

Observed fire may he directed against targets o opportunity which are clearly identified as hostile without
obtaining military r political elearanee.

(3)

Unobeeved

fires may be dirooted at targets w1

target

O!OUP:.
DOtIbADEb AT
YEAR XffEItVA1
1JCLA$111RO
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MACV Dir 525-13
areas clearly id~entified as hostile, other thaiý VC/NVA
focsin contact, after obtaining military anc politid.

Inhabited Areas. Fire missions directed against known or
suspected VC/NVA targets in, or in the immediate vicinit,.: of,
inhabited areas will be conducted as follows.
(1)

Inhabited areas from which hostile fire ir received.
(a)

Surface commanders of units engageu in operations
involving the maneuver of surface forces in or
through inhabited areas nay respc-id with direct
fire without prior warning and wi--aout prior clei.~rance if, in the j1udgment of the commander, his
mission or troops would be Jeopardized by such warning
or dela~y. However, response shcucid be designed for
self-protection and directed only at thk source of
hostile fire.

(b)

Indirect fire missions will liecontrolled by an
observer and may be executed after approval of the
political and military clearance authority. The
only exception to the clewrance requirement would
be a situation in which the hostile fire presents
an immediate threat to "'riendly forces despite the

employmenit of direct firt.
(2)

(3)

Inhabited areas containing observed or suspected VC/NVA
targets but from which hostile fire is not received.
(a)

Surrace command.-ra my~ initit~e direct fire against
positively ider-tifli'd oneqv targets after securing
political and military clearance.

(b)

Indir.ct flrt- winsions will be cottrolled by aai
observer and cexecuted onlj after political and
miiar-. el" arance hal? b.,ýen granted. Civilians will
be giver prior warning by leafiettt, loudspeakers, or
othor appropric~te eewnu and giien oufficient time
to evacua'te the ar~i

Tol-bited are,.a- no. imm*ý4tately ttegoclated vith the
aa.eluvar of durf.ýeo fteie will. -not be tlired upon without
r., !or verning 1hy leiktleta, loudepeaker, or other appropri-.
Vertuima, even thoush fire Is rteeeved therefroa. Should
Iriendly troopm be plactl in jvoprwy, the provisionu of
Par4.Srap1h 3d( 1 abova , app]4*

~.Urk.%n Areas.
C:)
Pap 2 of

Fire miss liws directed against knownt or suspocted VC/UVA
mannx A
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targets in urban areas must preclude unneccsary danger to
civilians and destruction of civilian property.
*

(2)

Fire support in urban areas will be governed by the following:
(a)

Approval by both the senior tactical commander and
the ARVN corps commander is required to conduct fire
missions in urban areas. This authority will not be
delegated except for the built-up areas of Saigon,
Cholon, and Gia Dinh City. CG, TRAC, is authorized
to delegate authority to Commanding Officer, Capitol
Military Assistance Team, for the employment of
indirect fire in these areas. No further delegation
is authorized.

(b)

All indirect fire missions will be controlled by
an observer.

(c)

Direct fire, flat trajectory weapons are authorized
in a direct fire role in urban areas at the discretion
of a battalion or higher commander without the prior
approval of the senior tactical commander, or, in the
case of Saigon, Cholon, and Gia Dinh City, the Commanding Officer, Capital Military Assistance Team.
Direct fire weapons will be used to the maximum in
the elimination of enemy strong points or fortified
structures in urban areas. All types of munitions,
exeept ¶ncendiary, may be used in direct fire weapoes
Includtng flechette (beehive), HEAT, and canister
rotnds.

(d)

Maximum use will be made of helicopters to maneuver
troops and heavy weapons to roofb of key buildinge and
other locations to expedite cordoning.

(e) Prior to firing upon urban areas, leaflets, loudspeakers,
or other mppropriate means will be utilized to wart and
secure the cooperation andisupport of the civilian
populate even thoush fire is received frm these ureas.
f. Wutdrera M.
W() •ire wil not be employed

ttitwt waterborne craft in Inter-

national or 8WI territorial (too.4ttl) vaterit unless the craft
is;ositvelyidenifid8a hosntile aind firingearnei
granted by the Appropriate coastal zone cqmmdndr or co.st•a
sutrveillancmre •entor.
(2)

kp

Mturn of fire when fired un
ad iring in supptrt or
rriendl• forces rvceiving hostile fird in MVU territorial or

3 of Annex A
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MACV Dir 525-13
international waters is authorized if the watercraft is
positively identified as hostile.
(3)

g.

Illumination rounds are authorized over RVN territorial
or international waters when specifically requested or
cleared by a coastal surveillance center.

Vicinity of'the RV14 Border. Fire missions along or across
the RV1N
border will be in accordance with current MACV border
and cross-border authorities.

P~ar 4 of A"Im~ A
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R(ULES O? FMAGMENT

STRI.KE AIRRAF

OPERATIONS

1. (U) PURPOSE. This annex defines ROE for US, F1RMA,
wing strike aircraft in the RVN.

and RVNAF fired

2. (C) Gu~2Eal.
a.

All pilots will receive an air or ground briefing -to determine the
disposition of friendly forces-and civilians prior to initiating
an air to ground attack.

b..

Pilots will endeavor to minimize civilian casualties and civilian
property damage. Air attacks wMl not be executed where identification of friendly forces is in doubt.

c.

US strike aircraft may be controlled by any of tie following:
(1)

US Forward Air Controller (F'AG).

(2)

VNAF FAC/For~ward Air Observer (FAO).

(3)

Flight leader control utilizing US Air Force
tracking, sensor-equipped aircraft.

TL=RI

or beacon-

(4+) US Air Force MSQ-.77 (SKY SPOT').
(5)

US GV-10 aircraft commanders. In an emergency, US OV-I0
aircraft commanders may mark a target for themselves and
expend their own ordnance, They "ay alao exercise FAC
control of' each other when operating in elements of twy.
or more.

d. In an emergoecy, when compliance with the provisions of paragraph
2e, above, is not pos.rible, the following peraonnel may designate
the target for strike aircraft:
(1) The corvmandr of a company or larger ground uni t or US
dvisor, of- w unit vng5C,;w with onermy fco'cos.
(2) The UW,N'WM,
or RXINAP pilot of an airerat't oupporting a
grudunit, who haa radio eontaj.t with the gound nit
involvu ad
owlan 14entify friemdiy wid enemy positions.
.

(3) The US, MVMAYor* WNA~ plot of 4h Aircraft reqtulro.I to

.*.

opeatewitdi~theviclaity 'fahos.tile inhahitel Are or
the putrpose or' oonducting medical ewacuatien or aupply
MtiO
,40 wherie fflloy fire promta un immWIiate threait
'.oth
live-s or the &Iirart't e.
OWnAandeIt of uits ailoigned strike airpre-t wi I onaure Tht.ý
reord4 or ordnance a eti4dW arti mAint~n a minimus of three
tzenohth.
Uoecrda will iielwauio.
a minim=n

0.
t

*
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(1)

Type and "mount of' ordnance expended on e~ich target.

(2)

Coordinates of target.

(3)

Date and time of initial and final engagement of' the
t arget .

(4) unit z~upported.
3. (C' CONDUCT OF FYPE.
a..

SSZ.

Air attacks against targets or t~arget areas i:- a SSZ,

excluder,, tthe Demilitarized &cne, may' be mad,ý under flig'ht
leader cuntrol ff+ -r *ab,:tiniLug xsilite
cx earaze.
b.

Uninhabited areas outside a 2ý3Z. Miiitary and political
clearanne are required for airstrikes agair,st targets in uninhabited areas outside a ESSZ except:

(1) When in close support of f.riendly troops In contact
,paragraph 4, below).
(2) When ret.,.rning ground fireý.

(paragraph 4b(5), below).

z. Inhabited Areas. Fixed wing aircraf't close air support
missions that involve striker, In inhabited areaz nlrqt be con.trolled by a YAC and be initiatted only af'ter political clearance has been obtained. The conduct of' such air t.perations
also must be approved by the attacking 'zat~t~alon or higher
coasander.
(1) An attack deemod neceasary on an inhabited area nay bo
made without warning (prescribed in paragraph 3o(2).
below) or delay provided all three of' the following
requiretsentu are aatisfied:
(a) Lnvmy Ciro is being recQeived froma the area.
Wb The attack la executed it..
conjunction vith a ground
operation invoivina the moveoent of' around rorces
throutoh the urea.
(e) In thie 4udgenent of' the battalion or hiaher cadr
hia mission would be Jeopardized by prior warninet.
(2)

If tho. attaci~ on un inhabited areoa Wnnot In %eenjmnction
vith hnii~odiato grmii operation, tho ihab.trant rtwit
bW warnet by loafleta , loute~ke ra, or other npproprl eto
meunn prior to tht attaok, culd riven su flelent titpi to
dvacutate the iArea. Qtwe the inhubitantr vf at targe-t areaF
have been adequatc-l warrned thait thtp ara hrAn boen aol'mcte4
aa a target asid given suffilcict time to evueuznte, the areak

Page 2 of' Annex B
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may then be struck without further warning. An exception
may be made for herbicide missions in cases where prior
warning may jeopardize the safety of the spray aircraft
(MACV Directive 525-216).

*
d.

Urban Areas.

Air attacýks directed against known or suspected

VC/NVA targets in urban areas must preclude unnecet-,sary danger
to civilians and destruction of civilian property, and -0., their
nature require greater restrictions than tha rules of engagement
for less populated areas. Therefore, "he following specific
US, GVN, and RVNAF clearance procedures and restrictions must
be strictly adhered to.
Approval by both the senior tactical commander and the
ARVNI corps ccammander is reqnired to conduct air attacks in
urban areas including support of RYNAF. This authority will
not be delegated except for the built-up areas of Saigon,
Cholon, and Gia Dinh -City. CG, TRAC, is authorized to
delegate authority to Commanding Officer, Capitol Military
Assistance Team, fo- 'the employment of US and FWMA?' tactical air in these areas. No fux'ther delegation is authorized.

RI)

e,

(2)

Air attacks in urban areas will be controlled by a ?'AC.

(3)

Prior to subjecting urban areas to uxn air attaek, ever,
when fire is being receiwed from the area, the inhabitants
must be warned, by leafle~ts, loudspeakers, or othe~r appro.pri~ktv meanus prior to th-- attack, and #!i en suffieent
time ý0 evacuate the area.

Watercraft.
(1)

F~ixed ving mircraft are not tkuth')ri ,.ed to ýinga~l whtercraft of any description in international or 14VII -te~rri
torial (eoaatal) wateru, exivpt wn authorized in paragrftph
le(3) below. This restriction doet; not deny a icraft

comsandera- the rig~ht to return hostile fire in thie exorcis(, ofslfeen.
(2)

Watercraft on inland wraters noy 4e engoged tifteor hteini

poitivoly idenU..tiQ4 9z houtile wid W4tto rslitxry iand
politicaml vclearance granted. Driknng hotwo of annowioe4
curfevs, Any vaterbiurne craft on Inland waterp mv be
presuwwd hostile and enpagd after military und politien!
celarance has been. granted.
*(3)

Speiric Inutruetonion for &)ngagement of vteararat by
fixed ving xirerkf¶ in the I¶RAR 11131 iDAO F1IPIM aýnd
M&
I
(a)

?4 9 tuaticul ara of roponiaiblilty I1TAOR):
IMAJ IMGI

D~AD
PIP1'&

and 1MVKl

TMHf

ditndof tWrty n~auticael m~llo.

0*4t1-1 4oinf1d

The northeastorn
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boundary is 17 degrees North Latitude; and the northwestern boundary is the seaward extension of the RVi;/
MRB border.
(b)

Fixed wing aircraft will not engage watercraft in
this TAOR except in support of TRAN HUNG DAO FIFTEEn
or MARKE TIME surface forces,

(c) Surface craft must be positively identified as
hostile and firing clearance nmust be granted by the
appropriate coastal zone commander or coastal surveillance center except when firing is in support of
a T'AN HUNG DAO FIFTEEN or MARKET TIKE unit under
actual attack.
4.

(C) SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (DAYCOR NIGHT).
a.

t~.

The FAC will:
(1)

Have a thorough knowledge of the scheme 4f g-ound maneuver.

(2)

Raintaira reliable
strike aircratt.

(3)

N*ke positi vo idetititication and mark the target.

M)

Insure thiat strike pLlots are aware of tdiendly looations
in relatien to target, chor&cteriate of target urea,
anid ýc-m4 weather e~onditlowi,

(5)

Ue l:fC,Ot

omsmunications with th, grqond unit anid

re lar&er mcale ras of tarýým

ei•t. and

Puring at strike, pilots of atriket aircraft will.
(1) Aiwayn tbei under the, control of, iand ini dirvet radilo
n
tact .ith. z%FAC or deIignAted rontric gr.ey. qirbornoS
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34t Abovv).
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Defend themselves agaianst ground '"ire provided:

(5)

(a)

The source of the fire can be visually identified.

(b)

The strike can be positively oriented against the

source.
(c) The fire is
necessary.

4

(6)

of such intensicy that counteraction is

Utilize LORAN or beacon-tracking sensor systems for
instrument flight rules (IFR) dfAliveries.
Aircrews making
LORAN or beacon-tracking, sensor-directed strikes will be
in direct radio contact with a designated control agency,
airborne or ground, except in a SSZ.

5. (U) AIR INTERDI:'ION.
Air interdiction missions will be conducted
and controlled in accordance with paragraphs 3 and 4, above.

6. (C) VICINITY OF THE RVN DODKER.
a.

US and FWMAF military fixed wing aircraft will not penetrate

the VWZ, Laotian, or Khmer Republic airspace unless specifically
for Air, 7th AF.

authorized by COMUS4ACV/DFV-JSI4ACV

b. All FAC operating In the vicinity of the bortlers will have a
:.50,000 or larger scale map of the targ.-t area. Maps, -owsmiv,
atd photographs will be made availabl- to the pilots .ehenever
pos- ible.
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MACV Dir 525-13
reconnaissance and surveilla ce missions conducted in the vicinity of
the DMZ, Khmer Republic or Laotian border, and in Khr•er Republic,
Laotian, or North Vietnamese airspace -ill
be in accordance
.ith
authorities established by separate MACV directives.
9.
(U) AIR TO AIR FESTRICTIONS.
7th AF rules of engagement for airto-air combat in the RVN are published in 7th AF OPORD 71-7.
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

-

ARMED HELICOPTER OPERATIONS

1. (U) PURPOSE. This annex defines specific operational restrictions
and rules of engagement for US, FWMAF, and RVNAF armed helicopters
operating in the RVN.
2. (C) GENERAL.
a.

Ordnance delivery systems in armed helicopters will be fired only
when authorized by the aircraft commander.

b.

All pilots and gunners will receive an air or ground briefing to
determine the disposition of friendly forces and civilians prior
to initiating an air attack.

c.

Pilots and gunners will endeavor to minimize civilian casualties
and civilian property damwie.
Air attacks will not be executed

whero identification of friendly forces is in doubt.
d.

Commanders of units assigned helicopters with an attached weapons
system which is fired by the pilot or copilot will ensure that
records of ordnance expended are maintained for a minimum of three
months.
Records will include as a minimum:
(1) Type and amount of ordnance expended on each target.

e.

(2)

'Coordinates of each target.

(3)

Date and time of initial and final engagement of the target.

(4)

Unit supported.

Pilots of armed helicopters will:

(1) Fire only when all three of the following requirements are
satis fled:

(2)

(a)

They are under the eonLrol of, and in direct radio
contact with, the designated control agency, airborne
or ground, except in a SSZ when a designated flight
leader Is authorized to control.

(h)

The target or target marker can he visually identified.

(c)

Friendly mnd civilian positbns are positively Idontified.

Asoortain local conditions regarding weather, target area, and
ourrounding terrain (,characteristics.

(J) Dofond themselves againut ground fire provided:
GROUP 4
DOWNGUADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS;
DECIASSIFID
IM 12 YEDIýS
V
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f.

3.

(a)

The source of fire can be visually identified.

(b)

The return fire can be positively oriented against
the source.

The fcdlowing personnel may designate targets for armed
helicopters:
(1)

The commander of a ground or VNN surface unit or the US
advisor of any unit in contact with enemy forces.

(2)

The US, FWMAF, or RVNAF pilot of a helicopter supporting
a ground unit who has radio contact with the ground unit
and can identify friendly positions in relation to enemy
positions.

(3)

The US, FWMAF, or RVNAF pilot of a helicopter required to
operate in the vicinity of a hostile inhabited area for
the purpose of conducting medical evacuation or supply
missions, and where enemy fire presents an immediate threat
to the lives of the helicopter crew.

g.

Airborne test firing of weapons will be conducted only after
obtaining military and political clearance.

h.

When appropriate, US Arar, US Air Force and US Navy armed helicopter operations will be coordinated within the operational
area with controller aircraft of the other services.

(C) CONDUCT OF FIRE.
a.

SSZ. Armed helicopters may attack targets and target areas in
a SSZ, excluding the DMZ, after obtaining military clearance.

b.

Uninhabited Areas Outside an SSZ. Military and political
clearances are required to engage targets in uninhabited areas
outside an SSZ except:
(1) When in close support of friendly troops in contact.
(2)

c.

When returning groundflre (paragraph 2f(3),

above).

Inhabited Areas.
(1)

Armed helicopters involved in air attacks on inhabited
areas must receive the approval of, and always be in
direct radio contact with, the designated control agency
of the responsible ground colander. Attacks may be
initiated after military and political clearances have been
obtained.

(2)

If the attack on an inhabited area froia which enemy fire is

Page 2 of Annex C
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being received is deemed necessary, the attack may be
made without warning (as prescribed in paragraph 3c(3),
below) or delay provided all three of the following
requirements are satisfied.
(a)

The enemy fire is being received from the area.

(b)

The attack is executed in conjunction with a ground
operation involving the movement of ground forces
through the area.

(c)

In the judgement of the commander, his mission would
be jeopardized by prior warning.

(3) If the attack on an inhabited area is not in conjunction
with an immediate ground operation, the inhabitants must
be warned by leaflets, loudspeakers, or some other appropriate means prior to the attack and given sufficient time to
evacuate the area. Once the inhabitants of a target area
have been adequately warned that the area has been selected
as a target and given sufficient time to evacuate, the
area may then be attacked without further warning.
d.

e.

Urban Areas.
(1)

Air attacks directed against known or suspected VC/NVA
targets in urban areas must preclude unnecessary danger
to civilians or destruction of civilian property, and by
their nature require greater restrictions than the rules
of engagement for less populated areas. Approval by both
the senior tactical commander and the ARVN corps commander
is required to conduct US and FWMAF air attacks in urban
areas, including supporting RVNAF. This authority will
not be delegated with the exception of the built-up areas
of Saigon, Cholon, and Gia Dinh City. CG, TRAC, is
authorized to delegate authority to Conmmanding Officer,
Capital Military Assistance Team, for employment of armed
helicopters in the built-up areas of Saigon, Cholon, and
Gia Dinh City. No further delegation is authorized.

(2)

Only point targets, e.g., a specific building, will be
engaged and these targets must be positively identified to
the pilot. The engagement of area targets in urban areas
is prohibited.

(3)

Prior to subjecting urban areas to air attack, even when
fire is received from the area, the inhabitants must be
warned by leaflets, loudspeakers, or some other appropriate
means prior to the attack and given sufficient time to
evacuate the area.

Watercraft.

Page 3 of Annex C
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(1) Helicopters are not authorized to engage watercraf't of
any description in international or HVN territorial
(coastal) waters except as authorized in paragraph 3e(3),
below. This restriction does not deny aircraft commanders
the right to return hostile fire in the exercise of
self-defense.
(2) Watercraft on inland waters may be engaged after being
positively identified as hostile. and with military and
political clearance granted. During hours of announced
curfews, any waterborne craft on inland waters may be
presumed hostile and engaged after military and political
clearances have been granted.
(3) Specific instructions for engagement of watercraft by
helicopters in the TRAN HUNG DAO FIFTEEN and MARKET TIME
TAOR:
*(a)

THAN HUNG DAD FIFTEEN a-nd hIARKET TINE TAOR is defined
as the water area off the coast of the HVN out to a
distance of forty nautical miles. The northeastern
boundary is 17 degrees North Latitude; and the north'western boundary is the seaward extension of the RVN/
GKR border.
(b) Helicopters will not engage watercraft in this TAOR
except in support of THAN HUNG DAO FIFTEEN or MARKET
TIME surface forces.
(a) Surface craft must be positively identified as
hostile and firing clearance must be granted by the
appropriate coastal zone commander or coastal surveil-.
lance center except when firing is in support of a
THAN HUNG DAO FIFTEEN or MARKET TIME unit under actual
attack.

4~.(C) JETTISON.
a.

Munitions will be jettisoned in designated jettison areas.

b. During night or IFS conditions, aircraft will be under positive
radar control while jettisoning, except during emergencies covered
in paragraph 4c, below.
c. Aircraft may jettison munitions in other than designated areas
during emergencies when there is an immediate threat of injury to
crew or damage to the aircraft. Every effort will be made to
ensure that munitions are not jettisoned so that they impact

into or near inhabited areas.
d.

Emergency jettisoning of herbicides will be reportesd immediately
to the MACV Coamand Center giving date-tivie, coordinates, agent,
volume, and circumstances.
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5.

(C)

VICINITY OF THE RVN BORDER.

a.

US and FWMAF military rotary wing aircraft will not penetrate
the DMZ, Laotian, or Khmer Republic airspace unless specifically authorized by COMUSMACV/DEPCOMUSMACV for Air, 7th AF.

b.

Aerial reconnaissance flights along or near the Cambodian or
Laotian border are vital to the security of the RVN and US
defense efforts. However, extreme care must be exercised in
planning and executing in-country missions by reconnaissance
aircraft of all services to ensure that inadvertent overflights
do not occur. All aircraft involved in coordinating close
air support and operating in the vicinity of the border will
have a 1:50,000 or larger scale map of the target area. Maps,
mosaics, and photographs will be made available to pilots
whenever possible.

*

C
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

-AIR

DEFEN2SE

1. (U) PURPOSE. This annex provides guidance for the Interception and
identification of unknown aircraft, and the engagement of hostile aircraft
in the territorial airspace of the RVN.
2.

(C) GEERL
a. In accordance with directives of the services concerned, the
individuals occupying the following positions have been delegated
authority to declare aircraft hostile and to direct engagement:
(1"

Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, 7th AF, Tan Son Nhut, or
his designated representative, for US actions.

(2) Commander, VNAF Tactical Air Control Center (TACO), Tan Son
Nhut, for RVNAF- actions.
b. Coordination will be maintained between USAF TACO and VNAF TACO

to avoid actions which may endanger friendly forces or interfere
with authorized operations.

c. Caution and judgment will be exercised in directing the engagement of unknown aircraft. Consideration must be given to the
rnotsiHlit,' that such engagement could be contrary to US and RVN
Interests. Examples of such instances include.
(1) Civilian aircraft which Intrude into RVN airspace because of

navigational error or equipment malfunction.
(2)

Communist aircraft whose aircrews or passengers desire to
defect.

M.(0 HOSTILE ACTS. The following or similar ac~s of known enemy aircraft, missiles, and drones) or uircraft which remain unidentified shall
be considered hostile unless other circumstances clearly show that such
acts do not involve a eloar and present danger.
a.

Aircraft releasing bombs, launching missiles, or firing guns.
rocketa. torpkdoes, or other veapN=4 At any wiatr, air, or grounid
targqt other than on reoognized firing ranges.

b.

Aircraft wctonductng mine viegr operations along the approaches to
or In territorial (ooaatal. watora of the MVI.
A.
r<'rat not obviously in distrevs, releasnttn

par4aýhutos or

towing glldars over the tq*rritoriall (ooastul) watfara oC lund
masses ole the HIWN.
4. Aircraft opanine fire on interceptor fAircrat mintalnin4 mirvvillvor angncing in other ag-groosive aietona whic+ lndicýato that
DOWNGRAI)EI C1 J YAR iliTM$WAL~t
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the aircraft is preparing to attack friendly aircraft, vessels,
installations, or personnel.
e.

Aircraft opening bomb bay doors or performing other actions

which indicate that bombs may be dropped or missiles fired.
f. Missiles or drones not known to have been fired or launched
by friendly forces or whose track indicatec a possiblo- threat
to friendly forces.

a

g.

Aircraft visually identified as belonging to a communist bloc
country, operati-ag within the boundaries of territorial waters
or land rasses where means of diverting or bringing the aircraft under control are not feasible, unless it has proper

clearance or is obviously in distress.
I4. (C)PROCEDURES.
a.

Aircraft, missiles and drones declared hostile under the

provision of paragraph 3, above, will be engaged and destroyed.
Engagement orders will be directcd by the officers designated
in paragraph 2a, above, and passed t,~"S or VNAF interceptor
aircrews by the senior director of the appropriate Control and
Reporting Center (C1RC).
b. The engagement o*fhostile aircraft, missiles, or drones by US
Army or US Navy air defense artillery batteries or surface to
air missiles placed in defense of installations will be as
prescribed by t'ie commander responsible for the air deftrnse
of the respective axea.

c. If an armed attack is initiated agains~t US, ~*MWP, or RVNAF
militairy or nonmilitary personnel, aircraft, vessels, or
inotallations in !W?1 territory, interceptor mircrevu will take
immediate and agressive protective measurvs.
d. Visual identif'ication of airborne objeetv will be made before
firing unleuts tho trach has been desiwnatod host~lei by proper
authority or indicatcu commnitmaent of a houtil* act.
e. Precise location of' friendly aircraft., vessels), wAd Pg-ound fercev
will be w-scertained prior to luauling it clearanceo to enaeW enerV
aircrqft, mteai'es, or dronen. Cleamranee will not be granted to
engage tslov. upeed tar~ts if the traek extenda into an area
occupied lbyuhips.

I ;the

f. In those eircvw tancet wheri2 mi tutruditir aircrafrt, missile,
or drone to to bo intercepted and es~corted, but net eýngae,3jA
International lntet-eeptian Sinall tand Pmeoedurts publithood
in the Enrouto Suppl~twnt of tho 1F1irht inftom-Ation Publication
(M14P) will be uged. All pilotd flying WRII
JWN airpatt vill
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maintain familiarity with these procedures.
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MACV Directive 525-13 (C), I May 71, Subj: Rules of Engagement for the Employment of
Firepower in the RVN (U), Gp-4.

2.

DF (C), MACJ3-06, 30 Dec 70, 5ubj: Publication of MACV Dir 525-13 (U),

3.

Same as #1.

4.

Some as #1.

5.

Msg (U), CG USARV to COMUSMACV,

6.

Msg (C). COMIJSMACV to DC-G USARV, 27123OZ Aug 71, Subj: Rules of Engagement (11),
Gp-4.

7.

Mr-g (C). COMIJSMACV to CG TRAC, 011544Z Oct 71, Subj- Clarification Rules of
Yngageirent (U), Gp- 4 .

8.

kIFR, (C) MAJ Cash, SJSIMii Mist, Subj: Commu-ents by LTC Cooper, J-3 Action~ Officer
ýor ROE (UW. dated 22 Feb 7Z.

9.

Letter (S), CQ DRAG to COMUSMACV,

10.

MACV Directive 525-13 (C), 30 Dec 71, Subji: Rules of Engagvnifnt for the Employownt o'f
Firepower in the RVN (U), Gp- 4 .
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Gp-Not stated.

150835Z Aug 71, Subj: Rules of Engagement.

Subj- Rules of Engagement (U).

24 Nov 711, Op-4.
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ANNEX E
CROSS.BORDER OPERATIONS

RVN OPERATIONS IN CAMBODIA
INTRODUCTION
(S) By late 1970 Hanoi was encountering major problems in providing logistic support for
the North Vietnamese Army's (NVA) war against the Republic of Vietnam. Previously the naval
blockade of the South Vietnamese Coast, Operation MARKET TIME, had effectively forced the
enemy to rely mainly on the port at Kompong Soea formerly Sitanoukville, and on land lines of
communication (LOG) through northeastern Cambodia to storage base areas along the Cambodian
South Vietnamese border (see Figure E-I).
(S) The March 1970 change in government in Plhnom Penh And the resulting cancellation of
trade agres ments with Hanoi had denied the port of Kompong Som and limited infiltration of
personnel and -supplies principally to the Ho Chi Minh trail.
(S) The eviction decree of all NVA/VC elements by Marshal Lon No• on I2 Mar 70 led to a
warmer relationship with the GVN and cooperative military actions against a common enemy.
The NVA reacted strongly to this decree and attempted to overthrmw the Lao Nol governmvent by
isolating the capital city, disci ýditing the government and btacking the utltimate reinstatenient of
the former ruler, Prince Sihanouk.
In April 1970 the NVA beva,-: ofeinsive operations along the
RVN-Cambodian border. Tho VC/NVA forces were %oon successfui •/ controlling a corridor 10
to I$ miles wide from Mimot, Cambodi4,
to the Gulf of ThAiland adnd in so doing had ,omplete
freedomr of movemenit 4alng tne border. Laemy efforts could then b# turand toward isolatmng

Phnom Pooh.
(S) In reactiqn Allied forceso began a military inicursion into the Ca~nibumian s~anctuariest on%
Z9 Apr 70; 13 major comnbs, operation %ere cnnduactr In the I .tonto
that followed. Only two
of those operations involed US grr-ý.-A combat units, but US, advisors a.c inipaoied all AUVN
operationt and US air assets supported all operatiots as required until •0 Juln 70. US ground
forces and US adv-isors conftiavd their opermtluas to a depth r" 30 k.i,
The slrioe
of thie Cant.
bodian tacursion of 1970 was measured In part by the capture of utdlvidual w#apon* sufficient to
equip s$ full strength VG iniantry bttalio•tsiv,df tcint , ..e.served w0apon• to %914lp $a to 90
VC btiallioa, 4ad eoOugh ••mall aros am•wnuiluon to prt'v-idr A 4ltc load for 5a,000 sioldiers.
Although strateg, c resiults of the trois-bordor operat wans were difficult to .ete,
it was evident
that the operations suecesslully fore tallkd atn n
Mat.o c uter-c4ftfesv
dicate
ot
by the NVA IV( 4caingt

4

the Lon Nol government.
S
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ARVN infantrymen proceed through thick jungle vegetation during a 1971 crossborder operation into Cambodia.

RVNAF cross -border operaliom.s accounted [or Iuge quantitios u)f etmtliy rnateriol
such as these crow.surved and individual woupons.
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CAMBODIAN OPERATIONS
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1971

(S) Begianing in September 1970 and continuing through 1971, the. Kh-er Republic Armed
Forces, Forces Armees Nationale Khmer (FANK), undertook a counteroffensive, which was
limited in scope and was supported by their own and Allied air resources. The offensive was
designed to enforce the Government of the Khmer Republic (GKR) decree to remove VC/NVA
forces from within its borders. In order to achieve this goal, FANK began to control major LOC
and reoccupy territories formerly held by thV VC/NVA. At the same time the GKR initiated
pacification programs to win the support of the populace and to combat the enemy infrastructure.

Operation TOAN THANG 0 1/71
(S) In December 1970 COMUSMACV requested special authority to support the III Corps
(RVN) dry season campaign cross-border operations into Cambodia. The operation, designated
TOAN THANG 01/71, was planned to open and secure Route (RT) 7 from the RVN border to
Tonle Bet, to destroy and dislodge the enemy in base areas north of RT 7, to spoil reinfiltration
attempts into RVN, and to support FANK operations by removing enemy pressure in populated
areas east of the Mekong River between RT 7 and RT 1. (See Figure E-2.) CINCPAC concurred
with the US support plan which provided for TACAIR, fixed wine and helicopter gunships, B-5Z
air strikes, troop lifts, and Medevac beyond VNAF capability.
(C) The TOAN THANG 01/71 operational area in Cambodia was divided into three general
sectors: (1) the Chup-Dambe area which extended east from Kompong Cham along RT 7 to
Phum lrek (Krek) and north along RT 75 to Chhlong; (Z) the Snuol area which extended west to
Mimot, north to Kratie and east to the SVN border; (3) the southern sector which was bordered
by RT 15 to the west, RT 1 to the south, RT 7 to the north, and the SVN border to the east. 6
(See Figure E-2.)
(S) Seven RVN multibattalion task forces (TF) engaged in the operation. On 4 Feb 71, two
task forces moved north on RT 22 then west on RT 7 from Tay Ninh, SVN, t' rough Krek to the
vicinity of the Chup rubber plantation. One task force moved into the Chup pla
ttion proper
while the other maintained route security. Four enemy contacts in the vicinity of the Chup
plantation resulted in 317 enemy KIA while ARVN suffered only light casualtiP
Th •taek forces
conducting search and reconnaissance operations in the Snuol area and the souaheL,1- s-ctor had
several scattered brief contacts. Total results of the first week of the operation were 440 enemy
KIA, 40 PW, 88 IW and 16 CSW captured. An ARVN TF headquarters was attacked-by-fire
during the first week of the operation in the Chup area resulting in the destruction of 4, 500
rounds of mortar and artillery ammunition and a large stock of POL.
(S) Numerous contacts were reported during the first 10 days of the operation. The enemy
seemed to be avoiding a decisive engagement although intelligence sources indicated that sufficient
enemy strength was present in the operational area to sustain an attack when conditions were
favorable, Enemy contacts were limited to small attacks-by-fire, probing actions, and ambushes
of logistics convoys along RT 7.
(S) The task force neai Dambe continued along RT 75, reaching its final objective of Chhlong
on 22 Feb 71, and met only light resistance. Friendly initiated contacts with the enemy generally
increased throughout the AO during the first week of March as RVN task forces effectively employed tactical air (TACAIR) and gunships to exploit their reconnaissance. Cumulative results of the
campaign as of 10 Mar 71 were 3,374 enemy KIA, 352 friendly KIA, and 1, 787 WIA.
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(S)

Concurrently, and as an adjunct to Operation TOAN THANG 01/71, the RVNAF conducted

Operation DONG KHOI within its own borders in MR 3.
IV, Plans and Operations.)

(This operation is discussed in Chapter

(S) Enemy contacts remained light and sporadic throughout the TOAN THANG 01/71
area until 17 Mar 71 when the two TFs operating in the Chup Plantation area became heavily
engaged with an estimated enemy regiment. Contact lasted for 2 days and was supported by RVN
artillery, US helicopter gunships, USAF and VNAF TACAIR, and ARC LIGHT strikes. RVN
commanders reported killing 409 of the enemy with friendly losses of 8 KIA and 50 WIA. Further
bomb damage assessment (BDA) on 21 Mar 71 discovered an additional 312 enemy bodies, presumed killed by artillery and air support. After this battle, activity returned to a relatively low
level in the Chup Planatation area.
(S) On 31 Mar 71 in the Chup-Dambe area near Soung, an ARVN task force was attacked by
an estimated 160 rounds of mortar and artillery followed by a 5-hour ground battle with an
estimated enemy battalion. Enemy losses were reported as 225 KIA, and 13 B-40 rocket launchers
and 25 AK -47 rifles captured. Three days later an additional 100 enemy bodies were found presumably killed by air (KBA).
(S) Immediately following this battle, the tempo of the action in the Snuol area increased
as task forces continued search and reconnaissance operations. On 3 Apr 71 a cache of 5, 500
pounds of rice was destroyed. Small unit actions for 3 and 4 April accounted for 218 enemy
KIA. The high level of friendly initiated activity continued until 6 Apr 71 resulting in 466 enemy
KIA and numerous weapons and ammunition captured or destroyed. ARVN losses were reported
as 26 KIA, 143 WIA, and 125 MIA. Following these battles, enemy contacts quickly reduced in
number and intensity.
(S) This phase of Operation TOAN THANG 01/71 coincided with Operation LAM SON 719
(30 Jan - 6 Apr 71). an RVNAF operation into the Laos panhandle across from SVN MR I border,
discussed later in this annex. The disruption of enemy supply and infiltration activities caused
by the two simultaneous operations significantly eased the pressure on FANK elements protecting
Phnom Penh and the vital LOG to the coastal areas as well as RTs 5 and 6 to the northwest of
the capital. The interdiction of the enemy's lifeline from the north was possibly rvsponsiblo
for the lessening of enemy-initiated contacts throughout the lKhmer Republic during Fburary
and March 1971.7
(S) The general lull of activity which began in mid-April continued for approimnatoly I month
as contacts were limited to occasional attacks-by-fire (ABF) and harassment of convoys along
major Cambodian land LOC. RVN task forces continued to conduct search and recon•noissance
operations from lompong Chain eastward to the SVN border and began proparation for the southwest monsoon phase of the operation to begin in late May or early June. As a part of this phase,
the 5th ARVN Div planned a withdrawal of the task force operating in th• Snuol area on 45 Apr 71
and replace it with a smaller task force.
Indications were that the enemy possibly knew of the
planned withdrawal as harassment of convoys on R1' 13 increased as did ABF. Astsembly
positions, bunters, and antiaircraft positions were reported being built around Snuol and along
RT 13 to the south. 9
The Snuol Battle
(C) On the night of 25 May 71, the enemy encircled and attacked the tire baso# along RT 13
as well as blocked the planned withdrawal route (see Figore E-3). Since the main supply rotte
was blocked from the south, helicopter resupply operations wure attempted. however e1nemy
close-in antiaircraft weapons prohibited the undertaking.
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(C) After 3 days of constant contacts with an estimated enemy force of three regiments,
Snuol became untenable. An operation was initiated to relieve the entrapped task force. RVN
committed a brigade-size task force to attack north from Loc Ninh with the objective of clearing
RT 13 to a point midway between the border and Snuol and support the withdrawing force. The
relief force was attacked by indirect fire followed by a ground assault before it had reached its
objective and closed into night defensive positions. A senior US Army advisor described the
situation as
.'What
"
had been a controlled operation was turned into a rout as units that
were supposed to occupy night defensive positions continued down the road and suffered heavy
personnel and equipment losses. "10
(C) The relief operation was completed 31 May 71. Friendly losses as a result of the Snuol
battle as reported by RYN JGS were 133 I•IA, 494 WI.A, 130 MIA, 947 IW, 83 CSW, 41 mortar
and artillery pieces, 18 APCs, 6 tanks, 41 vehicles, and numerous radios. The enemy lost
1, 143 KIA (500 KBA) and 186 weapons.

Tonle Toch Operations
(S) The end of May battle in the Snuol area coincided with a significant battle in the Tonle
Toch area east northeast of Phnom Penh. (See Figure E-4.) F-ANI( elements operating in the
area from the Mekong River east to RT 15 were in constant contact with the enemy forces in

that area from 28 May 71 to 3 Jun 71.
into the area by boat on 1 Jun 71.

Reinforcements from Phnom Penh were introduced

The contact was supported by RVN, GER, and US TACAIR

and other air support. Friendly losses from the battle as reported by FANK were Z2 EIA and
201 WIA,. Enemy losses wvere reported as 562 KIA, however US observers said this figure we's
exaggerated somiewhat.

Heavy contacts in the Tonle Toch area continued through the month of

June 1971 and resulted in FANI< losses of 169 MIA and 1, 097 WIA. FANK reported 1. 284 enemy
1<IA but the US Defense Attache Office (USDAO) estimated 600 enemy KIA. The fighting decreased
gradually during July and early August, and the operation was terminated on I11Aug 71.
OHENLA II Operation
(S) Generally, activity throughout the southern half of Cambodiat reduced significantly from
mid-July to late September. flVN forces wert, with~drawn from the Snuol area as the wet season
phase began and RVIN participation was limited to road clea'ring and main supply route (Ms1p)
security. Thto most significank FANK operation during the summer months was CHENLA 11 with
thle mission of opening and securing RT #6from Kompong Luung to Kompong Them. Thist operation
later met with~ stiff enemy reAction and resulted In FANK losses of 1Sb KI.A and 656~ WIA, Enemy
losses for the operation~ wore- reported as 3,9S4 NIA t994 body count), l6 PW, and Z03 rallivro.
Equipment captured was reported as 296 IW. 23 CSW. 3, 600 bugs of food mtuffs, 6-30 bArrels8 of
POL and approximnately 100 Ion* of rubber. TIT 6was temporarily opeoned on 1' Oct 71 for thle
first time since June 1970 for approximately 3 weeks, Enemy pressuire Again forced cloouro of
RT 6 by late October and PANK tolits operating north of 15arAy weore resupplied by air. Portiono
of RT t, were under enemy control as the year ended, The operation started in Octobeor and ended
in early December 19.71.
Theo Krck B~attle
4C) Active patrolling was condutood by IMN elements in thle Krok area And along N-181 during
the dry season withouat significant cotacts. As time passed patrolling. bocame less; aggressive,
puwsitny duw to IaCA o1 veneiql contaots aml poor road trafficability a* a result of tile ontet of the
summer monsoon rains. Tho enemy took advantage of this break- in activity by moving small
units into entrencehed positious on eaich *.Ile of RT 22 between Tay Ninh and Krek. Enemy position&

*
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00
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0
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were fortified with mortars, antiaircraft weapons, RPGs and an array of other automatic weapons.
It was later estimated that the enemy had spent 5 or 6 months preparing fighting positions. In
keeping with NVA tactics, the fighting positions were used for offensive operations at the most
opportune time.
(C) On 26 Sep 71 the enemy initiated an attack against the fire bases in the Krek area. All
fire bases were attacked-by-fire, but the main ground attack was against a fire base just east
of Krek. (See Figure E-5.) The enemyls intent, revealed later by PW statements, was to
overrun this fire base, apply heavy pressure on the remaining Krek bases, and force a withdrawal of RVN forces. The enemy had sufficient strength in the area to intercept the withdrawing
forces and cut the ground LOG. By 27 Sep 71,main supply routes (MSR) connecting the firebases
(RTs 7 and 22) were held by the enemy. Unlike the Snuol battle, helicopter resupply was successful at all fire bases except the one east of Snuol which was heavily defended by antiaircraft
weapons. Instead of withdrawing, RVN commanders decided to reinforce their units in place by
airlift, and to attack north from Tay Ninh astride RT 22 with an armored/infantry brigade-size
task force.
(C) As the battle developed, a US Light Operational Support Coordination Group was
established at Tay Ninh to assist in coordinating fire support and other operational support.
(C) The ground maneuver plan of the Krek battle was integrated with heavy fire support
from B-52 ARC LIGHT strikes, TACAIR, helicopter gunships, and artillery. The fire power
used in the Krek battle:
89
1,156
1,398
3,699
4,800
153,960

ARC LIGHT strikes
USAF TACAIR sorties
VNAF TACAIR sorties
US helicopter gunship sorties
US artillery rounds
ARVN artillery rounds

(C) On 2 Oct 71 RVN committed a second brigade task force to relieve the encircled bases.
By 5 Oct 71 the siege of all firebases had been broken and the enemy began to withdraw his forces.
The MSR to the Cambodian border (RT 22) was cleared by 15 Oct.
(C) The heavy volume of firepower coupled with effective operations by RVN ground forces
caused significant losses to the enemy compared to friendly losses. The enemy suffned 2,581
KIA, and 19 captured, while RVN casualties were 198 I•IA, 1, 194 WIA, and 56 MIA.

RVN - FANK Cooperation Grew
(S) The level of RVN.FANK cooperation increased during November 1971 as RVN forces
supported IANIK with airlift of troops, emergency resupply missions, and ground operations
into the Chup-Dambo sector. High level discussion on ways to coordinate future military
operations against a common enemy was evidence of improved cooperation between the GKR and

GVN.
(S) On 22 Nov 71, I11 Corps (TtVN) began a four division operation to exploit the success of
the Krekoperation, to strike at the NVA 5th and 7th Divisions in the Chup-Dambe and Snuol
areas, and thereby relieve the pressure along RT 6 in the FANtK CHENLA II AO. Daily contacts
were made in the Dambe area as RVN continued operations along RT 75. The most significant
battlr. took place during the period 7 to 19 Doc 71. As friendly forces attempted to move southwest from Dambe on RT 75, they encountered an estimated enemy battalion entrenched along
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each side of the road. B-52
through the enemy positions
battles throughout the AO as
1W, and 52 CSW captured as

and TACAIR support enabled the RVN ground elements to break
and continue operations in the Chup area. Results of the December
reported by JGS/RVNAF were 1, 376 enemy MIA, 40 detainees, 154
opposed to friendly losses of 92 (5 US) KIA, 243 (11 US) WIA, and 3

MIA.1
(C) A comparison of enemy and friendly losses is:
Enemy

Friendly

HIA
WIA
MIA
PW

2,581
Unknown
Unknown
21

198
1,194
56
Unknown

1W
CSW

172
66

42
4
19

Vehicles destroyed
Artillery pieces destroyed

0
0

7

(S) By mid-October, the general level of enemy activity in the border area had declined to
a low level as reconnaissance and route security operations continued in the TOAN THANG 01/
71 AO. Throughout the rest of Cambodia, contacts continued at a moderate pace as the enemy
harassed supply lines and government outposts by smiall unit ambushes and attacks -by -fire.
Mekong River Convoys
(S) Water convoys on the Mekong River continued to be vital to the logistic support of Phnom
Penh and the GKR during 1971. RVNAF and US air support provided security for these convoys
fromt Tan Chau, RVN to Phnom Penh and return. (See Figure E-6.) An average of three convoys
ruonti-ly, consisting initially of 8 to 10 cargo vessels and 24 to 30 riverine escort craft, reached
Phnom Penh tinder continual harassment by the enemny. The miost serious incident occurred on
22 Feb 71, 25 km southeast of Phnomi Penh, when a tug boat wvas heavily damaged. an ammunition
barge was su~nk, and a barge burned as a result of hostile action, 14
(S) Air cover for the convoys was provided by US Army and US Navy helicopter gunships,
USAF and US Navy TACAIR, USAF and VNAF gunships, all controlled by the 7AF. (A further
description of convoy cover is found in Chapter VI, Air Operations.)
(S) Conivoys increased in size toward the end of 1971 to 15 to 18 cargo vessels and hargrt;
while the support requirement was reduced to 38 escort.,craft. FAN1K officially assmenid bank

security and command and control on I Mar 72. RVN agreed to

supplement the Marinoe Nationalv,

Khm-er (MNK) upon request,.1

CONCLUSIONS

(8) Combined ground and air operations by I-ANI and HVNAF with US support brought about
a stabilization of the military situation iW Cambodia us the year 1971 votted. Thto interdiction of
supplies, war matiriel, and personnel along the Ho Chi Miah trail network and the disruption of
enemy logistics operations along the !RVN.Cambodian border had greatly asislstod tits, new govornrnent in the Khmer Republic in its effort to evict Conittunist forces. Cambodian cross-bordor
operations had cost thte oeiimy heavily to achiove even lintited objectives.
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(SI The enemy's overall tactical moves indicated that Hanoi's "Cambodian strategy" was to
concentrate his forces on paralyzing strategic LOC ar-c , unornically isolating Phnom Penh
rather than controlling population and land areas. The VC/NVA continued to recruit Khne r
Communists to provide security and participate in small-scale actions. Intelligence sources
further indicated that VC/NVA objectives for 1972 remained focused on RVN and that they would
try to develop
new and improve existing logistics bases along the border. In addition, his
offensive tactics would be limited tc small scale operations in the immediate future. 16

RVN OPERATIONS IN LAOS:

OPERAI1ON LAM SON 719

INTRODUCTION

(C) For the first time in their history the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) in
late January 1971 launched a corps-level campaign on a foreign battlefield. The operation, LAM
SON 719, was a careful and deliberate effort to strike at the core of the enemiy's resupply and
infiltration routes for the strongest possible disruption of his logistics effort during a period of
peak activity.
(C) Traditionally, the NVA had taken advantage of the dry season to move huge atounts of
war materials along the Hi Chi Minh trail complrx. This complex had become incre-singly
vital to waging the war in the south. Eventi. in Cambodia during 1970 had denied the Communists
the port of vutp.ung.$S•,m,
imlpeded local purchases in the new lEhuter Republic, and restricted
the use of much of northeast L.'ttctgdia.
Consequently when the RVNAF moved against the trail
complex area, thle NVA chsuv to vigorously defend their LC
and to strive to defeat the RVNAF.
As a rvsalt the fighting wais the nmoAt intensive

ince the TET 19bfl of1ensive.

(U) Oprration LAM SON 19
0und•ll•tied thth progre-ss nmade in Vietnantirwtiun sinve 19Y$.
Then, only 3 years befotre, the RIVN units had bteen h(wvily eongaged against nte•,ty forccs close
to South Vu'tnat,'.s own population centers. The 1971 RVN offernsive into Ls dent'.strt'ed
even !sore
cnclusveiy than their 147TL C4•bioidian eantp4.ign that the RV.NA V! could tcAl with
enem, threAts in hortier
tuary
~t are.na without the support of US grtund vombaiit foreces or
advisors.
By 1971 the, RVNA" also rxhtbited the ability to mou.nt A ••oplrx
-ulticlviAiun combat
ojWaratiuo

in uinfamitltar terrain againt a welll-prepared enemy.

PLANNING

*
*

MOR LAM SON 719

lekground
(C)~WIn the fall Wf 1470 joint1 USAIIV. RVNAF', andiGNitliec
siaetuldwt
turrent enenie aetleno, itrnigly. Indiated (lint the vaemyr had tw" Primary ;.oAlQ for theaproch
ing dry season, He would condutw an intens.fied resmppl- antd rvinfnir-•,4rnt oprratwin In soathern
Laos and also build up supplies, and oqtipnwn|ot in UVN's ntrthern MIR I to nupp"rt large.
c•ac-l
op.rations in that area during the l9'7 dry geason. This artion was in k,-ptn.- wit llth, overall
enemy plan to cut off the capital of Catmbodia and <ause tho overthrow of the Lao No) gocemtnw-it. '7
(8) Br• Del ember 1970 - Sanitary 1071 there were sharp itirase•
in Imt' 4;nt of su.pP.1is
moved into the southern Laos base, areas
.04 and 4,11 .lae Flm.'•rr E-40. At the saov'e time, tre

enemy was- showing his intenitions -f inCrroasin4 the 'cilope and
14. In addition tulncercasrd arv:-

stolc :;, his operAtýion
'.f 1RVN MIR
;ý-nst A;.e4d &crsionmw *ant installations,q the~re weretv
-.
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indications that the enemy was conducting resupply activities in and north of the DMZ and preparing for a campaign to be launched toward the end of January 1971 against the northern two provinces of RVN. Agent reports indicated that the NVA would launch major campaign offensives
during the spring and summer of 1971 to control the lowlands of Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provin ces. i
(C) The enemy buildup in southern Laos and western MR I was intensely watched and discussed through normal liaison channels between USMACV and JGS/RVNAF. A major planning
considerationl to counter the threat imposed by this buildup was the resources which could be
made available in view of other operations in progress and the redeployment of US and other
FWMAF. Approval for an operation into Laos was obtained from higher authority by early
January 1971 and sufficient guidance given to begin planning on an extremely close-hold basis.
(C) Operation LAM SON 719 was conceived as a large-scale offensive operation against the
enemy's lines of communications in Laos, the area of operations being that part of Laos immediately adjacent to the two northern provinces of RVN. The RVNAF would provide and command the ground forces operating against the NVA forces, while the US forces, which were
specifically enjoined from a ground role in Laos, would furnish aviation, airlift, and the majority
of the supporting firepower.
(S) The operation envisioned US ground forces securing, repairing and rebuilding RT 9 to
the Laotian border. Concurrently, forward operating bases and airfields would be established to
support and facilitate future operations to the west. Artillery and fire support bases (FSB)
would be prepositioned near the border while US and RVNAF elements established blocking
positions south of the DMZ to blunt any major enemy conteraction from that area. Operations
into Laos envisioned a two-pronged attack by RVNAF to the west using ground and airmobile
operations to block resupply routes (see Figure E-8).
(C) LAM SON 719 waa to be limited in time and space, as President Thieu confirmed in a
radio broadcast on 8 Feb 71. The RVNAF final objective was the seizure of Tchepone, with A
Luoi an intermediate objective. A withdrawal was planned either directly east along RT 9 or
southeast through BA 611 into SVN (see Figure E-7). The option for the route and time of withdrawal would be determined at a later date based upon the development of the situation. Since
the operation was not to be tied to a tightly controlled time frame, the plan permitted maximum
flexibility. 19

Rules of Engage I ent
(C) Strict rules governing US military operations outside RVN made LAM SON 719 a
unique operation. US forces, being specifically prohibited against operating on the ground in
Laos, would be restricted to air operations across the border. The RVNAF, on the other hand,
could operate freely on the ground and in the air within the Lao operations area. 20

"Planning Con.iiderations
S(S)

Enemy strength in the operational area was estimated to be between 22, 000 and 25, 000.
had the capability to reinforce with tanks, rockets, mortars, artillery, and antiaircraft weapas. Enemy dispositions in North Vietnam, Laos, and RVN would permit him to
reinforce fus combat, transportation, and roar service personnel in the LAM SON 719 area with
up to seven regiments by D+21.
Available for reinforcement within I week were four regiments.

"The enemy
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(U) The terrain in the operational area was generally mountainous and heavily covered with
vegetation. Through the center of the operational area runs the Xe Pon River valley in an eastwest direction, with RT 9 generally paralleling the north bank of the river from the VietnameseLaotian border to Tchepone. South of this river an escarpment rises abruptly from the river
valley, stretching east-west from the border to Tchepone. The floor of the valley varies in
width from 2 to 5 kilometers (see Figure E-9). Open areas are littered with large boulders and
outcroppings of rocks. The Xe Pon River became the single most useful navigational aid for
aircraft operating under conditions of restricted visibility. Z I
(U) Since tactical air (TACAIR) support, troop lift, and air LOC would be vital to the
success of the operation into Laos, the planners had to give special consideration to the weather.
Any conditions causing lower than operating minimums along the eastern coastline of South Vietnam,
the Annamite Mountain Range, and southern Laos would affect the overall operation. Helicopters
providing troop lift support could operate with a minimum ceiling of 1, 000 feet above ground level
(AGL), but TACAIR required 3,000 feet AGL. Logistic support by C-130 aircraft from bases
throughout RVN required landing minimums into Khe Sanh.

*

(U) General weather conditions during the northeast monsoon (early January to mid-March)
are characterized by ceilings from 2,000 to 4,000 feet mean sea level (MSL) over eastern Laos
and ceilings of 500 to 1, 500 feet along the coastal areas of South Vietnam. Higher elevations
of the Annamite Mountains are obscured in clouds. A gradual improvement during the day usually
would provide flying weather in all areas from 1200 to 1800 hours daily. The southeast monsoon
beginning in late March is characterized by a general improvement in the weather conditions
throughout the operational area, except for early morning fog in eastern Laos, which usually
dissipates by mid-morning. The transitional effects of the monsoon weather in both Laos and
South Vietnam had a direct bearing on the conduct and timing of all airmobile operations in support of LAM SON 719.

ORGANIZATION FOR OPERATIONS

Task Organization
(S) A total of 42 RVNAF maneuver battalions plus supporting elements were committed to
LAM SON 719. Of these, 34 actually operates in Laos at some time during the operation,
while the remainder operated in Quang Tri Province. US forces consisted of 11 maneuver battalions plus supporting elements.
HQ I Corps (RVN), under control of CC, I Corps:
I Corps, with one Arty Bn
1at Area Logistic Command (ALC)
Ist Armd Bde with six Armd Cav Sqdns
Ist Abn Div with three Abn Inf Bdes and Div Arty
Iat Inf Div with four Inf Regts and the 10th Engr Gp
Vietnamese Marine Division with four Bdes
HQ XXIV Corps (US),

under the command of CG,

XXIV Corps:

108th Arty Gp with four Arty Bns
45th Engr Gp with two Engr Bns
212th Cbt Avn Bn
54th MP Bn
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101st Abn Div (Amul)(minus)
101st Div Arty with three Arty Bns
Ist Bde 101st Abn Div (Ambl)(reserve)
3d Bde 101st Abn Div (Ambl) with four Abn Inf Bns, reinforced with an engineer TF
101st Cbt Avn Gp, reinforced with five Avn Bns and one Trans Bn
Ist Bde 5th Inf Div (Mech), reinforced with two Mech Inf Bns, one Abn Inf Bn, one
Cav Sqdn, one Armd Bn, and two Arty Bns
l1th Bde 23d Inf Div, with two Inf Bns, one Cav Sqdn, one Arty Bn, and one Spt Bn
(U) All units were supported by the US Army Support Command - Da Nang (USASUPCOMDNG). Air support was provided by USAF B-52 bombers and USAF, USN, and USMC tactical
air support units.
(U) The organization of US Army aviation assets was unique in that CG, 101st Abn Div
(Ambl) commanded all US Army aviation units employed in direct support of the operation. A
total of five combat aviation battalions and one transportation battalion (aircraft maintenance)
were further placed under operational control of CO, 101st Cbt Avn Gp, who received request
for aviation support and allocated resources according to established priorities. There was
also some participation by aircraft of the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF).

Command and Control
(C) CG, I Corps (RVN) planned and commanded the ground campaign, while CG, XXIV Corps
(US) command all supporting forces and coordinated airmobile operations in support of the
ground commander's plans. The unique command arrangement for LAM SON 719 was based on
cooperation and coordination, and command and staff relationships between the US and Vietnamese
were generally effective throughout the operation.
(C) The XXIV Corps (US) command post (CP) (forward) was established at Quang Tri on 29
Jan 71. Weather delayed the airlift of communications equipment, and the forward CP actually
became operational on 31 Jan 71. I Corp (RVN) concurrently established a forward CP at Dong
Ha (see Figure E-9). By 2 Feb 71, effective communications had been established with all US
and RVN major tactical and service support units.
(C) Early in Phase II it became apparent that greater coordination was required between
I Corps and XXIV Corps in planning the use of US assets in support of RVNAF effort in Laos.
In order to make US assets more responsive and to provide the CG and staff of RVN I Corps
with the most up-to-date information, a Joint Coordination Group (JCG) was formed. This group,
which served as personal liaison between the CG, XXIV Corps (US) and the CG, I Corps (RVN),
consisted of representatives from XXIV Corps G-3, Corps Artillery, the 101st Abn Div'(Ambl),
and the US Air Force. The JCG was established I March with CG, XXIV Corps Artillery as the
Chief. Communications were established immediately with tactical, service, and service support agencies committed to the operation. 22
(S) COMUSMACV described the JGG as "highly effective . . . in improving response from
US operational support and better coordinating all joint and combined support. " 23

Fire Support Coordination
(C) Fire support coordination was accomplished by the US 108th Arty Gp in direct liaison
with each RVNAF division and separate brigade. Coordination with US artillery units was accomplished by the XXIV Corps Fire Support Element (FSE). The mission of the support
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artillery changed as the operation progressed; however, the 108th Arty Gp was primarily used
in the general support/reinforcing role.

"*

(C) Fire support coordination evolved into a highly complex task, mainly because of the
extensive use of air assets and because of the language difficulty inherent with supporting RVNAF
units. The problem was compounded by the fact that US advisors could not accompany the maneuver units into Laos. RVNAF division headquarters remained in Vietnam, and US advisors at
division level continued their normal functions. Coordination with USAF and Army aviation
elements was critical, centering around destruction and neutralization of enemy antiaircraft
positions, scheduling of preparation fires for airmobile operations, and conducting a flak suppression program in conjunction with air resupply activities. Combined efforts were made at
Corps level for the solution of the problems incurred, mainly between Fire Support Element2 4
(FSE), USAF Direct Air Support Center (DASC), and Corps Army Aviation Element (AAE).
(C) Coordination at the corps level centered around targeting intelligence from all available
sources to identify antiaircraft threats and allocate re sour es to neutralize these threats.
Specific emphasis was placed on flight routes and adjiacent terain to insure flak suppression and
landing zone preparation.
(C) Coordination below corps level was of equal"importance and was solved by an exchange
of liaison between the supported-to-supporting as well as supporting-to-supported. This extensive
liaison concept aided the full dissemination and exchange of target information between US and
RVNAF units. The use of fire support coordination lines (FSCL), no bomb lines (NBL), and
unit boundaries were impejrative for troop safety and as a basis for unrestricted engagement of
targets beyond the FSCL.

Air Support
(C) TACAIR for LAM SON 719 was provided through the USAF tactical air control system
(TAGS) under the control of the forward Direct Air Support Center (DASC) VICTOR established
and collocated with the XXIV Corps (US) forward CP at Quang Tri. TACAIR support for Phase I
was requested through the currently established tactical air request (TAR) system. TACAIR
support for Phases II, III, and IV was to be submitted through DASC VICTOR direct to 7AF
Operations Fighter Division (Frag Shop). Tactical air control parties (TACP) with each RVNAF
division CP and forwardaircontrollers(FAC) continued support to assigned ground units. A
detachment from the Z3d Tactical Air Support Squadron (TASS) was deployed to Quang Tri Army
Air Field (AAF) to provide FAG support in Phases 11, I1, and IV into Laou.
(C) English-speaking Vietnamese military personnel were assigned to the 23d TASS detachment (HAMMER) to fly with USAF FAGs as interpreters between the Vietnamese ground commanders and the US airborne FAGs.
(C) The 7AF Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center (ABCCC) provided controller
positions which accepted and directed preplanned TACAIR sorties to predetermined rendezvous
points for HAMMER FACs control. The ABCCC would also support any additional req.estt
from
HAMMER FACs by diverting aircraft already airborne and by requesting immediate air strikes.
(C) The USMC Air Support Radar Team (ASRT) installations at Quang Tri planned to relocate
to Khe Sanh, when required, in order to provide extended radar2 6control coverage over the LAM
SON 719 area during periods of darkness and adverse weather.
(C) COMMANDO VAULT (15,000 lb) bombb were to be deployed for landing zone (LZ) preparation and construction, or for various lucrative targeLs such as enemy truck parks, storage
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Figure E- 10

areas, enemy troop concentrations, and base camps. Gunships were to be used during the hours
of darkness, mainly to interdict enemy vehicular traffic and to provide close air support at
night for friendly base camps.
(S) ARC LIGHT (B-52) aircraft were provided by Commander, 8th AF, Strategic Air Command (SAC) under operational control of DEPCOMUSMACV for Air, with priority given to
Operation LAM SON 719. The ARC LIGHT force normally supported SEA operations with high
altitude area saturation strikes against selected targets appropriate for heavy aerial bombardment. The objectives of the ARC LIGHT support were:
--

Aid the defense of friendly forces under attack.

--

Interdict enemy LOG to include attacks on his stockpiles, staging facilities, and means
of transportation.

--

Support friendly ground activities.

--

Apply maximum concentration against troops and weapons during enemy preparations to
mount offensives (spoiling operations).

--

Attack enemy fixed and semifixed facilities to include base camps, bivouac areas, caches,
and command and control facilities.

--

Take full advantage of the psychological effect of heavy aerial bombardment to harass
the enemy and destroy his will to fight. 28

(S) Task Force 77, the air arm of the US 7th Fleet, was also available to support LAM SON
719 by providing strike sorties from aircraft carriers on Yankee Station. These operations were
planned coincident with other strike operatiors in southern Laos and North Vietnam.29
Logistics Support
(C) The 0-4, 1 Corps (RVN)began logistics planning for Operation LAM SON 719 on 8 Jan
71. For initial planning the troop strength to be supported was placed at 33.000. Planning
covered all classes of supplies, maintenance, potable water, administrative move of units,
repairables.
graves registration, supply distribution, and retrograde of
(C) The basic plan visualized that the USASUPCOM-DN would establish a US base support
area (BSA) near Quang Tri. As the attack progressed toward Khe Sanh, a forward support area
(ISA) would he established near Vandegrift base camp and become operational on D-Day. As RT
9 was improved, a second ISA would be established near Khe Sanh and operational by D+6.
From D+7 to D+18, the US could support RVN forces with Class V (ammwuition) to allow buildup of the RVN I Corps Area Logistic Center (I ALC) in the iorward area by D+17. (See Figure
E-10.)
(C) The stockage objectives were 15 (lays at the BSA, 3 days at "i'SA-1, and 3 days at FSA-2.
One-way traffic on RT 9 limited tonnage that could be moved overland. Accordingly, the plan
Incorporated a daily delivery by C-130 aircraft of 500 tons of materiel Into the Khe Sanh airfield
beginning on 0+4. Included in the 500 tons were 48,000 gallons (laily delivery of JP4 aviation
fuel. Further plans required the delivery by truck of 1,000 tons per day to FSA-Z. After D+T7,
airlift into Khe Sanh (FSA-Z) would be devoted to support RVNAF.
(C) It was planned that all support would be rendered by the US Zbth General Support Group,
which was normal for all US forces in the area. However, continuous coordination with HQ,
31
XXIV Corps was required to insure adequate support.
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OPERATIONS CONDUCTED

Planned Phases
(S)

The planned concept for LAM SON 719 called for an operation of four phases.

Phase I. The clearing of western Quang Tri Province and RT 9 to the Laotian border,
the maneuvering of US and RVN combat and support forces into areas adjacent to the Laotian border, and the establishing of forward logistics bases at Khe Sanh and at Vandegrift base camp.
This phase was to be accomplished during the period 30 Jan - 7 Feb 71.
Phase I. The moving of RVN forces, issisted by US support forces (Army aviation,
artillery, TACAIR, and other air elements) into Laos, the establishing of fire support bases,
and the rapid advance to Tchepone. This phase was to be accomplished during the period 8 Feb
6 Mar 71.

-

Phase III. Consolidating of positions throaghout the operational area, and the systematic
asearch for and destruction of enemy supplies in the vicinity of Tchepone. This phase was to be
accomplished during the period 7 - 9 Mar 71.
Phase IV. The withdrawal of forces from Laos either directly eastward along RT 9, or
in a more southerly direction through the major enemy base area iis the general vicinity of the
Laotian and Vietnamese salients and Base Area 611. The first alternative was to be accomplished
during the period 10 Mar - 6Apr 71.32

Phase I - (DEWEY CANYON II) 30 Jan to 7 Feb 71
(C) Phase I, renamed Operation DEWEY CANYON II, was primarily a IUS operation. It was
initiated at 300001H Jan 71 as lead elements of the 1st Bdo, 5th Inf Div (Mech) attacked with an
armored cavalry/engineer task force on two axes from Vandegrift base camp toward Rhe Sanh,
(See Figure E-11.) Meanwhile, RVNAF made final preparations and moved adminstratively into
position for the attack across the Laotian border. The main attack was conducted on Axis Gold
along RT 9 toward Khe Sanh. A secondary attack was conducted along Axis Brown to the southwest as the engineer force began constructing a pioneer road to the airfield at Khe Sanh, A
three-battalion infantry force was airlifted into the operational area commencing at 300830H Jan
and completed at 301530H Jan 71.
(C) The 14th Engr Bn (Cbt), operating behind the attacking force, installed bridges and culverts along RT 9. Meanwhile at Khe Sanh construction began on an aasault airstrip which was to
be used until the abandoned mat strip could l'e repaired. It was estimated that the assault strip
was operational by 3 oeb 71.
(C) Artillery support was provided by battalions located at Khe Sanh, Vandegrit, and Canmp
Carroll base camps. The Ist Bde, 5th Dif Div IMoch) provided security for these fire bases and
engineer operations along RT 9 from Vandegrift to Rockpile. The brigade also began a recunnals.
saner In force from Khe Sanh along RT 9 toward the Laotian border securing the route by 5 Feb
71. As soon asaiT 9 was opened for track vehicles, heavy artillery began deployment to Khe

Sanh.
(C) During this phase, the RVN 1st Arund 11de and the 1st Abn Bde with supporting artillery
n oved into forward assembly areas and established FSIs it preparation for D.Day. The rest
of the two divisions asoembled at Khe Sash in preparation tor air assaults across the border.
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US helicopter units prestocked fuel and munitions at Rhe Sanh by medium lift helicopters and
surface vehicles, since bad weather had delayed construction of the assault airfield causing
delays in C-130 operations. Logistic support was provided by I ALC during the phase as planned.
(C) Enemy resistance during Phase I was light and sporadic with three attacks-by-fire and
no major ground contacts. The enemy suffered 14 MIA and 5 IW captured.

Phase II - 8 Feb to b Mar 71

••

*

(C) Phase I1 began with the helicopter assault of six ARVN combat battalions and an armored
brigade task force thrust along RT 9 into Laos, The operation was preceded by 11 ARC LIGHT
strikes and massive artillery fires. Combat units met with light sporadic enemy resistance
from small (10 to 18 men) forces. Two additional battalions were inserted near A Loui and linked
up with the armored task force. (See Figure E-12.)
(C) I Corps forces continued to build up in eastern Laos to support the armored thrust
toward Tchepone. Contacts with the enemy increased as units began search and patrol operations
in the vicinity of their LZs and along the armor axis of advance. These operations began producing significant quantities of captured materiel and supplies.
(C) US forces continued operations in-couvntry to curtail enemy harassment of RT 9. With
the airfield at Khe Sanh completed, logistic support continued to build. On 18 Feb 71, elements
of the US 2d Sqdn, 1 71h Cav cut two o to 8 inch pipelines which sent flames 30 feet into the air.
Anothe: unit reported overrunning the 308th NVA Div Hq. This marked the beginning of a notable
increase in heavy contacts, some of which lasted through the iiiht, and it appeared that the enemy
was grouping for a determined stand against RVN forces. TACAIR, artillery, and helicopter
gunship support increased rapidly as the attack gained mo'mentum. Bomb damage assessments
by unitg on the ground comfirmed that ARC LIGHT, TACAIR, and helicupter gunships had inflicted heavy damage to enemy supply depots, vehicles, artmaknition storage arras, and weapons.
As an example, on 19 Feb 71 there were eight 13-2 strikres, 133 TACAIR sorties arid bOZ heiicopter gunship sorties flown which resulted in 33 secondary explosions of a magnitude of two to
ton, 37 vehicles destroyed, 1 3 gun sites destroyed, and two cache sites dvstroyed. 33
(C) One of the major battles of the campaign w•as on 19 Feb 71, when the 39th Banger Ba
faced an estimiated 400 to .00 onemy force. After a fiervo battlh the ranger battalion abandoned
the position with 178 m•en killed or missing and 14$ wounded. Entety casualtivýi were reported
as 439 KIA, 423 Al, 47 rifles destroyed, 400 automatic riflos destroyed, and 40 machine guns
destroyed.
(C)

*

From Z4 Fe'h through 3 Mar 71, the• enemyF continted to iwp-dv, res~upply and Medevac

of RVN fire support bases by indirect fire, ground attacks and antiatrc raft fires. This period
The attack was suCc•s.,sfl in
also marked the first tank/infantry attack launched by the •n•e1-*y.
setting the FSB Delta, Although TACAIR and thi defending frores destroyed I enemy tanks.
Heavy contacts continued as soarch and destroy operations tmt reemy inulticonqtany torces.

s

W(C)As a result of the continued heavy coiteA in BVN Airborne Divis ion AO. the BVN I t
(*Figuro L-I1). An RuVN MarieDiv was) directad to make the •-ain attack to .sine Thepon (see
lBde was airlifted into the former tat Div AO as a two battalion force air assaulted anar Tchepone.
(C) Sigthtings of• the first surface-to-air mi••ile, (AM) were reported near the trihortler
area, denoting an intensification of enemy anltiaircraft defoses. Revupuply and troop til"VCCnt
became extremely.difficult and often required gunthip escort (or single ship missions. Enemy
troop units and locations were as shown in Figure E-14.
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(G) US forces continued the build-up of logistics by improving roads and airfields, although
support bases received 15 attacks by fire and two sapper attacks during the period 24 Feb - 3
Mar 71. Elements of the 101st Abn Div (Ambi) provided security for the RT 9 complex by conducting operations to the northwest and south of IKhe Sanh.
(C) RVN combat units continued to reinforce as the battle moved westward toward Tchepone.
The tactical success coupled with relatively low casualties increased morale throughout the
battlefield. Kcy terrain which controlled the Xe Pon River Valley and PT 9 was firmly held by
RVN 1"orces. Fire support was increasingly responsive, and logistic support operated at maximrum efficiency.
(C)

Cumulative results of Phase II were:

ENEMY

ALLIED
Perso-nn~e'. losses

us

R VNA F

Total

Personnel lossos

KMA

'i'

410

437

KIA

W LA
MIA

364
31

1,473
99

1,837
130

PW

5,341 (1,758 KA)
15

Materiel lost/destroyed
Materiel lost /destroyed
Individual weapons
Crew-served weapons
Tit nk s
Ti ticks
AC s
Artillery pip( Os

gals
1, 101i tolls
9. ')(0

Poll

Animunition

Phase III

-

Racjios
13
Trucks
153
Tanks'1
Ammirunition
132 tons
Rice
394 tons
Indlividttal weapons
1,982
Crew served weapons 4u1l

1019
13
z0
20
44
28

7 Mar to 1) Mar 7i1

(C) Althouigh Phase III wast p:d.-nt-d ast %2-day operAtion, theý success of search And desttroy
op'erations dictotk~d 111At the phatie he extoznded. ARVN I st laf Viv eloments Hticcessfully operatedl
in the Gia Lam and Bach Mal objective dreas. (See Figure E- 15~.) Toward the end of the pvrlud, omphasslabdifted from soarch and attack oporationi to the phabied oxtraction from Laos.

*
*
*

(C) The- A1lVN Abn Div ctont~iut-d to screer, north of the Z# Pon River and feast Of FS1A A LuV'1
at two Ntarink, brigades conkinuttl operation. astride RT 926. The onemr.y's main effort was conceiotrated generally south of A L~ool 11.4d weather during the period 12 through 15 M~arch hindered
)RVNAIF oprr~tienft by reducing the offectiveness of TACAIR and holicopter gunship support. Intel~ligenee rourres indicated that the enetny 4sod this lull inair sup~port to regzroup his forces, which
maw' have led to~the Increase in contacta, kLnetray contacts had been gilnema1y light Juring this phase
uti 14 Mar 71 when iFSB Lo Lo began receiving heavy attacP#_bV-flrc followed b"' ground attacks.
These attacks resulted In the ablantontnent of the base on 16 Mar 71. The enemy then concentrated
Indirect fire weApctna agintis 1"S1 A LOWl, Sophia. and to a tosser ~tment. Delta.
(C) Improved wreather conditions on 16 Mar 71 permintted maximum air slupp)ort as ovor 200
TACAIR sortios and 1, 300 helicopter gunship sorties were flown. Duringt the entire Phave III
1,360 TACAIfl sorties, 84 ARC Llt6l4T sorties, and 4, 361 helicopter guadhip alorties wore flown
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in support of RVNAF in Laos.
sorties.

*

Troop lift and logistic support received over 12, 000 helicopter

(C) US forces continued to provide security for installations supporting RVNAF in Laos.
During this period the enemy commenced his long anticipated attacks-by-fire against the Khe
Sanh base complex, but the attacks achieved only limited results. In one attack the enemy
penetrated the perimeter of FSA 1 at Vandegrift base camp and destroyed 40, 000 gallons of JP4
(aviation fuel) and 8, 600 rounds of 20mm ammunition.
(C) RVNAF units reported 123 KIA and 478 WIA, while the enemy losses were reported as
2,281 KIA and three PW. During the same period, 1, 100 IW, 237 CSW, 54 trucks, and ZZ tanks
were destroyed. Over 1Z5 tons of rice were captured or destroyed.

Phase IV - 17 Mar to 6 Apr 71

•-*,*1
A1.

(C) The mission of disrupting the enemy LOC and destroying his supplies was for the most
part accomplished. Further search and destroy operations could have been conducted and undoubtedly would have uncovered additional war materials. But sinct the operation was planned
for a limited duration, the execution of the RVNAF extraction plan (see Figure E-16) began on
17 Mar 71 with the initiation of a phused delay by the aemored task force.
(C) Enemy interdiction effort caused heavy losses of armored and wheeled vehicles. TACAIR
and US artillery enabled the task force to break contact and continue the withdrawal. The bulk of
losses suffered by the task force occurred during an ambush on 19 Mar 71 along RT 9. As a
result of this battle, as well as moderate losses the preceding week, some units were reduced
to an ineffective combat status. The withdrawal on the ground was further marred by the
abandonment of tanks, APCs, engineer equipment, and trucks along the withdrawal route. Many
of the abandoned tank weapons were used by the enemy as stationary gun platforms.

(C) All other RVNAF units were extracted by helicopter with some difficulty. Frequently,
lifts were halted by unacceptable levels of enemy antiaircraft fire, forcing ground units to meve
to new pickup zones (PZ). Heavy losses were inflicted on the enemy, principally by TACAIR
and ARC LIGHT strikes, as the extractions continued.
(C) On 6 Apr 71 the campaign ended when the extraction, of all RVNAF units was completed.
Emphasis shifted to an active defense in SVN. US combat forces continued security operations
with emphasis on destroying the enomyt's artillery and rocket capability. One additonal maneuver
battalion was moved to the western portion of the AO to assist RVNAF in their passage of lines
from Laos. 34

ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS

Enemy Losses
(C) While the total effects of LAM SON 719 on the enemy may not be completely evaluated
for some time, conclusive results that were stated as earlt* as I Apr 71 were:
--

Enemy plans for movement of supplies and e
ruary and March were dramatically changed.

E-33
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PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT LOSSES
LAM SON 719

ENEMY

ALLIED
Total

Caused
by US

Caused
byftVN

Total

1,549

1,764

4,795

14,565

19,360

8

49

61

US

RVNAF

215

PersoMel

KIA

WIA

1.148

5483

6832

MIA

38

651

689

Captured
Equipment

5,170

363

2,107

2,470

Small arms, CSW

98

320

418

1,963(0)

Vehicles

143

298

441

2,0010

Tanks

17

54

71

106

Radios

61

1.516

1.577

98

6

31

37

Small arms, I W

Bulldozers

170,3401

.6004

Ammuntion

1,250'

Rico
40.000"

Fuel

Unknown

Note: (1)Nwvge rpeted by USA.I RVNA wund troops confirmed 422
(0 US verfld 88

M)US veritfid 20,000 tons
*Rounds. 20mm
*.oaIons.JP4
.*"Tom

Por

Source. "
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--

Enemy units and replacements enroute south were diverted to the enemy forces opposing LAM SON 719 forces.

--

--

Thousands of tons of ammunition, POL, and other supplies and equipment were destroyed.
Enemy plans to use these supplies in support of future operations or to stock large
quantities of supplies in Base Area 604 were no longe valid. Specific enemry losses as
reported to HQ, MACV are as stated in Figure E-17. S

(S) Enemy forces operating in South Vietnam were also greatly affected by LAM SON 719 as
the replacement of losses was a severe drain on the already critical need for junior leaders.
The loss of such leadership affected the murale and capability of VC local force units.
(5) Although the major battles of the campaign were fought in Laos, enemy forces normally
stationed north of the DMZ suffered heavy losses. Force buildups just north of the DMZ. from
Novmeber 1970 to February 1971, for what was suspected to be a later offensive in the south,
were of necessity committed to the LAM SON 719 battles. Intelligence sources reported a high
degree of turbulence in the political, social, And economic life of NVN civilians as a result of
the Allied operations. Numerous reports of home guard unit mobilization and forced migration
of civilians stirred resentment among religious leaders and their followers, thereby causing a
substantial drop in production. 36

Enemy Tactics

(S) Thto overall enemy strategic and tactical reaction to LAM SON 719 demonstrated the
Communists' intentions of pursuing their aggression lin Southeast Asia. To protect his vital
supply and infiltration links in southern Laos, the enemty committed elements of five divisions
to include 12 infantry regimients, at least one armored regiment, and two artillery regiments.
Only a small part of these forces had been in Laos at the start of the incursion.
(S) For the defense of his base areas against RVNAF., the anemy chose to mass Ili$ forces.
lin this way het vspocted to compensate for his inferiority in firepower, however, W&~ massing
improved the effectiveness of Allied firepower. lHia attacks onl RVNAIF F$lRs and defense of
potential L7~s cost hint heavily. Overall, it is estim-ated that the ene-my sustalined approxlimately

20, 000 casualties (killed or seriously wounded) from 4mong his best front-line troops and it-out
oxperiencead leaders. 3jýn addition, the NVA lost about 25 percent of its entire tank resources and
over 4,000 weapons.
*

*

(S) Theo NVA skillfully deployed an extensive, s-t 'i-: t
w,40l. integrated. highly mobile
air defonse systemt. Large. numbers of antiairicroft weapons were 3trategically positioned, well
camouflaged, 4und effectively dug in. There was evidence that tomv.e of the weapons were- radar
controlled, Whenever posstiblo, the NVA employed a erbltinof
antiaircraft. artillery, and
infantry weapons against aircraft in~ the air and hetlicopters on the ground. Theo onemy qutickly
mastsed his antiaircraft weapons againsot frienidly troop positions and known or probable L~s and
(C) Among the effettive wIchniques used by the- NVA wait the employmtent throughout the
operational are4 of 10. to 12-man combat teams armed with sal-al arms, inachitte guns, a mortar4,
and one far two RPG rocket launchers. These toams were (capable oe placing, a variety of fire on
virtually every friendly p~ostion.
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AftVN troops are proud of the crew-served weapon captured during LAM SON 719
In Laos.

.&7

A 1S~5mm howittor batter~y of the ARVN's 10th Artillery supp~orts Vietnamese
WhAztaymma with massed fire* 4uring LAM SON 719.
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(C) The NVA infantry and antiaircraft gunners frequently moved in as close as possible to
friendly forces who occupied FSBs or PZs. This "hugging" tactic afforded the enemy protection
from friendly artillery, TACAIR, and armed helicopters.
(C) Enemy forces registered mortar, artillery, and rocket fires on most potential LZs and
PZs, particularly those on high ground. Consequently nearly every LZ or PZ came under
indirect fire soon after an air mobile operation began. This tactic was countered to an extent
with the use of COMMANDO VAULT bomnbs for preparation of new LZs and PZs. 38
(S) The enemy reacted well in meeting the RVNA F armor threat. He chose to defend
critical terrain that restricted lateral movement and empioyed mortars and automatic weapons
to disperse the accompanying infantry elements. Enemy armor repeatedly moved to well
camouflaged ambush positions and did not move until fired upon. The VG/NVA effectively employed armor in the attacks of LZ 30 (see Figure E-12) by using tank guns as a direct fire support means. In the attack of FSB 31, the enemy employed tank/Iinfantry teams in the assault,
supported by indirect fire. Tank machine guns were further used as antiaircraft weapons, particularly against helicopters. The NVA aggressively pursued the redeployment of the ARVIN armor
TF during Phase IV with a heavy volume of artillery and rocket fire in support of their assault. 39
(S) Enemy artillery -- consisting of 76timm, 100mm, 130mm, 152mm howitzers and guns
reinforced with 107mmn-, 122mmr, and l4Omim rockets, and a variety of mortars - - were dispersed
around RVNAF positions as opposed to being employed by units. The weapons were well dul i
4
and protected, and the enemy could deliver rapid, accurate fire against RVNAF position8. U
Both US and ARVN units had extreme difficulty in locating and countering enemy artillery, mortar
and rocket positions as the enemy took full advantage of concealment and selective positioning. 41

FvAluation of Command and Control
(S) The commnand and sitaff relationship botwven US and Vietnamese staff structures was
cordial, professional, and generally effective throughout the operation. But the existence of two
equ4%l headquarters in the same general area with overlapping tactical areas of ititerest led to
some conflicts. B~ecause of the strict security measures and the close-hold nattoýe of the plan,
thr. normal functions of both US and ARVN staff agencies were hampered. 42
he necessity for

dot.i'ed coordination between the two c~orps staffs led to the establishment of the Joint Coordination Group (JCG) discussed earlier. The JCG greatly facilitated the needs and priprities of the
CO. I Corps as well as expediting implementation of orders of CG. XXlV Corps, 4
(S)

Initial operations proceeded gonerally according tio plan, and flVN commuandors and

staffs had firmn control of the situation. As thv* operation pro1grei-sed hey.Mnd the initial phasets,
there was a nutii:Pable, decline in their efficiency and decisiveness. When strong) enemy reaction,
* political directions, and slowness in execuition by some units necessitatod changes in plans, the
IMY I Corps staff's ability to react was hampered by an apparent lack of staff guidance, aggrossiveness, and acc-urate battlefield information, Staffs ait all levels were hesitant to press for
current information from subordioates unless first requested by tht senior conumntledrs, Informiation was often inaccurate and usually incomplete. therefore, the I Corps C~omaandvi . his
staff and ot )or senior comnianders were unable to properly assess thc situation and inflixedva
the action.-Lotlotmentof Army-viatiolt
(C) Tito mobility afforded the lRVN commanders by 'US helicopter !4upport was unadoubtedly
cino of their greatest aseeto as It provided thwam with a means to ec-oomiz* forces und to mrass

~~
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resources. But they often relied on the helicopters as an exclusive means of transportation which
constituted a misuse of valuable assets.
(C) The high density of enemy antiaircraft weapons throughout the LAM SON 719 AO required
special planning for each mission to avoid heavy losses. It was soon learned that LZs on slopes
and relatively low ground were less likely to be anticipated by the enemy; thesc were used whenever possible.
(C) In order to
LIGHT strikes, and
parture routes, and
assaults to augment

avoid losses extensive fire support of TACAIR, artillery fires, B-52 ARC
helicopter gunships were used in preparation of the LZs, approach and deadjacent areas. Priority of AF TACAIR was given to the support of air
the helicopter gunships in an escort or flak suppression role.

(C) Air reconnaissance elements of the air cavalry units were used continually to provide
the ground forces commanders with current information on enemy activity. These elements
often selected LZs and flight routes for the assaulting forces and in some cases directed and
adjusted support fires.
(C) A special team was formed to recover downed aircraft during the operation since US
personnel were not permitted on the ground in Laos. The team consisted of a CH-47 Chinook
and rigging crew, a command helicopter, a Medevac crew, an escort gunship, and a ground
security force. The Black Panther Company of the 1st Inf Div (RVN) formed the ground security
force.
(C) Forward refueling, rearming, and other logistical and maintenance support were provided by the 101st Abn Div (Ambl) Support Command at Da Nang. This unit was respons..ble for
all missions ancillary to the combat assaults and was of crucial importance to those part icipating
45
in the operation.
(G) The helicopter proved survivable in the midintensity air defense environment in Laos.
Airmobile operations were confro.nted with heavy small arms fire, antiaircraft wearons, and
mortar and artillery fires.
Below is a summary of Army aviation support by type sortie in support of :ýAM SON

US ARMY AVIATION SUMMARY - LAM SON 719
(30 Jan - 7 Apr 71)
Type Sortie
Gunshlp
Troop lift
Medevac
Aiu cavalry
Logistic support
Total
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In Laos

17,159
37, 681
1,829
10,603
51.342
118,614

17,014
13,098
909
7,284
7,523
45,828

SIFM U

d

*~

~~

In RVN

.3v.

~

-

3

'.
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US ARMY AIRCRAFT LOSSES
- 7 Apr 71)

(30 Ja,

Hostile
Loss
Damage

Non-hostile
Loss
Damage

Type Aircraft
OH- 6A
OH-58
UH-IC
UH-IH
AH-IG
CH-47

25
15
6Q
314
157
26
601

1

Total

I
2
1

1
2

4

4

9
6
8
52
24
3
102

(C) Weather often varied from staging area to PZ to LZ. This same weather variance had
an even greater effect on the employment of TACAIR due t) the more stringent minimum weather
standards required for effective employment. 47 Only on a few days was the weather bad enough
to cancel operations. Delays in takeoff of FAG pilots and the air shipment of supplies to Khe
Sanh presented some problems. On many days early morning fog obscured most terrain and prevented the launch from Khe Sanh until almost noon. By midafternoon cumulus buildups restricted
airspace, and haze and dust limited visibility, creating near instrument flight conditions. MidThe table below illustrates the percent of time ceilings
day offered the best overall conditions.
in the coastal plains and western Quang Tri Province and eastern Laos portions of the AO met
minimum aviation standards. In general, ceilings above Z, 500 feet mean sea level (MSL) on the
48
(MSL
coast resulted in ceilings above 1,000 feet above ground level (A(IL) throughout the AO,
of
surface
from
the
that
distance
AGL
is
while
pressure
is measured from standard sea-level
the ground to the cloud bases.)

Percent of Time Ceiling Met Minimum Standards

Areas

1,000 ft. (0) AGL

Coastal plains

3,1.000 ft.(+) AGL

1800 hours

80

54

1200 - 1800 hours

91

69

33

25
45

0800

-

Western Quang T.i ((he
eastern Laos

Sanh) and

0800 . 1800 hours
1200 . 1800 hoursa4

Air Support Summary
(C) The massive firepower provided by air strikes was especially uselul In support ofairmobile operations, particularly combat assaults. TAGAIR was employed as a part. of the ARC
LIGHT - artillery - helicopter gunship team lit the preparation of LZs, approach and departure
routes. The Tactical Air Control Systeat (TAGS) established hor the operation pro'ved adequate.
The technique of providing English-sapaklng Vietnamese observers with USAF FAC* was hjisly

successfl.

49
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(C) The experiences in LAM SON 719 indicated that more emphasis must be placed on Army
and Air Force coordinatiozx planning for large scale operations involving TACAIR, Specifically,
combat assaults and large helicopter resupply efforts supported by TACAIR must be coordinated
in detail, to include numoer of sorties required for LZ preparation, ordnance configuration, and
aircraft availability. 50
(C) A new concept in COMMANDO VAULT utilization was initiated in LAM SON 719. COMMANDO VAULT bombs had previnusly been empioyed only for creating instant LZs when accuracy
was not a prime factor. During this operation they were employed against large mass targets
such as suspected troop concentrations and storage areas. EDAs received were not significant,
and the effectiveness of this use of COMMANDO VAULTs remained inconclusive. S 1 Of the 25
bombs delivered by C-130 aircraft, 6 were used for LZ/PZconstruction, while 19 were used
for various lucrative targets.
(C) The numvber of sorties flown during LAM SON 719 with the known BDA isi as indicated
below. 52

USAF TACAIR SUPPORT

7 Apr 71)
T

(30 Jan

~i )L aos1
Sortiesi flowo
Avevaro
sortit,- per dity

In

Tot;Al

VIVN

T, 104
10)3

2,01a
a9

9114
I3U

10,931

1 tit)

2l14
14.011

of 'sorties onf

Hiahetsat nul hr

any onie day"($ 'Mar 7111
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LIGHT strikes were also used effectively in the preparation of LZs in conjunction with other
supporting fires. Normally, a strike was placed on the target 12 to 15 hours before LZ time.
(S) One of the problems encountered during LAM SON 719 was that I Corps (RVN) and US
divisions had to submit requests for ARC LIGHT strikes to XXIV Corps (TJS) 36 to 60 hours before
target time. A more streamlined request procedure would have been more responsive in a fastmoving situation such as an airmobile operation. Another major problem was getting ground
troops into the strike zone following an ARC LIGHT strike to perform a complete BDA. Only
52 of the 615 strikes received a complete BDA from ground elements because the weather or the
tactical situation would not allow it, 55
(S) As a result of the 408 ARC LIGHT strikes observed, 3,155 secondary explosions were
reported. B-52s delivered 46, 402 tons of bombs in support of the operation, resulting in 2, 644
enemy KBA, and 1, o29 IW or CSW, 450 mortars or rocket launchers, over 20, 000 tons of food
and ammunition, and approximately 152, 000 gallons of fuel destroyed. (These statistics were
based only on the targets receiving a ground BDA.) 56
(S) The majority of VNAF air resources during the months of February and March 1971 were
employed in support of RVN operations in SVN and Cambodia. VNAF aircraft flew 230 close air
support sorties in support of Operation LAM SON 719 during March 1971 and provided limited
helicopter troop lift support. 57

Results of Artillery
(C) Although the weather and antiaircraft weapons limited the use of aerial observers, they
were employed over both the US and RVNAF AOs. When observer aircraft were maintained over
58
In addition to
suspected areas, it seemed to inhibit the enemy's use of indirect fire weapons.
infrared
aircraft
Mohawk
of
OV.1
a
result
as
targeted
were
missions
some
visual observation,
sensings.
(C) The extensive use of English-speaking RVN personnel with both USAF FACs and Army
aerial observers contributed significantly to solving the language barrier between the RVNAF
maneuver elements and US fire support elements. The system also established a method of fire
control for counterbattery targets, and aided in the full dissemination and exchange of target
information. The s-,'stem also proved moat helpful in the exchange of fire support coordination
line information between all units.
(C) Since RVNAF corps and divisions headquarters remained in SVN an extensive liaison
system was organized to improve the responsiveness of artillery support. Vietnamese liaison
officers (LnO) were sent to the supporting US artillery unit and the 108th Arty Gp fire direction
center (FDC), This liaison provided a double channel of fire requests for the RVNAF, thereby
reducing response time. The first channel was from RVNAF units to RVN division or separate
brigade headquarters. The 108th Arty Gp LnO located at each RVN division or separate brigade
received the-mission and processed it to the 108th Arty Gp FDC. The second channel was directly
from the requ-2sting unit to the RVN LnO located at the 108th Arty Gp headquarters. The RVN LnO
then passed the request directly tu the 108th Arty Gp FDC. US fire requests were sent directly
to the 108th At4 Gp FDC by FAGs, aerial observers or air cavalry teams. Requests for aerial
rocket artillery (ARA) support were processed through the 108th Arty Gp F'DC direct to the ARA
unit. 59
(C) Throughout the operation both US and RVNiF units were unfamiliar with the character.
istics and limitations of heavy artillery and many times sent requests which exceeded their
capabilities. For example, the RVN Abn Div requested 2, 500 rounds be fired over an 8-hour
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period to replace five cancelled ARC LIGHT strikes. In many cases the maximum rate of fire
would have been exceeded in order to accomplish the mission. RVNAF commanders were
reluctant to fire within established "danger close" criteria <f 500 meters for t'he 175mm gun and
300 meters for the 8-inch howitzer.
(C) Heavy artillery FSBs suffered a high incident rate from direct and indirect fire attacks
due to the lack of provisions for protective screening by maneuver elements. 60 Major US
equipment losses as a result of enemy action were:
Items

Number
26
6
13
7
52
4

W7 heeled vehicles
iracked vehicles
Trailers
Generator q
Small arms weapons
175nim gun-s

(S) RVNAF left 96 ;',tillery tubes on FSBs in Laos when extraction was impractical due to
heavy e, emy fire. This loss might have been reduced by expanrion of FSB perimeters to permit
helicopter eytraction. 6 1
(C) A total f . '00 fi-e missions k-. Z5, 053 rounds were fired in support of US forces while
5,019 fire misbtoný of Z8,034 rounds were fired in support of RVNAF. BDA disclosed the following results. 6Z
Items

Number

Fighting positions destroyed
Bunkers and huts destroyed
Mortar positions silenced or destroyed
Rocket positions silenced or destroyed
Artillery positions damaged or destroyed
Antiaircraft positions silenced or destroyed
Secondary explosions
Enemy IKIA
Tlanks damaged or destroyed
Trucks damaged or destroyed
Supply areas damaged or destroyed

13
86
0
I
4
9
57
1, 079
11
40
I

(S) In general, Vietnamese artillery was effectively eirployed in support of LAM SON 719
operations. Within division and separate brigade areas, artillery fire was propvr.y coordinated
to provide rmutualiy uupportlng fires, Conversely, there were indications that artillery fires
were not always coordinated between these areas.
(S) lotih 3US
and RVNAV had extreme difficulty in iocating and countering enemy artillery,
mortar, and rocket positions. E|nemy Indirect fire weapons hit-RVNAF FSBb from all dire';tion#
and made It very d~ficult to determine enemy firing positions. The poiltitons vere well concealed
w mountainous terrain and very dlffkcult to destroy. 3 The enemy loo used weaponms with ranges
greater than RVNAF weapons. TACAIR was the most effective means of destroying these posi.
tions, 04'
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Logistics Analysis
(C) The most significant problem identified during the planning phase was the equipment and
supplies needed to support the massive aviation assets for airmobile operations. Facilities for
rapid refueling stations were immediate needs as were slings, cargo nets, and other air items
for helicopter resupply operations. Airfield matting and related items were critical for the rebuilding of the airfield at Khe Sanh as well as cargo handling equipment for logistics operations.
These items were obtained from other military regions, Pacific installations, and CONUS in
sufficient time and quantity to prevent delay in the operation. 65
(C) Because of the security measures during the planning phase,
system was not established thereby causing some delays in the early
for the 12th Signal Group was overlooked during the planning phase.
items were received belatedly, however an adequate communk~ations
throughout the AO.

an effective reporting
stages. Logistical support
Mission essential signal
network was established

(C) The res--apply of aviation POL products remained critical throughout the early phase of
the operation. The airfield at Khe Sanh was not operational for C-130 aircraft on D+4 as planned.
The shortage of 5, 000 gallon and 1, 200 gallon tankers was critical. The situation was further
aggravated by an enemy ambush on 7 Feb 71 which destroyed six 5, 000 gallon tankers. Tanker
operations were also hampered by restricted one-way traffic on .RT 9. Surfacr transportation
proved inadequate, so cargo helicopters were diverted fromn combat support missions to move
JP4 zuel from Vandegrift to Nhe Sarih. US Marine CH-53 aircraft we~re also diverted for the
emergency airlift of j.1 ý. 6
(C) The BSA at Quang Tri (see Figure E-10) operated by the 26th General Support Group
(GS(3) (forward) was operational on D.Day, FSA I also opened on D-Day with limited assets
available, Local security which was to be provided by combat elements was not available, so
provisional companies were formed from the support command resources. Engineer support to
build protective berms for POL and atnmrunitlorý storage areai was critically short. The first
elements of FSA 2 arrived on D44 and wvere operational on D+6. Logistics buildup was delayed
by bad wveather anid the poor coodition of RT 9.
(C) Troop strength of the service support eleintents was significant in that they indicate the
magnitude of Operation LAM SOIN 719. Approximately 6,000 troops weýro required to operate the
logistic s fac ilities, with two-thirds of these used at the BISA z~nd FSA i. The esttimated 3 3,000
troop atrength for the operation was revised to 45, 000 as the opterationi progressed. POL handlers

and parachute riggers wore the most critical special skill needed.
(C) The coordination between I ALC and the support vommnand waa outstanding, whI)Vh in
part prevented the failure or even postponement of any "'ombat operation, Although the ttupp'y
points werecotluested, the stocks were not nmbtgled. thoareby Iacilituting a~..ogntahlity. M1utual
support and cooperation prevailed throughout the operation. 0
(Cý Sincte Operation LAM SON 719 was%announced (or it lifnited dormtiun, p~a&s for terinating

the ISA # were prepared well isi advance so that actuial close -out wa.a accomplishved with little,
Confusion. A final sweep wvas mnade of RT 9 between Rho Sanh and Vand'g rift hase camip on 3
Apr 71 at which kime battle duagmed eqoipmient and loose otyiwunltlon were reccovored. Persontkel-, supplias, _tquipa-ient, ahd aninunition %v.ereredistributed and retrograde operation* were
well underway b~y the official termination date of 7 Apr 71.
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CONCLUSION

-

(S/NF) LAM SON 719 did not lessen the North Vietnamese intent to continue aggressive
3perations in South Vietnam, Laos, or Cambodia. It did limit the enemy's ability to conduct
combat operations in the near future. To the extent that he was kept occupied until the onset of
bad weather, his recovery was slowed. He had to divide his recuperative efforts among on-going
campaigns; rebuilding, refitting, and retraining decimated units; repairing and rebuilding roads
and storage areas; and moving new supplies from the north. Under these circumstances, the
level of enemy activity in MR I progressed from moderate to very low from April to September
1971. As this time frame put him into the northeast monsoon period, LAM SON 719 might
ever have forestalled any major offensive until the spring of 1972.68
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Information on LAM SON 719 and TOAN THANG 01 /71 (U), p 5, Op-Not stated.

7.

Same as #6,

8.

Rpt (S), USDAO Phnom Penh to DIA, Subj: Daily Assessment of Military Situation (DAMS
Rpt) in Cambodia (U), Jan - Dec 71, Gp-3; Rpt (C), JGS/RVNAF Battle Experience Slip,
7 Jul 71, Subj: Operation TOAN TH-ANO 1/71, Withdrawal from Snuol, Cambodia (U),
pp 3-5, Op-Not stated.

9.

Rpt (C/NF), CG, TRAC, 14 Dec 71, Subj: Debriefing Report (U),

p 9.
1970, Vol 11, p 136, GD-1.

17 Feb 71, Subj: MACV Monthly Historical Summary (U),

Jan 72,

p 6.

p 7, Op- 4 .

10.

Same as #9,

p 8.

11.

Same as #8,

p 1b.

12.

Sa me as # 9, p 12.

13.

Briefing Transcript (S),
72, p 2, Op-Not stated.

14.

Rpt (S), PACA F, I Oct 71, Sul.j: CHECO Report, Aerial Protection of Mekong River
Convoys in Cambodia (U), pp 18-20. Op-I.

15.

Rpt (S). USUAO Phnom Penhi to DIA, 091245Z Mar 72, Subj: C~rqd_
aleat of the Military Situation (U), Op-3.

16.

Rpt (S), USDAO Phnom Penh to DIA, Jan
Situation in Cambodia (U). Up-3.

17.

Rpt (C), Hq 101st Abn 1k. (Arnbl), I May 71, Sub). Airmobile Operatlons4 in Support of*
Operation LAM SON 719 (U), Vol 1, p 1-I1, Up-4.

18.

Rpt (C), liq Wa.t Ahn Div (Anibl), I Ma~y 71. Subj: AirmobiAe Operations in Slipport of
LAMI SON 719 (U), Vol lIt (Final Reoport), p 1-1, Up- 4 .

19.

lBrieflig fnantweript (S). ,IACJ3 to CJCS, Zi Jun 71, SubJ: Assessment of LAM SOIN 719)

20.

Somue as

Presented to CIS, FACOM by MACV Com-mand Center, lb Jin

-

Weekly Assess-

Dee 71, Subj: Weekly Ast~uatiwnt of Military

17, p 1-1.
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21.

MFR (U), ADC-Ops, Hq I 0.ýst Abn Div (Amb]), 20 MLr 7], Subj: Airmnobile Oper3±tions
in Sapport of Operation LAM SON 719, p 2. This 1s a FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY source.

22.

Rpt (S), HQ XXIV Corps, II May 71, Subj; Combat Op":Lio.2,az:efter Actioas Report,
Operation LAM SON 719 (U), p 94, Gp-4.

Z3.

Ltr (S).

24.

Same as # 22, p G-3.

25.

Same as # 22, p G-4.

26.

Same as # 22, p 1-F-I.

27.

Same as # 22, p I-F-5.

28.

Same as # 22, p 2-F-I.

29.

Same as # 2?., p 3-F-I.

30.

Same as # 22, p 10-D-,.

31.

Same as # 22, p 92.

32.

Rpt (S), HQ XXIV Corps, Apr 71, Subj: An Assessment of the Performance of South
Vietnamese Forces During Operation LAM SON 719, p 1, Gp.Not stated.

33.

Same as # 22, p 26.

34.

Same as # 22, pp 4-89.

35.

Ltr (U), HQ XXIV Corps, 31 Mar 71, Subj: Assessment of the Results of LAM SON 719,
p 3.

36.

Satme as # 32, p

37.

Same as # 32, p 2.2.

38.

Same 49 0 22, p b-C-1.

39.

Same as # 22, p 6-C-2,

40.

Rpt (S), JTGS/RVNAF, 29 Mar 71, Subjp 4, Gp-Not sta•ed.

41.

Sain

as 0 32. p 7.

42.

Saim

as # 22, p 100.

43.

Satine an k 17. p 1-25.

COMUSMACV to GJGS (RVNAF),

5 jul 71,

2-5.

Lessons Learned about Operation LAM SON 719,
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44.

Same as # 32, pp 13-14.

45.

Same as # 22, p 8.

46.

Same as # 22, p 1-F-1.

47.
48.

Same as # 18, p 1-3.
Same as # 22, ppC3-2, C-3.

49.

Same as 0 21, p 10.

50.

Same as # 22, p 1-F-6.

51.

Same as # 22, p I-F-6.

55.

Same as # 22, p I-F-4.

53.

Same as # 22, p I-F-5.

54.

Same as # 22, p 2-F-2.

55.

Same as # 18, p B-I

56.
57.

Same
as 0 22, p 5-2-F-1.
Rpt (S/NF),
HQ USAF, Mar 71, Suhj: Air Operations
Review (U),

F-61.

p Z-30, Gp.3.

58.

Same as 0 22, p G- 1.

59.

San-t

60.

Same as

61.

Same as b 3Z, p 7.

62.

Same as N 22, p 3-G-1.

63,

Rpt (S), J3/JGS/RVNAF, 5 Apr 71, Subj: Combat Experience Report Slip on Operation

as #18,

p IV-69.

22, p 0-10.

LAM SON 719 (U), p 4, Gp-4.
LAM
,
SON 719

64.

GQRVNAF, 26 Aug 71, Subj: Combat Experience Report Ship u
Rpt (C), J
{U), p 18, Gp-Not stated.

65.

Sameis o' 22, p D-1.

66.

Rpt (c), HQ USASUPCOM - Da Nang, undated, Subjz Combat Service Support Operations
After Action Report LAM SON 719 (U), p 5, Gp-4.

67.

Same as 0 66, pp 5-6.

68.

Rpts IS), MAC J231, Jan-Dec 71, Subjt USMACV Perintrep (U), Op-1.
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ANNEX F
REDEPLOYMENT OF US FORCES

REDUCTION OF US FORCES IN RVN

(U) From the time US combat forces were first committed in Vietnam the withdrawal of
forces was a public issue. President Kennedy on Z Sep 63 said in a TV interview:
It is their war, they are the ones who have to win it or lose it, we can help them,
we can give them equipment, we can send our men out there as advisors, but
they have to win it -- the people of Vietnam ....
All we can do is help, and
we are making it very clear. But I don't agree with those who say we should
withdraw.
Shortly thereafter he told another reporter:
What I am concerned about is that Americans will get impatient and say, because
they don't like events in Southeast Asia or they don't like the Government in
Saigon, that we should withdraw. I
(U) In late September 1963 President Kennedy ordered Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara and his personal representative, General Maxwell D. Taylor, to go to South Vietnam
to review the military situation, This fact-finding trip culminated in a White House announcemont, on 2 Oct 63, that by the end of 1963 the US program for training Vietnamese should have
progressed to the point where I. 000 US military personnel could bQ withdrawn from P VN, and
that "the major part of the United States military t4sk in Vietnam can be completed by the end
of 1965.4 The 1, 000 withdrawal was carried out as scheduled.
(U) The withdrawal assessment carried over into the Johnson Administration. In a report
to President Jolhson in March 1964 Secretary McNamara and General Taylor recommended
regarding the Vietnam situation: "The policy should continue of withdrawing United States personnel where their roles can be assumed by South Vietnamese, .'
(U) President Johnson made the US and Allied position on withdrawal from Vietnam quite
clear when he spoke on 4 Nov 66 for the Troop Contributing Coutitries who had just met at
Manila:
We don't want to occupy that country. ...
When the aggression, infiltration. and
violence cease, not a nation there wanta to keep occupying forces in South Vietntam ...
It infiltration would cease from the viewpoint of our adversary, the Allies would
gladly reciprocate by withdrawing their troop#... in a period of not to exceed
6 months.

a

,,

I,I ..

In his address to the nation on 31 Mar 68 whereii he announced that he would not seek reeltection.
President Johnson reaffirmed the pledge made at Milaila and offered "the first in what I hope will
be a series of moutual mioves towards peace." 4 This move toward peace was influenced by a
multitude of factors -. the length of the conflict, heavy casualties, monetary draia anthe
national economy, divisivenoes in the United State., and adverse world opinion.
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THE NIXON DOCTRlINE AND VIETNAMIZATION

(U) President Nixon, when he took office in January 1969, intensified efforts for peace in
a series of new initiatives. At the same time, the Administration began a conscious policy of
Vietnarnizing the war. By the summer of 1969 the President had formulated the Nixon Doctrine
and was embarked on a program of withdrawal of US forces from Vietnam.
(U) As enunciated by the President in July 1969, the Nixon Doctrine contained three basic
propositions:
--

--

-.-

The US will keep its treaty commitments.
The US will provide a shield, if a nuclear power threatens the freedom of a nation allied
to us or of a nation whose survival we consider vital to our security.
In cases involving other types of aggression, the US will furnish military aid and economic
assistance w"hen requested and appropriate, but the US shall look to the nation
directly threatened to assume primary responsibility for providing the manpowecr for
its defense.

(U) Consistent with this latter principle - - that the threatened nation provide manpower for
its owvn defense -- the US began the process of Vietnamizatiun, the withdrawal of US forces
from Vietnamn on an orderly, scheduled timetable bafsed on the ability of the South Vietnamese to
defend themselves. As President Nixon reported to the nation on 3 Nov 69:

In the previous administration we Americanized the war in Vietnam.

In this
administration, we are Vietnamizing the search for peace. . . .In July..
I changed Gceneral Abas
orders se that they were consistent with thle objectives;
of our new policiesi. Under the new orders, the primary mission of our troops is
to enable the South Vtienmeose forces to assumre the full responsibility for tho
security of South Vietnam.

US WITHDRIAWALS
(U) The first announcement of US troop withdrawal followtd tho meeting of President Nixon
and President. Thine at, Midway Island on 8 Jun 6.9. At the IMidway Confeironce the two prosidents
reviewed with particular attention the steps being takrin to mAodernite #nd improve the Vietnamese.
armbed forces. President hideu Informed President Nixon that the armed forces of the flepublic
of Vietnam were now reoachinig the point wh~ere they could Assumne an increa&singly large sharv. of
the burden of combat. In response, President Nixon announcedAs a constquonce of the recommendationi by the Prosidtent aind the Amesssment of
our own euommtander in the field, I have decided to order the imniedlatv redeployment M,:i't Vietnam of a division equivaloot of approximately 25. 000 men. This
troop replacemeat will bogita within the next 30 dayo and will be completed by the
enid of Augus.1
In accordante with this decision radeploymenti of US forces begAnt on I Jul 69.

F-2

Reduction of the US force level was carried out in a series of increments, each keyed
ta(C)
to a Presidential announcement on withdrawal. Each reduction was made in the face of certain
risks, requiring a continuing assessment of a number of variables bearing on Vietnamization.
Prime consideration was givtn to:
--

--

assessment of the NVA and VC threat giving special attention to the advantages accruing
to the enemy from having nearby bases and sanctuaries in Cambodia, Laos, and North
Vietnam;
retention of considerable US combat support until RVNAF capabilities became adequate
under the Consolidated RVNAF Improvement and Modernization Program (CRIMP).
Major shortfalls in the CRIMP existed in the areas of aviation and logistics;
the combat performance of RVNAF units. 6

(C) Thus, Vietnamization and the redeployment of US forces were interrelated, with
decisions dependent on estimates of the threat, demonstrated improvements in RVNAF's performance, and progress in pacification. Effective coordination between MACV and JGS, and
between the US Embassy and the GVN on US redeployment planning, reduced the political and
psychological misgivings associated with the initial announcements of US withdrawals, resulting
in an orderly transfer of responsibilities to RVNAF.
(S) Operational requirements sometimes necessitated adjustments in redeployment plans.
For example Operation LAM SON 719 early in 1971 caused changes in the planned withdrawal
in order to retain sufficient combat aviation support. In both initial planning and subsequent
adjustments for each increment, the key factor considered was force structure balance.
(U) Tiroughout 1971, US forces continued to be redeployed as Vietnamization progressed,
with the ultimate objective being to have only a smuall residual force in RVN. The mission and
purpose of the residual forces is best described by President Nixon in his troop withdrawal announcement of 12 Nov 71:
If we do not get a negotiated settlement, then it is necessary to maintain a residual
force for not only the reason -- and this is, of course, a very primary reason -of having something to negotiate with, with regard to our prisoners, but it is also
essential to do so it order to continue our role of leWaving South Vietnam in a
position where it will be able to defend itsalf frorn a Communist take-over. a
(C) Between I Jul 69 and 31 Jan 72 the US military presence in Vietnam was reduced from a
high of 549, 500 to 139,000, a reduction of more than 410,000. The ceiling levels for the various
redeployment incroments are shown below (Figure F-I), followed by a discussion of the spaces
and major units withdrawn in each increment.
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R~edeployment of increments I

-V

1969-1970

Spaces Reduced

Army
Navy
Air Force
Marine
Total

Incr I

Iner 11

Incr III

Incr IV

Inct V

15, 384
1,222
0
8,394

14, 082
5,412
2,541
18,483

29, 443
2,050
5,607
12,900

16, 779
8,800
7,400
17,2

38,100
1,300
600
0

25, 000

40, 500

50, 000

50, 000

40,000

Major Units

Increment I - KEYSTONE EAGLE
(1 Jul 69 - 31 Aug 69)

9th mIn Div (.
9th RLT 3d Mar Div
one Mar Hel Sqdn
one Tac Svc Sqdn

Increment II K.EYSTONE CARDINAL
(I Sep 69 - 15 Dec C9)

3d Mar Div
3d Bde 82d Abn Div
five NMC.B
two Tac Ftr Sqdn
one Spec Op Sqde
one Tac Bi-si Wg

Increment III
(16 Dec 69 -15

I1st 111 Div
3d Dde 4th
26th RLT

-

XEYSTONE BLU]L JAY
Apr 70)

(

mIf

)

Div

one Tac Ftr Wg
three Tac Ftr Sqdn
one Tac Recon Sqdn
three Mar Atk/Ftr Sqdn
one Mar Mel Sqdn
Increment IV -KEYSTONE
(I Jul 70 -15
Oct 70)

ROBIN ALPHA

2 la A rmd Cav Sqdn
3d M3e 9t1 Isnf Div
199th Lt ln! ade

7th 1RLT
throo NMCR
two Tac F~tr Siqdn

A

*

1~ncremeont V
(16 Oct 70

-31

-

KDYS'rONE R~OBIN BRAVO
Dec. 70)

""sth7.ni Div (.
4th IngiDiv otte Iivor kahI Sqda
RQ"Ao SqAiA
*no
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REDEPLOYMENT OF MAWOR
COMBAT UNITS
INCREMENT VI
KEYSTONE RODIN CHARLIE
(I JAN 71- 30APRY71SOG

5t RG
(MR I
173 d INF B
O
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DI' fV

:,SF A

25 th

A
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US ForcefRedeployment,

1971

(C) Redeployment of US Forces accelerated in 1971. The force ceiling level was reduced
185, 000 spaces by the end of the year through four completed incremients ( 160, 000) and one ongoing increment (25, 000 in Dec 71). All USMG combat forces were withdrawn, 3nding service
in RVN which had begun with the deployment of the first US combat forces in March 1965. The
year 1971 also signaled a roductiott in the remainder of the troop- contributing countries of the
Free World Military Assistance Forces. Redeployment continued to require careful, yet flexible,
planning to maintain the delicate balances required between increased capabilities of the RVNAF
and the need for US combat, combat support, and combat service support units.
(U) In a speech on 7 Apr 71 President Nixon announced a new withdrawal of 100. 000. This
became the basis for redeployment increments VII. VIII, and IXX, In his speech the President
reemnphasized US intentions by stating:
The American involvement in Vietnam is coming to an end. The day the South
Vietnarrese cAn take over their own defense is in sight. Our goal 's total American
withdrawal from Vietnam. We can and we will reach that goal torough our program
9
of Vietnamiization.
(U) Redeployment of each incremtent during 197 1 is discussed below, Apipenidix.1 contains
detailed listings by increment of each unit drawadown or re~deployedl duri' -, '147l.
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Ot-her major US Army redeployments in Increment VI:
--

--

The last remaining brigade of the 25th Inf Div, the 2d Bde, and its four infantry
battalions.
The I1Ith Armd Cay Pegt (-.) (ACR), redeployed to Fort Lewis, Washington. The 'ýd
Sqdn, 11Ith ACR remained in MR -2to participate in dynamic defense and security
operations.
The 5th Special Forces Group, one o! the oldest US units in operation in Indochina
underw-nt a drawdown in strength to zero balance by a force structu- e change action on
15 Apr 71.

--

One battalion of the 1 73d A bn Bde, redeployed, from Binh Dinh Province, MR 2.

(C) Inc:-fpment VI continued the rapid reduction of the USMC's presence in the RVN. A
major portion of the II[ Marine Amphibious Force to include Hq Bn I1st Mar Div and the 5th
Mar Regt redeployed during March and April. From a peak of 81, 786 in April 1969, nearly
half of the 25,257 Maý'ines remaining in Vietnam on I Jan 71 were redeploy,ýd by 31 Apr 71.
(C) At the beginning of thv increment there were 54 US maneuver battalions (48 US Army.
6 USMC) i~n. country, By the end of the increment there were 39 (36 US A-e'my, 3 USMC). 11

Incr-tment V11
(U) Increment VII, KEYSTONE: ORIOLE ALPHA, began on 1 May 71 anid terminated 30 Jun
71. ThiW increment reoulted in a 29, 300 sipace reduction of US forces. These spaces were
divided among the component forces as follows. i

Army

*

Combat
SuppQrt.

3,.277

1.556

Combat Service
Support

Total

10,197

15,030

Navy

5416

516

Air Force

98594

USM%1C
*

Combat

4,071

4,983

5,53t.

UStvC De bit/
4 Crallit Acct
Total

13,590

-621
7.648

5,539

-2

16,413

ýl9. no

(C) This increment signaled thoe onclusilon of the USMC'a active comibat ro1.o iin the Vieto~m.
a war. With the redeployment to Okinawa of the 3d Mar A rph JUde. the- Iat Reat lI t Mar Div, two
attaek fighter fsquidroxia of the I1st Mar Air Wing, and the roainlog com~bat su~pbrt and combat
service (support elements, the USIMC03 striftjgth in Viotitant was reduced to 546'ua of 30ulun 71-.
This level is comIparabj% to the USMC Viebtmstr.~nilth in the sprbig of 1963, (lMarch 1963,
532., April 1963. 580).
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(V1) Principal US Army combat forces withdrawn were two battalions from the Z3d Inf Div
and one from the 101 st Abn Div (Ambl), all from MR 1.
(C) Increment VII's redeployment decreased the US strength fro m 39 maneuver battalions
(36 US Army, 3 USMC) to 33, all US Army. 1

Increment VIII
(U) Increment VIII, KEYSTONE ORIOLE BRAVO, began on I Jul 71 and terminated 31 Aug
71. This increment resulted in a 28, 700-space reduction of US forces. These spaces were
divided among the component forces as follows.

Army

C ombat

Combat
Sup~port

6,475

7,328

Navy
Air Force
Marine

Total

Combat Service
Support

Total

7,966

21,769

1,12Z

1,122

1,783

1,618

2,299

5,700

4

26

79

109

8,262

8,972

11,466

28,700

(U) The US Army lost two combat brigades in the increment: the I1st Brigade, 5th Infantry
Division (mechanized), wvhich was redeployed and inactivated, and the 173d Airborne Brigade ()

which redeployed to Fort Campbell, Xy for continued duty in the active Army.
(C) The US Navy's principal redeployment in this inc'?-ement involved three vessels, the

USS Satyr, UJSS Sphinx, and the USS Askari, under the Naval Support Activity's (NSA) control.
These were landing craft repair ships, termed ARLs. Each had a crew of 212 men. The
Spixhad departed the RVN in mid-May but was credited to the USN's space reduction for Increment VIII. The Ae)kari was redeployed to Subic Bay, Philippines. The Satyr did not dgpart,
its spaces were redeployed and in September 1971, the ship was turned over to the VNN.I
(C) A number of USAF combat units were affected by Increment V111. One tactical recon'saissance squadron of PrF-s and twvn twtctieNl airlift vadr'vns redeployed, and four tacti-cal
fighter squadrons of F-1O00o were inactivated at Phani Rang All. There was also one special
operations squudron of AC-119s which redeployed to Thailand. 17
*

(C) Incremoi~t VIII redeployments reduced US Army mraneuver battalions fronm 33 to 27. 18

Increment IX
(U) Increment IX. KEYSTONE ORIOLE CHARLIE, began ca I Sep 71 and terminated 30
Nov 71.* This Increment resulted in a 42, 000-space 1reduction of UJS forces. These Spaces
were divided among the component force s as follows.
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TilS

Order S

*
4

UNCLASSIFIED

ACSQDN
311th TAC ALFT SQDN
315 th

HO

DMZ

23 d

INF DIV

HQ 198th INF BDE
HQIt N D
HIth NBD

,,
REDEPLOYVMENT OF MAJOR
COMBAT UNITSMRI
INCREMENT IX
KEYSTONE ORIOLE CHARLIE
(I1SEP 71 - 30 NOV 71)

NA

th TAC FYR SQDN
48dhTAC FTR SQDN

'1o

8

11 10 th AC

th6t
17 SPC
SAIGON

*~.

UNCLAM8PIED
F-1z

1' SO

TA1N SON NHUT

Saww. MAWi 3-WS OPREP4, I Sep 71-1 DWI

*~

SQDN

Fln

-

Army

Combat
Support

8,253

11,452

15,295

54

1,346

1,400

Navy

**

Combat Service
Support

Combat

Total
35,000

Air Force

1,819

2,141

1,640

5,600

Total

10,072

13,647

18,281

42,000

(U) The 23d Infantry Division (Americal) (-) to include two of its brigades, six infantry
battalions, and five field artillery battalions comprised the main portion of the US Army's
reduction in firepower. The remaining Americal brigade, the 196th Inf Bde, and three of its
battalions and one field artillery battalion were relieved from the division on I Nov 71 and as signed to xxrV Corps for dynamic defense and tactical security of US installations in Da Nang. 10
There were also two armored cavalry squadrons redeployed, one each from MW~ J and NMR 2.
The reniaAder of the US Army space reductions were other combat support and comb~.t service
support units.
(U) Nearly all of the USN's 1,400 space reductions were combat service support elements.
One mobile construction battalion of 348 spaces redeployet'. and the Naval Support Activities of
Saigon and Da Nang underwent a drawdown.
(U) The USAF lost two F41) tactical fighter squadrons from Phu Cat ABl in B~inh Dinh Province redeployed during this increment. Two tactical airlift squadrons, a C- 123kE squiadroll
from Da Nang and a C -7A squadron.Cam Ranh Bay, and a spucial operations squadron of AC.1190 gunships from Tan Son Nhut were inactivated in-country,
(C) The continued redo loyment of US maneuver battalions resulted in roduction front~ 27 (in
I Sep 71 to 19 on 30 Nov 71.C
Increment

X

(U) Increment X, IHEYSTONE MALLARD. began on I De ?i and torminatod 31 Jan 72.
This incrvament resulted in a 45, 000.space reduction of US forces. These spaces were divided
atr"OUS the componenL forces as follows.

Army

Combat
Support

7.561

11,339

17,8iSI

3b,7is

606

1,409

2,017

Navy

i

Crnmwit Sorvico

Combat

Total

Air Force

879

1,740

3. 646

6 265

Total

8,440

13.687

22.873

45.000

(U) Tho lot Brigade (-) and 3d Brigade, 101st In'faantry Divipmn (Attbl). emin 2aearatr in.
tantry battalioni, and five field artillery battalionts comprised the nis jor roduction inground fir'epower. Tito romaining US Avr#yA spaces were other combat, combat tupport. and combat service

support units.
G¶~~
TilSP~t
~r(JorSe
'~
orers

IJNCLASSIPIED
DAMH Pier

A

UNCLASSIFIED

d BDE 1OI-qA8N DIV

CAMP
\E,%Vm~

REDEPLOYMENT OF MAJOR
COMBAT UNITS

~

CAMP EAGLE

ItDIIB
ltD11t

MR I

I
I

INCREMENT X
KEYSTONE MALLARD
(I DEC 71 -31JAN 72)

M 2

1/22 INFON
TUY HOA

525 TAC

ALFT SQON

CAM RANH
BAY
PHAN RANG AS3

AIR SPT
,hTAC
9
SQON

SourceMACJS-08 OPREP 4, kWoo It-t.1 Fo 72x

F-14

-

(U) All USN space reductions were combat service support elements.
(U) USAF combat units withdrawn were the 535th Tactical Air Lift Squadron and the 19th
Tactical Air Support Squadron.
(U) There were 13 US Army maneuver battalions remaining in Vietnam upon completion of
KEYSTONE MALLARD redeployment. 22

FREE WORLD MILITARY ASSISTANCE FORCE REDEPLOYMENTS

'C) Concurrent with redeployment of US forces, Free World Military Assistance Forces
began withdrawal of troops. Australian and New Zealand forces began redeployment from
Vietnam in three phases or increments starting on 19 Aug 71 to continue to 7 Mar 72. As of
31 Dec 71 all except approximately 1, 600 of the Australian and New Zealand forces were redeployed. A small number (approximately 100) of the remaining force comprised an Army
Training Team.
(C) The Republic of Korea planned to withdraw 10,000 troops in two phases between December 1971 and April 1972.
Forces to be redeployed included a marine brigade and a logistical
command. The remaining contingent consists of two divisions and support elements (approximately 39,000 troops).
(C) Royal Thai Army Volunteer Forces, Vietnam began standdown on 9 Dec 71 and commenced redeployment on 3 Jan 72. Redeployment is scheduled to be completed by May 1972.
(C) The Philippine and Nationalist Chinese governments continued to have only small contingents remaining in-country.
(U)

$pain terminated its assistance to RVN on 15 Dec 71.

(U) Free World Forces activities and troop redeployments are discussed in greater detail
in Atmex G. 23
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APPENDIX I

UNITS REDEPLOYED JN INCREMENTS VI TO X

(U) This appendix lists all units redeployed, reduced, or inactivated in redeployment
Increments VI through X, 1 Jan 71 to 31 Jan 72, totaling 205,000 spaces. Units are listed by
increment and are grouped by major element within each Service. The actual unit space reduction is classified SECRET; the designation of a unit and its dates are unclassified. Information
on number of personnel spaces authorized prior to reduction is not available for units in Increment VI.
(C) Previous redeployment listings are contained in the MACV Command Histories for
1969 and 1970.

SUMMARY OF REDEPLOYMENTS
(G Jul 69 to 31 Jan 72)

Period

Increment

Authorlzed

Spaces

Ceiling

Reduced

Arty Rln

Mvr Bn

Atk /Ftr
SqLdn*
1

I

IJul69 - 31Au&69

524,500

25,000

9

11

1?SGp 6 9 -15Dec69

484,000

40.500

10

6

4

LU

3ODec69 - 15Apr70

434,000

50,000

17

11

4

IV

ISep70

384,000

50,000

11

5

it

V

i6Wet TO - 31Dec70

344,000

40.000

14

a

0

VI

I J& .71t

24,000

6t" 000

is

VII

1My71 -301tutn

ZS4, 700

29. 300

6

a

Z

VIIU

U1l71 -3Aw71

ZZ6, 000

Za. 700

6

S

5

LX

ISp71

30Nov7I

184,000

4Z,000

8

to0

X

1tDe0T71

U Jai?2

139,000

45,000*

6

S

.

50ct70

3OAptl

-

SZ$,000 space in Detember 1971; 20,000.%i.d,
**
S

Combat Power

in

.

J.UU&y 1972

1Atd USMC Sqd if.
Inudes both USAF

Source: MAC33
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Annex F

1.

Rpt (U), Background Information Relating to Southeast Asia and Vietnam (6th revised edition),
prepared for the Committee on Foreign Relations, US Senate, Jun 70, pp 202-204.

2.

Same as # 1, p 205.

3.

Same as # 1, p 207.

4.

Same as # 1, pp 287-289.

5.

Same as # 1, pp 326-327.

6.

Briefing (C), J3-03, 18 Nov 71, Subj: US and FWMAF Redeployments, pp 1-3, Gp-Not
stated.

7.

Same as # 6, p 1.

8.

Msg (U), COMUSMACV to DCG USARV et al., 130951Z Nov 71, Subj: President Nixon's
Troop Withdrawal Announcement and Press Conference, pp 11-12.

9.

Bulletin (U), JUSPAO, 7 Apr 71, Subj: Text of President Nixon's Address on Further Reduction of US Forces in Vietnam.

10.

Fact Sheet (U),

MACJ3-03, 14 May 71,

11.

Msgs (C), MACJ3-08 OPREP 4, 1 Jan thru I May 71,

12.

Fact Sheet (U),

13.

Msg (C), CINCPAC to AIG 7871, 072215Z Jul 71, Subj: Completion of NEYSTONE ORIOLE
(ALFA) Redeployments (U), Gp-Not stated; Fact Sheet (C), MACAG, 4 Jul 71, Subj: Fffective Fighting Strength of US Units (U), Op-4.

14.

Msgs (G), MACJ3-08, OPREP 4, 1 May through I Jul 71,

15.

Fact Sheet (U). MACJ3-03, 31 Aug 71, Subj: Increment VIII; Msg (S), COMUSMAGV to
Chief, JOS, RVNAF, 251133Z Jun 71, Subj: Force Planning, Vietram (U), Op-4.

16,

Same as 0 15.

"17.

Same as # 15.

MACJ3-03,

Subj: Increment VI.
Gp-4.

1 May 71, Subj: Increment VII.

Gp-

18.

vtogs (C),

19.

Fact Sheet (U),

20.

Mog (U), COMUSMACV to Cdr 7AF et
Increenot IX, Change I.

21.

Msg# (C), MACJ3.08, OPREP 4. 1 Jul thru I Dee 71, Gp-4.

4

.

MACJ3-08, OPREP 4. 1 Jul thru 1 Sep 71. Gp-4.

MACd3-03, 30 Nov 71, Subj: Increment IX.
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22.

Msg (S), GOMUSMAGV to Cdrs FWMAF, 280840Z Nov 71, Subj: Force Planning Vietnam
(U), Gp-4; Msg (S),GOMUSMACV to Cdr 7AF et al., 11.1030Z Dec 71, Subj: Redeployment
of Forces, Increment X, Change 1, Gp-4.

23.

Briefing (C), MACJ3O03, undated, Subj: US and FWMAF Redeployments (U),
stated.
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ANNEX G
FREE WORLD MILITARY ASSISTANCE FORCES
INTRODUC TION

(U) This Annex contains a synopsis of the military assistance rendered to RVN by nations
of the Free World other than the US.
(U) In April 1964 President Johnson initiated the "More Flags" concept in which he publicly
requested that other nations of the Free World contribute military assistance to RVN in its
Prior to this request, the United States and Australia were the
counterinsurgency efforts.
With planning assistance from US
only nations supporting the RVN with military assistance.
Government agencies, a list of assistance requirements was pr,:pared, and in July 1964 the
GVN formally requested assistance from 36 nations of the Free World. By January 1965 at
least 26 nations had responded with assistance to the GVN. 2
(U) Each of the Troop Contributing Countries (TCC) to the Free World Military Assistance
Force (FWMAF), entered into Military Working Arrangements with COMUSMACV. These
arrangements were largely based on extensions of the Pentalateral Agreement of 1950 which
governed the furnishing of US military assistance to Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, and the French
Union in Indochina. The working arrangements specified command and control relationships,
logistical responsibilities, and the rights, privileges, and exemptions to be accorded to FWMAF
personnel. Command of FWMAF forces was exercised through the command structure of the
TCC, while operational control was generally exercised by COMUSMACV. An exception to
COMUSMACV exercise of operational control was the relationship of coordination and cQyoperation which existed between Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam (ROKFV) and US forces.
(S) Free World Military Assistance Policy Councils had been established to coordinate and
control actions of the Free World Military Assistance Forces. Each council consisted of the
Chief, Joint General Staff, RVNAF, COMUSMACV, and the senior commander of the respective
FWMAF command concerned. These councils coordinated the assignment of tasks and missions
and assured mutual agreement between RVNAF, USMACV, and the forces concerned. In practice,
the councils rarely met iii formal session as most actions were taken through normal staff
channels at the Free World Military Assistance Office (FWMAO).
(U) At the peak of their employment in Vietnam, Free World military forces totaled nearly
70, 000 men. Combat forces employed were equal to more than three full US Army infantry
divisions. Besides the obvious combat power which was made available to the RVN, these
forces served to demonstrate to the Government and people of RVN and to the rest of the world
that other free countries were interested in help4 ng the Vieonareso people maintain their free.
dom and achieve peace and security.
(U) The Australians contributed considerable resources, money, a.id tn.anpowe- to the RVN.
Military expenses inciient to A4setialian inmolviment weoe in excese of $225 million, borne
In addition, Australia contributed more than $?1
entirely try the Australian Government.
million to the RVN In economic assistance. New Zealand, like Australia, was self-supporting
and paid its owni way in military and economic assistance to the RVN. Military costs, not
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including pay to its forces, exceeded $11 milliion.
assistance of approximately $3. 8 million. 4

New Zealand also contributed economic

(C) Aside from the monetary considerations, there was a heavy sacrifice of men that
should be given proper recognition. Australia lost more than 415 men killed in action (KIA),
The small New Zealand contingent suffered
and more than 2, 200 men wounded in action (WIA).
37 men KIA and 172 men WIA.
(C) Korean and Thai contributions came in the form of major combat units: two divisions
and a marine brigade for the ROK, and a Thai division. Korean forces suffered more than
3, 950 men killed in action while inflicting more than 37, 500 deaths upon the enemy forces.
Thai forces suffered more than 350 men KIA while accounting for approximately 2, 900 enemy
KIA.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE TO RVN

(U) In addition to the combat and combat-support contributions which were made by Free
World countries to the RVN, a major effort was made by friendly nations to help the RVN
develop socially and economically. During the period July 1964 to December 1970, grants in
economic and social aid to the RVN, official and private, exceeded $160 million. This aid
came from 47 countries and principalities, as well as the Asian Development Bank, the League
of Red Cross Societies, and several agencies of the United Nations.
(U) Some of the most significant activities and contributions (amounts in US dollars) of the
various countries were:
Australia provided building materials, medical assistance, scholarships for overseas
study, expert advisors, and a variety of public works at a cost of more than $21 million.
Belgium provided University of Belgium scholarships and medical assistance costing
more than $420 thousand.
Canada provided nearly $13 million assistance in grants for technical assistance,
food, construction equipment, medical equipment and supplies, scholarships, and
relief and welfare projects.
The Republic of China provided nearly $4 million in a program which emphasized
agricultural improvement programs and public works.
Denmark< contributed approximately $100 thousand for medical, welfare, and relief
programs.
France contributed in excess of $31 million with heavy emphasis on provision of
cultural, educational, and technical assistance.
The Federal Republic of Germany contributed more than $37 million
medical, welfare, and relief projects.

-.

largely in

Iran sponsored medical projects at a cost of more than $600 thousand.
--

Italy contributed in exccss of $1 million for education, welfare, and relief.
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Japan furnished more than $11 million for agricultural improvement, medical assistance, education, and welfare.

*

The Republic of Korea contributed more than $7 million primarily to support agricultural
improvements.

--

*

Malaysian contributions of more than $300 thousand went for education, welfare, and
relief,

--

--

*

The Netherlands gave approximately $3. 5 million to support education and cultural
projects, conduct public works, and provide technical expertise.
Switzerland provided nearly $1. 5 million for medical assistance, supplies and training,
and relief projects.

--

--

Thailand provided approximately $550 thousand for welfare and relief.
The United Kingdom provided nearly $8 million for education, medical assistance,
public works, public administration, industrial development, and welfare and relief.

WC) In addition to these contributions, there were scores of other modest contributions
from other countries which served to unde rlin~e the concern for the well-being of the Republic
of Vietnam.7

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

(U) In response to GVN requests, the Republic of Korea (ROK) began providing military
and economic assistance to RVN on 22 Sep 64. The initial contributions to the RVN counterinsurgency effort consisted of a Mobile Army Surgical Hoipital (MASH) and a group of TaeKwan-Do instructors. (Tae.Kwon-Do is an advanced form of hand-to-hand combat similar to
Judo.,) Instruction in this art has been given to several thousand RVN armed forces and police
personnel. 8
(U) On 3) Oct 64 a working arrangement was signed by representatives of RVN and ROK
established rules governing the activities of the Korean MASH and Tate.Kwon-Do knotructore. This document coverud m-atters such &o locaticon of the force, construction of base
-. facilities,
supply proced'4res. security to be provided, and the functions of the ROK groupa.
Included in the agreemient was the key point that the 110K forcees would kw 4object to the provision# of the 1950 Pentalateral Agrceetnnt. thutt granting, in feffect, diplomatic immunIty for
wh'ich

these personnel. Confirmation of thene Pentalateral Agreement rights was. made by the passage
of a diplomatic note betweeni the two governments.
(U) In early January 1965 the GVN decidod that additional astiistAnce was needed to com"ak
growing Viet Cong prousure; as a r~esult the+ROK was requested to provttl 4dditional non'Com-t
batants. The realson for this request was that the GVNI had been forced to thlitrt military troops
to civic aetion projects, so as to combat the devastation caused by heavy flooding during the
fall monsoon In 1964,

*

The Government of Korea iGOK~i agreed that morv support coold be

provide~d and decided to furnish a ROK Army engioee~r task force. Thist task force wait to
become known as the "Dove Unit,." In a military working arrangdtment signed on 8 Feb 6S
~between COMUSMACV and the KAOK Ciammandar, it was stated that this taok forc( would fonction
uider oporating pariitieters established by what becatne known as the Free World Military
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Assistance Policy Council (FWMAPC). In addition, the Dove Unit would be "responsive" to the
overall commander in any given area of operations. The arrangements further provided that
force. 10
both the COMUSMACV and RVNAF would provide Logistical support for the ROK
(U) On 15 Feb 65 the advance element of the Dove Unit arrived, to be followed on 16 March
by the main party. The group was hecated at a base camp in Bien Hoa Province (see Figure G-2).
Cumulative results of construction by the Dove Unit and other ROKFV units as of I Sep 71
included 142 bridges, over 480 km of roads, 340 ciassrooms, over 1, 530 houses, and ov.:r 740
public installations inctuding community centers, clinics, temples, churches, hamlet offices,
and public baths.
(U) Considering the achievements of the Koreannoncombatant groups, the Vietnamese
Government requested that the Korean Government dispatch more forces. Following negotiations
between the two governments, the ROK sent a Military Assistance Group to Vietnam (ROKMAGV).
The first task force of approximately Z,000 personnel arrived in RVN 16 Mar 65. Subsequent
to the arrival of ROKMAGV, in response to a GVN request and US urging, on 12 Aug 65 the GOK
approved of an additional deployment of combat forces to RVN. 12
(U) On 25 Sep 65 the ROK Force Vietnam (ROKFV) was organized at Seoul, Korea. It was
to become the controlling headquarters of ROK forces in RVN. On this same date ROKFV was
integrated as a partner of the Free World Military Assistapfce Forces. On 20 Oct 65 ROKFV
was transferred from Seoul and activated at Saigon, RVN,
(S) During the aforementioned negotintlons to increase ROK forces in RVN, the political
sensitivities of ROK officials were siuch that they refused to sign a formal agreement giving
operational control of their forces to COMUSMACV. Instead, a new working agreement was
negotiated which contained no reference to command and control except for the clause that
FWMAPC would continue to provide operational guidelines. In further discussions between thw
ROK Commander and COMUSMACV it was determined that CG FrFORCEV would haveI facto
operational control over ROK forces, however, orders would be phrased as requests.,4

(U) On 9 Oct 65 the 2d ROK Marine 1Brigade landed at Cam Ranh Pay, mnrking the introAfter this initial &arrival
of combat forcos,
larger coombat and combtat-support units of the KOK armed forces co•ta.ued to arrive over a
period of several months, reaching a peak strength of approsimately S0, 000 personmel in 1966.
Forces which were introduced included the Capital (Tiger) Diviaiop with Initial elements
landing on ŽZ Oct 65, a naval transportation unit which was activated on 15 Mar ý6, the 100th
Logistical Support C-4nim•nd emtahlished on I Jun 66, the 9t0 0,White Horse? Ovioiso on 9 Atig
66. ths I Ith Aviation Conipaiy on 10 Apt 67. and an aerial support group ot I Jul 67 (see Figure
duction of major ROK combat forces into RVN.

G- 1).

(flk);
II)i
rcoe weed deployed inh live provinces tttotj kiltglwav t'dn.
1 onta4. C-±t
of contral Vlet"tit for clean-,p operations, pacif|ltcton of ntntal areas, and support of consttut•lnr 0-). 16
on proiects (see
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1U1 RONK combat ouperations it 1971 were highlighted by threi large scale operationt,

the

tit which w'as a 1;O.rch anld clear" operation codo =aamed Dcjksorit Il-i'. Tho coit,04ined ierc,rr
ot thr "Tior and Whitto m•re Divisonsm caoautctd I'W~ksuri 71.1 it N-i Yest Province, itppr,,,i.
71.{, Resu•ltsl~
at this• operati-ofnweiv~ 427 enemy• KIA; I PW taken; And 10A IW au~d CSW
eapfurod, while outtsntat.g ZA friendly klIA and 14 WIA. The other tw•o major operations4 ro.'-.
dueled in 1971 *C#`Q'ekfibWn ** ROX O.nMeri 4p~ratl.on2, 1s! AMf 4d PlUSV,9,
Aoth PhAito-.~,.inYei%+Vt
the RJOK N14rhov Arigzade.
of all ~ombat unilts of the ROKFV, two intantry dlvisiotns A#%0I
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While a OH-47 helicopter hovers above, ROK
soldiers practice rappeling techniques north

ROtC infantrymen advance across rice paddie0
during search and clear operations west of
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These operations initiated in the Central Highlands during the periods 23 Apr to 14 May and 21
Jun to 11 Jul 1971 were planned to counter enemy plans to disrupt the RVN congressional election
in August 1971 and the presidential election in October 1971. 17 The area of operations for both
phases was in the Central Highlands, 50 miles northwest of Qui Nhon City, and 12 miles northwest of Tuy Hoa City; and 26 miles southwest of Da Nang. Combined results of both summer
phases were 1,253 enemy KIA, 74 PW taken, 554IW captured, and 58CSW captured or destroyed.
ROKFV reported that they ki~led the enemy at a ratio of 50 to 1 during Phase I of the summer
operation and reported the loss of 12 KIA and 48 wounded during this period. During Phase 2
ROKFV losses were not reported.
(U) In the more than 6 years of military involvement in RVN, ROK armed forces have
inflicted considerable losses upon the enemy. During this period they launched more than 1, 100
combat operations of battalion or larger size. The results of ROK combat operations in terms
of enemy losses were more than 37, 500 enemy killed, 4, 590 PW captured, 2, 422 defectors
detained, 17,840 small arms and 1, 551 CSW captured. These battlefield results were not
attained without scarifice, as during the same period the ROK forces suffered more than 3, 950
KIA and 7, 500 WIA. 18
(C) During 1971 the Governments of Korea and RVN agreed that the security situation within
RVN was such that elements of ROKFV could be redeployed to Korea. Plans for implementation
of this decision were promulgated in COMUSMACV OPLAN J 211, which set forth the details for
redeployment of the ROKFV 2d Marine Brigade, elements of the 100th Logistical Command and
elements of HQ, ROKFV. This initial redeployment of ROK forces would be accomplished in
seven increments. Increments I and 2, consisting of 2,449 men and associated equipment,
redeployed from RVN during December 1971. The remaining five increments were scheduled
for redeployment during the period January - April 1972.19

AUSTRALIA

(U) Australia was the first of the Free World countries to join the Unitea States in -roviding
military assistance to RVN. During July 1962 a 30-man team of officer and warrant officer
volunteers arrived in Vietnam. This contingent became the nucleus of what was called the
Australian Army Training Team, Vietnam (AATTV). AATTV was integrated with American
advisory teams who were workingwith the Vietnamese in Army training centers. Most of their
effort was concentrated in MR 1. 0
(U) A working agreement between COMUSMACV and Australia was signed on 27 Jul 62 which
placed AATTV under the operational control of COMUSMACV. 21
(U) During August 1964 a Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) detachment arrived in Vietnam and was employed under the operational control of COMUSMACV as part of the Southeas,
Asia (SEA) airlift. This unit, known as No. 35 Squadron, was based at Vung Tau with six
Caribou aircraft and 74 personnel (see Figure G-3).
(U) In April 1965, the Australian Government decided to increase its assistance to the RVN.
This resulted in the formation of the Australian Army Force in Vietnam (AAFV). Elements
of AAFV arrived in Vietnam during May - June 1965. Included in this contingent was a battalion
of the 1st Ro)al Australian Regiment (RAR), a logistical support company, a cavalry troop, and
a signal troop. In September 1965 a contingent of 350 reinforcements arrived in RVN which
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consisted of artillery, engineer, signal, aviation, and logistical elements. Under a renewed
working agreement with COMUSMACV, AAFV was placed under the operational control of
COMUSMACV. 23
(U) In June 1966 there was a substantial increase in Australia's commitment. At this time
the 1st Australian Task Force (ATF) was formed at Nui Dat and HQ AAFV was reorganized to
include Royal Australian Navy (RAN) and Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) representation
(see Figure G-3). The principal units of the Task Force were the 5th and 6th Battalions, RAR;
the 3d Special Air Service Squadron; two batteries of Australian artillery- and one New Zealand
battery (see Figure G-4). 24
(U) The RAAF contribution in RVN consisted of No. 9 Squadron, deployed in June 1966,
which provided helicopter support to the ATF; No. 2 Squadron, dep.oyed in April 1967, equipped
with Canberra bombers; No. 35 Squadron equipped with Caribou aircraft which provided
resupply runs into Saigon, Nui Dat, and Vung Tau; and two squadrons of Hercules air transports
which provided support in Vietnam from their bases in Australia. The bomber squadron was
located at Phan Rang Air Base (see Figure G-3) and was used to interdict and attack enemy
targets throughout South Vietnam. 25
(U) The RAN contribution in RVN consisted of naval destroyer ships which operated in the
South China Sea and the Gulf of Tonkin, a contingent of naval helicopter personnel (eight pilots,
four air crewmen, and 30 ground crewmen), and a detachment of naval clearance divers. The
first destroyer to see duty in the waters of Vietnam was HMAS Hobart, which was assigned in
March 1967 to duties with the US 7th Fleet. In September 1967 the Hobart was relieved by
HMAS Perth, and the two ships alternated in 6-month tours of duty until 1969 when HMAS Brisbane and HMAS Vendetta took over the duties of performing alternating tours with the US 7th
Fleet. The last Australian destroyer to be assigned to the 7th Fleet, HMAS Brisbane, was
returned to Australia in September 1971.Z
(U) Until October 1967 the strength of the Australian Forces in Vietnam was approximately
6,300. In that month the government announced that Australia's commitment would be increased
to more than 8,000 including Navy, Army, and Air Force components. This increase included
the 3d Battalion, RAR, a squadron of Centurion tanks, and combat and logistical support units. 27
(U) Civic action in Phuoc Tuy Province was a vital aspect of the work of the Ist ATF since
it began its operational role in the province in 1966. In mid-1967 the Ist Australian Civil Affairs
Unit was formed and sent to Vietnam with the primary mission of assisting the people of the
province. Major projects in which the ATF was involved were construction of 600 houses for
Vietnamese soldiers and their families, at 13 different sites throughout the province; rebuilding
and resurfacing of Route 2, the main highway which runs north-south through the province;
the construction of bridges over the Song Rai River
Route 23; and provision of technical
advice and materials for village self-help projects.
(U) The Australian Civil Affairs Unit was active in improving agricultural methods. Many
notable improvements were made in rice quality, chicken and pig breeding, and sorghurn production. On the medical side, the Civil Affairs Unit in conjunction with the combat elonments of
the ATF conducted MEDCAP operations, constructed several small dispensaries, and made
repairs and improvements on Phuoc Tuy's main hospital in barit.. Other Australian assistance
to the province included the building of new classrooms and schools; construction of soveraL
windmills, reticulation systems, and water systems; building of markuts, community centers,
sporting facilities, and village offices; and provision of electricity generating plants. 9
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An Australie~n soldier teaches brick-1aying. to a South Vietnarniso apprentice building
Regional Force barracks in Baria, Phwuc Tuy Province.

(U) Following a series of ainnounced US withdrawal. in t969 the Prim'e Minister, Mr. John
Gorton, arnounced on 16 December that Australian forces would be rc duced by one battalion and
somv support troops. In November 1970 the 8th Battalion was returned to Auat.'alia and was not
repiaced. On 18 Aug 71 the new Prime Minister, Mr. Wiflium McMahon, announced that the lot
ATF would. be withdrawn and that most of the combat elements would be home by Chriotm-as
197 1. From lIS Sep zo-Dec 71 Australian nults close4i out their batie camp at Nui Oat, redeployed
a large portion of the AlT to Australia, and prepa~ed tat eedeployment of the remwaining elements
of the task force.

UNMLSEWIPlD

(U) As of 8 Jan 72 strength of Australian Forces in RVN stood at 1, 618. Of this number,
251 were members of the Australian Force Headquarters elements in Saigon, 71 were stationed
in Phuoc Tuy Province as part of the Australian Army Training Team, Vietnam, and the remaining 1, 296 personnel were at Vung Tau preparing for redeployment. 30
(U) The AFV strength was projected to be reduced to 150 personnel as of 31 Mar 72. These
personnel were to man a much reduced headquarters in Saigon and constitute the AATTV which
"would remain in RVN in a training role for an indefinite period.

NEW ZEALAND

(U) New Zealand (NZ) began its assistance to the RVN on 29 Jun 64 when a small team of
Army Engineers was deployed. These engineers were tasked to assist the RVN in civic action
projects and were stationed in Thu Dau Mot in MR 3. On 30 Jun 64 the NZ team was extnded
rights, privileges, and exemptions provided for in the Pentalateral Agreement of 1950.
(U) In response to a request from the GVN in early 1965, the New Zealand Government
decided to commit a combat force to the RVN. The first NZ combat contribution was the 161
Battery, Royal NZ Artillery, which arrived at Bien Hoa on 21 Jul 65. For 1 year it was attached
to the US 173d Airborne Brigade. The battery supported many brigade engagements in War
Zone D. In July 1966, 161 Battery was redeployed to Nui Dat where it supported both Australian
and New Zealand forces in Phuoc Tuy Province until its withdrawal in April 1971.
(U) In April and May 1967, as an adjunct to the combat forces, the Ist New Zealand Services
Medical Team was dispatched to RVN. The team commenced work at Bong Son village in Binh
Dinh Province, where they expanded the dispensary and eventually established a small hospital
(see Figure G-3). The medical team provided outpatient medical service and assisted province
officials in educating the people in various aspects of public health.
(U) The next combat unit to arrive was V Company, Royal NZ Infantry Regiment. The
company arrived at Nui Dat on 13 May 67 and initially was attached to the 6th Bn Royal AustralIan Regiment (RAR), later being transferred to 2d Bn RAR. In December 1967 the second
infantry company arrived at Nul Dat and was designated W Company.
his company was also
attached to the 2d Bn RAR for operations. The last NZ combat unit to be deployed to the RVN
was 4 Troop, NZ Special Air Service, This troop arrived at Nul Dat in December 1968 and was
attached to the Australila Special Air Service Squadron, 1st Australian Task Force (see Figure
G-3). During Its tour, 4 Troop was employed in an intelligence gathering role 3 Vnd participated
in extenslve long-range patrolling and established an excellent combat record.
(U) From the time of their arrival in Vietnam. the combat elements of the NZ force were
deployed almost continuously on oprations. The artillery battery fired ?,50,659 rounds of
105mm howit.er ammunition and sustained 4 I(IA and 16 WIA, Total casualties sustained by
all New Zealand forces from 1965 until completion of redeployment on 10 Mc 71 was 17 KIA
and 172 WIA. 34
(C) Command and control of the Now Zealand Army Force Vietnam (NZFV) was spelled
out in a aeries of Military Working Arrangements (MWA) between the Commander. New Zealand
Army eorce Far East (COMNZAFFE) and COMUSMACV. The latetst of these arrangements was
signee on 10 May 68. These arraingemtintt provided that COMNZ V would exerclse command of
NZ troops in RVN while COMU$MACV wo~sod have operational control of NZ forces. This operational cottrol was normally exercised through the Australian T'ask ForcetATF), 3
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(C) Under the Military Working Arrangements, COMUSMACV was tasked to provide
logistical and administrative support through the ATF to New Zealand forces serving with
the Australians. Support was provided on the same basis as that provided for US Forces. 3
(U) Withdrawal of New Zealand forces has been made in consonance with US and GVN plans.
During November 1970 W Company became the first New Zealand combat unit to withdraw from
RVN. The NZ Special Air Service, 4 Troop was withdrawn to NZ in February 1971. During
April and May 1971 the 161 Battery was withdrawn from Nui Dat and redeployed. On 10 Dec
71 the final withdrawal of NZ combat forces was accogiplished with the redeployment of V Company and the 1st New Zealand Service Medical Team.

*
*

(U) After all NZ combat forces had been withdrawn frorn RVN, NZ continued to assist RVN
with the New Zealand Army Training Team, Vietnam (NZATTV). This team of 25 men was
stationed at the Chi Lang National Training Center, in Chau Doc Province, where it provided
leadership training for Regional Force officers. In addition to NZATTV, NZ had a four-man
contingent serving with Australian Army Training Team (AATTV) at Van Kiep in Phuoc Tuy
Province. Their mission there was training Regional and Popular Force officers and NCCs in
jungle warfare techniques.

THAILAND

,U) The Royal Thai Government
or 29 Sep 64, with the introduction of
pilots and flight engineers into RVN,
;tnd US aircraft with RTAF markings
flight crews.

(RTG) began providing limited military assistance to RVN
a small training team of Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF)
This group, known as the 'Victory Flight, " manned RVN
and assisted in the training of RVN Air Force pilois and

(U) The RTG, idi coordination with the US Government, approved of sLubsecment increasus
in military assistance to RVN. In preparation for these increases on ZZ Feb 66, the RTG
establ~shed a com and and control element in Saigon known as the Military Assistance Group.
Vlotna'm (MVAGV).Y9

(U) The first of these increases in military assistance consisted of a naval force equipped
with one landing ship tank (LST-3) and vzw patrol gunboat modium (140M).

The LST HMS

_____VI

was placed under the operationu! control of the US Military Sea Transport Service, Saigon.
Its area of 1'perations included the ..:oastai areas from the 17th paralleol down to tho Mrkong Delta
A
to trantiport utpplies,
wan
area to include the Saigon River. Thto mission of the Pa
equipme-nt, and personnel from main dopots located at the various ports along the Vivuammos
coast within thle arda of responsibility attsignoft In Operation.NIARKET TI.MI (soo C~hapter )
The PGM was gtanted authur~ty by the GVN to make (Arrests, to @toup and Inotptet All V42svsel
in Vietnamese wakers, and if necessary to apply neeoded force. Its main niioaion wat to holp
provent Communist Infiltration from the coastal areas. 4
(U) Thai ground combat forees were introduced to IIVNI in Aukgust 19671 whdtl a voltintescr
infantry brigade, the Quoon's Cobras, was aamigned to RVIN4 At this time the Thai NIAGV.w~atý
reorganized and namtnac Headquarters. Royal Thai IForcee, Vittnamn (AIYV) J*Q0 Figure (;.A).
WU) LAWe in 1967, RVN reqiuested that '1tiiland lncrvaso the number of it* groond 4combat
troops to an infantry division. Thailand reeijpnded by sending An I I,000,tvý4nt diviii4on to F.VN,
in July 1948. This fo)rce oficially desltinatd as thea Royal Thai Ai~iny Voloteer Forto (RTlA ifF),
-klut 1970).
was also known as the Miaek Panithor Divistifn Inarno 014"ito to tttacii, 1dt"iVpd 1FA
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This light infantry division was based at Camp Bearcat, northeast of Saigon, and had an area
of operations which covered the entire area of Long Thanh District, Bien Hoa Province, and
the western parts of Xuan Loc District, Long Khanh Province (see Figure G-6). This area was
further subdivided into brigade and battalion areas of responsibility. Within the RTAVF area of
operations (AO), nine semipermanent fire support bases (FSB) were established. These batterysize FSB were geographically located so that they could provide mutual fire support and support
the ground-paining elements throughout the AO, without frequent displacement of the firing
"batteries.4
(U) The general mission of the RTAVF was to conduct combat operations within their AO
with particular emphasis on protection of the southern flank of Long Binh Post, provision of
fire support and on-call ground reinforcements to the US Army installation at Long Thanh North
Airfield, and keeping Highway 15 secure and open to friendly traffic. Highwax 15 is the main
supply route between the seaport at Vung Tau and the Long Binh-Saigon area.-'
(U) The RTFV rotated by units instead of Individually. The division rotated one of its two
regiments every 6 months, replacing it with a new regiment. The crews on the ships were
rotated by replacing one-half of the crew every 6 months. HQ RTFV rotated during July of each
year, being replaced by a complete new headquarters and commander. The first rotation of the
RTAVF occurred in May 1967, and there were fijve subsequent rotations. The 6th and final
rotation arrived in RVN during February 1971.
(U) Besides engaging in combat operations, the Thai Armed Forces in the RVN part.cipated
extensively in various civic action projects including community development and medical treatment in remote and inaccessible areas. The Thai mobile aid and medical units visited isolated
hamlets distributing relief, helping construct or repair schools, government offcos, monasteries,
roads, and bridges, and giving medical treatment. The Thai civic action effort consisted of nine
projects that were conducted jointly by Thai soldiers and the Vietnamese Government. Fi-e
projects were directed toward aiding groups of children, three In assisting religious groups.

and one to helping poor.adult groups.
(U) A ma)or part of the Thai civic action program centered around the medical team that
was located at Thu Dur Health Center in Gia Dinh Province. The center operated daily and
provided roomrs with approximately .0 befd for maternity use. In addition to their daily
The
schedule, the dovtora and nurses visited orphanage. three times weekly in the afternoon•.
Vietnamese Ministry of Health provided all medical ceuipment for the Thu Duc Heaith Conter
and the orphawages. The medicinse used in the treatment of patients was taken from the US
allowanes otf medical supplies issued for Thai soldiers.
.lU) Tihe welfare work conducted by the Thai Forces included providlng neceiialtiets to such
c.charitable organtiatlions as orphanages, the Veterant Organixatio,. ind medical conters.
Donatoul•s to thes# organixations Included isewing machinea, knitting machioes, rice, coaskruction
coielra.wtnd typhoid vaccinet., condensed milk, carp fingerlings, and cement.

Smatiertlia,
"*

-imne Minister Thaniom Kittikarhclrn of Thailatd sutnounced plans toe
U)
lOn12 Jani Pr1
redeployment of the T•VV front IVINI. The phat•ut of Thai combat forces was .o be akccrimpithed in two major texcrevmnuat.
The first withdrawal during July - August 1971 coniiisted of
the 6lth rotation RAV•V which was redeployed to Thailand withoit replacement. Up-on completion
of this rotation of oto b-rigado antd a portion of the IITAVF support elements, the tla4k Leopard
Division at Camp Bearcat waý redesignated as a Task Force. The PGM redeployed to Thailaad
on 8 May 1971.: With ihis reduction in force, the Headquarters RTFV in Saigon was reduced
from an authortlod strength of 292 to M02 perswonel, and thi Gomnitander RTrV was concurrently
downgraded front Lieutenant General to Major General. The 4$-man Air Foroe "Victory Flight-
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Royal Thai Army mnedical tcarwý conduc enedxt4 e~xiain
Mollb Son village, Dien Hua Provinkc,.

rodeploye-d to Thailand NovIUvc 1971. !During tlw pv riodi
invrenwnt v1 the tTAVF &eployod to Thailand,

en

nchildron Akt

w 4 Febs72' tht &th rotationalI

(C) A rotidoalM Thai forcto consiating of 4ppttxiniatium "WOo
'.!tco rvmained! 4s A temporakry
heaqoartere lemet nkn
41ai4gon. This elemenw!t adfm~ iask redI '0 Iuncomoleted adtttrtv
and ioxisricai Aetions* Pertaning to Oth RT'FV. Foaal phaae-oo uf RTFV waii %chitdulied for A,,artl

it)) Longl before tho iý#Mtng 1-- the Cicitvia Accordis it, Joly 154, the people of the- Philippinee. wftio converned aoer tho pll~jn oA war-torn Vietnam and ug pe~ople. In 1951 because ~
Utht; concern, a groutp of vulantoct's, tanetioned by tho Philippine 0woave mmm,
devrided to
extend asgsistanlce to those- who wefre M*i~etinM from thle ravages Ml war. tIN rvteysonoe
go of dactorz, 1wortes and pslyxhologictal opt rationts persaonnl wap# Iýnown ag Operation
flrothcctood. 'They ýire dirspatched to Vit tietnam
in early 1904. opon 4rrival, the Lopecialists.
were divided into smat Asns anld dispatched to populatior, centett ot south Vietnatv. ranginig
from Ouaayg Tri ProvInce int thle north to An Xuyena Province in the vsouthern Delta region. Their
teams1, in Additbipl to pro&viding Miedical assilitarieo and civic actions, aucinpted through psychological operations to unify tile pet'pie in0 sopport of their eltoetstitute'd governMenl 10 Saigoon.
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(U) As a member nation of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEA TO), the Philippines
was bound by agreements and commitments to fight against Communist aggression. In consonance
with this obligation, the Congress of the Philippines passed Republic Act 4165 on 21 Jul 64,
authorizing the President to send economic and technical assistance to the Republic of Vietnam.
In August 1964 pursuant to this Act, a 34-man contingent, consisting of physicians, surgeons,
nurses, psychological and rural development workers from the Armed Forces of the Philippines, was dispatched to Vietnam. This Philippines contingent (PHILCON 1), was divided into
four teams, which were located 60 miles northwest of Saigon at Tay Ninh, 40 miles southwest
of Saigon at My Tho, 15 miles north of Saigon at Phu Cuong, and at Koatum in the central
highlands, 265 miles northeast of Saigon.47
(U) On 14 Apr 65 the GVN requested increastd aid from the Government of the Philippines.
This resulted in the authorization and subsequent deployment of the Philippine Civic Action
Group, Vietnam (PHILCAGV), which arrived in the fall of 1966. It consisted of an engineer
construction unit, medical and rural development teams, a security battalion, a field artillery
battery, a logistics support company, and a headquarters element. On I Oct 66, the JIMLGON
teams were placed under the administrative and operational control of PHILCAGV. 4h
(C) The specific missiunt of the PHILCAGV was to provide civic action assistance to the
RVN by construction, rehabilitation, and development of works, utilities, and stractures, plus
improvement of public health and communications facilities. The Mil tary Working Agreement
signed on Z0 Jul 66, specified that the PHILCAGV missione would he determined by the Free
World Military Assistance Policy Coumnit. Command and control was vested in the Comnianding
General PHILCAQY. The rural health teams and the provincial hospital medical/surgical teams
provided services on a mission basis in coordination with the RVN Ministry of Public Health,
and United States Agency for litoriational Developmnt (USAID). 49
(U) PHILCAGV assumed responsibility for all of the PHILCONV projects and wvas charged
with several new tasks. To carry out this mission more effectively, a new pl~an was put into
effect. It provided for the continuation and revitaliztation of all civic action activities and 'he
Introduction ot additional projects within its area of operations. Theve activities were grouped
into four distinct programs;
nLoinerling. Civic Action Program lCAI-), Medical and Denial
Civic Action Programu (MFDCAP), Miscellaneous Environmental Improvetmnt Program (MEIP),
anti PI-ULCA-GV to People Program (PP).
l-ihe ECAP covered major construction, rehabilatio, alterAtIon, and repair of
facilities such aa roads, bridges, culverts, pavements, buildings, annd other public

utilities.
The MED|CAP, ad•.-nistered to the isoprovemnta nt health 0i the 'ivilion p"pulace.
Ioth (i.ed and 11mobile medi•al teamIs "Po•prat
in the five provincto of Tay Nih, iuo
.Nghia, Ditnh Tstong, Dbirth ung, and Gia binh.
The MElt' projects were intended to iupplelmneni the rural dov-tpopneom progra•m o the
RVN. Thi emphasis here was; on minor, shortarailg but immo•diatr impact projlects.
Activities wuder ME lP include: the construction o rehugee cnteres for displaced
personls; niaitettatcv ot a demonstration fArm planted with Philippine mirac-o riHe to
te.eve as a model to farohers thr•u1houl the RV\; clearing iS forests for ýUtlrev CxA.
nionitV uilc*; sotting up~ poultry And iswine ptojtvu; oducaitin of the penplr 4:%flttters
o f hygieno; mitnor road ropaira, aQid other activities #l*egnVe to hIlp iri4fro-eli
the
environmelnt of the people.
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The PPP was a spe<ial civic action effort utilizing the excess or otherwise idle
resources of PHILCAGV units to help the people of selected hamlets to help themselves. Eleven hamlets were sporsored under this program. The program included
distribution of foodstuffs, clothing, schooL sipplies, and playground equipment; repair
and repainting schools, hamlet headquarters buildings, churches, and temples;
sponsorship of student schola-shis, provision of entertainment at small social affairs
in hamlets, and other5 0minor activities which served to bring the Philippine soldier
closer to the people.

(C) In 1969, an election year in the Philippines, PHILCAGV became a public anu political
issue. As a result of these pressures, on 14 Nov 69, the Government of the Philippines (GOP)
decided on withdrawal of PHILCAG from Vietnam. Withdrawal of PHILCAGV began on 1 L,
69 and was completed on 15 Dec 69.

A PHILCONV dental ufficer and dental techician attend to patients at the outpatient clinic of Binh Duong province hospital.
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(C) As PI-LCAGV phased out, PHILCONV was reconstituted on 6 Dec 69, with an authorized
strength of 56 personnel. 51 Upon reconstitution, PHILCONV reverted to its original primary
mission of providing medical, surgical, and dental assistance to the civilian populace of central
Vietnam. PHILCONV was headquartered in Saigon and had small medical, surgical, and dental
teams located in Tay Ninh, Binh Duong, Dinh Tuong, and Hau Nghia Provinces. Medical services
which have been provided by these teams is summarized below:

AVERAGE WEEKLY NUMBER OF CASES TREATED BY PHILCONV TEAMS
(1969 - 1971)
Province

Surgical Cases

Out Patient Care

Dental Cases

Tay Ninh

240

250

103

Binh Duong

200

60

300

Dinh Tuong

432

230

2,840

17

Hau Nghia

•

350
105

(U) As of 6 Dec 71 PHILCONV had 60 personnel. This contingent, PHILCONV XIV, was
due for rotation back to the Philippines in June 1972. The Commander of PHILCONV XIV
recommended to his superiors thet future contingents include as many highly skilled medical
specialists as possible, as opposed to sending general medical practiLioners. The skills of
these specialists would be determined5 y the recorded history of the particular medical needs
in the PHILCONV area of operations.
Two examples of past needs for specialists are:
On 12 Feb 71 a 14-year old Vietnamese girl from Kien Hoa Province was brought to
the province hospital with grievous wounds over the heart and in thn abdomen. Lt
Benedicto Mina, a cardiac surgeon, worked on the patient for several hours and the
girl survived despite the critical wounds, because of the presence of a cardiac
surgeon.54
On 2 Dec 68, a boy from Cam Long hamlet was operated on by a team of specialists
for a harelip and perforated palate. Because of the available expertise the operation
was a success and 12 days later the boy's family returned to the hospital to express
their thanks to PHILGAGV. 5

REPUBLIC OF CHINA

(U) The Republic of China (ROG) began providing military assistance to the RVN on a Oct
64 with the arrival in Saigon of 14 officers who made up a political warfare training team.
Upon their arrival, the Military Assistance Group, Republic of China, Vietnam (MAGROCV)
was formed. 56
(C) On 6 May 65 the Commander MAGROCV and the Chief of Staff USMACV signed a
Miitary Working Arrangement. Under this agreement, command of all ROC units and personret assigned to MAGROCV was vested in COMROCMACV, Ruidance on general concept of employment was furnished by FWMAPC, the GVN Minlstry of Health exercised operational control of
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the ROC provincial health assistance teams in coordination with USAID, and USMACV was
tasked to provide administrative and logistical support. The Military Working Arranger-ent
of 1965 was superseded by another one sned on 19 Dec 68, which did not significantly change
the command and control arrangements.
(U) The ROC provided political warfare military advisors to the RVNAF on a continuing
basis since 1964. These advisors were assigned to each of the four RVNAF MR headquarters,
the RVNAF Political Warfare School at Da Lat, and the General Political Warfare Department,
RVNAF Joint General Staff, Saigon. ROGMAGV personnel were utilized only as political/
psychological warfare advisors on noncombatant type missions. 58
(U) In addition to noncombatant military assi.stance, the ROC furnished nearly US $4 million
in economic and social welfare aid to the RVN during the period 1964-71. This aid was largely
concentrated on agricultural assistance. The Chinese agricultural technical mission program
emphasized agricultural programs and had projects in plant adaption, agricultural extension
services, livestock, poultry, fisheries, farmer organizations, and village improvement.
Other activities included commodity grants to the Ministry of Communications and Post, a
dredging project and training for selected Vietnamese officials in Taiwan. 59
(U) In 1971 there were 31 officers assigned to the ROCMAGV.
to remain constant. 60

This strength was projected

SPAIN

(C) On 29 Nov 65 the Spanish Council of Ministers approved a request from the GVN to
dispatch a 12-man medical team to the RVN. On 9 Sep 66 the team consisting of four doctors,
seven nurses, and one quartermaster captain arrived. They were stationed in Go Cong Province
30 miles south of Saigon in the RVN Delta region.

(C) A working agreement was negotiated and signed by the Head, Spanish Medical Mission
and the Deputy Chief of Staff, USMACV on 22 Jul 67. The agreement provided that command of
all Spanish medical personnel would be vested in the Head, Spanish Medical Mission, that
FWMAPC was to be established to prescribe general concepts of employment of the team, and
that USMACV would provide administrative and logistical support. 62
(U) During most of 1971 the Spanish Medical Mission consisted of seven army medical
officers. In coordination with the Office of Public Health USAID, they assisted the GVN Ministry of Health in the care and well-being of Vietnamese civilians. The Spanish team operated
from the Go Cong provincial hospital and its efforts were entirely humanitarian. 63
(U) During November 1971 the Spanish Government informed the Chief, Free World Military Assistance Organization that the Spanish medical team in Vigtnam would terminate on
15 Dec 71, due to the shortage of technically quaiified personnel. 4
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1. MACV Command History, 1965 (TS/NF), p 353, Gp-l.
2.

Same as #1, p 353.

3. Same as #1, p 354, and MACV Command History, 1969, Vol III, (TS/NF), Annex I, Gp-l.
4.
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ANNEX H
TRENDS IN TERRITORIAL SECURITY

(C) By the end of 1970 improved security prevailed throughout RVN as the number of VC
controlled hamlets was reduced and enemy activity continued to decline. The GVN recognized
that progress in territorial security was imperative in order to maintain a steady rate of improvement or prevent regression in the face of US and other Free World Military Assistance Sources
(FWMAF) unit redeployments. The enemy's adoption of small unit actions, increased terrorism,
and proselyting of resources caused the GVN to revise plans for security and development at the
local level. 1
SECURITY CONCEPTS
(C) The GVN 1971 Community Defense and Local Development (CD and LD) Plan provided
that security responsibility for an area would be the responsibility of a single individual, the
province chief/sector commander, an infantry division commander, or a Border Defense Forces
commander. According to the plan, the concept for area security was:
. . . aimed at providing protection for the population already in secure
areas, extending security to people not yet living in secure areas, neutralizing the enemy found among the people. and eliminating armed enemy
units from the country. Z
The concept allowed for transition from military to civilian control with the ultinmate objective
of providing effective security for the entire population of HVN.
(C) The CD and LD Plan defined four types of areas under the area security conct-pt (see
Figure H-I). A secure area was a populated area where the normal functions of local govern.
ment wore conducted under the control of the province chief. There was freedom of day and
night movement, no iniminent attacks, and only occasional acts of terrorism or fire attacks.
The consolidation zone was under the province chief's control in which intensive pacification
was being undertaken. Night curfew was strictly enforced. Enemy attacks were not itm11inent,
but frequent acts of terrorism and indirect fire attacks could be expected. This zone was to prevent the enemy forces from reaching the secure area, The clearing zone was a contested area
under the infantry division or other tactical unit conmmander's control where combat operations
were conducted to neutralize enemy forces and base areas. The provinct' chief retained responsibility for all civil functions in the clearing zone. The border surveiliance zone was that
area contiguous to the national borders. Tactical commanders had the rcsponsibility for the
detection of enemy buildup and reinforcement of security. 3
(C) The principal task in the secure areas was to maintain and improve existing socurity.
Popular Forces (PF). People's Self-Defense Forces (P1V.1)
F1, and National Police (NP), in a
coordinated effort under the control of the village chief, would maintain security and law and
order in secure areas, with the support of the Regional Forces (R 10) if required. The principal
task of units acting within the consolidation zone was to provide an outer belt of protection for the
secure area and to r'aise the level of security to the same as the secure zone. 1 F/PF were to
have primary responsibility in the consolidation zone with the field police providing patrol and
law enforcentent capabilities.
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(C) The mission of the forces operating in the clearing zones was to rid the area of the
enemy, particularly VC/NVA main and local forces, and prevent their re-entry. As a part of
this task, the enemy had to be separated from the population. When the enemy threat was re"duced or neutralized and base areas were abandoned or isolated, the newly cleared area would
be added to the consolidation zone. RVN regular forces, assisted by FWMAF, were normally
assigned this mission.
(C) MR commanders were to have the responsibility for the border surveillance zone
where the major tasks were detecting and engaging the enemy and deterring infiltration attempts.
Operations conducted in the border surveillance zone were conducted by RVN and FWMAF,, closely
coordinated with border camp and unconventional warfare forces.

Security Forces
(S) Employment of forces. In accordance with the area security concept, RVNAF with.
US and other FWMAF assistance continued operations during 1971 which supported pacification,
thereby making it possible for the Territorial Forces to maintain local security. Regular force
operations included clearing operations into VC/NVA base areas and interdicting enemy supply
lines, both in-country and cross-border. Border surveillance and training of Territorial Forces
also continued to be a major function of regular forces during the year.
(S/NF) In MR I some regular forces were employed for the protection of installations and
cities at Da Nang and Hue, but most of these forces were deployed in the border highlands and
along the DMZ to block the entrance of large organized enemy forces. 4
(C/NF) Population security in MR 2 was difficult because of the large area, wide dispersion
of enemy units, and numerous infiltration routes. Consequently, more RVNAF/FWMAF were
assigned local security missions in MR 2 than in any other MR. At the end of 1971, 12 of the 31
infantry battalions were assigned pacification and development missions. Except for two infantry
battalions providing security for Cam Ranh and Tuy Hoa, US combat forces completed their withdrawal from MR 2 in August. Security forces were further reduced in Binh Dinh Province with
the deployment of the ZZd ARVN Div to Pleiku ard eontum provinces. The Capital and 9th ROK
Divisions remained to secure the coastal area. 5
(S) For the most part, regular fob'ces in MR 3 conducted mobile, interdiction, and cross.
border operations as prescribed in the CD and LD Plan. The ability of the Territorial Forces
to assume'security responsibility [reed the regular forces for these missions as well as reducing
the gap loft by the -edeployment of US and other FWMAF. Although regular forfes wero not used
directly in support of pr.iflcation, they effectivoly assisted in preserving territorial security by
providing a protective ,ibeld along the border areas,6
(S) Most territorial security operations in MR{ 4 were conducted by R F/PF and PSOF units,
with the exception of the 7t~h nf Div whose mission was consolidation, occupation, and pacification
in Dinh Tuong. Kikn Hoa, and Vieth BShh provinces. Regular forces concentrated on clearing
operatimis tt. destroy onemy base areas and intvprcept supplies, both Ln-country and cross-bord-r.
SThe 9th and 31st Divisions (AIVN) supported pacification by clearing operatLions which established
GVN control and permitted resettlement of securt aroas. 7

Territorial Forces and the Force Transition Concept
(C) A new "force traasition concept"' was instituted by the RVN Joint General Staff (JGS)
with MACV assistance ont 24 Jul 71 to extend and im•wove territoriai security throughout RVN.
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The concept replaced the "Territorial Forces concept" which envisioned RF/PF units operating
exclusively in their own villages. Under the force transition concept, National Police and PSDF
wvould defend the secure areas. RF/PF units, after a training program, would conduct operations
away from secure villages into the unpopulated areas. The concept involved transferring strength
allocations to establish new units, moving entire units, and transferring missions and areas of
operations (AO) from RF/PF to National Police and PSDF. An RVN JOS memorandum (b Dec 71)
stated the reasons for reallocation of forces:
The Territorial Security program has not obtained satisfactory results.
Because progress of the program has not reached the preplanned level, it
may possibly delay [achievement] of the 19 71 plan and it will not create
favorable circumstances for the forthcoming 1972 plan. In order that this
situat.ion can, be reversed and in order that the Territorial Security program
can be cmcre strongly developed in the remaining three months of the plan.
MRs. Special Areas and sectors will immediately apply measures aimed
at reconciling the Regional and Popular Forces to the D. E,and V hamlets
where additional units are required.8
(C)

Reallocation of forces was designed to ac~hieve the following:

Extension of security into areas only partially controlled.
*-Recovery

of population elements presently under enemy domnination,

--

Security for resettlem'ent of valuable land areas.

--

Control and security of lines of comniunication linking land areas.

Reallocation of forcea wvas a key factor in tjorritorial secrity bj thle end of 19 71. 9
(U) Roogional Forces.. The minision of RF under tho forice tra

l4tion, %conceptwas to

support pacific~ation and- 0ievepment efforts by conductinit unilateral .3nd/or coordinatod rnobd

offensive operations against enemy provi-acial mobile and local lorceo4. I7hest t44ks r'~uitredthe R F to alhift front manning outposta in secure area-s to con'licting coniinuoki* oftenaw operations in unpojndlaed areas. Only in tie most copligvsswort
tile R F to bo useod for pro~.
toction of 10C, impot-tAtt installations. or vill~igm and haimlet. R F~c~ais
R F battal~ons
(fotir companies'), and RF grokips lihrvke to five vonipanies) would b. usod to attack ononwy local!I
muao force-units, RV unitis were controlled by the province Chiefi.

*

(C) The assigtned R F strength in RYN as oXýM1Dec 71 was 95. 8 perecoot of the autltorlited
strength. Althou#4i the asgne
te~t
erad
itliottly. it w~aý sttill- eosidervd 4attisactory.
Thto RFan.signod %tmeigth incrioatid ino itU~2 and 4. and tdoreased in Mitt; I and 3, Lu.edrghip
iMprOVed during the year ~as the numier -o authori-rd oifiscer and nuionommisisiunetl offilers ~
creased. Critical shortages remained in the grades E-8. and 0-3 through 0ýt Thvjrlaneed'
activation oit 7 1W battalions. 41 group hedwreseeetand
131 eottpinieio wo-ald demland
more leaders.
(C) fleisertions cmntinued to be the single greatest orain oti
napowor vsitrvi'.
hr ~1i,s!
l\VNA1 F establ ished ratd(8 per, 1, 000) waui exceeded -in the last 4 nitmiths vi the year: 10.) 1 sitSptember and October up to 11. 7 in Novemtber. 'ind down to 9. ý ii December. Thve do~erlion rate
Was thle highest in MR 4 (14. 1) and lowest in N-11 1 (5. 1). cotopared wo tile overall H~VNA F ratte
of la. 3.
hepay raise for RIt soldiers in Navenibor' 1971 was oxpec~ted to reduct- the desertion
rate.
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(C) As US mobile advisory teams (MIAT) continued to phasedown in 1971, Vietnamese
Mobile Advisory Teams (VMAT) assumed responsibility for training of Territorial Forces by
supplementing the national training centers and conducting refresher training for RF battalions. II
(C) Popular Forces. During 1971, the PF were the primary agency for security of villages and LOC between villages. PF platoons .ý,ere dedicated to providing a 24-hour security
force under the control of the village/hamlet chief. PF units were organized into platoons with
an authorized strength of 29 men. Previously, the authorized strength was reduced from 35 men
to 32 men, and finally to 29 tr,,a: this action increased the umber of platoons authorized and
provided the basis for recruiting more men to fill the vacancies. PF assigned strength in RVN
was 96.6 percent of that authorized as 1971 ended. In each MR the percentage varied slightly:
MR 1 (97,7), MR 2(94.3), MR 3 91.4), and MR 4 (96.7).12

tC)

The quality of leadersi.hp improved in 1971. but more junior leaders were required with
the organization of 29-man platoons. Cadre training for platoon and squad leader continued at
training centers, with the objective of upgrading leadership.
(C) Training of the approximately 1.000 new platoons created by the reduction i% the platoon
strength levels continued to progress satisfctorily. By December, 553 platoons had completed
training. Some of the pew platoons received only 3 weeks of basic unit training while others
formed with all new personnel received the full 15-week program, Of the approximatoly 600
remaining platoons, approximately Z00 were i-%training during December and would complete
the roquired training in early 197a. The ramainiog new platoons were to be fcrrned and trained
in 1972. Rtfresher training fur PF plat-uns fell short of the 1971 goals, as anly b4 percont
completwd training. The ýhurtfall was rtused. in part, by the priurtty training givon to the
newly Activated platooni.
tC) Dlosrtiono vontinued to drain PF tmit* of Aneded an.npowor. JG$/RVNAF votablishod
4,n 4ceptublo dip•ertioa rate t%4 per 1,000, The countrywid, d~esrtion rato avorag04 7.ti per.
cent of wittned itrongth. compirod to the overall RVNAF rate af 12i.3.
tC) EvAlkation of Tvrrilorial For'ev.
The po.ot-wtance of thv Territorial Force,%waA
monaottlr~by the Terrator lorces
Evaluatimo System !TFES). a )oint US/Vitnzesmreport
outlining thie omonthly H IPF mison perferimane,, proble•mta:
aoclatod with mni-sion porl.rm.
anee. and unit traioing. 1 3 Fractoro conidered in the ovaluation of the Ter ritpril F'orces were
lrad.rohip, training, desertion rate. loatarar
oupport,
otrength,
and mli.sion asgntin.t.
Fieures H(- and 14-5 soow the, montlilf reuoltt W R F e•paaiy optratioh tin te.rm of persuantl
and weaponm owo.
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RF COMPANY OPERATIONS: 1971
(Personnel - loss Ratio)

CY7I
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
*

RF
Ops

RFOps
w/cohtact

189,689
186,111
171,920
177,019
152,106
203, 761
216,496
189,480
218;610
212,570
203,884
177,364

3,199
4,638
5,488
3,62,
2,981
2,855
2,899
2,538
2,662
?,628
2,318
2,536

Percent RF
Ops w/contact

En KIA
1,337
1,876
2,627
2,970
2,475
2,665
2,032
2,092
1,876
1,751
1,595
2,9963*

1.7
2.5
3.2
2.0
2.0
1.4
1. 3
1.3
I.2
1.2

1.
1.4

RF KIA

Ratio

473
700
857
724
713
667
531
550
544
550
505
337

2.8: 1
2.7: 1
3.1: 1
4.1: 1
3.5: 1
4.0: 1
3.8: 1
3.8: 1
4.1:1
3.5: 1
3.1:1
8.8: 1

Includes enemy KIA by RE' in Cantbodia

Source:

Figure H

MACJ3-05

(C) Tho TrFES also evaluated RD' unit performances in terms of wt
H-3 showa the mundily results oi RF company operations.

RFCQOMeANY OPERATIONS:
(Wvaponls - ios4 Ratiol

CY 71
Month
jai
Fe b
Mar
Apr
M8v99
Jun
A
Sep
O k:t
Nov
Do20
ct.
Soor,-P:

j11div Wpns
Capturod
by R.V

lndiv Wpns
Captured
by Itwmy

)14
74i4
1,031
321
948286Jl
6-)
Z31
,9174.3:
97

Figure

1I7t

CS Wpns
Capt'rtd
F

Ratido

CS Wpnoa
Capture-d
Fllvný
1

54
7
93
64
75

u 4: 1
".
4.1:1
',.
I
1,9: *
7.7 I
i.: ti
8.0: 1
S. 3: 1
4.8:
1
9.:.4 1
3.2:1

1 8t
157
ibq
117
107
104
ltA

pons-loss ratio.

7
2
4
0

V,9
i
4b
41

latio
3,.0:1
10.'): 1
I3. : 1
29. 7: 1
37. : 1
1 0:1

I
2

79.0::
51. 0: 1
30. 0, 1

'1

i0.5:1
11 - .
1'j1ure

MAC1 3-05
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RF Companies.
(C) The TFES evaluated the performance of PF platoons in the same manner as
1971.
in
operations
platoon
PF
Figures H-4 and H-5 show the monthly results of
PF PLATOON OPERATIONS: 1971
(Personnel - loss Ratio)
CY7I
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug,
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

PF

2ps
309,641
304,520
294,681
305,263
291,515
322,843
258,86C
345,878
353,801
370,e48
344,913
331,352

PF Ops
w/contact

Percent PF
Ops w/contact

3,823
3,972
3,749
4,016
3,009
3,168
2,874
3,616
2,253
2,240
2,061
1,993

1.2
1.3
1.3
1.3
1,0
1.0
0.e
1,0
0.b
0.6
0.6
0. b

Ratio

PF KIA

En KIA

1.3: 1
1.7: 1
1.2: 1
1.3:1
1.4: 1
1.7: 1
1.2: 1
1.4: 1
1. 6: 1
1.5:1
2.1. 1
.6: 1

478
503
662
622
502
478
464
434
425
356
358
177

6i0
853
778
826
688
809
552
618
683
545
736
817*

•' Includes enomy KIA tby PF in Cambodia
Source:

Figure H - 4

MACj3-05

PFPLATOON OPERATIONS:
(W\oapun".. loss Ratio)

C:Y 7
Mo__nth

lndiv Wpns
C aptured
bP

Jim23

ob382
Mar
Apr
Jun
Ju%
Aug
Sep19
Oct
Nov
Doe
Sourt-:

334
V?
3M,)
310
31017
?.8$.
197
2?7
aIs:
294

1ndiv WpnS
Ctiptured
hy.EneAy
401
291
20
270
1.7
194
as.2
1,'4

1971

Intio
1.4:
1.•: 1
1.3.!
0.1- 1
2.4: I
1.9:11
1.
1
2,2: k
'-24: 1
1

CS Wpns
Captured

CS Wpla
:.'ed
C it
P

Aati.

141
30
31
27
as
14
2?
13
18
t0
it

3.0: 1-

1
3
1
0
2
3
0
1
2
0
2

14. 0: 1
10.0:1
1.0:

0

--

--

14.0: 1
4.7: I
--

13,0: 1
9.0: 1
5.5: 1

F

MACJ3-05
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(C) TF Logistics Support. The responsiveness and effectiveness of the Territorial
Forces logistics system approached a level of self-sufficiency during 1971 which permitted a
selective withdrawal of US logistic advisory efforts. Advisors considered the system basically
sound and capable of providing the necessary support required by the Territorial Forces. The
system had developed to the point where efforts could be directed toward refinement and improvement of overall operational efficiency. As the base for logistics support within the individual
provinces, the Sector Management and Direct Support Logistics Centers (SM&DSLC) had developed, in most cases, an adequately trained core of experienced specialists, but the need continued
for command emphasis to maintain and improve the centers'I efficiency.
(C) The US funded ($26. 5 million) SM&DS1,C facilities upgrade program progrcsscd Lu ap-.
proximuately 87 percent completion. Twenty-nine projects were completed during the year with
15 remaining under construction. Estimated completion date for the total program was the third
quarter of CY72. Once completed, the physical capability of the system for storage, maintenance,
distribution, and administration would be largely achieved.

*

(C) A major problem still existed in the inequitable distribution of material. Shortfalls of
r upplies and equipment, particularly comnmunication and vehicle repair parts, reflected shortages within the total RVNAF pipeline. This problem was aggravated by imbalances in priority
distribution based on the relative security of the area or zone, As the SM&DSLC facility approached selfl-sufficiency, a critical need existed to intensify command emphasis in RF/PF logistics
at the corps /military region level to assure more effective coordination between the Regular
Forces and the Territorial Forces, and the respective Area Logistics Commt-ands. 14

MEASUREMENT AND INDICATIONS OF TRENDS

*

(C) Although progress in territorial security was somewhat slower than hoped for' undor thed
CD anid LD Plan, the gains wvere nevertheless significant. The percentage of population living
In secure areas, progress in resettlenient of land, niumber of enemy initiated incidents, and
number of proselyting incidents provided valuable stAtistics for measuring the relative security
of an area, and were factors used in the Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) ratings of individual
villuses and hamlets described below.
Hamlet Evaluation System
(U) The HES was a valuable tool in the measurement of pacification goals and had been in
use since 1967. It provided a method of rating individual hamlets through the evaluation of rosponses to a series of standard questions. Each question with a series of possible roaponsot
had a numerical value &#4gu~ed to cachi responst. A miathematical, computerited esostmont
resulted In letter ratings: A or 8 Secure; C - marginally itocure.l D or E - insecure, and V
VC controlled. by monitoring changes to responses and the resulting ratings, offkiials were
able to detortnine security and pacificatioti trends and plan Activities*. and allocAte resources
more efficiently. 14ES underwont coustant revisiono.. as the viituatiao changed, in order to miprove Its reliability. l

RVN Trends
(C) By the end ot 1971. the percentage of population living in secure areas advanced frcm 73,9
percent to 84.3 percent. Each K0t also showed a trend toward improvement during the year (see
.i~gure H-.6). The continuious cr-osia-border opeations into Cambodia. and Operation LAM SOtN
719 into L~aos. together wii~h operations Into enemuy in-country atroaglwldit such as the U Wath
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Forest, contributed significantly to the overall improvement in security of population. These
operations were largely made possible by Territorial Forces improvement in each MR. Figures
H-7 and H-8 show the primary missions performed by RF and PF units respectively during 1971.
MISSION ASSIGNMENTS FOR RF UNITS: 1971
Primary Mission
Security of:
Vil/Hmlt
Dist Hq
Prov Cap
Key Millnstl
Key Econlnstl
LOC
Bridgea
Training
Support
Operations4,
MiscN•X
'

00

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

573
92
32
125
18
101
75
3
10
281
364

585
92
34
128
20
97
74
9
6
339
314

600
82
32
129
17
101
78
16
7
374
Z64

603
78
31
133
19
105
77
21
5
383
245

Number of RF Companies Assigned
Sep
Oct
Jul
Aug
May
Jun
620
78
30
150
16
104
80
25
5
383
206

616
89
31
146
15
103
76
30
5
387
205

588
90
30
149
16
103
88
37
3
413
177

579
87
29
147
15
111
89
28
4
42Z
182

569
88
Z6
157
14
108
85
30
7
417
176

561
82
25
154
13
107
83
34
8
431
182

Nov

Dec

518
78
26
158
16
113
74
35
5
489

513
68
25
158
15
110
75
49
5
514
144

/

Includes reaction force, offensive operations, intelligence collection, ARVN joint operations,
and FWMAF copibiied operations
Includes command and control, administration, recruitment and/or reconstitution
Figure H - 7

Source: MACCORDS
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M$SSION ASSIGNMENTS FOR PF"UNITS: 1971
Numbor of PF Platoons Assigned

Prinmary Missitm
Jailn
Security :
4117
Vil/Ilmlt
105
Dimt Hq
38$
Prov Cap
241
Roy Mil Insti
Vey Eew In 0I 45
139
LUC,
Z97
bridgtt
61
Trainla,
6
Support
Z.6
Oparationso
1331
Mit•CQ

Feb Mar
4414 4715
318 337
36
8
232 247
40
U
401 449
328
309
85
71
8
8
269
236
US37 878

A pr Maj
479& 4
355
340
42
38
241
233
34
)4
451
411
350
350
71
106
7
1
256 250
8Z0
$26

Jun

4888
IS4
44
Z41
38
414
360
109
7
263
1006

Jud

Aui

Sep±

Oct

4958 4973 $028 S157
384
49
435
45
401
36.3
177
to
271
859

399
49
Z37
47
482
376
1is
9
312
837

430
48
2$3
50
461
388
201
9
307
784

420
47
25,9
58
468
406
07
9
a8z
7112

Nov

Dvc

5156 5181
405
47
2q0
i1
481
419
227
9
333

419
4Q
Z74
S1
498
447
224
Is
393
53S

l3e1utdes reacti.oi force, otfensiiee operatktias, intrligo~nce colhlveion, AAVN joint Ope•rations,
and iFWMAF combined3 oporations
recruttndat and/or redostitation
ov Itcludes coumuitd attd cuntrol. attIraticn,
0
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Territorial Security by Military Region
(C) MR 1. Early in 1971, the buildup of enemy supplies in the lowlands of MR 1 suggested an
enemy offensive after the TET holiday period. The holiday period was relatively quiet with only
a few ABF and terrorist incidents reported. RF/PF units continued to report significant results
from small unit actions. Since RF/PF proficiency had reached an acceptable level, Mobile
Advisory Teams (MAT) were instructed to devote attention to the more critical problem of hamlet
defense plans, PSDF improvement, and redeployment of RF/PF units to fill vacancies of departing US units.
(C) In February 1971 as RVNAF regular forces were engaged in operation LAM SON 719,
Territorial Forces faced an increase of enemy initiated incidents, both ground attacks and terrorist incidents. This trend continued into March when the highest number of terrorist incidents
(399) ever recorded in a single month occurred. Territorial Forces were credited with killing
approximately 50 enemy troops in March. The expected decline in UIES rating was countered by
concentrated pacification efforts by the 1st Mar Div and 51st Itf Regt (ARVN).
(C) During April and May 1971. enemy activity declined in the northern provinces but remained
high in the southern sectors. Terrorism, particularly abductions, disrupted pacification efforts.
Redeployment of US aviation units limited the RE/PF capability to counter enemy actions. The
reduction of US troop density in some areas caused minor migration of civilians to more secure
areas, GVN quickly reacted by increasing the number of PF platoons to 10b in the MR, although
the size of each platoon was reduced from 35 to 32 men.
(C) The VC made a major effort to exploit the withdrawal of US forces by attacking district
c-apitals and religious symbols, and increasing mining incidents and rocket attacks. 17 Despite
elaborate security precautions, including the use of elements of the US 196th WI Bde, SIst ARVN
Rfgt, ROUX Marines. and Territorial Forces, a group ot W0. 000 to 80,000 pilgriml-, and high
ranking governmnent officials was attackerd on 29 May 71 by an ostimated VC/NVA force of three
battalions. Extenilve damage was done to ho•os in the area and 20 civilians were hilled, but
the enemy sufforod 200 KIA.
(C) Efnmy activity geneirally d ereased duritg June and July although intelligencv sources
indicated that the enemy plamned a threowphase summer ciampaiign. Fire Support Ilase (1H1)
1Eillpr was attacked on 20 Jtn 71, the most sprious roomy initiatod incident. cintinueld rocket
attacks of Da Nang caused a reorganiaation of defenses under a unified command.
(C) ImplementatIon of the "force traasitlon concept" met limited succevs during July as province chief* were reluctant to snake signifi•ant chaesI,- until after the el.ctions. '7'F ',.nit* continued to conduet oeration.s in western Thua Thien Province and to guiard bridges ...
.
I.
In sauthern Mil 1, RFtunits deployed to a.ssit in the initial opening of the Thang I.1i1n-ep DirOtt
road. In Quang NgaI Province the 103d It V Oil was deployed for the first. time a* a co"Aplote battalion for an extendod operation In the coastal lowlands.
S(C) Despito Lower House elections in August and the P:rosideuitial eoreferndim0 in October,
o.nemy initiated incidents and acts of terrorism rentaiped low. Thv expected ,enem stlummter
campaigntl did not ocuttr, potssibl4y dtý# to the Incre-ased socurity dkiring the elections. After the
elections the GVN concentrated on rettructuriog secorily forcr in MIt I by organfting tdip 3d
ARVN Division. Territorial Porces providtd 2. 000 r•cruit* for the new divisioun.
(C DOuring November and December, TerritorIal Forces crnntraetl on small unit, satturalion, and combined operations with ARIVN main torc unitts. The irst combined operation w,'ith
teit new 3d AIIVN Div yielded favorable resutlts. T".rrorisim d.e-eaosed during Novrd.r, bitt
increased lit Dedemlber as abdctionsttontinutd. Despite enoem. efforti to disrupt pacification,
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GVN progress in local security operations resulted in a 5.0 percent increase in HES AB-rated
hamlets over November (see Figure H-6). In Quang Ngai Province, 11 hamlets previouslyHES Vrated were upgraded by GVN pacification efforts. The year ended with MR 1 meeting one of its
goals of eliminating all HES V-rated hamlets. 18
(C) MR 2. Compared to the other MRs, MR 2 had the lowest percentage of population living
in secure areas during 1971. The reasons for the lack of security were difficult to define but
were generally attributed to large geographical area, varied terrain, high level of enemy activity,
and a general indifference of the people toward GVN goals. US and other FWMAF redeployments
were forcing more GVN attention toward solving territorial security problems.
(C) The lull in enemy activity during January failed to improve the security situation in MR 2,
as indicated by HES ratings. Enemy activity increased toward the end of February and continued
through March, possibly as a reaction to the RVNAF cross-border operations and reduction of
troop density throughout the MR. Enemy actions were characterized by small unit attacks of
Territorial Forces and abductions of civilians. US forces conducted saturation patrolling operations near the border area as ROK forces conducted multiregimental operations in their assigned
area of operations. RF/PF units conducted small anti-ambush and secur.ity.operations
inconsistent results.
(C) During April, May, and June enemy activity returned to a low level throughout the MR and
dropped to the lowest level of the year in the southern provinces. HES ratings improved only
slightly for the period as Territorial Forces failed to produce significant results from enemy
encounters and did not aggressively patrol their assigned areas. An enemy attack on 18 Jun 71
of a district capital in Phu Yen Province and adjacent fire bases was successfully repulsed by
RF/PF with US helicopter gunship and TACAIR support. Territorial Forces surrounded the
eneny force, estimated at battalion size,and inflicted heavy casualties.
(C) Combat activity in MR Z during the period July - Septeu(:her 1971 remainled at a low level
as the eoemy in.reased political activity in connection with nationali cletions. lIES ratingtts continued to decline, showing 4.5 percent less In August than in June. The decline was attributed
to Increased enermy political initiatives and redeploynent of US forces from the region. ly HlES
standards, 64 villages/hamlots were V-rated In MR 2 as of the end of August. Some sevurity
Improvements were noted in heavily populated areas in preparation for presidential elections in
October.
(C) Dutritg the remaining 4 months of 1971 a definite trend toward improved tsecurity developed.
Thit HES ratings began to Ihprove during September and continted upward through Decemtbr,
reutl•ting in a 10. 7 percent increase. Favorable troads wero attr ibuted to reallocation of forces,
GVN leadership initiatives, and disorganised onemy activity. Territorial Forces conducted
operations into contested areas with Improved kill and wiapons loss ratios. I F unit refresher
training was comnpleted in December, but PF unit training was only 68 percent completed, APVN
and Territorial Forces' astutmption of tactical AOs left by departing US torcit continued smoothly.
Suvccssful enemy penetrations of two outposts near Pl•ik•i resulted in new defens, tactics for
smal.l unit outposts, Amtbush positions were established beyond the perinieters which prevented
enemy elose-in assaults,
(C) As 1971 ended, a positive trend had been established in MR Z4with improved leadership,
better trained Territorial Forces. and improvod GVIN leadership at the vifltage/hanilet level. 19
(C) MR 1. As was true throughout the country, enemy acts of sabotage. terrorism, and attacks were
row during January 1971 in MR 3. IILS ratings in MA 3 at the begitntng of the year were
88. 3 percent, highest of all MRs. In Pebruary. OVN initiated Phase I ot Operation •ONG H1.401
('start together" or saturation operations), which involved simultaeaous attacks of all VC(VCI
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targets by all available Territorial Forces. The operation was an adjunct to RVN regular forces'
cross-border operations into Cambodia discussed in Annex E, Cross-Border Operations. The
involvement of Territorial Forces in the coordinated campaign seemned to improve their morale
and confidence throughout the MR. Training continued as 18 territorial artillery platoons and
seven sector artillery command sections completed training and were deployed by the end of
February.
(C) During March 1971, HES rating improved from 87. 7 to 90. 1 percent in MR 3, as GVN
began a campaign called "Formidable Five." The purpose of the campaign was to focus attention
on the five most insecure districts in the MR: Trang Bang, Phu Hoa, Long Thanh, Xuan Loc.
and Dat Do. Phase II of Operation DONG KHOI was also conducted in March which resulted in
449 enemy neutralizations and 234 weapons captured, while friendly losses were 132 KIA, 512
WIA, and 41 weapons lost. The campaign proved that Territorial Forces could operate in the
field for extended periods of time and wvere qualified to conduct operations without extensive air
support or other US assistance. By the end of March. 231 PF platoons completed training given
by the let Cay Div (Ambl), and four additional territorial artillery platoons were deployed.
(C) During April, May, and June, enemy initiated incidents were limited to terrcrist incidents
in Tay Nlnh and Binh Tity provinces, while RF/PF initiated engagements in April tripled those
in March. During the 3-month period Phases IIl, IV, and V of Operation DON1G KHC1 were conducted without significant results. Combat operations in support of Vietnamization were alm'lost

totally RVN conducted.
(C) During July and August Operation DONG KHOI Phase VI and VIl was conducted without
significant contacts, but served to keep the enemy off balance.
(C) GVN activities during September land October were focused almost totally on the lowverhouseo and Prt-sidential eloctionm. The National Police suiccess9fully countered multiple student
and politcal detmonstrat ions without seriously injuring demonstrators or raitusing fatalities,
Although onomy activity increased, the Cornn~unist attempts at influencing or disrupting the
election world con-Allte failures. The H.S. territorial security rating improved 2. 0 percent
during the i ý riod, and improved perform-ance was noted in R F/HF units.
decreat,,d during November and remained at a low level through December.
MC) EnotrRVNAF Pperations in Cltmbodia Licreased and B F/PF units improved their kill and weapons loss
ratios, The redeployment of the Australian units from MR 3 had little effect on security as thle
number of HES AD -rateti hamlets increased by 2. 1 percent over October. 20

(C) IMP, 4. By the beginning of 1971, GVN influence had been extended into virtually every
area of MR 4, but the VC still controlled 17 hamlets. RVN main forre elements Conducted oporations into traditional enemy stronjaholdo such as; the U Minh Forest, Seven Mountains, and
Three Sitters areAs. T'erritorial Forcles employed 601l RF companivs and 3. 307 HF platoons
thoughobut th#. MR11.USN and Viotnamose Navy (VNN) brown water operations interdicted
enemny Atipplies in the vatit river and canal network tit AVN ground forceos conducted croais-border
operatiloti into C~mbod~a, VC/NVA units continueod to disrupt pacification efferto by attacking
outposts. extorting feudX #tuffs, and terrorist Activities. Throughout the yoar #,he onem~y employed
ceonomy of force tactics together with ambuthes, mines avid booby traps, and attacks-by fire,
avoiting large-scale contactot and concontrating on challenging TCerritorial Forcest at outpost Iccatituts. Thi~reduction vt HVN A-nd US troop units in the Delita made torrktoriuA socurity operations
tha rv,-ponsibility of RF/PF units. Progress in Vietnami-.ation was difficult to asse~ss on a daily
basis, out cumnulative, ro'sults Lor tie yiomr showed Owe greatvst improvoment Iin security-dur lag
the year of all the MRsa.
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(C) During the first 3 months of 1971, enemy activity increased as nine outposts were overrun in January, 20 in February, and nine in March. GVN countered with DONG KHOI type operations and employed the 21st Div (RVN) in the U Minh Forest to improve the security conditions.
The number of HES-rated secure villages increased 4.5 percent from January to March.
(C) Enemy-initiated incidents generally decreased during April and May. The enemy overran 17 outposts in April, but aggressive action by GVN officials reduced that number to six during
May. Security generally improved during the summer months as the national elections neared.
Anticipated disturbances during the elections failed to materialize. In September a sharp increase in friendly initiated contacts occurred as a concentrated effort was made to preempt the
enemy's plans. RVN units made heavy contact with NVA units in the U Minh Forest.
(C) In keeping with the national force transition concept of moving Territorial Forces from
secure areas into less secure areas, five RF companies and ten PF platoons redeployed from An
Giang Province to AOs in Kien Giang and Chau Doc Provinces. Two RF groups consisting of eight
RF companies were redeployed from An Giang Province to the Seven Mountains and Three Sisters
Mountains areas. Five RF companies from Go Cong Province operated in Eien Iou and Kinh Tuong
provinces. Later four RF companies of volunteers from Go Cong Province assisted in the pacification of the U Minh Forest.
(C) The last 3 months of the year, GVN improved outpost security to the extent that only
eight outposts were attacked in the entire 3-month period. During October, the 9th ARVN Div
elements conducted operations in the 44th Special Tactical Zone (STZ). Between 15 and 18 Oct
71, a corpswide DONG KHOI operation was conducted without significant results. Territorial
Forces continued operations against enemny base areas. Friendly initiated incidents continued
to rise in November as DONG KH.OI operations produced good results. Realignment of forces
and AOs continued to improve unity of command and coordination of operations. Torritorial
Forces operations in Dinh Tuong Province duri-g November cleared areas of dense vegetation,
mines and booby traps. The 15th Regt. 9th ARVN Div was deployed in Chuong Thien Province
and initiated operations against the 303d and 309th VC Bns. Territorial Forces il Dinh Tuong
Province completed Phase I of the mini-base elimination campaigr by clearing a 40 kilometersquare area,
(C) Progress in local security during 1971 in the Delta was measured in two areas: HES
ratings indicated that the security in MR 4 was the mnost improvod of all MRs, and rict production
was the highest in the history of the region. Successful marketing of rice demonstrnteld the
diminishing ability of the enemy to interdict lines of om munications and tax the farmers. 21
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Annex H

1.

MACV Command History 1970 (S/NF), Vol 11, p V111-94,

2.

Plan (C), RVN Central Pacification and Development Council, 7 Jan 71, Subj: Cot-imiunity
Defense and Local Development Plan (U), p 10, Op-Not stated.

3.

Same as # 2, p 1-A-2-1.

4.

Rpts (C/NF).
Overview (U),
146, Jan-Jun,
1971-AB 146.
reports.

5.

Rpts (C/NFI, SRAG, Jan-Dec 71, Subj: CORDS/SRAG Military Region 0Overview (U), Gp-4;
Rpt (S), Semi-Annual Reviewv, Combined Campaigii Plan 1971-AB 14o, Jan-Jun l.1ý
uR
(U). Gp-4; Rpt (S), Semi-Annual Review, Campaign Plan 1971 -A B 14*j, Jul-Dec. MR 2 (U),
Gp-4. All information about MR 2 was taken from these reports;.

6.

RptK (C/NF), TRAC, Jan-Dec 71, Subi: COD DS/TRAG Military Region Overviewv tU), Op4; Rpt (Sý, Semii-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971-All 146, Jan-Jun, MR I (U).
Gp-4; Semni-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 -A13 146. Jul-Dee, MR 3 (U),
Op- 4 . All information about MR 3 was taken ironm these reports.

7.

Rpts (CINF). DRAG. Jan-Dee 71, Subj: CORDS/DRAC MX-ilitary Region Overvivw 11U), Gp4: Rpt (S). Semi-Annual Reviewv, Comnbined Camnpaign Plan 1971At
A13 46. ian-Jun MR 4 (t!),
Gp-4. Rpt (S), Semi-Annual Reviow, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 -All 14b, Jul-Dtec, M'VR
4 (U),

Qp-4.

Gp-4.

HQ XXIV Corps. Jan-Dec 71, Subj: CORDS XXIV Corps Military Region
Gp-4; Rpt (S), Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 -AB
MR I (U), Gp- 4 ; Rpt (S), Semi-Annual Revitew, Comibined Campaign Plan
Jul-Dec, MR I (U), Gp-4. All information about MR I was taken from these

All information about MR 4 was taken from thr-ze reports.

8.

kM"-o iC), JciS/RVNAF, 11Q I Corps (RVIN) et al.,
ritoriail Scurity (U). Qp-l.

9.

L~tr (C). DE11COMUS&MACV to CG XXlV Corps. e't 41., , Subjp Improvomont of Territorial
Security (U), Gp-4.

t, Dkc 71t. Subj-

Improveltint '.ýf Tvrý

10.

Bklt (U), CORDS-TSD, I Jon 71, SUbj:

11.

lBklt (S/NI*),
6e, Gp-3.

12,

Same ".q 0 10, p 3.

13.

Same as N 10, pp4t)-47.

14.

Same as # 11, pp Oe

15.

Rpts (C), COM(ISMACV to CINOPAC, Jan-Dkec 71. Subj- HE.S ltv-suits4 (U), Gp-4.

l6.

B~riefing Manuscript (U), MACCORDS-RAD, 25 Jan Ui. Subj, CORMS Stwid~ard Bi efitig ot
thr 1971 Community Defnse and Local Doveloprnent Plan, p 14,

11

-

(U),

p) -.

M-ACJI-05, Doc 71, Subj: USNIACV Mousurawnts of Progrvss (111.
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17.

Msg tCl. Amconsul Rep at Da Nang to SECSTATE, May 1971. Subj: What will Happen in
Quang Namn After the Marines Ar~e Gone (U). Gp-3.

18.

Same as #4.

19.

Same as

20.

Same as #6.

21.

Same as

S.

7.

ANNEX I
MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO OTHER SEA AREAS
ASSISTANCE GIVEN THE KHMER REPUBLIC
SYNOPSIS OF 1970 ACTIVITIES
(C) US military and economic assistance to Cambodia terminated in 19ti4 as a result of
Prince Norodom Sihanouk's association with the Viet Cwng'North Vietnamese (VC/NVA). In%
March 1970, to halt the poisible Communist take-over of Cambodia, Marshal L~on Not, Primie
Minister of Cambodia, deposed Prince Sihanouk and appealed to the world commounitty for assit;tance in removing. the VC/NVA forces from his country. Cambodia was procaimewd the Khmor
Republic (KR) in October 1970.

WC) In respunse to the appeal from~ Lon Nut, the US re-sumed mvilitary astsisqtAnk - to Cant.
hodia by Preside.ntial Dvicree of 2fl Apr 7'0. txpeditious zactior. was5 requirrd to implement the
dec rot, and a formal Mlilitary Assisitance Progranm (MAP) wn&i solrcted. As theý most rapid fuinding
mleans. On 16 May 740, SFCDEF placed MAP, Cambodia in~der the
o COMUSMACVt
aaaeet
with CINCPAC supeýrvision. ICOMUSMACV adroinistet't'tl Carnodian FYI0-ti1s ~440vAnCt through
the remiaindeor oi 1970 and planned Khkwor forc? strutacurv, funding4, and fox "ndituroo for FY701763.

Millitarv E!quivmen1t Dolivory Team, Cambuodia
(S) The oArly guidance of the Prosident and SECDEF concorning mirnlit;Ary astistance to
the. nnlkuary asitneprograM was to heQ tasphsiAtet, sipl,ad
de0signedi to maintain" a ne-wnnitge
netoI Cambodia. US Military pa riteipatilo wn
the programn wa# to be restricted to th"ose pea'smw Assigtwd or attachevd to the US EmbiAgsy,
Phmo-n Peebh Also, eVery tsousible tffort wag to li made to encourago the applicat~ion of the
coneepso ot the Nilsan Doctrinte. Thiis broad guidance never changevil

camoldill Was dta'r.

t

* C) MainenaCOW Of It CIniMUM US prMoil Wk (WambOdiA flatl Ad~ininlt~rallnnl o the IMAPV
uaquc and theg ptoteetina of US intereste*diffieu~t. As a rerolv. MNACV aind CINCPAC pottilsned
fradoetpmaw US milmitry rersna
ionh Phetom Pnhb tv propprly discbArgc MAPrepniiit.
The Amorica.4 Aittbassador, Plhnom Pent,, was relctat4d #it:adimit, US mili4taryj peprttitftir (or Qac
caclosive"ly for the MAP. Un0wover, upon the- areiv$*-.4 the, newk An at*4or in Sejflýesixe 1174),
an ageemet wa rACh~ed between Atmbassador tv'a4b AM ~~PA
hc pennoittve4 two officter',
Pek
or ditshvii poipaoo of Atifilang MAP respousi414d tour3 NCOs to tw placed ill Photttomf.
The lirnitotion " lof
the nnber of
6ilitleu.
Thepolmcvnte
a wtstr
o'd
*rwonelswv in Caont~da did not rrrnb't free lki*W
narn
tion
I
pwovide ioe aesttWt rnQeessary
to atccmplash propr aadit of dttiver*4:tqW4w::nt at :~qofr-,d 4-v2eýForoig;AsyiwtoeetAct.
W:1,

itn rnponsc o

request from CIIC-PAC, ttIUSMAtV r~ovidoi icsnttntau :oUSnmilitary
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cnurred with the concept and so recommended to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staif. The
JCS, however, recommended to SECDEF that a military equipmentl delivery team fl.VEDT),
consisting of approximately 110 personnel, be established. On 28 Dec 70 SECDEF approved
the JCS recommendation and on 30 Jan 71, CINCPAC activated the Military EquipmerAt Delivery
Team, Cambodia (MEDTC) composed of 60 people; 16 were to be located in Cambodia and the
others would be collocated with HQ MACV. Colonel Walter H. Roemer was designated.Acting
Chief, MEDTC, pending arrival of BG Theodore C. Metaxis on 8 Feb 71. 4
(U) The Chief, MEDTC functioned under the supervision of the Chief, US Diplomatic
Mission, Cambodia and was SECDEF's representative to the Khmer Ministry of Defense.
Initially the Chief, MEDTC supervised Khmer MAP deliveries through RVN from HQ MACV.
As the supplies and equipment continued to build up mnthe Khmer Republic, long-range control
became increasingly difficult. In May 1971, SEIIEDF added 53 new spaces to the MEDTC staff,
seven of which were in-country authorizations. In July 1971, SECDEF permitted a phased move
of 27 additional MEDTC members to Phnom Penh. Th"s brought the total MEDTC (Forward)
authorization to 50. In August, the Chief, AEDTC reloca-.ed to Phnom~ Penh and by 9 October
there were 41 US military personnel permanently located in (Gao-,bodia. The remaining nine
were phased in by the end of December 1971. 5

MACV ASSISTANCE

TO KHMUvER FORCLS:

(C) U1 on activation, MFEDTC assume j i
sponsibility for itaiiiiniste ring ai~d directing
MAP, Cambndia. COMUSMACV was desiý,.,arc'eI coordinating authority to insure compatibility
of US military assistance to Cambodia with Victnamnization. The coordination authority of
MACV included the planning of force structures, prograniming of materiel, storage and delivery
of vquiprneiA, and all other functions which would affect the planning and orderly execution of
US and third country. programs in the RVN and the Khmer Republic. In addition, COMUSMACV
would provide administrative and logittic support to the MEDTC to include airlift. 6
IS) Throughout 1971, MACV supported and assisted MEDTC in providing materiel and
training support to the K~hrner Republic. This support waF constrainod by and consistent with
the top priority of US policy in Southeast Asia -- Vietnamization,

Triartite Deputies
(C) In January 19711 the Deputies of MACV, RVNAF, and the F~orces Art-ees Nationaleti
Khmwres (FANK) initiated periodic Tripartite Deputies n-eetings to discuss and resolve
problemns of mutual concern. Tito first nieeting, held on 15 January 1971, was conducted using
Fronch as the principal language, a praciice which c.ontinued in all Tripartite activities, The
nex: neloing was held on 17 May and moetings continued biweekly until early August. There-

aite r meetings wvere held rronthly.
(C)

By June- it was evident that an International wvorking! group and a MACV staff element

weore needed to imuplement the recomniendations of the Tripartite Deputies azvi to mnonitor and
repori progress on c'ontinuing projeetq. Theo TrLIpArti-to Deputies Working Group, composed of
10hmer, Vietnamese, MACV and MEiDTC tuemibers, wits established on ZR Jun 71 and assigned
tht mission to serve as the single point of cetntact for all matters of interest to the Tripartite
Doptie
an toproi
lv16ion between teDeputies adTeMACV. RVNAF and F~ANK staffs.
The MACV memnbers of the Tripartite Working Group were anslgivid to a newly constituted
Tripartite Actions Hianch, Operationat VP.ns Division, MACJ3. This Branch served as the*
Owcleus it the Working Grouip.
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(C) The medium of the Tripartite Deputies provided a means to promote closer coordination
and cooperation among MACV, RVNAF, FANK, and MEDTC. Significant areas addressed by
the Tripartite Deputies during CY71 were sec-irity of the Mekong River line of communication
(LOG) to Phnom Penh; air/ground operations in the Khmer Republic; security of the Highway
4 LOG, from the port of Kompong Sore to Phnom Penh; and disputes between Khmer and RVN
forces. 7

Khmer Force Structure
(S) From 1970 through 1971 the FANK expanded from a force oi approximately 35, 000 to
over 200, 000. This contributed significantly to US objectives; the Khmer Republic maintained
its independence and neutrality, and assisted Vietnamization by forcing the VC/NVA to divert
approximately four divis'ons into Cambodia in order to secure and maintain their LOGs. As
the Khmer forces expanded and their capability increased, new force structure proposals for
FY73-76 were coordinated with MACV and submitted a- follov.s to CINCPAC in September 1971.8

PLANNED KHMER FORCE STRUCTURE,
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PLANNED KHMER FORCE STRUCTURE,

1 Sep 71 (contd)

AIR FORCE
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Not MAP supported prior to FY72

1/

May function as an Independent ennipny or as part of an infantry battalioni.
In
FY74, 39 separate companivs will be Infusod into Regional Infantry 6uttallans.

2/

Igimployed under control of Military Region Commander,
of 4 tubes each.

V

1/Each battery conaists of 4 tubes each.

4/

1/14 Indicatev numbers o0 squadroas/Aireraft.
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Khmer Training by US Forces
(U) Training of Khmer personnel by RYNAF and US forces began in May 1970. In addition
to the RVNAF training efforts described in Chapter VIII, the US contribution was also substantial.
Over 17, 000 Khmers had been US-trained by the end of FY7 1, with 25, 000. more to be trained
during FY72.
-

46

~(C) Training by US Army. The largess. US effott oentered on the conduct of battalion
training at three sites: Dong Ba Thin, near Cam Ranih Bay, MR 2, and Long Hai and Phuoc 'Tuy,
near Vung Tau, MR 3. The US training cAd~re were former members of the 5th Special Forces
Group who remained in Vietnam wha.,rtlie 5th Group redeployed. During CY71, 31 Khmer
battalions were trained and retur/ed to Cambodia. Thirty of these battalions were programmed'
for FY71 training and one battalion was the first of 48 scheduled to be trained during FY72.
These 31 battalions accounted for 19, 292 of the 19, 978 Khmers who completed US training during
CY71. As a. follow-on to the Khmer Artillery Mobile Training Teams trained by the ARVN in
1970, the US Army trained 74 artillery cadre on the 75mm pack howitzer during October and
November 1971 at Long Hai. These Khmers returned to Phnom Penh to form the nucleus of
two 75mm artillery regiments.
(C) The USA rmy also trained 336 Khmer specialists during C Y71. These included UH- l and U- 1A
pilots, aircraft mechanics, air/ground operations personnel, and intelligence specialists. This
total also included 60 FANI( nurses trained at Long Hai between 12 May 70 and 20 Jan 71.
(C) Training by the US Navy. Training in the maintenance and repair of fiberglass
hulls ws begun by the US Navy in 1970 and continued through 1971. In addition, a 25-man MNK
mobile support base crew completed training at Tan An, near Saigon, MR 3, on 23 Aug 71.
Fourteen additional convoy craft crewmen completed training In September and October at Tan
Chau, near the Cambodian border in MR 4. These crewmen returned to Cambodia as did nine
patrol boat (PBR) maintenance supervisors who completed US Navy training at Nha Be, near
Saigon in January 1971.

*...

(C) Training bX US8 Air Force. During CY71, the 7th US Air Force trained 42 Khmner
aviation personnel in several diverse specialties: 0-1A pilots, T-41D pilots and mechanics, air
base civil engineers, and intelligence officers. Sixty-four specialists completed training In air/
ground coordination operations, and 10 air/ground trainees received additional classes in methods
of instructio~n which would permit theta to establish an lit-country capability in that speciality.,
An addl~onal 22 Khmers were trained In sophisticated aircraft maintenance techniques, suppir,
and other support functions. All aviation training was conducted at Dien Hoa or Tan Son N)(ut

Air Bases, bMR 3.
(U3) In addition to teaching aviation- related skills the US Air Force, as a rdsolt of a special
request fromi the US Ambassador to Phnom Pnhb, trained 180 special Khmer security forces
during 1971 to be usod as 4. protectiv~t force for US Emabassy, pp.rmonfnel In the Khmer capital.
Thit training, conducted at Tan Son Whut. was completed on 6 Jan 72.
WU) Altogether for the fiscal year, US ZMAP trainin'g of Khmer forces in Vietnam totaled
17,8B57 at the end of June 197t. By end.FY7Z the numaber would Increase by over 25,000. US
and. RVNAI' efforts tontbined would exceed 84.000 traknees by the end of the FY72 program. 9

(S) FANK seminar. In November 1971, MEDTC advised COMUSMACV of staff problems
which the F'ARK were experiencing. FANK had adopted the American general staff organization
structure, yet the officials manning the various key positions were those incumbents who had
operated under the formier French staff system, They were not sure how to make the new system"
work and would fall back. on their old staff training; this caused major confusion, lack of comtmand
4p
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and control, and a c(implttv breakdown in staff communications and courdination ijroccdurev
a
vis anrwv in conductinj a one shot program tailored for the xenir
MEDTC solicited M \(V
VANK decision niaki r:(U) On if I)et" 11, {,;(.1USMA(;V annoutii 4.:d ihat a high impact program of instruction, a
FANK Command Seminar, would be given for Khmer senior officers from 31 Jan 72 to 15 M4-,
7M, The course was to be 2 weeks in length and 'instructed by qualified officers from MACV--resources. Three separate sessions of 20 students each were to be held for senior staff
officers and commanders, ranking from general officers through lieutenant colonel. |

LMprovement of Khmer InCaountry Tr___aa

Caability

(S) At the invitation of FANK authorities MACV and MEDTG conducted an in-country
survey of Khmer training sites to determine the degree of existing training potential and offer
advice and assistance regarding ways in which FANK could enhance its training capability. The
survey established the fact that an in-country training capability did exist and could be improved
to satisfy e~cisting and forecasted operational and professional requirements; renovation and/oýr
new construction at three school complexes, one company level training center, and one battalion
tr-aining area was required. Cost estimates were subsequently developed by MACV and MEDTC
and forwarded to CINGPAC for funding consideration. 12
(U) Team reports were also given to the Khmer Director General of Instruction for his use
with detailed blueprints for establishing an in-country capability. Progress was slow during
CY71 but MACV and MEDTC hoped that by CY73 the Khmers would be in a position to conduct
the majority of their training using in-country facilities. 13
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Logistic Support to MEDTC
(S) In addition to training assistance, MACV provided several other areas of support to
MEDTC through MACV staff agencies and the component services.
(S) Airlift support.

COMUSMACV was authorized to provide airlift support to Cam-

bod& on a judicious basis to reduce excessive backlogs and to provide emergency airlift support

1-8I

I
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when requested by'the US Embassy, Phnom Penh. Intercountry USAF cargo and personnel airlifts averaged 76 sorties per month, predominantly by C-130 aircraft. Aerial resupply drops,
primarily for ammanitions and rations, averaged one sortie per month, utilizing the container

delivery system (CDS).
(S) Ammunition.
Ammunition storage, handling, security, and transportation were
accomplished by US Army Vietnam (USARV) and 7th Air Force.
USARV stored 7,000 tons of
ammunition for MEDTC and received and issued approximately 3,000 tons per month. USARV
also administered the civilian contracts for dockside ha.ndi-th and barge transportation of
ammunition.
The Air Force stored, handled, and transported approximately 2, 000 tons of
MEDTC ammunition per month.
(S) Helicopter maintenan/e and repair. USARV expended 1, 400 man hours per month
in maintaining and repairing Khmer helicopters.
Occasional temporary replacement of
FANK helicopters dow.vn for extensive maintenance was also made from USARV assets.
(S) Support for MNK watercraft. Repair parts and Navy vehicular lubricants for
support of various Khmer small craft were provided by the Commander, Naval Forces, Vietnam (COMNAVFORV).
COMNAVFORV also provided accounting services for Navy MAP-funds

totaling $423,000 per fiscal year.15
(U)

Medical assistance.

medical advice,

guidance,

To assist the FANK medical situation, MACV provided

and technical assistance through baEDTC.

initially, little substantive

information was available on FANK medical needs. As a first step in January 1971, members
of the MACV Command Surgeon's office visited the Khmer Republic to obtain valid data as a
basis for providing medical assistance.
(U) As a result of the visit it was determined that basic items of materiel were needed
immediately to enable FANK to expand their existing capabilities.
Based on the MACV medical
assessment, MLEDTC recommended to CINCPAC that MAP funds be expended to provide
additionaLhospital facilities and support FANK medical training 'nd medical units. During
CY71, CINCPAC approved MAP expenditures which provided FANK with four 100-bed field
hospitals and one 400-bed station hospital modified and structured similar to RVN Medical
Service concepts.
Training aids and equipment were provided to the Cambodian Military
Medical School and selected students were trained in RVN at the RVNAF Medical School. In addition, force structure modifications were made to provide MAP-supported surgical teams
and ambulance units. 16
(C) Communications assistance.
During 1971, MACV provided varied communications
assistance to US agencies in Cambodia and to the Khmer Armed Forces. An AN/TRC-129 troposystem, installed in September 1970, connected Phnom Penh and Saigon and carried circuits

in support of the US Embassy, Phnom Penh, DAO, MEDTC, RVNAF, and FANK.

MACV

"continued to

monitor and validate the requirements for this communications system, which was
vital to the process of assessing Khmer requirements and providing essential supplies and
equipment on a timely basis.
(C) MACV conducted three significant surveys of FANK communications facilities durjg
.
.
CY71 at the request of MEDTC and the Tripartite Deputies. .In October 1971 the Tripartite
Study Group for Air/Ground Operations conducted a study of the Khmer Army and Air Force
communications capabilities, and presented wide-ranging recommendations for imp-rovement
in equipment and operational procedures.
As a result of these recommendations, MACV
initiated action in November 1971, to conduct a countrywide survey with a view toward upgrading
the existing Khmer VHF multichannel system. In December, MACV provided a survey team
to conduct a detailed assessment of the MNK riverine and coastal communications capabilities,
with particular emphasis on Mekong River convoy security and operations.
*1
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THIRD COUNTRY SUPPORT TO GKII

()In addition to the training assistance given to the Khmer Republic by third countries.
the GKR also negotiated the following agreements to obtain required military and economnic
suppo rt:
--

Medical supplies and ambulances from Japan.

--

Six C-47,airc raft from A~ustralia.

-B~ridging

rna~erials from Britain.

--

Rebuild of Allouette helicopters in Hong Kong.

--

Rebuild of non-MAP supported ships in Singapore.

--

Rifles and ammunition from New Zealand.

--

A loan to purchase machine tools and other eq~uipment from France.

--

Negotiations were underway at the end of CY71 to purchase uniforms and equipment
from Korea on long-term credit. is

ASSISTANCE

TO LAOS

(S) In addition to the close air support and interdiction efforts which the US Navy and Air
Forces provided for Laos (see Chapter VI). MACV assisted in providing specialized training
during C Y71_
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.

CHRONOLOGY

January

I-

US military strength in RVN at the beginning of the year is 335, 794; Free World
Forces, 67,444; RVNAF(includesARVN, VNN,
NINMC, VNAF, RF, and PF),

1,074,410.
Sir Robert Thompson, British expert on guerrilla warfare, returns to RVN at President
Nixon's request to inspect US and GVN police and public safety programs.
Two USCG ocean-going cutters, the USCGC Yakutat (WHEC-380) and USCGC Bering
Strait (WHEC-382), are turned over to the VNN, completing the planned turnover

of WHEC s.
Operation WASHINGTON GREEN initiated 15 Apr 70 in Binh Dinh Province is terminated
(En:

1,957 MA, 5,152 Det, 123 returnees, 834 1W, 65 CSW, 65 tons of rice captured,

Fr: 227 US KIA, 2,237 US WIA, 8 KCS WIA, 6 IW, Z CSW).
Z--

Two UH-1H helicopter squadrons, the 23d at Da Nang and the 221 at at Bien Hen, are
activated as the fifth and sixth of eight VNAF UH-lH squadrons.

4--

The first group of VNAF alrcrew members to train in-country in US combat aircraft
start C-123 flight training.
US Special Forces end more than 5 years of operations in RVN border camps with the
turnover to GVN forces of the last two outposts, Duc Lap and Ben
Hot i•n the central
highlands.

6-.

A mortar attack on ARVN ammunition storage area at Qui Nhon, Diah Diah Province,
destroys.an estimated 6, 300 tons of munitions.

8--

Operation HIEP DONG 5 initiated 18 Dec 70 in Quang Tin Province is termilnted (En
161 KIA, 24 Det, 142 returnees, 108 1W. 8CSW; Fr: IZ RIA, 3Z WLA).

-

,.

'

J "

-

Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird arrives in RVN to assess the progress of the
Vietuamination program.

"
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January (contd)

9--

The first New Zealand Army Training Team (25 personnel) arrives in RVN to becomne
part of the RVN/NZ training team located at Chi Lang National Training Center in
Chau Doc Province.
MG Charles P. Brown, USA, assumes command of the I Field Force Vietnam and the
duties of Senior Advisor, MR 2.
Elemcnts of the 4/8 ARVN Inf Bn on search operations 1 3 km east of Dau Tieng, Binh
Duong Province discover a weapons and ammunition cache totaling ZO tons of ammunition and 2 tons of weapons.

10--

The Special Sabcommittee on Alleged Drug Abuse in the Armed Forces, from the House
Armed Services Committee, arrives in RVN to assess the drug abuse problem.

I1--

President Park of Korea announces his government is planning a step-by-step withdrawal of its military forces in RVN.
A convoy of the 18th ARVN In( Div on a resupply miission is ambushed 8 km north of
Thien Ngon, lay Ninh Province, by 4n unknown size enemy unit (En: Z5 KIA, 3 IW,
I B-40 RL; Fr, 7 KIA, 8 WIA, 15 2 1/2-ton trucks combat loss, 8 2 1/2-ton trucks
lightly damnaged, I PRC-45 radio lost. I IW).

12--

The VNN initiates Operation VRAN HUNG [LAO XVIIJ to courter the numerous sinking•i
and attacks on merchant ships carrying fuel and ammunition between the Carnbodin/
RVN border and Phnctn Ponh. The convy t'scort operatimo consiots of VNN asset.s and
eamploys both ARVN anl Camtibodiar ground trops for bank security.
Thai Prime MWiniter Eitthkochorn annouawes rodeployment of all Thai troops froit RVN
by February 19?7,
The first 5,000 will leave in July 1971,

14--

The 4146th l F Co engages an estinated -: enermy I I kri iouthiwmst of Long My it Chuong
Thi*n Province (En: 20 KIA, I 1W, . CSW; Fr,' I KIA. 8 WIA, t. MIA, 6 IW).

164-

Operation TOAN THANG 81 ititiattd Z6$ Jul 70 in Tay Ninh Province to terminated tEfn:
Z19 EtA, 14 lVet, 18 1W, I CSW; Fttr 6Z KIA, .Z5 WIA)
Operation TOAN THANO 72/18 Wintiated .3 Jul 70 in Cambodia W terinnated (A.n:
I13A, 42'. Deto
9 1W, 47 CSW;
r: 174 XXA, 039 WIA),

1, 194

Opcnatlob TOAN THANGi ?Z/2s initiated Z2 Jul 70 in Cambodia %#ter.vinated tEnt: t4l
SIA, 236 Dot, 71 rotarneo,
%t
nW.
4Z CSW; Fr- (o KIA, 266 WIA, I iW).
Avoistod by US gunshlpo, GVN paratroops raid an onemy .VW camp iWside Cambodia,
where 20 VS wore b•lieve•d hLd. Tho cantup.s Lotad to be empty btut 0 wnemy soldiers

It

a4re captiod.
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JAnuary (contd)

18--

The 16 5th RF Go on a ground clearing operation 12 kmi northwest of Tay Ninh, Tay Nink
Province, engages an estimated enemy platoon. ARVN artillery supports the engagement (En: 35 MIA, 1 Det, .1 CSW, 7 M., 20 B-40; Fr: 3 KIA, 6 IVIA).

19--

Operation HOANG DIEU! 101 initiated 24 Nov 70 in Quang Nam Province is term-inated
(Ei: 538 KIA, 300 Det,'45 returnees, 144 1W, 27 C.SW; Fr: 43 1•IA, 279 WIA).

21--

GVN announzes it will observe a 24-hour cease-fire commemtorating tht. TEl' lunar new
year from- sundown 26, Jan to sundown 27 Jan. The Comm.unists earlier announced a 4day cease-fire to hegir4 on 26 Jan.
Communist troops attack Phonom Penh airport with rockets and miortars, causing heavy
damnage.

--

Cambodia's Prime Minister Loun Nol makes courtes5y calls on Amhbassador fltn~ker and
GEN C-1rcightton W. Abrams in Saigon.

--

Z3...

Elemeotns of the 412 RF bn supported b~y V-NAF tactical air uad USN OV.10 airstrilkoe
enngaqv an "nknown shut onemy force I1I kin northwesti of On~i Neoc in Ao Xuyvcs Proviince

(Enz 3$ MIA; Iir:4 ItlF WIA).
24--

Ope~ration CUt! LONG 44/02 intiattate
2 Det, 4$ 1W, its CSW;, Fr- I"u K,

21-

MIKA,

GVN reiturns 3? ;NVNI PW* to North Viotnatm during a Wtmnporory ceoAse-lirQ tn the

*-The

The VCtNVA hogio a 4-tiny TEl' ceaso-fire.

IS
24-

13 Jan in Cambhodia is teritwAnatedjf~n:
8? WIA, 4 M-l1 I destroyttdi.

-

v VoDpatnn'ent of 000n1ie 'msnne hto US ted) *peed deliveory of pla4*w And
uqiptttemt d"stroyed ini rho azttac on Phnnni PnbairporWt.
Jatiuary. The. equipmntwirwll bW paet ot thto SWA,$!linIiw in aid
VrcrVe
itth;e &M-lt

to Cambodia to rc,ý6k cc
11

114vTh
GY*N NSf
2?7-

24-hour cv~as-ifro is -,bseice

from 24),400 te 41'16.00 Ssniuary.

Tim 115K transfers res~tudy of eigh river pno-tra

11s4,1, to (hrcanninN

rich traAsfer of "r"(1bat Craft Under thV Military Aitat
Comntor tle, boati Weort trained by the WiN.
30--

the, ti~t

rspn.The0 Ca4*tisdMan

Operation WOLFE. MOUNTAIN inttiiAted 21 Jul 10~in*Qung Tri Provinici it
(LA: 299 XtA, 31 Met, 6$ 1W. 20 CSW; P7w- 14 XIA, 146 WLA).

*svA~w

Operation DEWEY CANYON 11 (LAM SON, 719, Pagnr 1) 6~ Iiti~ated by UFS forcvs tn MA11I
to secure wsestern Quang Tri Proviac and to tot up atL"C Wn uppon oath
11wVN'thrunx
ult* Laos..

I
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January (contd)

31--

US military strength in RVN is 334, 850.
strength is 1,054,1 Z5.

FWMAF strength in RVN is 67,433.

RVNAF

Fe bruary

2--

Elem.ents of thz 1/46 ARVN T-f in night defensive position 10 km northwest of Trang
Bang, Hau Nghia Province, are attacked by an unknown •ize enrcmy force (En: 26 KIA,
6 CSW, 9 IW; Fr: 4 WIA).

3--

MG Albert J. Bowley, USAF, assumes duties as Deputy Chief of Staff, MiAGV.
MACV announces it is giving full aif. support, ir-.Auding helicopter gunships, medical
evacuation, and aerial supply drops for the new RVN dry season campaign in the Fishhook and Parrot's Beak areas of Cambodi; .
An estimated two enemy companies e. I-er Vinh Hoa Hamlet, 12 km northeast of Song
Cau, Phu Yen Province, and engage :') cadre and PSDF units (En: 37 KIA, 16 Det,
2 radio.,; Fr: 6 KIA, 21 WIA).

4--

Operation TOAN THANG 72 initiz~ted Z2 Jul 70 is terminated (En:
648 lW, 71 CSW; FL: 167 7-IA, 905 WýA).

6--

The 1/45'th ARVIN Hq receives an unknown number of 60mm mortar rounds 18 km south
of Ban Me Thuot, Dajlac Province (En: 25 KIA, 4 IW, 2 CSW; Fr: 5 KMA, 23 WIA).

8--

Operation LAM SON 719, Phase H1, begins as the RVNAF attack into Laos with the
objective of disrupting NVA logistics along the Ho Chi Minh trail in southern taos,
President Nguyen Van Thieu announces the attack.

1, 866 KIA, 189 Det,

Cambodian Premier Lon Nol suffers a heart attack and gives up all official duties.
Vice Premier Sisowath Sirik Matak will serve as acting premier.
10--

in Operation LAM SON 719 two VNAF UH-lH helicopters receive hostile ground fire
and crash 28 km east of Tchepone, Laos (En: N/A; Fr: 13 KIA, including the G-3
and G-4 of I Corps, plus 5 newsmen and 4 US).

11--

The US 235th Helicopter 3q is officially turned over to th, :!NAF and the VNAF 530th
Fighter and 229th Helicopter Sqdns are designated operationally ready.

12--

The 6th increment of the RTAFV (5, 600 officers and meat) replaces the 4th increment,
completing the last rotation of RTAFV brigades.

--

Elements of the 23d Lmf Div locate an enemy PW catrp in ML 2 and recover nine RVN
civilians. No US or FWMAF personnel were at the camp. Two Hoi Chanhs. led the
recovery forces to the site.
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February (contd)

13--

The USS Camp (R-ZI)

is transferred to the VNN under the UJSN AGTOV program.

The destroyer escort is renamed Tran Hung Dao, Hq 1.
--

--

15--

US militarý autho2ifties impose a 24-hour curfew on US personnel in Qui Nhon in the
wake of 2 days of anti-Amnerican rioting resulting from the death of two VN c.*ilians
caused by a US military guard accidentally firing an M-79 rocket grenade.
Cambodian Premier Lon Nol is flow&i to Hawaii for treatment at Tripler Army Hospital.
In Qui Nhon US military au~horities lift the 24-hour curfew and US compounds are
opened as the city remains quiet.

--

16--

BG James H. Watkins, USAF, assumes the duties of Chief, Air Force Advisory Group.
The New Zealand Government announces it is withdrawing its Special Air Service troops
by the end of the m~onth. The troop of about .30 men has served in a reconnaissance rolL.

--

--

17--

Operation CUU LONG 9/9 initiated 5 Oct 70 in Chau Doc and ?Xien Giang Province is
terminated (En: 700 MIA, 109 Det, 161 1W, 30 CSW; Fr: 192 RMA, 1, 505 WIA, 17 IW,
I CSW).
COL Gerald V. Hehrli, USAF, the highest ranking US officer ever to face a courtmartial in RVN, is sentenced to three years hard labor and fined $15, 000 after conviction on seven counts of illegal possession and transfer of marijuana.
President Nixon declares he will pir-co no limits, on the use of US airpower anywhere in
Indochina.

-

Terrorists throw fire bombs against the US E'nibassy fence in Saigon on the third suecessive day of terrorists attacks against US property irn the capital.

18--

The Cikina Beach R~ and R Cent,-r in La~ Nang welcomes its 10, 000th guest.
was opened in June 1970 after the R and R facility at Vung Tau closed,

19--

The first tank-vs-tank action of the wAr takes place near Highway 9 in Laos during
Operation LAM SON 719 whon a M41A3 (26 tons, 76mm gun) of 1st Troop. 11th ARVN
Gay destroys a Soviet T-34/4i (32 tons, 85mm gun).

20-

MACV announces that herbicides will no longer be used for crop destruction in $VN.
Limited her~bicide operations, controlled under strict guidiance will continue away from

-

Thle center

iieavily popuklated areas around allied fire bases, in order to deny the eneamy cover.

Zl--

A unit of the US I1st '"ay Div (Aoibl) fivid-; $50, 000 in US tcurrancy and one million piasters
among the supplies ot an intemy unit which they routed 26 kmn northeast of Doung 11o,
Long Khanh Province.

4-

fl
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February (contd)
21__-

Heavy NVN attacks stall the Operation LAM SON 719 push into Laos for the fourth
successive day, with heavy casualties on both sides.
In Khanh Hoa Province an enemy unit attacks the 136th RF Co in night defensive
position 16 kmn west of Nha Trang (En: 3Z KIA, 12 IW, 5 CSW; Fr: 5 RF EIA, 12 WIA,
I CSW).

--

22--

In Chuong Thien Province, a PF platoon froni Thrang Chanh village and one RF Intel
Sq from Duc Long District eiigage an unknown size enemy force 10 kivx northwest of Vi
Thanh (En: 21 l•IA, 8 sampans, 13 grenades; Fr: 3 XVIA).

23--.

In Kien Giang Province an enem-y unit shells and attacks the 4/31 st Inf in its night
defensive position 29 km southwest of Kien An (En: 22 KLA, I Det, 5 1W, 4 CSW;
Fr: 3 KIA, 7 WIA, 21W).
LTG Do Cao Tri, CG, III Corps, is killed in a helicopter crash. Also killed are
Francois Sully of Newsweek Magazine, 4 VN officers, and 4 crewmen.

--

24--.

Operation CUU LONG /BL/02 initiated 20 Feb in Bac Lieu Province is terminated
(En: 12V MA, 68 Det, 2 71W; Fr:, 2 MIA, 3 3 WIA).
--

25--

The 711lth R F Co while searching 11 km- southwest of Quang N-ai, Quang Ngai Province
engage an unknown size enemy force. US &unships and artillery support (En: 47 XMA,
Z Det; Fr: b RF KIA, 7 RF WIA).
The 7th Royal Australian Regiment (RAR) rotates to Australia and is replaced by the

3d EAR.
In Operation LAM SO1\ 719 elements of the 3/1st ARVN Inf lin chocking an ARC LIGHT
strike area 40 kmi southeast of Tehepone, Laos find 92 KBA, 11 CSW, 2 tons of 37tmm,
aminuiition, and 6 tons of unknown type am-munition.

--

--

--

Oper~ation CUU LONG/DK/BX/02 initiatod 20 Feb in Ba Xuyen Provinice is termninated
(En- 104 KMA, 16 Dot, 30 IW, Z CSW;, Fr: 3 1(1A, 46 VIA).
Operation CUU LONG/1,K/CTIO2 initiat~ed 20 Fob in Chuong Thien Province is tormInated (En: 13Z KIA, 4 Det, 50 1W, Yr:. 10 I(IA, Z5 WIA, 2 MIA, 5 IW).

~.In Quang Ngai Province an enerny unit attackti
Son (En.
zi)..

-in

27..

*

--

35 MLA,

the 713th BF Co 10 km .4okthwrst of Binlh

S 1W, 3 CSW. 90 grenades,. 4 elaynur

mins;F:IK

IA2

Operation TOAN THtANG I/ i NIB eli'ments of the 3'sth AftVN tigr Bn n sedrVII epo
orations 4 km%gouthwest of Dambe, 1(ampong Chum Province,. C"'WOdia. 4ýg~gi
estmated enemy but,'41ion. VNAF tactical air supports (Kn: Z5V KIA; F'r, 77- A1HVN
WIA, 7 MWA, 3 2 1/2.un ~s,
I 1/4-ton joeep. 1 3/4 ton antbulance, a M-113 APC.
6 1W lo0301
In Oporatioxi LAM SON 719 a forward air controller re~ports sighting 100 KBA and
destroyed tailks in an area Z3 kin east of Tehopone. Laos.
E1Cvinten

of tho 213 ARVN In( oil search operations 4Z km sctuthw~st of Tchop4wl.

inOperation LAM SON 719 And I?
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February (contd)

27--.

The 7th AF announces the apprehension of about 40 enlisted airmen following a month-

28--

US military strength in RVN is 323, 797.
is 1, 049, 163.

FWMAF strength is 67, 791.

RVNAF strength

March

President Nguyen Van Thieu issues a decree establishing the National Police Command

1 --

to replace the Directorate General of National Police.
--

--

--

-.

-.

--

--

RADM Forster Lalor relieves RADM Albert R. Marschall as Deputy Director of
PA CNAV FACSEA.
In Operation LAM SON 719 elements of the 17 ACS and the 3d Abn Bde operating 25 km
east of Tchepone, Laos receive a ground attack from an unknown size enemy force
(En: 200 KIA, 15.0 IW; Fr: 2 J•IA, 50 WIA, 6 M-113 APO destroyed).
Operation IRON MOUNTAIN initiated 18 Mar 69 in Quang Ngai Province is terminated
(En: 4,476 KIA, 2, 724 Det, 1, 130 IW, 94 CSW; Fr: 440 KIA. 2, 858 WIA).
Operation FREDERICK H-ILL initiated 18 Mar 69 in Quang Tin and Quang N~am Provinces
is terminated (En: 7, 514 KIA, 2. 572 Det, 1, 848 1W. 192 CSW; Fr: 572 JAIA, 3.910
WIA, 2 MIA).I
Operation PENNSYLVANIA SQUARE initiated 29 Jun 70 in Quang Tin Province is
terminated (En: 261 MIA, 228 Dot, 9b 1W, 3 CSW. Fr: 20 KMA, 302 WIA).
Operation GENEVA PARK initiated 18 Mar 69 in Quang Ngai and Quang Tin Provincos
is terminated (En: 2, 23 7 MA, 1, 458 Dot, 5 32 1W, 49 CSW; Fr: 231 K1A, 1, 79 6 W A
Opera tion NANTUCKET BEACH initiated 20 Jul 70 in Quang Ngai Province is termin~ated
(En: 630 HMA, 634 Dot, 207 IW. 5 CSW; Fr: 57 KMA, 651 WVIA).

2--

The Cambodian Government and the US G;overnment sign an agreement covering $18 5.
million of economic aid. The money is to help Cambodia avoid excessive inflation and
oth~er major distortions in its economy.

3--

In Operation LAM SON 719. hundred# of US helicopters advanco RVN troops 6 miles
deeper into Laos. The advanico puts RVN forces 24 miles west of the Luos border and
1/2 m~ile from Tchapone.
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March (contd)
3--

In Operation TOAN THANG 01 /71 NB in Cambodia, elements of the 1/52 ARVN Inf and
I 5th ACS, 18 ACS and 30th Rgr Bn on search operations 5 km southwest of Dambe,
Kampong Char-n Province, engage an unknown size enemy force in the vicinity of previous
ARC LIGHT strikes (En: 210 KIA, 12 B-40 RL, 1 75mm RR; Fr: 8 WIA, 150 of the
enemy were KBA).
--

4--

The VC announce on Liberation Radio that they will release on 4 or 5 March 39 RVN
PWs captured 1 May in fighting in the Central Highlands.
US Ambassador at Large David M. Kennedy arrives in Saigon for a week of consultations
with US and VN officials on the RVN economic situation.

--

GVN military spokesmen announce that the VIC have not freed any PWs as announced in
a radio broadcast on 3 May, and are instead shelling the region of thre proposed release.

5--

MG D. B. Dunstan assumes command of the Australian Force, Vietnam.

6--

Elemfcnts of the 3/2 ARVN Inf on a search operation 7 km east of Tchepone, Laos,
find an area hit by air strikes (En: 31 KBA, 1, 000 tons of rice, 2,)000 protective
masks, 11 AX-47 rifles, 9 B-40 RL, 7 7.63mmn machine guns).

7--

Operation TRUNG 22/4 initiated 1 3 Feb 71 in Kontun-, Province is term~inated (En: 329
1(IA, 4 1W, 2 CSW; Fr: Z5 KIA, 83 WV1A. 274 MIA, M9 1W).

8--

The Xa Hiep My village OP. 7 kmi south of Cau Ngang, Viah Binh Province, is penetrated
by an enemy sapper unit with tho aid of a traitor (En: 2 KIA, I 1IV; Fr: 11 MKA, 9 WIA,
20 VN civilians killed, 13 civilians wounded).

9--

Operation HOANG DIEU 103 initiated 3 Feb in Quang Namt Province is terminated (Ent
330 1F1A. V1' Det. 10 returnees. 128 1W. 5 CSW. Fr: 46 1(LA. 359 WIA. 2 MIA).

10.-

SEC DEF Laird approves the designation of Cambodia as a, host~le fire area for speocial
pay, retroactive to I Jan 71.
r-Operation TRAN HUNG DAO 1. tho siocond oldetit operation of tho 'SEA LORDS~ campaign,
initiated 21 Nov 68 to inderdict enemy Infiltration from Cambodia is terminated (Em:
723 KIA, 53 Dot; Frt S3 KIA).
--

7

Elements of the 4/1 A1RVN In[ orn a bomb damage Aesvesiment mhission 16 km #otftheasit

~of Tchapoen find 391 oneniy KIIA. 18 R~ussian~ trueks, $00 barrels of fuel, 30 QZmm

1

nmortaro, 644 AK-47s, 8 tons of mixed anmunimtimi, 6 tons of rice, 64 r~dios. 3 122mmn
guns, 2 Zmtu flL. 2 37mm guns, 4 12.7mm machine guns, 18 LA-40 1&L, 8 trackd
vehicles. 16 CSW and 100 round# of IZZ roc:ket ammni ,n.i and 6 wounded PWs.

In' rA

j
.........
.....

Elemeants of the 1 /I st ARVN Int tn soearhing 22 km southeas~t of 1'chepono, Lao*.
find an open area hit by alr.strikes (En: 144 RD3A, 44 IW, 4 trucks, 100 IZ11AMn rOW%4#.
Z 37mm gnte destroyed).
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March (c ontd)a

DEFLiddrcsaPW/MIA task grouap be established to improve the direc~tion
andcoodintio ofmatters relating to these personnel.

13--

S

14--

In Operation LAM SON 719 elements of the 6th AkVN Abn Bn on search operations 39
km southeast of Tchepone, Laos, find an area hit by ARC LIGHT strikes (En: 70 KBA,
4 82mm mortars, 500 rounds mortar, 2 57mm RR, 200 rounds of 57mm ammunition,
4 radios, 7 telephones, and 1. 000 lbs of rice).
--

An American civilian reporter is seriously wounded in Saigon when. he fails to stop his
vehicle for a RVN National Police check-point.

15--

Operation DOE( SOO R1 initiated 22 Feb in Phu Yen Province is terminated (En: 410 I<IA.
5 Det, 96 1w, 6 CsW; Fr:. 23 MIA, 74 WLA).

16--

The 145th RF Co 35 km south of PleiIku, Pleiku Province, receives an attack-by-fire
on its compound followed by a ground attack by an estimated enemy company (E~n: 20
KIA, 6 IW, 3 CSW; Fr: 4 EIA. 8 WIA).
The Phu Nhon District Hq and US Advisory TM 36 in Pleiku Province, 48 km south of
Pleiku, receive an unknown number of 82mm mortar rounds and B-40 fire followed by
a sapper attack by an estimated enemy company. Guinships and artillery support the
ongagement (E~n: 5 7 IA , 22 IW; Fr. 21 [(IA, 11 WIA).

--

17-.

In Operation LAM SON 719, 19 km southeast of Tehepone, Savannakhot Province, 14aos,
elements of the Ist AI%VN Int Regt report being in heavy contact with an unknown size
ene my force in the vicinity of LZ LoLo (En: 1, 100 [(IA. 270 IW, 45 CSW, 8 radios;
Fr: 66 [(IA, 190 WV1A).
--

--

--

Operation CUU LONG/DX•/CT103 initiated 13 Mar in Chuong Thien Province Is termin'ted (En: 165 [(IA, 46 Dot, 35 1W. I CSW: Fr: 3 [MI,
32 WIA, 2 1WV).
Operation CUU LONG /DI(/AX/03 initIatod 13 Mar in An Xuiyen Province ilk terminated
(En:. 114 [(IA, 30 Wot, 2 returnees, 26 IW; Fr: 9 [(IA, 15 WVIA).
In OperatioA TOAN TI4ANG 01 /?1, 6 kni north of Sttw%4, [(ampong Chain Province,
Cantbodia, the Sth ARVN ACS in night defensive position is attacked by an estinatod
oneniy battalion (En: 350 [(IA; Fr: 8 [(IA. 50 WIA. 3 M-1 13 heavily daomgaed).

Nineteen kmn southeast of Tchoporae, Laos, in Operation LAM SON 719. elements o~f tho
411 ABtVN lIn O~n report a 24-hoa'-r contact with an unknown sise enemy force (En: 567
MU, 172- 1W, 48 CSW, 120 bloc~ks of TNT; Fr: SO KLA. 80 WIA).

Is..

.

Tito Honorable John J., Game,, Australian Minlster of Defense, visits RVN for an up-

date on the situation..

4
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March (contd)
18--

The New Zealand Prime Minister announces the NZ Artillery Battery will commence
redeployment beginning 1 May.

19--

In Operation LAM SON 719 elements of the 4/2 Inf engage an unknown size enemy force
26 km southeast of Tchepone. Laos (En: 195 KIA, 6 1W, 15 CSW; Fr: 5 KIA, 91 WIA,
13 MIA).
--

*
ZI--

Elements of the 4/8 ARVN Inf Intel and Recon Sq on grou~nd reconnaissance 11 km southwest of Phuoc Vinh, Binh Duong Province, engage an estimated enemy platoon with
small arms. US gunships and ARVN artillery support the contact (En: 36 KIA; Fr:
2 WIA, 2 MIA, 51IW).
Operation QUANG TRUNG 45/20 initiated 16 Mar in Pleiku Province is terminated
(En: 130 KL'\, I11W, Z CSW; Fr: 28 KI.A, 47 WIA).

*
--

The 9th ARVN Recon Co operating 4 km southwest of Snuol, Kratie Province, Cambodia. discovers a cache of unpolished rice weighing approximately 45 tons.
In Operation LAM SON 719, elements of the 4/2 and 2/2 WnBns operating 24 kmsoutheast of Tchepone, Laos, reccive an attack-by-fire followed by a ground attack
from an unknown size enemy force (En: 245 XIA, 65 IW, 90 CSW, 8 flame throwers.
5 radios; Fr: 37 KIA, 58 WVIA, 15 MIA).

ZZ-

Operation QUANG TRUNG 47/44 initiated 16 Mar in Pleiku Province is terminated
(En: 178 KIA. .1 Det, 22 1W, 9 CSW; Fr: 14 KIA, 47 WVIA).

-

-

1aturn Airfield, 30 km northeast of Tay Ninh, Tay Ninh Province, roce ives 5 rounds of
82mm mortar which impact iWthe ammunition and POL storago area resulting in
2e,000 gallons JP-4 And Z4 tons V: t.siorted ammuanition dvstroyed.

Z4. -

In Operation LAM SON 719

25--

Elementp of the Z2d ARVN rtgr Bit in night defensive position 28 kmi oouthwe'it of Roaturn,
Hoptum Provinekt~are engaged by an titknown sixo viem force (En .23 KIA., 2W;
Fr: 4 HIA, 9 W IA).

oltmoents of the 7/17 US Cav operating in Savannakhe't
Province, Laos, 16 km tiouthwest of 1(he Sault sight 21 vr.emy tanks and engage them
with helicopter gunships (En: 7 tanks de-stroyed, a damaged).

20;--

Vhe first aaniversary of tho pro~n~itgation of thea Lund-l.tho-teTilier Law 1s ecelbrated

~th~roughout Vietnam. Prestident Thiou announces a now 5 -your rural and ibcnotuic

J

developnient program for Vietnam.
--

I

An IRF supply eonvoy of three LCM So transporting POL and ammunition it affius*hed
I I ky- southwest of X in Ani, KIen Ciang Province by Z 4 enemy us Ing 13-40 roekets
(Ent unknown; Fr' 2 VINN KIA. I US WIA. 4 US MIA, 20 VN civiliant killed ;tnd 31
woutd~d. 32 housesi destroyed by fire from buranin POL. I LCM 8 suxik. 9,000 glllons
,f4el destroyed).
ln
rovice, rL evesa
F~)Vwtdergrlft. 20 kmn northeatt of Khe Satih. Quang
Attack-by-tirt consisting of 17 122mm rockets (Ent otmown; Fr: 3 US WIA, an

~iue

Z42.4 tons of 8 inch ammuniwtion' deotwoyodi
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March (contd)
28--.

FSB Mary Ann, 42 km southwest of Tam Ky, receives an estimated 50 to 60 rounds of
82mm mortar fire followed by a ground attack of sappers which penetrated the perimeter
of the base. The base is manned by an element of the 196th Bde, 23d US Inf Div (En:
12 ICA; Fr: 33 MIA, 76 WIA).

*

--

29--

In the An Hoi area of MR 1, the Duc Duc district Hq and several surrounding villages
are overrun by enemy forces (En: 59 KIA, 22 IW, 6 05W, 3 Det; Fr: 20 KIA, 46 WIA,
100 civilians killed, 96 civilians wounded, 1,451 civilian homes destroyed).

30.-.

USN helicopters sight an enemy infiltration trawler, a SL-6, 18 k-m southeast of Namn
Can. SEALs inserted into the area report that the steel-hulled vessel has been stripped
and abandoned, apparently due to engineering difficulties. The trawler is estimated to
have been in place 4 to 6 months.
--

31--

The Australian Government announces that between May and November, 1. 000 of the
7,000 remraining Australian troops in RVN will be withdrawn.
During March there were 20 recordled cnining im~idwits on the Cua Viet River as the
enemy mnade a determined effort to interdict the flow of supplies in support of Operation
L6AM SON 719 in Laos.

--

--

--

--

--.

-

*

*

At Gang Long, Vinh Binh Province, Cang Long district town receives a mixed mortar
attack followed by an attack on the 676 RF Hq and the National Police Hiq (En: 6 KIA,
2 Det, 2 1W; Fr: 45 l(IA, 72 WIA).

Operation HIEP DONG 6 initiated 2 Feb in Quang Tin Province is teriinated (EDn%:
591
M.IA 50 Dot, 90 returnees, 219 1W. 16 CSW: Fr: 51 MIA, 153 WIA).
Operation QUYET THANG 405A initiated I Jan in Quang Ngkxi Provinco ia terminated
(Enz: 302 MUA, 61 Dot. 3 returnees, 108 1W, 10 CSW; Fr: 9 MJA, 44 WLA).
Operation QUYET THANG 504A initiated I Jan in Quang Tkn Province is terminatecL
(En: 1779 A(IA, 21 rmt, 5 ratuarnots, 67 1W, Frt Z KIA, 6 WV]A).
Operation QUYF.T THANG M0A~ initiated I Jan in Quang Nlgai Province it terminated
(Enz 469 MIA. 134 Dot, 8 rtut-noes, 183 1W. 5 CSW;. Fr., 31 KIA, ZZZ WV1A. 14 NIA).
Operation TflUNG ZZ/FWD/4
tinitid 7 Major in 1Noutm Provinca is ternminatod (Ent.
158 1HIA, IS 1WV,5 CS W; Fr. i 4 KIA, 81 WIA.
US 41"ilitary s~trngth -in HVN is 302, 097.
is 1.057,676.

11MMAF %treiigh is 47, $1 3.

IMNAF
1'trongth
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1--

Operation SOLID ANCHOR is turned over to the VNN at Namn Can, An Xuyen Province,
ending the USN river patrol mission in RVN.
The curfew in the greater Saigon area for US forces is changed to the period 0100 to
0530, corresponding to the RVN civilian curfew hours.

2--

In Operation QUANG TRUNG 22/FWD/4, the 2/41 Inm moves onto FSB 6, joining the
1/41 Inf. lieavy contact continued (En:355 KIA, 10 IW, 1 CSW; Fr: 7 KIA, 54 WIA).

4--

FSB 6, 13 km southwest of Tan Canh, Kontum Province, receives an attack-by-fire
followed by a ground attack (En: 287 KIA, 7Z IW, 13 CSW; Fr: none).

5--

RADM Robert S. Salzer, USN, relieves VADM Jerome H. King, Jr. as Commander
US Naval Forces, Vietnam.

-

-

Nine km northwest of Phu Cat, Binh Dinh Province, the 201st RF Bn engages an unknown
size enemy force during a search operation. US supports with gunships and tactical

air (En: 27 KIA; Fr: 8 KIA, 29 WIA, 8 IW).
In Operation TOAN THANG 01/71 NB in Cambodia, 3 km southwest oi Snuol, Kratie
Province, elements of the 2/7 ARVN Inf, 3/8 Inf, and 1st ACS engage an enemy force.
ARVN artillery and helicopter gunships support (En: 218 KIA; Fr: 8 MIA, 47 WIA,
82 MIA).
6--

The 360th R F Co OP, 2 km southeast of Mo Cay, Kien Hoa Province, is attacked by an
enemy sapper unit aided by 3 RF traitors (former Hoi Chanha).
The outpost is overrun and a nearby bridge 50 percent destroyed (En: unknown; Fr:
16 RF KIA, 3 RF
WIA, 14 MIA, 3 RVN civilians wounded, 32 IW. I 60mm mortar, I CSW).

..-

Elements of the 2/42d A RVN InI Regt operating 5 km east of Dak To, Kontum Province
engage the enemy (En: 56 1(IA, 4 Dot, 15 1W, 7 CSW; Fr: 2 WIA).

7--

President Nixon announces plans for the withdrawal of 100,000 more US troops from
RVN by I Dec 71. This will leave 184.000 personnel on that date.
New Zealand announces it will withdraw its 130-man artillery battery early in May.
This wiUl leave 264 New Zealand troops in RVN.

i

Nine km north of An Hoa, Quang Nat" Province. a forward observer for the I at Mar Regt
observes 25 enemy. Artillery aad 81mm mortars are employed. A search of the area
reveals 30 enemy killed.

"
--

Elements of the US 7th Sq. 17th Air Cay on a visual reconmaissance mission 25 km
northwest of Dak To, Kontum Province, observe IS enemy ie rsounel and 5 elephants
loaded with rotkets headed south. The enemy unit is engaged with helicopter gunships
(En: 8 XIA. 3 elephants killed' Fr: none).

Il
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April (contd}
7--

*

Plei Ring De village, 17 km southwest of Pleiku, Pleiku Province, is attacked by an
unknown size enemy force (En: unknown; Fr: 34 MIA, 28 IW).
Elements of the 53d ARVN Inf on a search operation 6 km southeast of Ben Het, Kontum
Province, contact a large enemy force (En: 260 KIA; Fr: 12 MIA, 38 WIA).

--

8--

Operation LAM SON 719 initiated 30 Jan is terminated. Initial reporting: (En: 13, 642
KIA, 56 Det, 5, 066 1W, 1, 935 CSW, 106 tanks, 422 trucks, 1,Z250 tons of rice, 4 tons
medical supplies, 98 radios, 20, 000 tons ammunition captured or destroyed; Fr:
1, 707 (176 US) KIA, 6,466 (1, 042 US) WIA, 693 (42 US) MIA, 3,060 IW, 198 CSW, 75
tanks, 103 APCs, 152 trucks, 98 artillery pieces, 207, 500 gallons POL, 1,498 tons
ammunition, 37 bulldozers lost or destroyed).
--

At the Paris Peace Talks the GVN offers to intern in a neutral country PWs who have
been held for a long period. They identify 1, 200 PWs who have been detawed 4 years
or more.
Elements of the 4/10 ARVN Inf engage an estimated enemy company 5 km west of Truc
Giang, Kien Hoa Province, with organic weapons. OV-10 aircraft and gunships support
(En: 20 ICIA, 4 1W; Fr: none).

9--

10--

In Cambodia, 10 km southeitst of Suong, IKampong Chain Province, the 33d flgr Bn,
supported by ARVN artillery, engages an unknown size enemy force (En: 100 KIA;
Fr: I RIA, 5 WIA).
Elements of the 2/43d Wnon search operations engage an unknown size enemy force
14 km southeast of Suong, RCanpong Chain Province, Cam)~odia (En: 40 KIA, 2 CSW,
4 IW, Fr: 3 KIA, 9 WIA, k.trucks destroyed).

--

11--

Operation HIEP DONU 7 initiated 7 Apr in Quang Tin Province is term-inated (En: 109
KMA, 30 Dot, 42 1W, I I CSW; Fr: 4 K A, 10 WIA).
--

The 36th and 52d Rgr Bas, supported by the 15th and 18th ACS engage an estimated
enemy regiment 14 kmn southeast of Suong, Kampong Chain Province, Cambodia,
while operating on Operation TOAN T14ANG 01/71 (En: 200 MIA, 2 8Zmm mortar,
IS . 51 cal machine guns; Fr, 6 WIA).
USN elements supported by helieopter gunships and VNAF aircraft engaga and sink
a NVN SL-8 Infiltration trawler Inside the 12-mile territorial limits of RVN 39 km
southeast of Ca Mau City. Tito tr~awler returned fire before blowing up and sinking.

12--

US command announce* that its biggest conventional bomb, the IS, 000 pound "daisy
cutter, 1 has been used for the first time against enernjk troops near FS11 6. Tho bombs
explode just above the ground and blast a clearing as big as A ballifled.

S

--

Premier Lou Nol returns to Phnom Peah, Cambodia; Stink Mata1k continues as Acting
Prime Minister.

*.

-
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April (contd)

12--

The Phuoc Long PRU on a ground operation engages an estimated enemy company 15
km northwest of Phuoc Binh, Phuoc Long Province (En: 32 KIA, 2 IW, 15 anti-tank
mines, 26 120mm mortar rounds, 30 M-26 grenades, 150 B-40 charges, 40 B-41
charges, 20 82mm mortar rounds, 20 60mm mortar rounds, 2 radios, 80 B-40 rounds,
50 B-41 rounds captured; Fr: none).

13--

Operation DONG XHOI/04 initiated 10 Apr throughout MR 4 is terminated (En:
194 Det, 171 IW, 6 CSW; Fr: 36 KMA, 267 WIA, I MIA, 7 1W).

690 KIA,

Elements of the 3d Bn/44th Regt on search operations engage an unknown size enemy
force 14 km west of Tan Canh, Kontum Province (En: 96 KMA, 28 IW, 4 CSW; Fr:
4 MIA, 37 WIA, 6 MIA).
Elements of the 38th ARVN Rgr Bn operating 7 km southeast of Suong, Kampong Chain
Province, Cambodia, receive an attack by an unknown size enemy force. ARVN
artillery and VNAF support (En: 148 KIA, 2 CSW, 8 IW; Fr: 16 KIA, 48 WIA).
14--

LTG Donn J. Robertson, CG, and the III Marine Amphibious Force redeploy, leaving
the 3d Marine Amphibious Brigade which is activated under the command of MG Alan
J. Armstrong. Redeploying with III MAF is the Ist Marine Division and the 1st Marine
Aircraft Wing.

19--

Foreign Minister Choi Kyu Hah of South Korea announces his government's plans to
withdraw an infantry division from SVN before the end of the year. This will involve
13,000 to 15,000 men.

20--

Prime Minister Lon Nol of Cambodia resigns with his entire cabinet.
his health and incapacity to resume full duties as the reason.

--

Lon Nol cites

Operation HOANG DIEU 104 initiated 8 Mar in Quang Nam Province is terminated
(En: 342 KIA, 86 Det, 18 returnees, 122 IW, 15 CSW; Fr: 51 KIA, 152 WIA).
Operation DONG KHOI/04, Phase I1, initiated 17 Apr in MR 4 is terminated (En:

817

KIA, 204 Dot, 55 returnees, 272 1W, 12 CSW; Fr: 75 KIA, 304 WIA, I MIA, 22 1W).
--

21--

LTC Peter Slusar, USA, assumes duties of MACV Provost Marshal.
Operation HOANG DIEU 105 initiated 27 Mar in Quang Nam Province is terminated
(En: 121 HIA, 9 Dot, 37 IW, 4 CSW; Fr: 27 KIA, 98 WIA).
Operation GREENE SURE initiated 14 Mar in Binh Dinh Province is terminated (En:

168 KIA, 4Dot, 391W, 4CSW; Fr: 17KIA, 157 WIA, 31W, 2CSW).
23--

The USS Garrett County, AGP-786, is turned over to the VNN as part of the contin•uing

"USNACTOV Progranl,
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April (contd)

23--

MACV announces the start of the seventh phase (Keystone Oriole Alpha) of troop redeployments a week ahead of President Nixon's timetable. The redeployment will
account for 29, 300 spaces.
--

In Cambodia, 3 km southeast of Snuol, Kratie Province, a VNAF FAC observes an
unknown size ene-my force and engages them with tactical air strikes (En: 50 KBA;
Fr: none).

24--

In Quang Ngai Province aii enemy unit attacks FSB Honey 21 km northwest of Quang
Ngai City (En: 21 MIA, 8 1W; Fr: 22 ARVN MIA, 49 ARVN and 2 US WIA).

25--

Secretary of the Army Stanley R. Resor visits RVN for an update on Vietnamization
progress.

--

In Khanh Hoa Province, an enemy unit attacks Duc My Rgr Training Center, 15 km
northwest of Ninh Hoa (En: unknown; Fr: 3 MIA, 15 WIA, 8 VN civilians killed, 24
VN civilians wounded, 1 bulldozer, 1 truck, and 100 houses destroyed).

26--

In Binh Dinh Province, elements of the 1/41 st ARVN Inf Bn on a search operation 6
km southeast of Phu My engage an unknown size enemy force (En: 41 HBA. 4 1W;
Fr: 3 MIA, 14 WIA).
In Quang Tin Province the 132d, 182d, 199th PF platoons, while searching 20 kmi
northwest of Tam K~y. engage an unknown size enemy force (En: 42 KIA, 1 Det, 16 1W,

--

4 CSW; Fr: 2 WIA).
27--

Twenty-five km southeast of Pleiku, Plelku P~rovince, the district intelligence platoon
ambushes an unknown size enemy force (Eit: 20 MIA, 5 1W; Fr: none).

28--

The VNN receives its first logistic support base when the US.N turns over operation of
its Cat Lo facility, 40 miles southeast of Saigon near Vung Tau.

29--

The GVN announces at the Paris Peace Talks a proposal for the release of 570 sick
and wounded PWs. Also included ts an offer to intern temporarily in a neutral
country 1,200 NVN P-Ws who have beon imprisoned longer thtan 4 years.
-

--

Premier Lon Nol submits his final resignation and Chief of State Chang Hctng immediattdy
nomninates Deputy Premier Sisowath Sirik Matak to fill the post. Cheng Heng nominates
Lon Nol to the position of Comman~der-lni-Chief and Chief of Staff Of the CambOdian
armned forces.
In Binh Dhinh Province an enouny uniit attacks the 4211 flF Op Hq 10 km northeast of
Phu My (En: Z2 MA, 4 IW, 3 CSW; Fr: I KIA, 18 WIA, Z 1W, I radio 16Q
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April (contd)
30--

US operational headquarters are redisignated. I Field Force becomes Second Regional
Assistance Command (SRAC); II Field Force becomes Third Regional Assistance
Command (TRAC); Delta Military Assistance Command becomes Delta lRegional Assistance Command (DRAC).
--

*

Sinik Matak de~clines an invitation to form a new Cambodian Giovernment. saying new
men are needed.
US military strength in RVN is 272. 073.
is 1.,058, 737.

--

FWM.AF strength is 66, 563.

RVNAF strength

May
I

Mr. David S. Thomson. New Zealand Minister of Defence, arrives in 1IVN for updating on the situation.

-

--

--

--

The hospital ship U.SS Sanctuary* All 17, redeploys to the US ending a 4-year tour in
RVN,
The VNN assumes all explosive ordnance demolition (EOD) responsibilities from the
USN in a ceremnony at Cam Ranh Blay,
Catherine M. Webb, the UPI Phnom Ponh bureau manager, was freed by the Viet
Con& after 23 days in captivity. Miss Weýbb, correspondent Toshtilhi Suzuki. anad
four Cambodian interpreter* and photographer~s were freed about 40 minles *outhwest
of

Phnomn Penh.

Operation CUU LONG 9110 lnitIimtod 17 Feb in Chau Doe and 1(i#e Ciang lProviocit 1#
termiinated (Ent 355 HWA. Z22 Dot. 189 1W, 29 CSW;, Fr: 60 1(LA, 4S7 WIA, 3 MLA.
7 1W).
Operatiou CUV LONG 9/10 initiAted IT Ftb in Cambodia is terinted (En.
7(s Dot, 80 1W. 8 CSW; Fr: 26 KWA. 113 WIA)..
3--

Cheng Hiong, C~bdasChief of State. auiounceft a ncow kpaemoutuiet orgaftiratbon
plan making alhing Premier Lon Nal tht Prtsidont or "mesoral Authotity.~ LTG Sinik
Matak, deputy premiwer, would be tho "doletgate" actually running tho, gvertmoeat.

4--

operation CUU LONG/7IZ Initiated I Jain in Kitn lea, V"~d Lawg. Sa Dire. V~h Utah.
Dinh Tuong, and Go Con$ Province# cud* (PA! I,ZM RWA. ZU4 Wtl, 317 1W. 30 CSW;
Fr: 105 WIA. 963 WIA, S MLA. 7 1W)*

Tnr'lEGA~UNCLASSSIFIM
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May (contd)
5--

The Chief of US Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, Mr. Robert Ingersoll,
meets with President Thieu to discuss the severity of drug abuse among US servicemen and the need for an unprecedented effort by the RVN to suppress drug availability.
Seven km northeast of Long Phu, Ba Xuyen Province, the Long Phu RF Co and three
PF platoons engage an estimated 60 enemy (En: 32 XIA, II IW, I CSW; Fr:. 3 WIA).

6--

The US Customs Bureau orders intensified inspections of US soldiers returning from
SEA and complete inspection of military mail parcels in a crackdown on the flood of
high grade heroin and other hard narcotics conming into the US.
Operation DONG EHOI/05/71 initiated 2 May in all provinces of MR 4 is terminated
(En:

523 EIA, 126 Dot, 166 1W.

11 CSW;

Fr: 34 KMA, 196 WIA,

I MIA,

10 VW).

Elements of the 2/8 Ird Ba and the 211 ACS engage an estimated two enenemy companies
3 km southeast of Snuol, Kratie Province. Cambodit. (Fn: 72 KIA, 3 1W, 2 CSW; Fr:
I KIA, b WIA).
8--

In honor of Buddha's birthday, the GVN a.tnowices a temporary cessation of offensive
operations from noon 8 May to noon *) May. The en.'my Provssionia Revolutionary
Government had previously a•nouuced a 48-hour ceaseefiro to run from 0700 8 May to
0700 10 MWay.
1%the W',t

Battery, Royal New Zealand Artillery,

zwusisting of 10 officrs and 121

men, rvdeploys to New Zealand.
--

9.-

Operaleon IMPERIAL LAKE initiated 20 Aug 70 in Quang Nard Province is terminated
(En: 305 KIA, 153 DVet 211 1W, 16 CSW: Fr:
j6 KLA. 208 WIA),
The Royal Thai Navy PGM-12 with 29 pr~tsonael atIgied redeploys to Thailand.
PGM had been tt&aehod to and operathig with the USN TF 11I (MARKET
Nince TiME)

The

17 DeWiý4. Th"o rmntauinn
ttit of thu Sea Hor•e El,,ent, LST-M. with 133 personnel
will redeploy in April 19 7I9.
Welvehe kii northwest of Quang Tri City, Quattt Tri Provinve, a tanmpja water taxi
with 44 civilian# Mtoving froM Mat X4 ChAnh to DonH
I issa mined (FPr: 4 EIA, 16
civilian. killed, 18 c•ivlian, missing. 4 civilians injured).
--

4

•,-•

Operatiow PONG TAM I initiated 24 Apr in Quang NpaI Province is t•rminated (Mo:
106 KIA. 8Del, 361W. 6CSW; rt: IKIA, 3SWIA).

S10t-

COL Roy A.

"

1$Hanoi agrevt to formoa-l6y1
s~eduldd tor 4 Jua

May. Jr. USA, assumes duties as Ifradqatcrtr
accept a igroup of 57O

Cm madnt

PW. IIld ia SVN.

MACV.
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May (contd)

14--

--

The Marine Corps announces it will court-martial Sgt Jon M. Sweeney on charges of
aiding the enemy while imprisoned by the NVN. This is the first case of its kind stemming from the war.
The 19th Tactical Airlift Squadron, organized at Tan Son Nhut Air Base on 8 Oct 64, is
deactivated and turns its aircraft and equipment over to the RVNAF. The recently
organized 421st Transport Squadron VNAF receives 16 C-123s, the first VNAF unit to
operate this aircraft in RVN.
Operation MENG HO 16 initiated 23 Apr in Binh Dinh Province is terminated (En: 252
KIA, I Det, 110 IW, 35 CSW; Fr: 13 KIA, 60 WIA).

15--

MG John h.

16--

The Second Regional Assistance Group (SRAG) is activated and the Second Regional
Assistance Command (SRAC) inactivated. Mr. John P. Vann is designated Director
SRAG and Senior Advisor to GG, 1UCorps and MR 2. US Army Forces, MR 2 is
activated at the same time.

1 7--

Stringent new checking systems begin at Saigon area post exchanges with MPs
scrutinizing identification and ration cards of all persons entering the exchanges.
Major purchases are also recorded. Exchange sales drop an average of about $11, 000
a day.

Cushman, USA, becomes CG, Delta Regional Assistance Command.

Approximately 130 policemen, customs officers, and other officials at Tan Son Nhut
Airport are shifted to other jobs as part of a stepped-up GVN drive against smuggling.
USCGC Blackhaw, WLB-390, redeploys from RVN lerminating 3 1/2 years duty r.maintaining maritime navigational aids in RVN.
19--

Secretary of the Army Stanley R. Resor announces that after a review of the My Lai
case, MG Samuel Koster will receive a letter of censure, a vacating of the temporary
appointment in his current grade, and withdrawal of a Distinguished Se-vice Modal
awarded during the period he served with the 23d Division. BG George Yoing also
receives a letter of censure and withdrawal of his Distinguished Service Modal,

20--

Operation QUANG TRUNG 2Z/1 initiated 1 Apr in Kortum Province is terminated (En:
3,534 KMA, 7 Det, 511 IW, 142 CSW; Fr: 220 MA, 624 WLA, 148 MIA, 113 IW, 10 CSW).

Z2--

Secretary of the Army Stanley R. Resor resigns ending 6 years' service itarting from
the beginning of the Vietnam buildup in 1965.
Six km southwest of Con Thien, Quang Tri Province, FSX3 C-2 ruceives an attack-byfire of 11 rounds of rocket fire, One direct hit on a personnel binker ourles the
individuals inside (En: unknown, Fr: Z9 US KIA, 33 US WIA).
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May (contd)

22--

Operation CUU LONG/DK/05/Il initiated 18 May in MR 4 is terminated (En:
173 Det, 235 1W, Z0 CSW; Fr: 54 KIA, 293 WIA, 4 MIA, 151IW).

23--

Enemy unit shells and attacks elements of the 2/42 Inf Regt operating 8 km- southwest of
Tan Canh, Kontum Province (En: 139 RIA, I11 Det, 23 IW, I11 CSW, 1 flame thrower;

Fr:
--

--

869 KIA,

5 WIA).

At Cam Ranh Bay, Khanh Hoa Province, enemy sapper attack on the POL tank farm
number I destroys 1, 680, 000 gallons of JP-4 and 210, 600 gallons of aviation gasoline.
Two VNAF UH-l1-

aircraft collide in midair and crash 38 km southwest of Kien An,

Kien Giang Province, while approaching a LZ in support of the 2/32 ARVN Inf (Fr:I
25--

Operation QUANG TRUNG 23-4 initiated 16 May in Pleiku Province is terminated (En:
215 KIA, 8 Det, 24 1W, 7 CSW; Fr: 30 I(IA, 100 WIA).

26--

MG Jack- J. Wagstaff takes command of the Third Regional Assistance Command.
--

--

--

MACV announces that effective immnediately all RVN pharmacies and drug stores are
off limits to US military personnel. All known bars, hotels, and othor business
establishments and areas where there is evidence of trafficking of narcotics and dangerous drugs are also to be placed off limits.
The RVN Ministry of Foreign Affairs announces that the NVN conditions for the releasfe
of 570 sick and wounded NVA PWs are acceptable. The exchange is to be- made 4 Junie
at Cau Tung on the 1 7th parallel.

Terrorists set off an explosion in a crowded market killing three civilians and wounding
32 civilians and I1 I R soldiors, 50 miilos south of Qui Nhon.
Elenivnts of the 218th A1AVN leif 1Hn and the 1/5th ACS operating in Operation TOAN
THANG 01/71. NB3 in the vicinity of Snuol, Camb'ldla, ongage fin e~kitimated enemy
c.ompany (En: 75 M~L; 11r: 12 K1J#. 62 WV1A. 2 3/4 -ton trucks,and I M-l113 damaged).

27..

28--

MACV diaclosea the use of a new hom~b which sprays an vxplosive mist that produiceu
a blasit and coneusstion when ignitett. Thu now bomb, which is reported to have the
bl~at effoet of a 500-poinad iron bomb but mviakos no crater, is consaidered highly ofloctive
booby traps.
in clea ring landing zones of 'n'sand
The 116N turns aittr Its An 'rhoi logistic. mupport baise to the VNN.

'Pio base. located

on Phu Qttoc loland in thw Ghilf of Thmilautd, 'Apporto ctiatal iurveillance- forces ,twilgaod
to the VNN Coastal Flotilla 4.
allied coaacal patrol forcos.

Iý*or thus past 5 years thý basoi has been

a

key bAse for
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May (contd)

28--

--

30--

ARVN elements participating in Operation TOAN THANG 01/71 NB engage an estimated
enemy battalion in the vicinity of Snuol, Rratie Province, Cambodia (En: 115 KIA, 2
CSW, 3 IW; Fr: 8 KIA, 18 WIA).
Elements of the 1/52 US laf Bn operating 15 km northwest of Quang Ngai find 21. 7 tons
of rice.
ADM Elmo R. Zumwalt Jr, Chief of Naval Operations, while visiting RVN announces
the beginning of a 30-day amnesty program for sailors addicted to drugs in RVN.
Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky announces plans to run for the Presidency of RVN in the
October election.
Elements of the 2/17 ARVN Cav and 161st RF Go engage an estimated enemy battalion
12 km southwest of Hoi An, Quang Nam Province. ARVN artillery supports the
engagement (En: 215 KIA, 4 Det, 15 CSW, 30 IW, 3 radios captured; Fr: 5 MIA, 35
WIA, I IW, 19 civilians killed, 30 civilians wounded, 170 homes destroyed).

31--

An enemy unit attacks the 54th ARVN Regt CP 10 km northwest aS A Luoi, Thua Thien
Province (En: 56 MIA, 15 IW, 6 CSW, 2 radios captured; Fr: 15 KIA, 28 WIA).

--

Elements of the 5th ARVN Div abandon Snuol, Cambodia with heavy losses in men and
equipment following an enemy attack which began 24 May. ARVN reinforcements attempting to break through were blocked. The task force of 2, 000 rAnen lost 89 KIA,
489 WIA, 197 MIA. Equipment left behind or destroyed included: 839 IW, i10 CSW,
14 artillery pieces, 9 tanks, 15 armored personnel carriers, 64 trucks.
US military strength in RVN is 252, 210.
is 1.060, 597.

FWMAF strength is 66, 586.

RVNAF strength

June

I--

MG Donald H. Cowles. USA, assumes duties as Chief of Staff, MACV.
-

--

i

{

2--

US servicemen in RVN begin using US coins instead of military payment certificates in
deuominAtions 1--4 than a dollar.
In Kontmun Province, the enemy shells and attacks elements of the 2/42d Lnf Regt at
FS13 5, 11 km southwest of Tan Canh(En: 57 KA, 11 1W, 5CSW; Fr: 4 KIA, 9 WIA,
I 105ram Howitzers, I 57mm RPI damaged).
MG Frederick J. Kroeaen,, Jr. USA, assumes duties as Assistant Chief of Staff for
Operations, MACJ3,
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June (contd)

BG John W. Donaldson is charged with murdering six Vietnamese civilians and assaulting two others while flying over Quang Ngai Province during operations in late
1968. He is the highest ranking officer accused of killing civilians in the VN war and
is the first US general to be charged with a war crime in 70 years.

2--

Operation HIEP DONG 8-2 initiated 20 May in Quang Tin Province is terminated (En:
107 KIA, 49 Det, 38 IW, 3 CSW; Fr: 7 KIA).
3--

Ten km northwest of Krek, Kampong Chain Province, Cambodia, 63 Cambodian Communists rally to elements of the 3/52 ARVN InW Bn.

4--

Thirteen disabled NVN PWs are returned to prison in RVN after NVN announces in
Paris they had cancelled an agreement to accept the PWs in a transfer off the coast of
the DMZ. Only 13 among 660 PWs interviewed by the ICRC had agreed to return to
North Vietnam.
Cambodia and 1•VN sign accord on the suppression of smuggling and transportation of
commercial goods. The accord is aimed at clamping down on illegal drug traffic
between the two nations.

5-.-

Elements of the 9th VNMC Bn operating 16 km southwest of Cam Lo, Quang Tri Province are attacked by an unknown size enemy force (En: 100 KIA; Fr: 10 KIA, 20 WIA).
At Katum, Tay Ninh Province, enemy sappers penetrate Katum Base Camp defenses
and destroy two JP-4 fuel bladders containing 16,000 gallons of fuel.

6--

US OV-10 and helicopter gunships sight an estimated enemy battalion 13 km southwest
of Long Toan, Vinh Binh Province (En: 22 KBA, 11 sampans, 6 structures destroyed,
1 large secondary fire followed; Fr: none).
Operation CUU LONG/KG/21/01 initiated 12 May in Kien Glang Province is terminated
(En: 238 KIA, 10 Det, 56 1W, 21 CSW; Fr: 26 KIA, 27 WtA).
Elements of the 5th VNMC Bn operating 6 km northwest of I'SB Sarge in Quang Tri
Province are attacked by an enemy unit (En: 83 KIA, I Dot, 12 IW, 17 CSW; Fr: 21
KIA, IZ WIA).

7--

Operation HOANG DIEU 106 initiated 23 Apr in Quang Nam Province is terminated
(En: 795 IA, 213 Dot, 235 IW, 59 CSW, Fr: 117 KIA, 452 WIA).

S--

Operation CUU LONG/DK/06/71 initiated 31 May in MR 4 is terminated (En:
102 Dot, 35 returnees, 177 IW, 6 CSW; Fr: 42 KIA, 2t1 WIA, 14 IW).

8--

583 KIA,

An estimated enemy company attacks the Tan Cong RF OP 4 km northeast of Don Nhong,
"KienHoa Province (En: 30 KBA; Fr: I RFKIA, 16 RF WIA, 4 civilians wounded).

i~il
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June (contd)

8--

Operation QUANG TRUNG 23-4 initiated 25 May in Pleiku Province is terminated (En:
241) KIA, 19 1W, 6 GSW; Fr: 17 XIA, 85 WIA, 17 MIA, 21 IW).

9--

LTG Welborn G. Dolvin, USA,
W. Sutherland, Jr, USA.
--

12-

GVN spokesmen in Saigon announce that MG Nguyen Van Hieu has been relieved as
commander of the 5th ARVN Div due to losses by his forces while abandoning Snuol,
Cambodia, on 31 May.
Elements of the 4/43 ARVN Inf Bn and 5th ACS receive 30 rounds of 82mm mortar fire
followed by a ground attack while opierating 5 kmn northwest of Krek, Kampong Chain
Province, Cambodia, on Operation TOAN THANG: 01/71 NB (En: 45 KIA, I Det, 111lW,
1 CSW; Fr: 4 KIA, 9 WIA, 2 IW, 1 PRC-25 radio icst, 2 M-113 damaged).

-

15--

MACV announces that US battalion advisory teams, the first units Lo ;kccompany ARVN
troops into combat a decade ago, will Lie phased out within 2 weeks. The elimination
of the teams, usually made up of about five officers and enlisted men, is another step
in the Vietnamization program.
--

In Qui Nhon harbor, suspected sappers mine the US merchant ship USS American Hawvk
outside the hull beneath the engine room, flooding the engine room.

16--

BG Stan L. McClellan, USA, assumes the duties of Training Directorate, MACV.
Georges Duval assumes the duties of Science Advisor, MACV.

17--

President N~ixon announces plans for an all-out offensive against drug abuse, including
iinnwdiate establishment of testing and initial rehabilitation procedures in RVN.
--

--

18--

Mr.

Operation CUU LONG/DR/06/Ul initiated 13 Jun in MR 4 is terminated (Eni: 617 KMA,
102 Det, 54 returnees, 214 1W, 3 CSW; Fr: 6b MA, 258 WIA, 2 MMA, 18 IW).
In Quang Tri Province, an enemy unit attacks eluments of the 5th VNMC Bn operating
3 kmi north of FSB Surge (En: 63 EMA, 14 1W, 7 B-40, I flame thrower, 1 radio captured;
Fr: 9 KIA, 17 WIA. 1 MIA).
MACV announces it will begin a program to identify and provide initial rehabilitation to
military personnel who are heroin users prior to their return to the US. All personnel
scheduled for return will be given a drug test urinalysis on arrival at out-processing
centers.

--

in Quang Tri Province, an enemy unit attacks elements of the 5th VNMC Hn operating
14 kin southwest of Cam Lu (En: 183 1(IA, 14 1W, 12 CSW, I flame thrower, I radio,
69 RPG round%. 2100 blocks TNT, Fr: Z5 MIA, 35 WIA. I helicopter damaged).
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assumes command of XXIV Corps from LTG James

Y

June (contd)
At Cung Son, Phu Yen Province, the 2/53 RF Gp Hq, and 202 ARVN Arty Pit receive
mortar rounds followed by a ground attack from an estimated enemy battalion. US
helicopter grunships support. (En: 87 1(IA. 3 Det, 41 IW, 4 CSW; Fr: 20 RF MKA, 50
RF WIA, I US WIA).

18--.
*

MG James B. Adamson, USA, assumes the duties of Assistant Chief of Staff for
Personnel, MACJi.

* 19--.
22-..

The last US Marine combat unit departs the five northernmost provinces, MR 1, with
the ending of Phase VII redeployments (Keystone Oriole Alpha).
--

--

--

--

Explosions at the amr-urnition supply point of the Quang Tri Combat Base, believed
caused by enemy satchel charges, destroy 605 tons of assorted miunitions.
An unknown size eneniy force enters Suon Trai hamlet, 5 km west of Cung Son, Phu
Yen Province and abducts 70 Vietnamnese civilians; 30 later return.
BC Floyd H~. Trogdon, USA F. assumes the duties of Assistant Chief of Staff for Communications-Electronics, MACJ6.

23--

An RYN ammunition skipply point at Qui Nhon is hit by 82mnm mortar fire, which
destroys 413 tons of mixed ammunition and mines.

24..

Mr. Rubert C. Seam-ans Jr, Secretary of Air Force, arrives in RVN for a 3-glay visit
to check on the progress of the Viotnamese improvement and modernization program.

25--

COL Gunther A. Brurnme. USA. assumas the duties of Chief, *Data Management Agency,
MAC V.
--

26..

*

The commander of the US forces in the Delta region (MR 4) orders a crackdown on
drug traffic. All servicemen are confined to their compounds except on official
business, and ex~tensive searches are held of all personnel and vehicles entering and
leaving the compounds.

.-

COL Lawrence P. liazist,

USA, assumes the duties of Staff Judge Advocate, MACV.

Phase VIII troop wvithdrawtil * rogram, Keystono Oriole Bravo, begins 5 days ea~rlior
than planned with the standoown of the 35th Tactical Fighter Wing. The redeployment
will incluide the 173rd Airborne Brigade and the 1st Brigade, 5th I~nfantry Division
(Machatlizod).
During Operation I.AM SON 720, elements of thio 4th VNMIC 1In retceive a ground attack
4 km northiwest of i-SO Sarge, Quang 'Cr1 Province, from an unknown sizo enemy force
(En: 79 HIA, 18 IW, 1I CSW, 132 U-40/41 rockets, I flaae thrower, 300 blocks (if TNT#
1 5, 000 rouinds of small &rmts arnnmunition are captu.red or destroyed; Fr:- 3 KIA, 22
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June (contd)
28--

An estimated enemy hattalion attacks and overruns the 9 79th RF Co OP 7 km northwest
of Cau Ke, Vinh Binh Province (En-: 3 KBA; Fr: 20 RF KIA, 5 RF WIA, 2 civilian.killed, 27 IW, I CSW, 2 PRC-25 radios, and assorted ammunition lost, 4 1W and I
M-60 MG destroyed).

29--

The US Navy turned over to the VNN its intermediate support base at Rach S-ai 125 miles
southwest of Saigon. The base is the second of its type to be transferred to the VNN
under the Accelerated Turnover of US Navy Assets to the Vietnamese (ACTOV) pr'-:-ram.
--

--

--

*

At Qui Nhon, Binh Dinh Province, an ARVN ASP receives an estimated six rounds of
mortar fire which ignites five pads of ammunition, destroys an estimated Z' 775
metric tons of ammunition.
Operation QUYET THANG 20/B initiated 3 May in Quang Ngai and Quang Tini and Kontum
Provinces is terminated (6Z2 KIA, 23 Det, 185 IW, 30 CSW; Fr: 43 1(IA, 154 WIA).
In Cambodia on Operation CUU LONG 44/41 /10 the 67th Rgr Bn engages --. estimated
enemy battalion 21 km southwest of Svay Rieng. VNAF tactical air supports (En: 58
KIA, 3 1W; Fr: 10 KIA, 18 WIA, 1 PRC-25 radio destroyed).
COL Byron 1-4. Russell Jr assumnes the duties as Provost Marshal, MIA&V.

- -

Ambassador William E. Colby, Deputy to COMUSM.ACV for CORDS, . returns, to the US
due to faimily illness. Mr. George D. Jacobson becomes Acting Deputy to CCMvUSMACV
for CORDS,

30--

Th~e Qul Nhon ammunition (lumip the largest in tho central region f~f SVN, is again hit
by enemiy mortars. More than 10,000 tons of ammnmwlLion arc deostroyed.

--

The USN announces that the 30-day trial druý 4nmnesty pýoyrwu" in RVN W being faxtended
ind-efinitely.

--

--

Oporatior, QUYET THANG 603/B initiated 1 Apr in QuarntNa Province is termijiAted
(Ent. 412 HIA, 18 Dot. 109 IW, 3 CSW; F~r: 4.. KIA, 14 WLA).
Operation QUYET THANG 504113 initiuted 'pr in Quang T'in Province is k'-rminatcd
(En: 434 KLA, 16 Dot, 125 IW, 28 CSW. F~-; 2.7 IA, 87 WIA).

--

-.

Operation QUYET TIIANG 405/B initiated I Apr in Quang Ngai Province in Wortnbtated-l
(En: 399 KIA. 31 Dot, I returnee, 125 IV*., 6 CSW; Fv: 12 KIA, 71 WV1A).
US military a,.rcngth in IRVN is 239. 52e.
is51,060,129.

nWM1AIFitteagth is 66. $42.

RVNA F strength
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July
I-

In ME I military commanders launch an intensive campaign against drugs and crime.
Tight restrictions are put on all personnel entering and leaving compounds.
--

--

--

-.

Operation FINNEY HILL initiated 1 Mar in Quang Ngai Province is terminated (En:
454 KIA, 74 Det. 1 returnee, 241 1W, 33 05W; Fr: 32 KIA, 280 WIA).
Operation CAROLINE HILL initiated 29 Apr in Quang Nam Province is terminated (En:
161 NIA, 66 Det, 1 returnee, 81 IW, 10 05W; Fr: 15 ICIA, 162 WIA).
Operation MIDDLESEX PEAK( initiated 1 Mar in Quang Tin Province is terminated (En:
463 KIA, 206 Det, 6 returnee, 122 1W, 16 CSW; Fr: 50 KIA, 473 WIA).
At the Paris talks, Madame Nguyen Thi Binh makes a newv seven-point proposal for
the PEG which includes a provision for the release of all prisoners captured in the
war by Communist forzes provided a date is aet for the withdrawal of US forces and
Allies from RVN.

2--

MACV announces a new modified R and R program "17 and 7" allowing personnel to take
one of two authorized 7 clay leaves in conjunction with 7 days R and R ina Hawaii. effective
I Oct. CON US may be visited during this time.

3--.

Dr. Henry K~issinger, assistant to the President for National Security, visits the RVN
for discussions on the local situation.

6--

Action in SVN comes almost to & standstill as Typhoon Harriet inundates the country's
northern provinces with up to 8 inches of raixts
--

--

8--

Operation BAKC J`UE 26 initiated Z1 Jun in IKhanh Hoa Province is torminiated (Ea. 240
KUA, 115 1W, 3 CSW; Fr: 5 KIA. 7 WIA).
Operation C UU LONG 44/Al1/10, conducted WiCambodia, is to rmina-ted (En: 162 KLA.
32 Det, 30 1WV, I (:5W; Fr: 22 ICIA, 46 WIA, 3 1W).
AlPN troops take control of Fire Base Alpha, the northeramoot US fire bilas

in RVN,

li-the US rejects Communist detuando for unconditional wtthdraw-al tof US forces
contained in the I July sevtn..point proposal, but movest to negotiate the whole new VC
peace plan in private talks. Tito Commnnwist delegatlon, howtvar, e.rockdýtt the bid for
private sessions.
11wTailand his begun withdrawing its forces from South Vittoaam with Aboiat 5,000 troops
leaving during July and August and all Thai troops withtdrawn by end-1972h The first
Thai troops arrived in Viebumn itn September 1967.
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July (contd)

9-

--

--

Secretary of Navy John H. Chafee orders a one-time-only exemption of USN drug users
from punishment if they cooperate in their own rehabilitation. The order stresses
voluntariness and the disclosure must be made before arrest or official warning.
Persons involuntarily identified by the drug testing program are also granted exemption.
Dr. Jerome H. Jaffe, special consultant to the President on narcotics and dangerous
drugs, visits RYN to inspect the urinalysis testing program, detoxification centers
and treatment facilities, and the amnesty program.
In a ground operation 12 km northeast of Thoi Binh, An Xuyen Province, elements of
the 31 Recon Co engage an enemy company. AR*VN artillery and USN OV-10 aircraft
support the engagement (En: 20 KIA, I Det, I IW, 2 CSW, 20 grenades captured;

Fr: 2 KIA, 2 WIA).
--

--

--

--

MG Frederick -J. Kroesen. USA, relieves MG James L. Baldwin as commander of the
23rd Wi Division.
G Rolland V. Hieiser. USA,
Operations, IMACJ3.

assumes the duties of the Assistant Chief of Staff for

Truong Vinh Le announces hic wvill run as a Vice Presidential candidate on the ticket of
Vice President Nguyen Cao 1Ey.
Fire Base Charlie 2, the last Ametrican base along RVN's northernmost line. of defense,
is turned over to the ARVN.
COL Phillip H. Stevens, USA, aassumos the duties as Chief. Office of Information, IMAMV

14---

Three persons were killed and 10 wounded when terrorists toassed two grenades at a
militia team patrolling a market in a Mekong Delta town 50 miles southeast of Canl The.

15--

A 3-week strike by siome 600 South Vietnamese dock workers, which tied up thousands
of tons of r"ilitary cargo at the US Army's Newport piers, is settled.

19-

Communilst auniwrs4 hit a US aviation %nitlWoo than 16~ mile# from Saigon with about
five 107mm rockets, cauaing light casualties anid damage.

-

21--

Twenty-one South Vitnarn-eve ranger# Are killed and 31 injured when a US Army Chinook
Five At~tricaa crewman. were injured
in the crash.

helicopter crashes SO miles south of Da* Niuig,

--

--

Operation CUU LONG /DONG IU1O1/Mfl 4 initiated 14 Jul Is terminated (Eft; 469 I(IA,
80 Dot, 83 1W, 14 CSW; Fr: 39 I{IA, 146 WIA, 211M).

110 L4. Gor~to
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July (contd)

22--

MACV announces US combat losses are the lowest since 1965 when the US troop buildup began in Vietnam. US units have suffered more than 345, 000 casualties since 1 Jan
61, with 45, 384 KIA, 300.952 WIA and 1, 481 captured or missing. An estimated
759, 516 enemy soldiers were killed during the same period.

24--

President Nguyen Van Thieu formally announces he will seek reelection to a second
4-year termn as Presidcnt of RVN. Former Prime Minister Tran Van Huong, a
senator, will be his running mate.

25--

MACV announces it is discontinuing its morning war commnunique, one of two issued
daily, citing the low level of activity involving US forces in RVN.

Z6--

Narcotics agents from Thailand, US, and SVN conduct their first combined operation
and crack a major heroin ring supplying soldiers in RYN. Ninety-seven pounds of
pure heroin and 660 pounds of smokuig opium are seized.
--

--

27--

GEN Duoxig Val' (Big) Minh announces he will run in the October presidential election.
Catholic Deputy Ho Van Minh will be his Vice Presidential contender.
Operation DONG B0-17 initiated 12 Jul in Khanh Hoa/Ninh Thuan Provinces is terminated (En: 245 KIA, I Det, 126 1W, I I CSW; Fr: I KIA, 3 WIA).
Communist sappers armed with satchel charges wvounded two Americans and destroyed
four helicopters of the I st Aviation Brigade at Lai ?Khe, 30 miles north of Saigon.

--

ZS.-

During Operation CUW LOING 9/11 in Cambodia, 0elemnts of the 3/15 Inf Bn on search
operations engage an uniknowvn size enemy force 6 kmi northwest of H~arnpong Trabek,
Prey 'Veng Province (En: 79 1(LA, 8 IM. 5 CSW, Fr: 8 ICA, 26 WIA).
Prer-ident Nixon anuotuices Ambassador David X~. E. Bruce is leaving the post aa head
of the US dolegatioai to tht Paris Peace Talk-s. Mr. William J. Porter will be his

roplacement.
--

--

MACV announcet; that it will oxtend the drug testing programi in RVN to personnel applying for etension of tou~rs in country.
Operation HA1E SAN JIN 10 initiated 1 3 Jvl in P~hu You Province is tertninated (Ea.
KIA, 79 LW. 3 C5W; Frý. 5'I(A. 13 WVLA).

200

Operation CUll LONO/ONAM
KHOI/Ml 4 Phase fll litimed 23 Jul in IvIR 4 is tarminated
t EA! 359 KIA, 79 Met, 130 IW, 3 CSW. Fr: 74 KIA, 169 WI.A. 14 IMIA, 42 IW),
Z9...

During Operation TOANI TH-ANG 01171 In Can-bodia. olvinents of the A1tVxN 50th Rgt
and B1/31 I USS Ar Cav tongage an unknown vizo onemy' force 18 kmi northwost of Svay
Meng. sv~ay Metn Province inn: 79 X1A, 5 Dot, 13 IW: F~r: I WV1A),.
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July (contd)

31--

US military strength in RVN is
is 1, 0 57,924.

225, 106.

FWMAF strength is 64, 762.

RVNAF strength

August

I--

MG Jimmy J. Jumper, USA F, assumes duties as Assistant Chief of Staff fo'g Plans,
M-ACJ5.
--

--

The MACV program to test all servicemen rotating from RVN for heroin, use _is expanded to include a check for amphetamine and barbiturate users.
GEN John C. Lavelle, USA F, assumes duties as DEPCOMUSMACV for Air Operations!
Cmdr 7AF.

2--

COL Edward P. Crockett, USA, assumes duties as Secretary Joint Staff, MvACV.

5--

The GVN Supreme Court rules that Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky did not qualify as a
candidate for the 3 Oct presidential election. Ky's petition was rejected because 39 of
his 102 endorsements from provincial and municipal councilmen duplicated endorsements
already given to President Thieu and thus were invalid.

7--

The I1st Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech) is redeployed after 3 years'I service in the RVIN.

8--

The GYN has ordered the International Voluntary Services (IVS),
group, out of Vietnam by 31 August.

a Quaker -sponsored

11--

MG John T. Carley, USA.
MACJ 3.

12-. -

ACV announces the beginning of Project Bome Run Extended, a moltimillion dollar
program- to ship war surplus mrachinery and equipment back to the US in connection
with the drawdown of US forces in RVN. The program covers civilian goods and sup-

assumes the duties of Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations,

plies, and is separate from Operation RETROGRADE which sends back military supplies and reconditioned vehicles.
--

IS-.

The Department of Deftnae winounces the total of 66 US battle deaths for July was the
lowest monthly figure since May 1965.
US forces in Vietnam extenid the drug testing and treatment program to porsonnel
leaviig, the country on the 14-day CONUS leave program.
In1x
Quang Tri Province, 35 km northwest of 1FSB Sarge, an unknown Sitie anemy force
attacks eylements of the 6/258th VNMC Ba (En: ZOO lK1A; Fr: 31 1<ZAI.
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August (contd)

"17--

In Qui Nhon harbor, Binh Dinh Province, an explosive device estimated to be 500 to 600
pounds is detonated against the outer hull of the S S Green Bay, a cargo ship. The
explosion results in a 45 to 70 foot hole in the ship's side and injures four individuals.
Operation HIEP DONG 9 initiated 10 Aug is terminated (En:
CSW; Fr: 7 KIA, 25 WIA).

18--

I12 KIA,

7 Det, 28 IW, 5

The Governments of Australia and New Zealand announce that they will withdraw all of
their combat troops from the RVN, most of them by the end of the year.
Operation HOANG DIEU 108 initiated 28 Sun in Quang Nam Province is terminated (En:
128 KIA, 20 Det, 63 1W, 7 CSW; Fr: 19 KIA, 152 WIA).

20--

Retired GEN Duong Van (Big) Minh announces he is withdrawing from the RVN October
3rd presidential election. This leaves President Thieu as the only candidate.
MACV announces that the drug testing urinalysis program has been extended to aUl personnel on temporary duty in RVN for 30 days or longer.

21--

The RVN Supreme Court accepts a petition on the behalf of Vice President Nguyen Cao
1Ky and reinstates him as a candidate in the October presidential election.

23--

Vice President Ky announces that he will not campaign for the Presidency in the 3 Oct
election despite being reinstated on the ballot.

24--

MACV orders all US servicemen to stay inside their compounds unless they are on of.
ficial business. The order is to be in effect through the end of the GVN lfwer house
elections on 29 Aug.
BG James A. Herbert, USA, assumes the duties of Deputy Assistant Chief of Stair for

CORDS. MACV.
Operation DO KAE BI initiated 10 Aug In Phu Yon Province is terminated (En: 325 KIA,
139 1W, 10 CSW;
25--

•

.- 29--

Fr: 2 KlA# 15 WIA)*

At Cam Ranh Bay in ghanh Hon Province an enemy satchel charge causes an explosion
In the Tri-Service Ammuiition Storage Area and destroys an estimated 6,000 short tons
of tnunitions.
saNang Air Base and Da Nang City in OQang Nam Province receive an attack-by-firv
consisting of two 122mm rocket* (En: unknown; Fr: 3 civilians killed, 1 civilians
wounded; a fire caused by the rockets destroys 137 houses).
MACV Jnitiates a program of unannounced testing of units by urinalyslt.
Despite Viet Cong terrorists attack. and widespread shellings, South Vietaatnese turned
out. in near-record zaumbers to elect a new Lower House of the National Assembly.
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August (contd)

29--

Communist gunners fire 3 107mm. rockets into Tan Son Nhut A B as attacks reach a 4month peak in the Z.4 hours leading up to Vietnam's national assembly elections. Two
rockets are duds. The rocket which explodes inside the base is the first since December
1969. There are no casualties or damage.

30--

In Phuong Dinh Province, 22 km southwest of Can Tho, elements of the US 191st Avn
Co on a reconnaissance flight observe an unknown siz&e enemy force in a bunker complex
(En: 27 KBEA; Frz none).

31

Operation LAM SON 720 initiated 14 Apr in Quang Tni and Thua Thien Provinces is
terminated (En: -3,104 EIA, 12 Dot, 560 1W, 232 CSW; Fr: 346 KIA, 1,2Z57 IVIA,
Z3 MI-A, 5 IWý.

--

--

--

Ttie Vietnamese Supreme Court removes Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky i rom the
presidential ballot at his own request.
US military strength in RVN is 216, 528.

FWIMA F strength is 61, 256.

BRVNA F stren~gth

is 1.,052, 53.

Septeml-or

1--

MACV announces tý- beginning of redeploymenk incrrment nitie. By I Dec 42,000 spd1cos
will be redeployed in-luding one-third of the Ili nu~ntvor battalions ill thte 101 0t Airborne and 23rd luifantry Divisions.
--

4--

The GVN announces Jiat tho prittidential e-lection will I~o hold 3 Oct as scheduled~ with
President Nguyen Van Thiou as the only candidate.
COL- Will' anm F. Wadsworth, Jr. USA. aounins the doutis a.s Hv dquartors Com~mandant.
MAC V.

i.- Int Dinh Thuan Province, 5 kmn nuitheast ul F513 Sandy, dn otnimatod entitv-y battalion
attacks Lthe 6$th It Co with small atrms and ti-trtars ("-: 25 RL-N, I Weto I CSW. I
PRC-10 radio captured, Fr- I F UA, 4 F WLAI.

lb.-

~

Operation CUll LONGIXONO RHOI initiatted oo 7 Sop throughout MjR 4 is torttinatod
* (En: 35 RIA, 74 LDet, 11lI W, 4 CSW; Fn~ 49 RF/PX KLA, I 8,IIWPF WIA. 112 MWi.
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14--

The GVN announces it is creating another army divisiozi,

it:; first sjinfl•

196)5,

t,. ýerve

along the DMZ defense line vacated by departing US Forces.
--

15---

Operation KET HOP 12 initiated 7 May in Quang Tri Province is terminated (1-n:
IKIA, 16 Det, 87 1W, 27 CSW; Fr: 51 KIA, 99 WIA).

117

The drug testing program is expanded to include all personnel leaving RVN on R and R.
The Cholon PX closes in Saigon. At its peak the PX, which first opened in April
1965, had the largest dollar volume of any PX in the world.
During Operation LAM SON 810 elements of the Hac Bao Go operating 13 km northwest
of Khe Sanh in Quang Tri Province find and destroy 20 large storage bunkers containing
100, 000 rounds of 37mm ammunition, 300, 000 rounds of AK-47 ammunition, 4,000
liters gasoline, 200 bags of rice containing 50 kilos each, 10, 000 meters of communication wire; total approximate weight is 99.3 tons.
Elements of the 33d ARVN. Inf on an airmobile operation 35 km south of Kien An in

Klen Giang Province engage an unknown size enemy force. US and VNAF helicopters
and gunships support (En: 28 KIA, 11 1W, 5 CSW; Fr: 4 KIA, 9 WIA, 24 MIA).
A bomb explodes in a downtown nightclub in Saigon:

I US civilian is killed, 14 VN

civilians killed, 7 US military injured, and 50 VN civilians are injured.
suffers 70 percent damage.
--

16--

--

18--

The key town of Pak Song, on the Bolovens Plateau, is retaken by

The building

LC.G forces.

Elements of the 4/32d ARVN Inf Bn at FSB Bien Nhi, 24 km west of Thoi Binh in An
Xuyen Province, receive a mortar and rocket attack followed by a ground attack by
an unknown size enemy force (En: 21 KIA, 10 IW, 3 CSW; Fr: 26 KIA, 69 WIA).
An ARVN vehicle containing the Tri Tam district S-3 is ambushed on Highway 14, 3
km south of Tri Tam, Binh Duong Province. The reaction force led by the district
chief is also ambushed (En: 23 KIA, 4 IW; Fr: 28 RVN and 3 US KIA including the
RVN District Chief, Security Chief, Police Chief, Executive Officer, and S-2. and the
US District Senior Advisor; 24 WIA, 4 MIA).
RVN commanders decide to end LAM SON 810 ahead of schedule, due to disruption of
essential air support because of the onset of monsoon rains.
Elements of the 2/31 st ARVN Inf in night defensive position 18 km northwest of Damn
Doi in An Xuyen Province receive a mortar attack followed by a ground attack by an
1OWIA).
unknown size enemy force (En: 19 KIA, 11 1W,,11 grenades; Fr: 6 XI
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September'(contd)
18--

Saigon police and students battle iuto the night in antigovernment demonsfratiions.

19.--

Operation LAM SON 810 initiated 6 Sep in.
gi~ri Province is term4 sated. The
operation was the largest since the invasion of Laos. Final cumulative reaults of
Operation LAM SON 810: E.:--r25 KIA, I Det, 32 1W, 11 CSW (includes 122mm field
An estimated 124 tons of assorted ammunition, 10 +cmus
guns);
F: 13 11A
of rice, 11, 000 gallons of fuel, 4 trucks, I track vehicle, 12, 000 meters communication
wire, 1 field phone, 1 pair of binoculars, 2 radios, and 45 field packs were captured or
by RVNAF.

-.
.destroyed
-,

--

20--

Enemy sappers attack the 531 9t ARVN ammunition dump 1 km north of Gia Dinh in Gia
Dinh Province and dest, oy three pads of ammrardtion containing approximately 340 tons
of materiel.
Elements of the 31 st ARVN Regt on ground operations 27 km southwest of Klen An in
Kien Giang Province engage an unknown size enemy force. Navy OV-l0s and Army
helicopter gunships support the engagt-nent (Em.: 53 KIA, 6 IW, 5 CSW; Fr: i KIA,
1 WIA).

--

-

22--

The 18th ARVN D-Av base camp located 2 km west of Tay Ninh in Tay Ninh Province
receives 50 rounds of 8Zmm mortar and a sapper attack by an estimated enemy battalioii (En: 52 KIA, 9 Det, 17 1W, 2 COW, 48 satchel charges, 16 M-26 grenades. 10
mines, 1 radio; Fr: 21 ICA, 63 WIA, 1 1/4-ton truck destroyed).
Enemy sappers traveling by sampan under cover of mortar barrage infiltrate the Esso
and Shell storage depots in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. The resulting explosions destroy
18 large storage tanks causing shortages in the city's fuel sapply.
Elements of the 1 st Bn, 43d ARVN Inf on ground operations 12 km north of Tay Ninh
City in Tay Ninh Province engage an unknown size enemy force. AI&VN and US artillery
and US helicopter gunships support the engagement (En: 20 =IL, 3 IW, 4 CSW; Fr:/
16 WIA).

--

--

Operation BUN GAE 23 iniL~ated 9 Sep in Phu Yen Province is terminated (En: 173 ICA,
4 Det, 78 IW, 4 CSIW; Fr: 4 RO1( WI.A).
Captain Ernest L. Medina, the last officer charged in the My Lai massacre, is cleared
of all counts.

24--

All US Forces in Vietniam are placed on alert because of the preelection atrnosphereý

25--

The..USS Forster (DER 334) is turned over to the VNN as pskrt of the continuing USN

~2

ACTOV Program.
--

The ship is now the Tran lKhaah Du%(HQ-4),

Students in Saigo5n firebomb US vehicles and war veterans burn election posters in anti-

government and anti-American demonstrations.
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September (contd)

16--

Elements of the .0th
unknown size enemy
(En: 29 KIA, 9 IW,
telephone wire; Fr:

28--

The USN turns over to the VNN the Logistics Support Base at Dong Tan and the repair
barge YRBM-21 at Tan Chau.

29--

Sir Robert Thompson arrives in Vietnam for a 10-day visit and briefings.

30--

The USN turns over the Repair Ship USS Satyr (ARL-23) to the VNN at Long Xuyen.

--

ARVN Ranger Bn and the 172rid FANK Inf Bn are attacked by an
force 7 km east of Krek in Kampong Cham Provir -e, Cambodia
5 CSW, 660 lbs TNT, 100 B-4 rocket rounds, 2,000 meters
7 KIA, 15 WIA).

US military strength in PVN is ZI2, 596.
is 1, 047, 890.

FWMAAF strength is 60, 638.

RVNAF strength

October

I--

HMAS Brisbane (DLG-4L) ends deployment with the US 7th Flt closing 4 1/2 years of
Australian Naval support in RVN.
Elements of the 5th ARVN Abn Bn engago an estimated two enemy companies Z7 km
northwest of Tay Ninh City in Tay Ninh Province (En: 35 KIA, 11 IW; Fr: 8 KIA, 3

WIA).
Operations QUYET THANG 405/c, 504/c, and 603/c initiated I August in the provinces
of Quang Ngai, Quang Nan, and Quang Tin are terminated (En: I, 300 KIA, 270 Det,
271 IW, 5( CSW; Fr: 51 KIA, 214 WA).
3--

Saigon receives IZgn~m rocket fire, the first attack on the city Since 19 Dec 70.
truck in a USN conmpound and six small Vietnamese shops are destroyed).

4--

BW John A, Wilckham, USA, assurnes the duties of Deputy Chief of Staff for Economic
Affairs, MACV.

A

Solith Vietnanese forces report killing 364 Communists during 2 hours of fierce fighting
near Krok, Cambodia.
6--

Hong Kong, an, R and R site •into mid-1965, closes its It and It center but will continue
to be a leave-sit..

8--

Army SSG John C. 8evtcn, Jr, ýs returned to U3 Forceo, having been held as a PWsince IZ Aug 69. SSG $exton is the 34th PW released by the VC since 1.962.
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October (contd)

10--

Elements of the 1 st and Zd Armd Cav Sq and the 15th Recon Co engaged an unknown
size enemy force 9 km northeast of Kampong Trabek in Prey Veng Province, Cambodia (En: 58 KIA, 16 IW, 2 CSW; Fr: 6 KIA, 18 WIA).

13--

Elements of the 1/33d ARVN Inf Bn engaged an unknown size enemy force 15 km northwest of Hieu Le in Kien Giang Province (En: 44 KIA, 8 IW, 1 PRC radio, 30 B-40
rounds; Fr: none).
Elements of the ARVN 30th Rgr Bn and 2/18th Armd Cav Sq engage a company size
force 6 km east of Krek, in Kampong Chain Province, Cambodia (En: 29 KIA, 3 CSW,
15 antitank mines destroyed; Fr: none).
An unknown number of enemy sappers penetrated the defense of a US helicopter unit
at the Di An Base Camp near Saigon, destroying two helicopters and damaging three
others.

15--

GVN and US undercover agents and police seize 5, 100 vials of heroin, valued at more
than $10, 000, and arrest seven people near the large US military installation at Long
Binh.

16--

General Fred C. Weyand, DEPCOMUSMACV, is concurrently named Deputy to
COMUSMACV for Civil Operations and Rural Development Support (CORDS).

18--

Operation QUANG TRUNG 44-127 initiated 11 October in Binh Thuan Province is
terminated(En- 51 KIA, 9 IW, 3 CSW; Fr: 6 WIA).
Elements of the 31 st ARVN Regt on ground operations engage an estimated enemy bat-

--

talion 17 km north of Thoi Binh in An Xuyen Province (En: 40 KIA, 5 1W;
5 WIA, 5 MIA).
20--

Fr: 4 KIA,

Cambcdian Premier Marshal Lon Nol announces the setting up of a military dictator-

ship to "combat anarchy" and forms a new government.
21--

-

-

23--

The GVN Supreme Court rules that President Nguyen Van Thieu's unopposed reelection
on 3 Oct was legal.
The US Court of Appeals in Boston decides that the President's conduct of the Indochina war is constitutional, dismissing a suit brought by the state of Massachusetts.
Typhoon Hester hits a 00-mile stretch of RVN coast south of the DMZ, causing
extensive damage to military equipment and facilities and leaving at least 200, 000

persons homeless, about 75 dead, and many injured.
Province is estimated to be 90 percent deatroyed.
24--

The rice crop in Quang Tin

Operation DO KAE BI 2-3 initiated 10 Oct 71 in Phu Yen Province is terminated (En:

57 KIA, 26 IW; Fr: none).
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October (contd)

25--

Operation QUANG TRUNG 22 initiated 15 Oct in Kontum Province is terminated (En:
93 KIA, 14 1W, 3 CSW; Fr: 2 KIA, 32 WIA).
At Qui Nhon in Binh Dinh Province a fire caused by a ruptured pipeline destroys 250
Vietnamese houses, 100 buildings and 80, 000 gallons of gas.

27--

Elements of the ARVN 30th Rgr Bn and 3/18 Cav on a search mission 7 km east of
Krek in Kampong Chain Province, Cambodia, find 20 enemy bodies (En: 20 KLA,
1 6 0mnm mortar; Fr: none).

29--

The Combined Campaign Plan for 197Z is signed by GEN Abrams, COMUSMACV, GEN
Vien, Chief of RVN Joint General Staff, and GEN Tawit, Commander of Royal Thai
Forces in Vietnam.

- -

The US Senate votes to reduce foreign aid, affecting $341 million in aid to Cambodia.

--

Elements of the ARVN 53d Abn Co on a search mission 5 km south of Thien Ngon in
Tay Ninh Province find nine graves, each with 10 bodies and 70 other bodies scattered
around the area (En: 160 KIA; Fr: none).

--

Elements of the ARVN 4/43 Inf engage an estimated enemy battalion 7 km southwest
of Xuan Loc in Long Khanh Province (En: 38 KIA; Fr: 5 WIA).

31--

Inaugural ceremonies for President Nguyen Van Thieu of South Vietnam are held in
Saigon, beginning President Thieu's second 4-year term. US Treasury Secretary
John B. Connally represents the President of the United States at the inaugural
ceremonies.
US military strength in RVN is 198, 683.
strength is 1, 043, 232.

FWMAF strength is 58, 813.

RVNAF

November

1--

A new ARVN Inf Div, the 3d ARVN Div, is activated. This division will be responsible
for tactical operations in northern and northwestern Quang Tri Province.
The Second Regional Assistance Group (SRAG) is redesignated SRAG/US Army Forces,
MR 2 (SRAG/USARMYF MR 2).
The ACofS for Military Assistance, MACV (MACMA) is disestablished and its functions
assigned to other staff agencies.

-

Elements of the ARVN 3/49th Inf Rtgt are attacked 8 km southeast of Tri Tam in Binh
Duong Province (En: 30 KIA, 4 IW; Fr: I US KIA, 6 ARVN KIA, 41 ARVN WIA, 1
ARVN MIA, 4 IW, 2 radios).

--
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November (contd)
3--

US gunships engage an enemy convoy of ten 2 1/2-ton trucks 16 km west of A Shau
Valley in MR I fEn: I KIA, 10 trucks destroyed; Fr: none).
SECDEF Melvin R. Laird, Chairman of JCS Adm Thomas H. Moorer, CINCPAC Adm
John S. McCain, and various assistants arrive in Vietnam for a visit and update to prepare a report to President Nixon on the progress of Vietnamization.

7--

Australian Forces Vietnam turn over the military installation at Nui Dat to the RVNAF.
The HMAS Sydney departs with about 400 Australian Forces Vietnam personnel being
redeployed to Australia.
Elements of the 390 RF Co ambush an unknown size enemy force 37 km southwest of
Quang Ngai City in Quang Ngai Province (En: 45 KIA, 2 CSW, I IW; Fr: none).
Elements of the 1/3 ARVN Inf Bn encounter an unknown size enemy force 15 km southwest of Hue in Thua Thien Province (En: 25 KIA; 14 1W, 2 CSW; Fr: none).

8--

Operation QUANG TRUNG 41/PAC-3 initiated 15 Jun in Binh Dinh Province is terminated (En: 103 KIA, 161 detained, 2 IW; Fr: 8 KIA, 5 WIA, I IW lost).

10--

Nguyen Van Bong, a Vietnamese politician and a leading candidate for prime minister,
is killed when a plastic bomb explodes in his car.

II--

A helicopter gunship belonging to the 17th US Avn Gp,while on a support missionjaccidentaly fires on the Ist Co 4/41 ARVN Inf Bn; 8 ARVN troops are killed and 21
wounded.

12--

President Nixon announces at a press conference that 45, 000 US Forces will be withdrawn from Vietnam over the next 2 months. The troop ceiling for I Feb 72 will be
139,000.

13--

Elements of the 4/43 ARVN Inf Bn engage an estimated enemy platoon 30 km southwest
of Plei Me in Pleiku Province (En: 20 KIA, 4 IW, 2 CSW; Fr: I WIA).

18--

Elements of the 101 RF Co with US gunship and TACAIR support engaged an unknovn
size enemy force 25 km east of Dak To in Kontum Province (En: 145 KIA (eat 125 KBA),
3 IW, 20 hand grenades and an unknown quantity of equipment captured; Fr: none).

19--

Operation KONTUM 94/71 initiated 15 Nov 71 in Kontum Province is terminated (En:
176 KIA, 2 Det, 10 IW; Fr: none).
Operation QUANG TRUNG 23-7 initiated 7 Nov 71 in Pleiku Province is terminated
(En: 182 KIA, 4 Det, 62 IW, 13 CSW; Fr: 31 KIA, 45 WIA, 4 MIA, 25 IW).

25--

US troop strength in Vietnam is reduced ahead of President Nixon's previously announced schedule, leaving 182,400 US servicemen in Vietnam; other Free World
Forces total 57,800.
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November (contd)
25--

Elements of 4/33 ARVN Inf Bn, assisted by US helicopters, gunships and ARVN artillery, engage an unknown size enemy force 15 km west of Kien Long in Chuong Thien
Province (En: 24 KIA, 1 AA gun, 2 82mm mortar tubes; Fr: none).
Operation DONG KHOI initiated 20 Nov 71 in MR 4 is terminated (En: 330 KIA, 52
Det, 119 IW, five CSW; Fr: 65 RF/PF KIA, 146 RF/PF WIA, 1 RF MIA, 14 IW).

-

-

26--

Operation CUU LONG HQ/CD/U-MINH (U Minh Campaign) initiated 30 Nov 70 in An
Xuyen, Chuong Thien, and Kien Giang Provinces is terminated (En: 4,903 KIA, 524
Det, 1,170 IW, 253 CSW; Fr: 490 KIA, 1,302 WIA, 9 MIA, 33 IW).
The RVNAF establish the Communications Management Agency (CMA) to manage the
Single Integrated Military (Telecommunications) System (SIMS) for IVNAF long-haul
telecommunications requirements,
Operation HOANG DIEU 110 initiated 19 Oct 71 in Quang Nam Province is terminated

(En: 382 KIA, 201 Det, 132 IW, 3 CSW; Fr: 41 lIA, 132 WIA).
27-28--

The 23d Inf Div turns over the US base at Chu Lai to the RVNAF. The large facility
was originally built by US Marines in 1965.
A US CH-47 Chinook helicopter, enroute from Da Nang to Phu Bai with 28 passengers
and a crew of five, crashes with no survivors.

29--

Quach Phat, publisher of the two largest Chinese publications in Saigon, is assassinated.

30--

US military strength in RVN is 178, 266.
is 1, 040, 640.

FWMAF strength is 58, 526.

RVNAF strength

December

1--

CAPT Raul B. Perez, USN, assumes duties as Assistant Chief of Staff for Plans as
MAJ GEN Jimmy J. Jumper, USAF, transfers to assume duties as 7AF Deputy Chief
of Staff, Intelligence.

2--

Elements of the 3/51 and 3/56 RF Op on a search operation 19 km southwest of Tay
Ninh in Tay Ninh Province are engaged by an estimated two company size enemy force
employing 82mm mortars and B-40 rockets. The 964 RF Co reinforced and ARVN
artillery and US helicopter gunships supported the operstion (En: 32 HIIA, 12 1W, 3 CSW*Fr: 24RFKIA, 24RFW'IA, 12RFMIA).

4--

ROK troops begin withdrawing from Vietnam as 1,200 Marines oi the "Blue Dragon"
Brigade depart; ending tho unit's 6 years of service in RVN.
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December (contd)

8--

The 4th Bn, Royal Australian Regt, the last Australian combat battalion in RVN,
redeploys to Australia.

10--

The USS Enterprise and a task force of destroyers and amphibious ships are ordered
to leave their stations off the coast of Vietnam for positions in the Strait of Malacca
off Singapore.

13--

Elements of the Z/1
unknown size enemy
assist (En: 23 KIA,
plastic explosives;

14--

A US Army U-2i with seven passengers goes down in bad weather over water about 18
miles north of Da Nang.

16--

Dr. Wilbur, Assistant Secretary of Defense(Health and Environ,'tent) and BG Singlaub,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Drug and Alcohol Ahuute), visit RVW to recoiv:
briefings and visit various drug treatment and rehabilitation facilities.

19--

The Indochina war is 25 years old, dating from the 19 Dec 46 attack against French
garrisons in Hanoi by Vietnamese revolutionaries under Ho Chi Minh.

20--

RADM Jitinea B. Wilson relieves Ft. DM 'hilip S. McManus as Commander, US Naval
Support Activity Saigon and Deputty Commander, US Naval Forces Vietnam.

R F Gp CP in Quang Tri Province receive a ground attack from an
force. The 112 and 188 (-) RF Co reinforce and VNAF flare ships
15 IW, 2 CSW, 30 hand grenades, 30 B-40 rockets, 100 blocks of
Fr: 8 RF KIA, 6 RF WIA).

Communist gunners fire two I 22n2m rockets into Saigon's waterfront district, the first
rocket attack against the capital since 3 Oct 71.

- -

21--

The US Coast Guard ends active participation in RVN as it turns over to the VNN two
high endurance cutters, the Castle lRock (WHEC 383) and Cook Inlet (WHEC 384). A
total of 957 sea craft have been turned over to the Vietnamese.

.2--

The GVN announce* plans to free 689 political prisoners on Christmas day.
TiToe 10th anniversary of the first US combat death in Vietnam,
Army, of Livings ton,Tenn., was killed Z. Dec 61.

23--

SP 4 JPi

)"tvis, US

ADM John S. MtCain, Jr, CINCPAC, arrives in Saigon for his 4th amnual Christmnas
visit to troops throughout the country.
Part of a small area near Tait Son Nhut At1 which had' been declared off -limits 31 Aug
71 because of drug sales is put pack ao.limits.

--

ZS--

Allied Christmas ceate.fire ends at 1 $00 hours with reports of three minor
incidents against US Forces.
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December (contd)

28--

Communist terrorists have killed 52 civilians, wounded 13 and kidnapped 70 in 48 incidents reported since 4 Dec 71, according to a Vietnamese National Police communique.

29--

James Cardinal Cooke, Archbishop of New York, arrives in Vietnam for a pastoral
visit with US servicemen.

30--

USAF and USN planes end 5 days of air strikes against NVN, flying 1. 000 sorties
during the heaviest bombing campaign in more than 3 years.

a

- -

31--

Senator Stuart Symington and party visit Saigon briefly.
Two US soldiers were killed, 50 wounded and six missing or captured in SEA the last
week of 1971.
US military strength in RVN is 158,119.
strength is 1, 046, 254.

-

-

FWMAF strength is 54,497.
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AA
AAA
AAE
AAF
AATTV
AB
A
-

**.ABCCC

ABF
Aba
ACofS
ACTOV
ACTOVRAD
ADA
ADD
.7

.

-

~

-ADP

'~

~

AF
AFCCC
AFGP
A FR TS
AFVN
AC

SAGP
AID
AIR
vAIRL
teALC

AM
Ambi
Am'remb
AMM
ANGLICO
AO
APL.
APT
AAA
ARCOM
ARVN
*ASO

ASP
*ASPS
ASRT
ATC
*ATF
.ATS13
AUTODIN
AUTOSEVOCOM

AUTOVON

X

.

.*.UCASFE

AntiaircraffE
A~atiaircraft Artillery
Army Aviation Element
Army Airfield
Australian Army Training Team, Vietnam
Air Base
Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center
Attack-by-Fire
Airbo~rne
Assistant Chief of Staff
Accelerated Turnover to Vietnamese
Accelerated Turnover to Vietnamese Radar
Air Defense Artillery
Agriculture Development Bank

.

Automatic Data'Processing
Air Force
Air Force Command and Control Center
Air Force Advisory GroupW
A merican Forces Radio and Television Service
American Forces Vietnam Network
Adjutami General
Motor Torpedo Boat Tender (Auxiliary General Purpose)
Agency for laternational Development
Assistance -in -Kind
Auxiliary Cargo Lighter
Area Logistics Command
Air Medal
A irmobile
American Emnbassy,
Airman's Medal
Air Naval Gunfire Liaison Company
rea of Ocerations
Auxiliary P~ersonnel Lighter
Armed Propag4A&d Team
Aerial Rocket Artillery
Army Commendation Medal
Army of the Republic of Vietnam
Automatic Switching Center
Ammunition Supply Plaint
Assault Support Patrol Boat
Air Support Radar Team
Armored Troop Cartier
Australian Task Force
Advanced Tactical Support Base
Automatic Digital Data Network
Automatie Secure Voice Cornmuuicatiout
Autoinoatic Voice Network

A vn

A viat lon

AWOIJ

A hsent Withit Leave

BA

B ase Areav

BCA'IL

Battalion Combat Assistance Teamn

BDA
Bde
BG

Bomb Damage Assessment
Br igade
Br;gadier General

BIG MACh
Bn
BNDD
BOC
BSA
BSB
BSM
BT
Btr y

Viet Cong Infrastructure Pcriodic Report
Battalion
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drug'
Bureau of Customs
Base Support Area
Budget Screening Board
Bronze Star Medal
Binh Tram (Enemy Logistical Command and Control Agency)
Battery

C
CAB
CABOTS
CAC
CAG
C&GSC
Cal
C&C
-L A PITa

Confidential
Combat Aviation Battalion
Currency and Black Market Control System
Current Affairs Committee
Civic Action Group; Combat Aviation Group
Command and General Staff College. RVNAF
Caliber
Command and Control
ain (Navy 0-6)

Cav
CB
CBMU
Cbt
CBU
CCB
CCP
CCRSFF
CD
CD and LD
C DIC
Cdr. 7AF

GCavalr y
"
Construction Battalion
Construction Battalion Maintenance Unit
Combat
Cluster Bomb Unit
Command Communication Boat
Combined Campaign Plan
Commander Central Region SEATO Field Forces
Combat Development
Community Defense and Local Development
Committee for the Development of the Industry of Construction
Commander, Seventh US Air Force

C - E

Communications - Electronics

CEI
CEIMP

Communications - Electronics Instructions
Communications - Electronics Improvement and Modernization
Plan
Commanding General
Contemporary Historical Evaluations of Combat Operations
Chinese Communist
Open Arms Program
Central Intelligence Agency
Combined Interdiction Coordinating Committee
Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam
Command Information Divis ion; Criminal Investigation Division
Civilian Irregular Defense Group
Commander in Chief, PacificSA

CG
CHECO
CHICOM
Chicu Hoi
CIA
CICC
CIC V
CID
CIDG
CINCPAC

B t

Best Availa

.......

bEGRADEDUNCLSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
CINCPACAF
CINCFACFLT
CINCUSARPAC
GYP
Civ
CJCS
CJGS
GLC
CMAC
CMAT
CMD
CNC
C/N F
CNO
Go
GC)
ofS
COL
COMA FV
COMMANDO VAULT

COMSEC
COMUSMACV
COMUSS:EASIA
CONEX

Commander in Chief, Pacific Air Forces
Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet
Commander in Chief, US Army, Pacific
C omme rcial Imports Program
C ivilian
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chief of the Joint General Staff
Central Logistics Command
Capital Military Assistance Command
Capital Military Assistance Team
Capital Military District
Cuc Nghien Cuu (North Vietnamnese Central Research Agency)
Confidential/No Foreign Dissemination
Chief of Naval Operations
Company
Gommnanding Office r
Chief of Staff
Colonel
Commander, Australian Force, Vietnam
Operational Name for 15, 000 Pound Space Clearing USAF
Conventional Bomb
Comm-xander, Naval Forces, Vietnam
Commander, Naval Support Activity
Comtmantde r, New Zealand Army Forces, Far East
Commander. Republic of China Military Assistance Group,
Vietnam
Communications Security
Cunv-iandor, VS Milita.-y Assistiwnce Command. Vietnam
Commandor, US Forces, Southeast Asia
Container Express

COMNAVFORV
COMNAVSUPPAGT
COMN/.AFFE
CO1MVROCMAGV

CONUS

Continental United

CORDS
COSVN

Civiý Ojrerationg ;And Rural Dovolopment Support
Central. Offico for South Vietnam

OP

CotInmAti4

CP"DC
CPT
CPWC

Centrzil Pacification and Development Council
Captkiin tArnly, Air Forco, Marine Corpa 0-3)
Cont ral Prisoner of War Camp

CQY

Cue Quan V (RVNAFSurgi-on Uvnoral't Offive)

CRAC
CRIMP

Control and Rpporting Cienteor
Consolidatod RIVNA F Ittprovomnt and Modernigatioa Plan

CS

A Toar Gao-Type.of Riot Control Agvnt

OSA
CSA F

Chief of Stiff. Army
chwi of Staff, Air Force

CSAS
CSFF
CSOP
05W
CTC
CTF

Stutes,

Past

Commton Sigrvice Airlift SVstem,
Comtandor, SEATO Field Forcv
Combinod Sfrategi, Objectives Plan
Crewervod Weapon
Central Training comnin~n
Conmmander Tas Force

CTI
CWC

Corps Tactical Zorne

OWCP

-Civi~lI.n Wa~r Casualty Programr

Civilian War Casualty

VNCLASSIFI#20
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UNCLASSIFIED
CVA
CY

Attack Aircraft Carrier
Calendar Year

DA
DART
DASC
DASD
DCA
DCA-SAM
DCAT
UCG
OCS
DEFT
DEPCG
DEPGOMTHD
DEPCOMUSMACV
DEPOORDS
DEPSECDEF
DER
Det
DEC
DO BFA
Do Ff
DGOW
DIOCC
D1W
Div
DMN1A
DMAC
WMz
DIN B1
DOD

Department of the Army
Deployable Automatic Relay Terminal
Direct Air Support Center
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
Defense Com-munications Agency
Defen~se Communications Agency.-Southeast Asia Mainland
Division Combuit Assistance Team
Deputy Commanding General
Deftense Communications System
Drug Education Field Team
Deputy Comnwandii~g General
D-eputy Commander, TRAN HUNG DAO
Deputy Commnander, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Deputy for Civil Operations and Rural Development Suppcrt
Deputy Secretary of Defense
i'ndar Picket Escort Ship
0.)etained
Distinguished Flying Croass
Director General for Bludget and Foreign Aid
Director General for Finance and Audit
Directorate General of Highways
District intelligence and Operations Coordination Center
Development laterteptn
Divis ion
Data Managoment Agency
Delta Military Aas istancv Comwiand
Demilitarized ?,one
Disease and Noubattlo Injuries
Departmetit a(f Doon~et

AO!Lg

Saturation

Itho

DR~AG.
DRwrt~
V
OS
DADqputyYI.Wsr
D$ M

D*S*PO
DSTE
OTE
* DT
DOfHle lad
Duotoff

ECAIP

Engr
E~on

Opor

ItV ui

Delta Roegional A* iiitace- (mwtantl
epubl 40vi
veotn
Diroo St *ppoe
let Sonior Advid~or
Dl

Juittshett Sorvt-e Modal

Dtjwtivnt Shottee Pro~gramn Oro'up
Di)gita Subiteribor TermtnAI Eqipetwa
V~ial Tlvpitwi&j ExhAfig
t1ta W ansporuktton Pt1aa
Set%#stag levico; the (s son~ot' Prgrm
k ltroaic
Army Aerotw~dical~ic
RvHtlw Wkiep1vr Unitts: an Aara.
metlical t4 icapte? Eva %u atio n

~Ui

EoiatIeiring Civ-Ie Aiction Prog~ras*A

4vv

Ordoaack. 041..),sa1

X-4

UNCLASSIFIED
ESSG

Engineer Strategic Study Group

FA
FAC
FAE
FANK
FANSONG
FASU
FDC
FFORCEV
FLIP
FLIR
Fit
FMR
FNC
FOM
FOUO
FPO
Fr
FRAC
FSA
FSB
FSCC
FSCL
FSE
FSJ
FSL
Ft
Ft r
FW F
FW MA F
FWMAO
FWMA PC
FY+

Field Artillery
Forward Air Controller
Field Advisory Elements
Forces Armees Nationales Khmeres (Khmer Armed Forces)
Enemy Ground Radar Used to Guide SAMs to Their Target
Fleet Air Support Unit
Fire Direction Center
Field Force, Vietnam
Flight Information Publication
Forward-Looking Infrared
Fleet
Financial Market Rate
Floating Naval Club
French Patrol Boat
For Official Use Only
Fleet Post Office
Friendly
First Regional Assistance Gommand
Forward Support Area
Fire Support Base
Fire Support Coordination Center
Fire Support Coordination Line
Fire Support Element
Force Structure Increases
Force Structure List
Fort
Fighter (Airvraft)
Fret World Forces
Free World Military Assistance Fureck
Frev World Military Assistanta Office
Free World Military Assistance Policy Council
Fiscal Year

GAO
OCA
Dons
GKN

G•neral Accountina Office
Ground Coatrolled Approach
Genleral Directorate W Rear Sertices
General

acws
01s

Gunfire Control Systwil
Governiment lnfort•tion Servit,

GH R
GNP
ONVN

Go0Vrantlat of Kihmor Ito niblw
Gross Nationil Produict
Govtrnment of North Virtokaw

"

GNZ

Oovernnwent o( Now Zealand

"

GOA
CG
0
GOcO

Uotvrmnent of Australia
Govotrmnwnt at Cambodia
Governovdent Owncd/Contractor Operated

.,OK

Government of South Korea

GOP
Op

Government of the Philipp•nes
Group
Gottenva Prisoners of War Covoctilon
Political and Warfare Department
Support Group
Government of South Vietnm

: 8PWZ) "General
tGenieral
"OSG
. •N•

'*
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UNCLASSIFIED
HAG
HAL
H&I
HEAT
HF
Hel
HES
HEP
HIMS
HLZ
Hoi Chanh
How Bn
HQ
HSSC
HVRP

Headquarters Area Command
Helicopter Attack Squadron
Harassing aod Interdiction Fire
High Explo4tive, Antitank
High Frequency
Helicopter
Hamlet Evaluation System
High Explosive Plastic
Historical Information Management System
Helicopter Landing Zone
VC/NVA Rallier
Howitzer Battalion
Headquarters
Heavy Salvage Craft
High Value Reward Program

IAAD
I&M
ICRC
ICS
ICS-SEA
IESS
IFFORCEV
IFR
IIFFORCEV
Indiv Wpn
Inf
Instl
Intel
10
IR
IRHA
ISB
ISD
1W

Information Advisory and Accreditation Division
Improvement and Modernization
International Committee of the Red Cross
Integrated Communications System
Integrated Communications System - Southeast Asia
Interservice Excess Screening System
I Field Force, Vietnam
Instrument Flight Rules
II Field Force, Vietnam
Inspector General
Individuial Weapon
Infantr
In stallatiin
Intelligence
Information Office ,'Officer
Infrared
Injuries Resulting from Hostile Action
Intermediate Support Base
Instructional System Development
Individual Weapon

JOG
JCS
JGS/RVNAF
JSCM
JUSPAO
JVREC
JWTC

Joint Coordination Group
Joint Chiefs of Staff
joint General Staff/Republic of VietnamArmed Forces
Joint Service Commendation Modal
Joint US Public Affairs Offkie
Joint Vietnam Regional Exchange Council
Jungle Warfare Training Center

RA
KAF
KBA
KC
KCI
NCS
KEYSTONE

Khmer Armny
Khmer Air Force
Killed by Artillery/Air
Khmer Communist
Khmer Communist Infrastiucture
Kit Carson Scout
Redepkoymont Code Nznie

KG

Nompong (Carubodia- for Province)

IG

UNCLASSIFIED
K-6

A

UNCLASSIFIEDi
Khon
KIA
KIT
KLF
KR~
KSB

urban Subdivision
Killed in Action
Key Intertearn
Khmer Liberation Front
Khmer Republic (Cambodia); Khmer Rouge (Insurgent Group)
Boston Whaler

LAS1R
LýA W
LCM
£LCMMS

LC PL
LCU
LCVP
LDD
LDHB
LDNN
LF
LIB
Lien D~oi
LI MDIS
LLLTV
LM
LN
LnO
LOC
Log
LOHLORAN'
LP
f,RRP
LSB
LS1 L
LS M
si - 1-1
LSS 1.
LST

LTC

11T

LTC
LTL
La.c LusnR

Li.
*MA

*

KAA
MAII
&IAC

MACAO
MACCH
MACCO
MACCOR US5

Long An Subregion
Light Antitank Wepon
Landing Craft Mechanized
' anding Craft Mechanized, Minesweeper
Landing Craft Personncl, Large
Landing Craft Utility
Landing Craft Vehicle Personnel
Lao Dong Dang (Lao Workers' Party)
Land Development and Hamlet Building
Lien Doi Nho~ii Nhai (' rogman Group VNN)
Local Frce
Light Infantry Brigade
R F Group
Limited Distribution
Low Light Level Television
Legion of Merit
Local National
Liaison Officer
Lines£ of C omolunication
Logistics; Logistical
Light 0btiervation Hlelicopter
Lony "ange Airborne Nav;gati-n
Listei%ng Post
Log.neReconnaissancv Patrol
Logistic Support Bast
1,anding Ship Infantry, Light
Landing Ship. Medium
Landing Ship, M.ediumn - Hosptial
Landing Ship, Support, Largo
Ladting Ship, Tankl

Liteutenant
Lioutonant Colonc-l
Lin~utnant Genvertn
Lion Tinh Loc (Interprovincial Iiighwuy)
it-Cý
Crd Ufsun
Suts

L~anding Zoune
Military A'nsistance
Militury A.8iatiince AdIvisory Oroup
M kNl~il
Am~phibious llrigado
Military Affairti Cominmltep, Military Airlift Command;
Military Asaistanct Co~nsuand
Military Asslaianco Commanaid Adjutant Goneral
Militury Assistance Commirand, Chaplain
Militarv A sslatuttw Command~, Comptrroller
Military A aiskanve Command, Civil Oporatiuns and Rural
Development stipurt

tJNCLASIFIRD

UNCLASSIFIED
MACDC
MACDMA
MACEA
MACIG
MA CJ1
MACJZ

Military Assistance Command,
Military Assistance Command,
Military Assistance Command,
Military Assistance Command,
Military Assistance Command,
Personnel
Military Assistance Command,

Directorate of Construction
Data Management Agency
Economic Affairs
Inspector General
Assistant Chief of Staff for
Assistant Chief of Staff for

Intelligence

MACJ3
MACJ4
MACJ5
MACJ6

Military Assistance
Operations
Military Assistance
Logistics
Military Assistance
Plans
Military Assistance
Communications

Command, Assistant Chief of Staff for
Command, Assistant Chief of Staff for
Command, Assistant Chief of Staff for
Command, Assistant Chief of Staff for
- Electronics

MACJA
MACMA
MACMD

Military Assistance Command, Judge Advocate
Military Assistance Command, Military Assistance
Military Assistance Command, Surgeon

MACO!

Military Assistance Command, Office of Information

MACPM
MACST
MACT
MACTHAI
MACV
MAF
MAGROCV
MAGV
Maint
MAP
Mar
MARKET TIME
M.ASF
MASFP
MASH
MAT
MATT
MCA
MCAF
MCN
MDD
MDEM
Mech
MEDCAP
Medevac
MEDTC
MEIP
MF
MFGP
MG
Mgt
MH
MH-lB
MHE

Military Assistance Comtnand, Provost Marshal
Military Assistance Command, Special Troops
Military Assistance Command, Training Directorate
Military Assistance Command, Thailand
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Marine Amphibious Force
Military Advisory Group, Republic of China, Vietnam
Military Assistance Group, Vietnam
Maintenance
Military Assistance Program
Marine
USN anti-infiltration blockade of SVN Coast
Military Assistance Service Funded
Military Assistance Service Funded Program
Mobile Army Surgical Hospital
Military Advisory Team; Mobile Advisory Team
Mobile Advisory Training Team
Military Construction, Army
Military Construction, Air Force
Military Construction, Navy
Municipal Development Directorate
Ministry for the Development of Ethnic Minorities
Mechanized
Medical Civic Action Program
Medical Evacuation
Military Equipment Delivery Team, Cambodia
Miscellaneous Environmental Improvenment Program
Main Forci
Main Force Group
Major General; Machine Gun
Managenient
Medal of Honor
Military History Branch
Materials Handling Equipment
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SMI

MMIP
MND
MNK
MOAT
MOH
MOI
MOND
MOOSE
MOP
MORD
MOS
MP
MPC
MPCC
MPW
MR
MRTTH
MSM
MSO
MSR
MSS
MSW
MTNV
MTT
MWA

Military Intelligence
Missing in Action
Russian Fighter Aircraft
Military
Military Construction
Military Intelligence Office
Motor Launched Minesweeper
Military Mutual Aid and Savings Fund
Marine Modernization and Improvement Plan
Ministry of National Defense
Marine Nationale Khmer (Khmer Navy)
Mobile Operational Advisory Team
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Information; Ministry of Interior
Ministry of National Defense
Move Out of Saigon Expeditiously
Measurement of Progress
Ministry of Rural Development
Military Occupational Specialty
Military Police
Military Payment Certificate
Medical Policy Coordinating Committee
Ministry of Public Works
Military Region
Military Region Tri Thien Hue
Meritorious Service Medal; Minesweeper, Mechanized
Military Security Office (COSVN)
Minesweeper, River
Military Security Service
Ministry of Social Welfare
Military Telecommunications Network-Vietnam
Mobile Training Team
Military Working Arrangement

NAG
NAS
NAVADVGRP
NAVCAT
NAVFORV
NBL
NC
NCB
NCO
NDC
NDP
NFLSVN
NGFS
NILO
NLHX
NM
NMCB
NMCS
NMMA
NOAT

Naval Advisory Group
National Academy of Sciences
Naval Advisory Group
Naval Civic Action Team
Naval Forces, Vietnam
No Bomb Line
Navy Cross
Naval Construction Battalion
Noncommissioned Officer
National Defense Council
Night Defensive Position
National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFL, NLF)
Naval Gunfire Support
Naval Intelligence Liaison Officer
Neo Lao Hak Xat (Lao Pstriotic Front)
Nautical Mile
Naval Mobile Construction Battalion
Naval Mobile Construction Support
N,- '1
inal Materiel Management Agency
Night Operations Assistance Team

MIA
Mig
SMil
MILCON
MIO
MLMS

"MMASF

.
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NP
NPC
NPFF
NSA
NSAM
NTC
NVA
NVAF
NVN
NZ
NZATTV
OASD
OB
OCS
OIC
01CC
OIR
OJT
OMA
OMAF
OMN
OP
OPCON
OPLAN
OPM
OPSEC
OSA
OSD (ISA)

National Police
National Police Command
National Police Field Force
National Security Agency; Naval Support Activity
National Security Action Memorandum
National Training Center; Naval Training Center
North Vietnamese Army
North Vietnam Air Force; North Vietnamese Armed Forces
North Vietnam; North Vietnamese
New Zealand
New Zealand Army Training Team, Vietnam
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
Order of Battle
Officer Candidate School
Officer In Charge
Officer In Charge of Construction
Other Intelligence Requirements
On the Job Training
Operations and Maintenance, Army
Operations and Maintenance, Air Force
Operations and Maintenance, NAVY
Observation Post
Operational Control
Operations Plan
Office of the Prime Minister
Operations Security
Office of Special Assistant to the Ambassador
Office of the Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs)

PACAF
PACFLT
PACOM
PARP
Pathet Lao
PAVN
Pax
PB
PBR
PC
PCE
PCF
PDO
PF
PG
PGM
PH
PHILCAGV
PHILCONV
PHREEX
Phung oang
PIOCC
PID
PL

Pacific Air Forces
Pacific Fleet
Pacific Command
Pacific AUTODIN Restoral Plan
Lao Group under Communist/NVA Direction
People's Army of Vietnam
Passengers
Patrol Boat
Patrol Boat River
Patrol Craft
Patrol Craft Escort
Patrol Craft, Inshore
Property Disposal Operation/Office
Popular Force
Patrol Gunboat
Patrol Gunboat Medium
Purple Heart
Philippines Civic Action Group, Vietnam
Philippines Contingent, Vietnam
Phun• Hoang Re-examination Study
Anti-VCl Campaign
Province Intelligence and Operations Coordination Center
Public Information Division
Pathet Lao; Public Law
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UNCLASSIFIED
PLA
PL 480
Pit
PM
PMG
PMS

POC
POL
POLWAR
PPD
PPDC
PPL
PPP
PPSMR
PRC
PRG
PRP
PRU
PSA
PSD
PSDF
PSYOP
PSYWAR
PURA
PW

PX
PZ

Quan Canh (ARVN Military Police)
Quoc Lo TNational
(
Highway)
Quarter master
Quarter

QC
QL
QM
Qtr

RAA F
RAC
RAD
RADM
RAG
RAID
RAMMS
R&R
RAR

Royal Australian Air Force

RBDB
RCA
ROAT
R
RD
RDC
RDT&E
Recon
RED HORSE
Rcgt
RF

People's Liberation Army
Food-for-Peace Program
Platoon
Preventive Medicine
Provost Marshal General
Planned Maintenance System
Police Operations Center
Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants
Political Warfare
Plans and Policy Division
Provincial Pacification and Development Council
Phak Pason Lao (Lao People'Is Party)
Philippines to People Program
Phnom Penh Special Military Region
Peoples Republic of China
Provisional Revolutionary Government
People's Revolutionary Party
Province Reconnaissance Unit
Provirice Senior Advisor
Public Safety Directorate
People's Self Defense Force
Psychological Operations
Psychological Warfare
P.ACOM Utilization and Redistribution Agency
Prisoner of War
Post Exchange
Pickup Zone

Regional Assistance Command; River Assault Craft
Research and Analysis Directorate
Rear Admiral
River Assault Group
River Assault and Interdiction Division
VVNAF Automated Materiel Managemeont System
Rest and Recuperation
Royal Australian Regime~nt
Ranger Border Defvnse B~attalion
Riot Control Agents
Regimental Conibal. Assistance Team
R ound
Rtural Development
Rural Development Cadre.
Research, Development, Test and E~valuation
Reconnaissance
Rapid Engineering Deployment atid Heavy Operational Re.pair
Squadrons, Engineering
Regiment
Regional F~orce

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
RF/PF
RFTC
Rgr
Rkt
RL
RLA
RLAF
RLG
RMK /BRJ
ROC
ROCMAGV
ROE
ROe
ROK
ROKFV
ROKMAGV
ROKMC
ROP
RPC
RPD
RPDC
RPG
RR
RSG
RSSZ
RT
RTA
RTAF
RTAFV
RTFV
RTG
RTN
RVN
RVNAF

Regional Force/Popular Force
Regional Force Training Center
Ranger
Rocket
Rocket Launcher
Royal Laotian Army
Rayol Laotial Air Force
Royal Lao Government
Raymond-Morrison-lKnudsen/Brown-Root-Jones Construction
Firm
Republic of China
Republic of China Military Assistance Group, Vietnam
Rules of Engagement
Reporc of Investigation
Republic of Korea
Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam
Republic of Korea Military Assistance Group, Vietnam
Republic of Korea Marine Corps
Republic of the Philippines
River Patrol Craft
River Patrol Division
Regional Pacification and Development Councils
River Patrol Group; Rocket-Propelled Grenade
Recoilless Rifle
Rear Service Group
Rung Sat Special Zone
Route
Royal Thai Army
Royal Thai Air Force
Royal Thai Army Volunteer Force
Royal Thai Forces, Vietnam
Royal Thai Government
Royal Thai Navy
Republic of Vietnasm
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces

S
SA
SA 1
SAC
SAM
SAR
SC
SI)
SEA

Secret
Senior Advisor; Small Arms
Scrap A mmntltion B raiss
Strategic Air Commund
Surface to Air Mtssile; Space Available Mail
Search and Rescue
Signal Corpm
Subdistrict
Southeast Asia

SrA-ATS

Southeast Asta Automatic Telephone System

SEAL
SEA L.O14DS
SEARA
SEAXO

Sea. Air,
Southeast
Suutheajit
Southeast

and
Asia
Asia
Asia

Land
Lake-Ocean-River -D lta Strategy
Research Asstwlateo
Treaty OrganivAtion

SECDEF

Seretary of Defesnet

SEACORDS
SECSTATE
Sep

Secure Vol-re Cordboards
Secretary of State
Separate

LINCUMSSIRD
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Special Forces

SF

Single Integrated Military Telecommunications System
Strategic Intelligence Office
Single Integrated Telecommunications System
Staff Judge Advocate
Side-Looking Airborne Radar
Soldier's Medal
Sector Management and Direct Support Logistics Center
Systems Maintenance Office

SIMS
SIO
SITS
SJA
SLAR
SM
SM&DSLC
SMO

IN

rs'iP.cret/No

Foreign Disserninal u5

OP
SP
Spt
Sqdn
SR
SRAC
SRAG
SS
SSG
SSS
SSSG
SSZ
STON
STRDC
STZ
SUL
SUPCOM
Svc

T'Sanding Operating Procedures;" Strategic Objectives Plan
Self- Propelled
Support
Squadron
Subregion
Second Regional Assistance Command
Second Regional Assistance Group
Silver Star
Special Support Group
Shadow Supply System
Special Supply Support Group
Special Strike Zone
Short Ton (2, 000 pounds)
Son Thon Rural Development Cadre (for Montagnards)
Special Tactical Zone
Small Unit Leader
Support Command
Service

SVN
SVNLA

South VietnamSouth Vietnam National Liberation Army
Table of Allowances
Tactical Air
Tactical Air Navigation
Tactical Air Control Party
Tactical Air Control System
Tactical Area of Responsibility
Tactical Air Request
Tactical Air Support Element
Tactical Air Support Squadron
Training Center; Transportation Corps
Third Country National
Table Mf Distribution and Allowances
Table of Equipment
VN Lunar New Year Holiday
Task Force
Territorial Forces Evaluation System
Tactical Fighter Group
Territorial Forces Inspections Division
Tactical Fighter Squadron
Tactical Fighter Wing
Task Group; Transportation Group
Troops in Contact

TA
TACAIR
TACAN
TACP
TAGS
TAOR
TAR
TASE
TASS
TC
TCN
TDA
TE
TET
TF
TFES
ýTFG
-'TFID
TFS
TFW
TG
TIC

HIS

4

GEREGRADED UNCLASSIFIED

Per
Order Sec Army ,Dy DA, 1H

est
2t Vv11abe

COYT,

UNCLASSIFIED
*

TIGHT JAW
Tm
TMA
TMS
TNT
TOG
TOE
TRAC
TRU
TS
TS/NF
Tu Cuong

Vietnamese Controlled Unattended Ground Sensor Program
'Team

Traffic Management Agency
Training Management System

.Trinitrotoluene

-

Tactical Operations Center
Table of Organiration..And-E-quipment4v
Third Regional Assistance Command
Techn!~.l.r'econnaissance Unit
To ecret
P'op -,Secret/No Foreign Dissemination*
S~elf-reliance

~U

Unclassified
Uni~fornq Code of Military Justice
Underwater Demolition Team
United States Army
US Army Advisory Group
US Army Construction Agency, Vietnam
US Army Engineer Command, Vietnam
US Air Force
US Army Headquarters Irea Cnmmand
US Agency for International Development
US Army Medical Command, Vietnam
US Army Procurement Agency, Vietnam
US Army Property Disposal A'gency, Vietnam
US Army Forces
Army. Pacific

UCMJ

":UDT--- USA
USAAG
USACAV
USAECAV
USAF
USAHAC
USAlD
USAMEDCOMV
USA PA V
USA PDAV
USARMYF
USARPAC

.US

USC
USCG
USG
USIA

USINFO
USMC
USN
USNS
USS
USSR
UTB
UW

*

*VADM
*VAL
*VARS
VC

*

VCI
VC/NVA
VDPP

VECCO
Vedette

*

VEV
VFR

VICCO

'

US Code
US Coast Guard
US Government
US Information Agency
US Information Office
US Marine Corps

US Na-.y
US Navy Ship
US Ship
Union~ of Soviet Socialist Republics

Utility Boat
Unconventional Warfare
Vice Admiral
Light Attack Squa~dron
Visual Air Recownialsanca and Su~rveillance
Viet Cons
Vlie Cong Infrastructure
Viet Cong/North Vietnamese Army
Vietnam Developmental Procurement Program
Vietnam Engineering and Construction Company
Interceptor, Cutter, Surveillance
Voice Excited Vocoder
Visual Flight Rules
Vietnamese Industrial Construction Corporation io

UNCLASSIFIED
VINAVATCO
VIP
VIS
VMA T
VN
VNA F
VN$
VNMC
VNN
VNNSC
VNNSY
VR
VRE
VSD

Vietnamese Transportation Corporation
Voluntary Informant Program
Vietnamese Information Service
Vietnamese Mobile Advisory Team
Vietnam; Vietnamese
Vietnamese Air Force
Vietnamese Piaster
Vietnamese Marine Corps
Vietnamese Navy
Vietnamese Naval Supply Center
Vietnamese Naval Shipyard
Visual Reconnaissance
Vietnam Regional Exchange
Village Self -Development

WA FC
WBGP
WHEC
WIA
WIP
WLV
WP
WPB
Wpn
WWMCCS

Women's Armed Forces Corps
Water-borne Guard Post
US Coast Guard High Endurance Cutter
Wounded in Action
Work-in-Place
Coast Guard Light Ship
White Phosphorous
US Coast Guard Patrol Craft
Weapon
Worldwide Military Command and Control System for US Forces

Yankee Station
YC
YD
Y FR.
Y FU
YL.LC
YOG
VA
YR a A
YTL
Y TAM

Carrier Force Area off Coast of VN
Open Lighter
Floating Crane
Refrigertted Covered Lighter
Harbor Utility Graft
Salvage Light Lift Craft
Yard Oiler
Flaating Workshop
Submarine Repair. Blerthing, and Messing B~arge
Sniall Harbor Tug±
Medium Harbor Tug

UNCLASSIFIED
Ws

X -.A

UNCLASSIFIED
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Krek, Battle for, E 9-11
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Geography, SEA, II 1
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Giap, Ve Nguyen, C 3-5
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Cambodia (See Khmer Republic)
Laos (See Laus)
North Vietnam (3ee NVN; Enemy)
South Vietnam (See Republic of Vietnam)
Thailand (See Thailand)
Ground Combat Operations
Forces Available, Friendly and Enemy, IV 12
Impact of Weather Upon, IV 19
Military Region 1
CHARLIE, Attack on Fire Base, IV ZI-22
Concept of Operations, IV 21
DEWEY CANYON, IV 21
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FULLER, Attack on Fire Base, IV 23
GOLDEN Dragon II, IV 21
HOANG DIEU, IV 25
JEFFERSON GLEN, IV Zl
LAM SON 719, 720, 810, IV 21-25 (See Also LAM SON 719)
MARY ANN, Attack on Fire Base, IV 21
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NVA/VC (See Enemy)
QUYET THANG, IV 2.
ROK Ground Operations, IV 21
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Statistics, IV 25
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Zd ARVN Div, IV 21
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101st Abn Div (Ambl) (US), IV 21, 23, Z5
198th Bde (US), IV 21, 23, 25
Military Region 2
Fire Support Base 5, Attack on, IV 27
Fire Support Base 6, Attack on, IV 27
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Concept of Operations, IV 27
NVA/VC (See Enemy)
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Royal Thai Army Volunteer Force (RTAVF), IV 35
Statistics, IV 33
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Efforts of Services, X 11-13
Racial Complaints, X 9
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Racial Attitudes of Black Servicemen, X 9-10
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Enemy Organization for, III 45-46
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Inspector General
Advisory Activities, X 24, 36
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Military Privileges for Nun-Military Personnel, X 30
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Press Relations, X 29, 33
Problem Areas, X 26
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Rations Supplement Program, Inspection of, X 39
Supply Irregularities, Delta, X 32
Situation and General Command Trends, X Z6
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Joint Customs Group, X 61-63
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Coordination with MACV Staff, IV 1-8
General, VIII 17-29
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Khmer Republic (Cambodia)
Air Operations in, VI 23-24
Background,*I 1
Economic Activities, II 5
Enemy Activities in, C Z0-27
FANK (See Enemy; Forces Armees Nationales Khmeres)
General, *1 1; C 16
Lon Nol, Rules by Decree, II 1; C 18;'* 1
Summary, C 16, 19
Supply Support to, I 8, 10
Third Country Support to,*I 8, 10
Kompong Som, III 2; C 9, 22
Korea (See Also Republic of Korea)
Air Effort in SVN, VI 5
Ground Combat of ROK Forces, G 3-9 (See Also Ground Combat Operations)
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Air Support of, 11 1-3; VI 1, 13; E 21-23, 41-42
Army Aviation in, E 37-39
Artillery, Results of, E 42-43
Command and Control, E Z0, 37
Enemy Losses, E 34
Enemy Tactics, E 35-37
Fire Support Coordination, E 20-21
General, E 15-17
Impact on Redeployment Planning, F 3
Logistics Analysis, E 43-44
Logistics Support Plan, E Z3
Medical Support, IX 32
Phase I (DEWEY CANYON), E 25 (See Alsu Ground Combat Operations)
Phase II, E 27-31
Phase III, E 31-33
Phase IV, E 33
Planning Considerations, E 15-.5
PSYOF, Efforts During, TSS 5
Rules of Engagement, E 17
Tactics, E 15-17 (See Also Ground Combat Operations)
Task Organization, E 19-20
Land Reform, GVN Efforts, VII 35-37
Lao Patriotic Front (NLHX), C 8-9
Lao People's Liberation Army, Defections From, C 13-14
Lao People's Party (PPL), C 8-9
Laos
Air Operations, VI 17-29
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Laos (continued)
Enemy Control of, C 8
General, 11 1-2; VI 27-31
MACV Assistance to,*I 10
STEEL TIGER, VI 28-31; TSS 2
US Air Effort in, I1 1; VI 26; TSS 1-2
Leadership, RVNAF, VIII 27-37
Leave (See Rest and Recuperation)
Le Duan, III 2; C 4-5
LOG, Expansion of in Laos, C 15
Local Self-Defense Programs, VII 10-27
National Police, VII 13-20
Security Related Programs, VII 20-28
Local Self-Development, VII 32-46
Programs, VII 32
Rural Development, VII 34-35
Local Self-Govtrnment VII 28-31
Programs, VII 28
Progress in, VII 28-31
Regional Variations, VII 31-32
Logistics (See Also US Logistics Support and RVNAF Logistics)
Enemy Activity in RVN, I11 45-49
Ho Chi Minh Trail Activity, I I; VI 9
RVNAF, VIII 48-66
Territorial Forces, H 11
Lon Nol, Marshal (See Also Khmer Ropublic)
Illness of, C 18
Losses, Aircraft, VI 18, 20

MACV (Military Assistance Command. Vietnam) (See Also COMUSMACV)
Advisory
Army Advieory Efforts, VIII 78-80

Air Force Advisory Group, 11 18-19; VI 35; VIII 80; *I 7
CORDS, VIII 77
Future Organization, VIII 71-72
Major Advisory Units, 11 14; A 4
Regional Assistance Elements, II 20-Z.; VI1 73
US Navy Advisory Group, 11 18- 19; VIII 80; 1 7
Assistance to Khmer Forces,0 I 3-9
Combined Planning Efforts (See Combined Strategic Planning)
Command Relationships (See COMUSMACV)
Current Plans. TSS 14-17
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Foreign Assistance to RVN, VIII 89
Military Denial of Agricultural Resources, VIII 91
Military -Economic Interrelationships, VIII 95-98
Mineral Exploration Proposal, VIII 98
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Force Level, TSS 7-12
Transitional Force, TSS 11-12
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Functions, II 9-14
Logistical Relationship to Subordinate Commands, IX 2
Objectives, II 6-7; IV 1-2
Organization,. !I9-26; A 1
Service Component Command Responsibilities
Air Force, 11 17-18
Army, 11 15-16
Navy, 11 16-17
Staff Officers, Principal, A 1-4
Training Assistance (See Training)
Vietnam Assistance Command, VIII -72
Manpower, GVN Programs for the Development of, VII 43; VIll 7-9
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ROK (See Free World Military Assistanco Forces; Ground Combat Operations;
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Military Assistance Program (MAP),*I 1
Military Equipment Delivery Team, Cambodia (MEDTC), IX 4; *1 1
Communications Assistance, *1 9
MEDTC, Forward,*I 3
Logistic Support to,*I 8-10
Medical Assistance,*I 9
Minister of National Defense, GVN, VIII 5
Mission Essential Equipment, VIII 48
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Mobile Advisory Teams (MATs)
Munitions, Aerial
Bombs, Laser, VI 19
CBU, VI 13, 19
COMMANDO VAULT, VI 9.
PAVE AEGIS, VI 16
New, VI 15-16, 19
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Natignal Objectives
4VN (See Republic of Vietnam)
US (See Combined Campaign Pkn)
National Police, and Territoriai Security, VII 13-ZO
Naval Advisory Group, V 3-?; VIII 81
Naval Conutructiono V
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Naval Gunfire, V 41-45 (See Alao Rules of Engagement)
Naval Operations (See Chapter V)
US (Set, BARRIER RE.W, BREEZY COVE, GIANT SLINGSHOT. MARKET TIME, READY
D)ECX, SOLID ANCHOR, SEA LORDS, SEALS)
VNN (See C|I LANG. SEA LOR)DS, TRAN HUNG DAO, Also Vietnam)
Neutrality Moeting, SEA. I1 3
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North Vietnam (Sae Also Ennemy)
Air Order of Uattle., VI 3)2
Air Operations In, VI 33-34
Central Research Agency. I1 64-61;
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Objectives in Cambodia, C 17
Objectives in Laos, C 9
People's Council Elections, 1971. C Z-5

Personnel (See Enemy)
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Supply (See Enemy)
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Manpower Development, VII 43-44
Municipal Self-Development, VII 45
National Police, VII 13-19
Phung Hoang, VII 21-25
People's Self-Defense, VII 12-13
Post and Communications, VII 44-45
Province Self-Development, Vii 45
Public Health, VII 41
Public Works, VII 44
Rural Credit, VII 45
Rural Development Cadre and, "'11 34-35
Security Related, VII 20-21
Special, VII 47-48
Territorial Secutrity, V•1 it - 12 (See Also Annex H)
Urban, '."i 47
Village Self-Development, VII 45
Veterans and War Victims, VII 39-41
Vietnamizai~tn of, VII 3-5
Paris Peace Talks, 11 3-4
Pathot Lao, II a; C 8-9
People* Republic of China (PRC)
NVN Relations with. C 4-8

Presence in Lavl;, C 15
Peoples Revolutionary Goviernment (PRI)
Establ•ihmont of. 111 5, A

People's Self-Dcfonse For-ce
VII T, 10, 12-3I

Operation•,

Prograts. VII 11
Rolo of (Sea Combined Campaign Plan)
Phaam Van Dong, C 4 z
IX 19

lla,
Phut QuVWa

Prbaram. VI1-.

Ptt~~

Plaster Ceiorie*on. VIII 88
Pich Nil

ase.

Vhmer Republic, C 20-17

Pipeline. Pctrtleutm In NVN,
Plain of Jlars. 112

%1
VI

7.

t11 47; C 9

C 20-2'7

Plane. IV 1-10; V11 6-9
AnnualaSre Com;binŽd Cam •aign Kin
MACV Redelployment,

'ISS 7-11•

UNCLASWFIED
I,

.. >'

¾'.

,••:tlNCaL~g•IPID

4-I•

UNCLASSIFIED
POL, Bulk Fuel, VIII 61
Police, National, RVN, VII 13-19
Political Activities, SEA, I

1-5

Political Warfare Actrvities (POLWAR),

TSS 4

Popular Forces
Operations, VII 11; VIII 70; H 7, 13-16, 23, 53, 70
Role of (See Combined Campaign Plan)
Port Turnover, VIII 56
Post and Communications,

Program in, VII 44-45

Presidential Troop Reductions, F 1-14; TSS 7- 11
Press Relations (See Also Information and the Press)
Disaccreditation of Newsm.en, X 29, 49
Logistic•.l Support to Newsmen, X 48
Prime Minister of Caýmbodia (See Lon Nol)
Prisoners of War, X 1-8
Enemy, X 1-4
Friendly Overtures en PW Repatriation, X 3
Mail Curtailment of US, X 4-5
Negotiation, ': 6-7
Release of Enemy, X 1-3
Release of Friendly, X 4, 7
Roe.utriation Efforts, X 5-7
Sexton, Joihn C. Sgt, X 4, 5
Signal Support of Repatri-tian Eftforts, IX Z7
Sum mary of Status, X 7-9
Treatment of US. X 4
Pretiprty Disposal Opeortions, VIII St.-57, 61; IX e; I 9Q
Property Radiatribution Operations, IX 12
Project M.OUSE,
Protectiv

IX I1

Reaction Strikes, VI 1, 34

Operations T88
()SY OP)
PIy~hologka).
DROWN ST'ALLION,
BUFFALO, TRACK, Th'• 4
By Air-Delivered Meacs, TS5 5-6

Chiou Hi~ Program, TSS 6
£tEPHANT' WALK, TSS 6

JUSPAO, TSS I
LAM SON 719, Support of, TSS 6
NGUYEN TRA! IV Canmpaign, TSS 6
V.

VNCLASSIFIRD

! 1**

"A
.

J,

L-lS

UNCLASSIFIED
Psychological Operations (PSYOP) (continued)
Organization in RVN, TSS 3
Strategy in SEA, TSS 4-6
Themes, TSS 5, 6
Thong Cam Magazine, TSS 6
Vietnamization of, TSS 5
Public Health, Program in, VII 41
Public Works, Program in, VII 44

1)
QUYET THANG (See Ground Combat Operations, MR

Race Relations (See Human Relations)
Ralar Sites, V 36-39;

VIIT 15

READY DECK, V 18-ZI
Reconnaissance, Aerial, VI 17
Rec ruitment
Enemy in North Vietnam, III 43, 48-49
Enemy in Souch Vietnam, ITI 42-43
RVNAF (See Republic of Vietnam)
Redevloynont (See Annex F andl TS-S 7- 1)
Air Force Units, US, F $
Air Sutpport Considerations, TSS I I
Army, FZ-14• AppendixF-'
FWMAF Units, F 15; TSS 1Z
Impact of LAM SON 719, F 3
Inerements, I 10. F 5-15
MACV Planning for 197Z, TSS 7-1Z
Marine. US, F 5, 6

Navy, US, V 1-M8, F 5

1-2:
Nixone Doctrine and Vietnamization, VIII I- F
8-11
TSS
Reductiona, 1971,
Units Listed, Increments VI throuIh X; F-I- I-V

uss ianetkuaI,

1 1 TSS 7

IN 31

Refugees, VII 41
Regional Forces
Operationw, VI1 11; VIII 3. 41 S', 70- 1 13-16
Role of. 4 1-2. 5-7 (See Also Combined Campaign Plan)

"Repatriation, PW

."
-

.•. ..

(See Prisoner of War)

~PUNCLASSIFIED
-,

.

UNCLASSIFIED
Republic of Korea (ROK) (See FWMAF)
Air Operations, VI 5
General, TSS 12
Ground Operations, I 5; (See Also Ground Combat Operations)
Republic of Vietnam (RVN)
Armed Forces of, (RVNAF) (See Also Army of the Republic of South Vietnam [ARVNI,
Vietnamese Air Force [VNAF], Vietnamese Marine Corps [VNMC], Vietnamese Navy [VNN], i
Territorial Forces [RF/PFI)
Capabilities of (by Service), VIII 57-70
Combined Planning Role (Sue Combined Carnppaigr Plar.)
Dependent Shelter Program, IX 23
Economic Impact of, VIII 95

Force Structure, IV 12-17; VIN 2-25
Improvement and Modernization,
rIII Z-iJ
Leadershir', VIII 27-37
LOC Program, VIII 59-61, IX 17-Z0
Loyisilcs, VI.I 48-*6 (See Also US Logistical Support)
Medical Capability, VIII 6Z-66
Mi-sion of (by Service) (See Combined Carnpa.gn Plan)
Training of, VIII 37-46
Women's Armed Forces Corps. VIII 23
Government
Econormlc Develooment, VIII 86-99
Political, 11 1-5
Rest. and Recuperadon (R&R), X 66-67
Re.-rograde Program, MACV. IX 7
Riot Control Agtnts, VI 21-22 (See Also Rules of Engagement)

I

•

Royal Lao Government (RLG)
Enemy, Peace Negotiations with, C 12-13
General (See Laos)
Rule" of Engagement (ROE)
Air, V1 7; D) 3-4; TSS I
Air Defense, D 4, D-1-16, 22-24
Air Interdiction Missions, D-1-14
B-52 Employment, TSS I
Close Air Support, D-l-14-15
Definitions, D- 1-24
General Rules, D-1-4-5
Helicopter Gunship ire, D 3-4; D-l.17-21
Impact of Diminishing US Role. D 5; D-1- -I
1
Inhabited Areas, D !
LAM SON 719, E 17 (See Also LAM SON 719)
Naval Gunfire. D-1-8-10
Problems of Interpretation, D 5-6
Revision of, Dec 71, D 5
Surface Operations, D 2-3. D-1-7-10

Uninhabited Areas., D 2

I
,/'•:•

"

L-20O.'

.

UNCLASSIFIED
Rural Credit, Program in, VII 45
Rural Development Cadre, VII 34-35

Sanctuary, USS (See Redeployment)
Scrap Ammunition, Brass, IX 5-7
Seabees, V 38-41
SEA FLOAT (See SOLID ANCHOR)
SEA LORDS, V 10-13
Operations, V 11-30

SEALS, V 15-17, 22-23, Z7, 29
SEARCH TURN, V 20-25
Search and Rescue, Air, VI 18-19
Seasonal Chmpaign Plans, IV 9- 10
Sea Wolves, V 11. 13, 2Z,

25

Security Concept, Area (See Also Area Security Concept)
Role of FWMAF in the (See Combined Campaign Plan)
Role of RVNAF in the (See Combined Campaign Plan)
Self-Defense, VII 10-a7
Self-Develouprent,

VII 32-46

Self-Government, VII 28-31
Service Component Cornmanderq (See MACV)
Combined Campaign Plan Responsibilities (See Combined Campaign Plan)
Seasonal Campaign Plan Respý.twibilitics (See Seasonal Campaign Plan)
Seventh Air Fore (See MACV).

VI Z9-31.

34-35

Sexton, Jolm C. SOT (Sie Prisoner uf War)
Sisowath. Sirk Matak, C 18

*

Sv

SOLID ANCHOR, V 14-19
Sortio,

Aircraft

1-52 (ARC LIGHT), TSS I
Gunships, in Laoa,01 10; TSS 2
Rules of Engagement (See Rule* of Engagement)
TACAIR in Laos (STEEL TIGER), VI 4S, 31: TSS 2

SAnnex I

UNCLASIFED
L-21
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{

.

. .

..

.

.. .. ..

.

"UNCLASSIFIED
Southeast Asia (SEA) (See Chapter II)
Economic (See Economic Activities, SEA)
Geographic Considerations, II 1-Z
Political Activities (by Country), II 1-5
PSYOP, CINCPAC-Directed, TSS 4-5
Souvanna Phouma, C IZ-13
Staff Judge Advocate (SJA), X 64-65
Staff, Principal, MACV A 1-7
STEEL TIGER (See Sorties, Aircraft)
Interdiction Efforts of, VI Z8-33
Shadow Supply System, I11 59
South Vietnam (See Republic of Vietnam)
Strategy
Enemy, 1119-11
Friendly (See Combined Campaign Plan)

Strengths
Enemy, 111 11-13

Friendly, IV II-12; V I; ViII7, 15, 18, ZI-Z5
Summer-Fall Campaign Plan, May-October 1971 (See Seasonal Campaign Plans)
TACAIR, TSS IZ (See Also Airpower In SEA: in Laos)
US Air Force, VI 11-15
Tandem Teleolone Switching Centers, IX Z5-Z7

""Telephone Exchange System, IX .6
Termn of Reference
COMUSIACV Mission and Responsibilities, II 8-9; 1 1
Service Component Comnianders (See MAC V)
Territorial Forces
Groutnd Operations (See Area Security Concept; Territorial Security)
Role at (See Combined Campaign Plan)
Territorial Security (See Annex H)
Employment of Security Forces. H 1-2
Force Transition Concept. H 3-5

Hlamlet Evaluation System (HES), H I I
Measurement of Progress. VII It; H 7. IZ
Military Regions, i, 13, 18-38- H 13-16
Popular Forces, H ?
Programns, Vii I i- Z

Regional Forces., VII t0. H S-?

Anniex I
-

IJUNCLAWSFIRD
L.2

UNCLASSIFIED
Thailand (See FWMAF)
Ground Combat Operations (See Ground Combat Operations)
Helicopter pilot trainees,*I 10
Political, II 3, 5
TOAN THANG, IV 35;

E 4-7

Training (See Also FANK)
ARVN, VIII 45-47
-VNN,
V 3
"VNAF, VIII 4-5

"-

RF/PF, VIII 41, 43
FWMAF, V 41; VIII 42
Training Centers, VIII 39-41

&

TRAN HUNG DAO, V 8-37
Transportation in SVN, 1 10
Trawlers, NVN, V 32-37
Tripartite Deputies,*I 3
Troop Redeployments (See Redeployment)
TUOL LEAP, C 20-27

Unattended Ground Sensor Program, IV 1-4
United States Agency for International Development (USAID). VIII 59, b9
United States (US)
Advisory Com
nitcations Support, IX 27
Air Efforts (See Air Operations; Airpower In SEA)
FWMAF Support (See Free World Military Assistante Forces)
Gosls in RVN. 1 1. VIII I
Ground War Efforts (See Ground Combat Operations)
Logiatical Support (See Chapter IX)
Military Effort# (See MACV)
Naval Efforts (See Naval Operations)
Urban, Programs for Developmnent of, VII 47
PSYOP Activities. TSS 4

a

USSR
*

Association with Enemy, C 6.8
Economic Asaistance to Enemy. C 6-S

*

Voterans. RVNAF Care for, VII 39-41
SAnnex I
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UNCLASSIFIRD,
*

Viet Cong (VC) (See Enemy)
Infrastructure (VCI)
Control Over Insurgency, I1 35-41
Higher Echelon Control, 111 35-37
Lower Echelon Control, III 39-41
Phuong Hoang and, VII 21-25
Reorganization, 11141-43
Taxation in RVN, 111 60; Vill 88

*

Vietnam (See Also Republic of Vietnam)

Air Force (VNAF), VIII 18, 55, 70
Armed Forces (See Chapter Viii)
Army (ARVN), Viii 7, 50, 69
Marines (VNMC), VIII 21, 56, 69

Navy (VNN), V 1-2, 7-37; VI 3-4, 13-14; ViII 15, 53, 69
Territorial Forces (TF), VII 11-13;

VIII 22. 53, 70; H 3-16

Vietnamization (See Chapter VIII)
Advisory Effort, VIII 71-83
Economic Aspects of, VIII 85-89
Goals, VIII 1
Impact on Rules of Engagement (See Rules of Engagement)

Plans. VIII 3-Z5; *I 3
RVNAF Improvement and Modernization, VIII 2-70
VC (See Enemy)
Village Self- Development, VII 45-46

War Victims, GVN Care for, VII 39-41
Weapons, Enemy, 11 62
Weather. Impact on Ground Operations, IV 19
-Winter Campaign Plan, San-Apr 1971 (See Seasonal Canpaign Plans)
Women's Armed F'orces Corps (WAFC),

VilI 23

Yankee Station. US Navy. VI 3-4
*
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